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“Fear not, for I am with
you; Be not dismayed,
for I am your God. I will
strengthen you, Yes, I will
help you, I will uphold
you with My righteous
right hand.”
Isaiah 41:10
New King James Version
(NKJV) - Bible

Our digitalization
journey continues with
a focus on artificial
intelligence, big data
analytics, machine
learning, among
other areas of digital
transformation.
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Overview
Reporting Standards and Responsibilities
Financial Reporting | IFRS
Econet applies International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International
Accounting
Standards
Board
(IASB)
and
interpretations provided by the IFRS Interpretations
Committee. It also complies with the Zimbabwe Stock
Exchange Listing requirements and the Companies
Act (Chapter 24:03).
Sustainability Reporting | GRI 2018
Econet applies the Global Reporting Initiative’s
(GRI) Standards in its Environmental, Social and
Governance reporting and is in accordance with GRI
Standards “Core Option”. We also demonstrate how
our business activities support the aims of the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB).
A content index is provided at the end of the report
for cross-referencing purposes. Verification for
sustainability information was conducted by external
Sustainability Consultants.

Report Boundaries
This combined report highlights performance
and provides commentary on the operations
of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited
(Econet) for the financial year ended 28
February 2021. The key purpose of the
report is to communicate non-financial and
financial performance of our business to
our stakeholders and all parties that may
be impacted by or interested in our actions,
operations and decisions made in the course
of conducting our business. Through annual
reporting, Econet shares sustainability
activities and the vision behind them to its
stakeholders as a way of increasing the
level of accountability and transparency with
which we take our actions. Reporting on our
economic and sustainability performance
allows us to receive feedback which
helps us to improve internal processes
and achieve strategies, sustainable and
socially responsible business objectives.
We are fully committed to listening to our
stakeholders and we welcome feedback on
our sustainability report and performance.
You are kindly invited to contact us at
sustainability@econet.co.zw
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Data Collection and Verification
Our report is compiled using information provided by
the different units of the business and through internal
reports and data management systems.
The Audit Committee recommends the Annual
Financial Statements (“AFS”) to the Board of Directors
for approval. The financial statements are audited by
independent external auditors, Deloitte. The directors
are responsible for the integrated report as a whole.
DISCLAIMER – Forward Looking Statements
An Annual Report includes certain ’forward-looking
statements’. These forward-looking statements are
necessarily about the future and therefore incorporate
degrees of uncertainty and use of assumptions.
Consequently, future actual results and performance
may differ from these statements. The forwardlooking statements are current as of the date of
publication of the Annual Report. Econet makes no
representation that the information will be publicly
updated after release of this Annual Report.

Overview

Our Values
Our core values define who we are and how we engage with all of our stakeholders in order to create sustainable,
shared value. Our values have carried us in the past and brought us to where we are today. We believe these values
will continue to inspire us and to uphold us through an ever-digital, evolving and uncertain future.

Our Values
In everything that we do, we continue
to be driven by our founding values. Econet
is committed to openness, honesty, and
integrity. “Pioneering”, “Professionalism” and
“Personal”are the core values which
form the basis of conducting business within a
framework of highest ethical standards.
Whilst the technology industry evolves at an
ever-increasing pace, our values remain
constant and have, over the years, proved
to be the foundation upon which our
resilience, growth and business
continuity have been
so successfully
established.

We are a

We demonstrate
the highest levels of

PIONEERING
Company

We are a Company committed
to finding the best way forward
in the fast-moving and highly
competitive technology field. To
remain a leader in the field, we
shall relentlessly pursue innovative
solutions and constantly grow
our knowledge base, with an
uncompromising
passion
for
excellence.

PROFESSIONALISM
In everything we do, both within
Econet and in the community, we
always work in a customer oriented
and objective manner with clearly
defined goals, in terms of quality
of service. In all our professional
areas and at all levels we carry out
our duties skilfully and diligently.

We are

PERSONAL
Internally we always remember that we are a Company made up of individuals. Each one is an intrinsically
valuable member of the organisation irrespective of their gender, race or position. We believe in
working in teams, in effective and confident co-operation and in environments where honesty, praise,
constructive criticism and fair reward have their place. Who we are inside the Company reflects who
we are externally. Our relationship with our customers enthuses with warmth and a genuine desire to
meet their needs. We reach out to customers in a holistic way that makes them true stakeholders and
willing participants in Econet.
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Financial Highlights
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Revenue
(inflation adjusted)

EBITDA
(inflation adjusted)

ZW$ 34.9 billion

ZW$ 18.0 billion

FY2020: ZW$28.2 billion
23%

FY2020: ZW$10.9 billion
66%

Net Profit
(inflation adjusted)

Long Term Debt: Equity
(inflation adjusted)

ZW$ 836.5 million

13%

FY2020: (ZW$5.7 billion)
115%

FY2020: 14%

Infrastructure
(inflation adjusted)

Contribution To Fiscus
(inflation adjusted)

ZW$ 1 billion

ZW$ 12.2 billion

FY2020: ZW$480 million
116%

FY2020: ZW$8.2 billion
49%
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Non-Financial Highlights

13.2m
Total

38.1%
Female
Employees

Subscriber
Base

FY2020: 39%
0.9%

FY2020: 13m
0.2%

27%
Female

8.7m
Active

Employees in
Managerial
Positions

Subscribers
FY2020: 9.5m
0.1%

FY2020: 26%
1%

78.4%

93.4%

Mobile Internet
& Data Market
Share
FY2020: 70.2%

Population
Network
Coverage
FY2020: 94%
0.6%

8.2%

66.5%

Customer
Market Share
FY2020: 69.1%
2.6%

81%
Electronic

Recharges
FY2020: 82%
1%
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Introduction
As the digital and technological playing
field continues to evolve and advance at an
unprecedented speed, the characteristics
of the telecommunications business also
change. From the original communication
services provider whose main product
offerings were voice, short messaging
service (SMS) and data services, we have
embraced the digital era and expanded
our products menu to satisfy the digital
lifestyles of our consumers.
Our theme for this report is Embracing
a Digital Future. It highlights how we
continue to use technology to develop
products and services that enable our
customers to stay abreast with latest global
digital developments and new normals with
minimal lifestyle disruptions. This theme
also reflects our belief that embracing
the ideals of the Sustainable Development
Goals, sustainable business practices and
shared value thinking, is crucial in ensuring
a sustainable future post COVID-19.
This report gives a bird’s eye view of our
achievements in this reporting period.

ECONET WIRELESS ZIMBABWE LIMITED ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Chairman’s Statement
OVERVIEW
Our business has continued to perform well in an extremely challenging
environment. We continue to have an eye on the future - as the
world becomes increasingly digital, our business is evolving. We are
transforming from being a pure communication services provider to a
digital services provider. Our vision is to create a new digital future that
leaves no Zimbabwean behind. We will do this by providing a seamless
digital experience to all our customers. By extending our network to
cover areas that are not served, we will assist in bridging the digital
divide. Our strategy is anchored on our well-developed digital platforms
and highly adaptable skills base in mobile and digital technology.
ENVIRONMENT AND REGULATORY REVIEW
The Telecommunications Traffic Monitoring and Revenue Assurance
Regulations were promulgated under SI95/2021 in April 2021. The
regulations mandate POTRAZ to establish “a non-intrusive electronic
system that would enable the authority to independently monitor and
account for national and international telecommunications traffic and
revenues therefrom, combat network fraud, enforce billing integrity and
enhance revenue assurance for regulatory and tax purposes”. Econet
has already installed its own traffic monitoring diagnostic tools to avoid
revenue leakages and traffic fraud. We are still in consultations with the
Regulator on the implementation of SI95/2021.

While this report gives an account of
our performance during a period riddled
with the COVID-19 pandemic, a diverse
and political environment and systemic
inequality, our ESG Report highlights
our commitment to our employees, the
environment, and the communities in
which we operate and serve, and the
positive impact this commitment has on
our business. We are humbled to have
been able to play a significant part in
the national response to the COVID-19
pandemic. We continue to record progress
in our journey to increase the use of
renewable energy.
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Whilst the World Bank Digital Economy for Zimbabwe Diagnostic report
launched in June 2021 categorises Zimbabwe as being “advanced” in
its infrastructure and connectivity service delivery due to the pioneering
efforts of the Group and its affiliate companies, we recognise that there
is scope for further improvements. We welcome the priority given to
developing the digital economy as part of the National Development
Strategy 1 (NDS1) and we believe we already have and can continue
to make a significant contribution to the national efforts. The rural
population remains under-served in the new digital economy and we
are always investigating lower cost relevant solutions to address this
segment in line with Government’s developmental agenda.
Foreign currency availability continues to be the biggest hurdle facing the
Company. This has constrained our ability to provide adequate capacity
to our customers. The Company has encounted operational challenges to
meet its capacity enhancement and routine maintenance requirements.
We remain hopeful that the improvements in foreign currency availability
due to interventions by the Fiscal and Monetary authorities will improve
this situation in the forseeable future.
Our headline tariffs were last reviewed in August 2020. Given the
inflationary pressures experienced, we believe that another tarriff review
is due in order for the sector to remain viable. All our pricing is determined
by the regulator using given cost inputs. The timely adjustment of tariffs,
using the Telecommunications Pricing Index, is critical to our continued
viability as a business.
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Dr J. Myers
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
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Chairman’s Statement (continued)
Consistent, high quality grid power supply remains a
challenge. This means that we make use of diesel-powered
generators to supplement what we draw from the national
grid. As a result, we continue to see an increase in our
carbon footprint as well as the cost of doing business.
We continue working to enhance our green footprint and
reduce carbon emissions by increasing the number of solar
powered base station sites.
OPERATIONS REVIEW
Delivering a digital lifestyle through connectivity, gaming,
and music has been an important theme in this review
period. From financial services to e-commerce, digital
adoption in Zimbabwe has accelerated at an extremely
rapid pace, spurred on by public health and safety concerns
during the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result of the increased
uptake of digital services, our data products have increased
in their contribution to revenue from 24.8% to 29.2%. In
response, we embarked on several initiatives to support the
growth in data traffic and increased LTE/4G data speeds
by 50%, commissioning 12 new LTE sites countrywide
and accessing additional 3G spectrum under the POTRAZ
COVID-19 relief programme. We have also facilitated the
import of low-cost data-capable handsets to ensure data
connectivity is accessible across all sectors of society
(though as mentioned in our previous reports, the duty
regime on devices for accessing the network increases the
cost of connectivity for our consumers).
The Group continues to innovate and introduce channels
for digital customer support to accelerate customer query
resolution and reduce dependence on brick and mortar
infrastructure. Customer engagement platforms launched
to date include; Yemurai Chatbot 1.0 release, USSD selfcare, web self-care, IVR self-care and SMS help. More than
90% of our customer interactions were handled through
these digital self-care channels representing a 200% yearon-year growth. We witnessed a significant improvement
in our customer effort score, which measures the effort
customers undertake to reach our various channels. We
continue our journey in the use of artificial intelligence (AI)
for a more intelligent and personal customer experience
in terms of support, product offerings and predictively
managing platforms performance and network quality of
service.
With a subscription of over 1 million customers, the
YoMix platform has been popular amongst the youth and
continues growing in popularity. The YoMix App is a do-it-
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yourself (DIY) mobile application that empowers customers
to customize their voice, data, SMS and digital service
offerings through personalized bundling.
FINANCIAL REVIEW
The report of the Directors is based on inflation adjusted
financial statements which are the primary financial
statements. Historical financial statements have been
presented as supplementary information. The Directors
caution users of the financial statements on the usefulness
of these reported financial statements, in light of distortions
that arise when reporting in a hyperinflationary economy.
Revenue increased to ZW$35 billion, an increase of 23%
from the previous year, largely due to the increase in data
usage, which increased by 47%. Improving operational
efficiencies and continued cost containment measures
yielded positive results which saw the earnings before
interest, taxation, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA)
margin increase to 52%. Net exchange losses, decreased
by 46% to close the year at ZW$13.7 billion. Capital
expenditure investment remains subdued due to the scarcity
of foreign currency. Our earnings per share increased from a
loss of 237 cents per share to a positive earnings per share
of 35 cents.
Our cash flow remains positive and we continue to
manage cash position prudently in light of the challenging
operating environment. Our balance sheet is bolstered by
our investment, of about 7% of Liquid Telecommunications
Jersey (LTJ), a pan-African fibre operator, which is now
valued at US$145 million.
DEBENTURES
The Board has exercised its discretion, in terms of the Trust
Deed, to give debenture holders an opportunity to offer
their debentures to the Company for early redemption,
on a voluntary basis. The Company has issued a notice to
debenture holders outlining the terms and conditions of the
offer. This offer applies to all the debentures, including 50%
of the debentures that were allocated to Cassava Smartech
Zimbabwe Limited, at the point of demerger in 2018.
DIVIDEND DECLARATION
The Company has declared a final dividend of ZW$60 cents
per share for the year ending 28 February 2021. This will
bring the total dividend paid to ZW$100 cents per share.
The dividend will be paid per the following timelines:
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Chairman’s Statement (continued)
ACTION

DATE

Last date to trade
cum dividend

Tuesday, 17 August
2021

Share trades
ex-dividend

Wednesday 18 August
2021

Record date

Friday, 20 August
2021

Payment date
(on/about)

Thursday, 26 August
2021

changing as we pivot the business to the new realities that
we see emerging, as consumers demand a different digital
experience as the world evolves and technology changes
to cater for the new needs and expectations of our society.
We believe that we will play a part in the resurgence of
Zimbabwe’s economy through providing world class
services to support the enhanced growth and digitalization
of the economy.
APPRECIATION

DISPOSAL OF MUTARE BOTTLING COMPANY
The Company concluded an agreement to dispose of its
beverages bottling and other related assets held by Mutare
Bottling Company (Private) Limited, a subsidiary of the
Company, to Delta Beverages.
CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT
We supported the national efforts to tackle the COVID-19
pandemic in various ways, directly or through our
nominated partners such as Higher Life Foundation. These
initiatives included provision of COVID-19 test kits and
personal protective equipment for frontline workers. We
used our platforms to disseminate educational material on
the pandemic to all communities. Through our partners,
we supported a low cost, low input, climate-smart
conservation farming approach called “Pfumvudza” in order
to complement Government efforts towards a resurgence
in agriculture and food security.

On behalf of the Board, I would like to extend my appreciation
to our valued customers, business partners, stakeholders
and employees who continue to support our business in
many ways. I wish to thank our exceptional staff whose
unwavering dedication continues to immensely contribute
towards the success of the Company in this challenging
environment. The wise counsel and leadership from my
fellow directors is acknowledged and appreciated. I pray for
a healthy and prosperous year ahead for us all.

Dr J. Myers
CHAIRMAN ON THE BOARD
31 July 2021

The Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education endorsed
the use of our Ruzivo platform as a learning tool in Zimbabwe.
This bears testimony to the pivotal role the platform plays
in learning and in particular averting disruptions inflicted
on conventional classroom learning by the COVID-19
pandemic. During the year, over 38,000 active users made
use of the platform with over 94,000 learners accessing
content on the platform.
OUTLOOK
We remain committed to our founding vision of providing
services to all without exclusion. As we transform our
business to a digital services provider from being primarily
a communications service provider, we aim to develop
resilient business models that are relevant to our customers
and our operating environment. Our services are gradually

ECONET WIRELESS ZIMBABWE LIMITED ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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Buddie
Voice

With over 22 years of sustaining
relationships across distances, Buddie has
transcended times and stood to its promise
of maintaining relationships and enhancing
lives through provisioning of reliable voice
service connectivity to all Zimbabweans
across social divides. This has seen the
brand commanding 82% of Zimbabwe’s
voice market. Continuously meeting the
day to day communication needs for
individual, households, communities and
businesses even in the peripheral areas.

Buddie is a
dominant voice
service provider
with 80% of all
mobile voice
traffic within
Zimbabwe

The brand has 13 million customers and
has been pivotal in giving economic
freedom to all Zimbabweans through
direct and indirect employment.
It’s more than a friend it’s a Buddie!

RELIABLE VOICE SERVICE

UNCOMPROMISED CONNECTIVITY
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Chief Executive Officer’s
Operations Review
Operating Environment
This year was like no other. When we commenced our financial year in
March 2020, we were looking forward to a great year but then COVID-19
struck, bringing about a national lockdown, a development which resulted
in the general decline in economic activity and aggregate demand in most
sectors of the economy.
This was exacerbated by the challenging macro-economic environment,
with the hyper-inflation and currency depreciation, particularly in the first
six months of 2020, depressing real tariffs and significantly impacting
operating costs and increasing foreign exchange losses.
Our core operational costs from infrastructure, software upgrades,
network support services to operating software licences all require
foreign currency and the runaway inflation and exchange rate resulted in
the company’s operational costs skyrocketing.
Notwithstanding the designation of telecommunications sector as an
essential service provider during the lockdown period, albeit at scaled
down levels, the business was swift to navigate the financial and
operational challenges of the pandemic while rapidly addressing the
needs of our people, customers and suppliers.

Operational Performance
We believe that sustainable business
practices are essential to the creation
of long-term value, and that running our
business in a responsible manner is
intrinsically tied to achieving operational
excellence; accordingly, our Board
exercises oversight over the company’s
performance with respect to ESG factors
as a part of our duty to directly oversee
Econet’s corporate strategy. We are
therefore proud to share Econet’s ESG
report section within this report, which
highlights our perspective on the issues
that matter most to our business and our
stakeholders including our customers,
shareholders, regulators and investors.
In 2021 Econet slightly changed its
sustainability framework and jumped into
the ESG cockpit because we believe that
a strong focus on ESG is an effective way
to respond to the global and business
challenges we face.
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Anchored on our adaptable business model, our dedicated staff, our
strong digital platforms and our unrelenting desire to continuously
improve, adapt and innovate, we emerged from the pandemic stronger
and closed the year on a sound footing to record a 23% increase in
revenue, in inflation-adjusted terms, to ZW$35 billion. Our profit after tax
was ZW$836.5 million.
Voice traffic share increased by 3% whilst data traffic share was up 5%
compared to the previous financial year.
We aspire to be the partner of choice for enterprises, SMEs, the
government and other institutions in order to grow our active customer
base and sustain voice traffic volumes.
The Company remained a market leader in all its critical operating
segments and continued to focus on consumer satisfaction to ensure
it retains its overall share of consumer spend. According to the Postal
and Telecommunication Regulatory Authority of Zimbabwe (POTRAZ)
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Dr D. Mboweni
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Chief Executive Officer’s Operations Review (continued)
third quarter report of 2020, the sector’s mobile internet and
data traffic grew by 13% with Econet commanding 78.4%
Market Share of Internet & Data Traffic, up from 69.7% in
the previous quarter.

solutions for our consumers. Our services have enabled
businesses, schools, churches, hospitals, individuals and all
sectors of the economy to operate remotely, without any
significant or prolonged service disruptions.

Data traffic witnessed an increase of 47.4% mainly driven by
the national lockdown which resulted in more people working
from home and making use of digital video conferencing
channels and increased e-learning activity. There was also
an exponential increase in social media activity as families
turned to social media to keep in touch amidst a devastating
global pandemic.

To help manage uncertainty, we accelerated the adoption
of agile ways of working and value chain transformation. By
April 2020, over 90% of our staff were telecommuting as
we endeavoured to ensure the safety of our customers and
employees as well as minimise disruption to service delivery.

The Health and Safety of
Our Employees is a Top Priority
From the very beginning of the pandemic, our focus was
squarely upon two things:
•
•

Securing the well-being, health and safety of our own
employees, our customers and of our suppliers.
Steering the company successfully through this
unprecedented crisis.

I am proud to report that we accomplished both. We
implemented comprehensive hygiene standards across
all our locations and provided our employees with clear
guidance – including the preventive measures they should
take and protective material. We also closed shops and
offices when required, in line with local regulations. Even
today, the vast majority of our employees are working from
home and we reacted quickly to provide them with the
supportive agile working tools that would enable them to
do so. We also successfully safeguarded jobs throughout
the entire year and rewarded our employees with periodic
appreciation allowances for their extraordinary commitment.
We even continued with digital talent development through
supporting online courses.

Growth in Digital
Although the operating environment remained volatile and
uncertain, the “new normal”, brought about by the COVID-19
pandemic, created new opportunities for the business
to leverage agile working technologies and deliver digital

18

Whilst it was necessary to physically close our shops and
contact centres in line with the lockdown restrictions of
movement and social gatherings, we ensured business
continuity by leveraging on our contactless channels,
enabling us to connect with the evolving habits of our
customer.
Our multiple digital touch points such as chatbots, web
self-care, USSD self-care and WhatsApp helplines have
gone a long way in assisting our customers with much
needed convenience and efficiency. Our Self-Care platforms
(*111# and Web Self-Care) handled 93% (24million) of total
customer interactions compared to 10% (3million) in the
previous period.

Increased Financial Flexibility
The cost of providing our services continued to increase in
line with market trends, where the alternative market rate
was used for reference pricing.
Together with the other players in the industry, we continued
to lobby the regulator to implement tariffs that will ensure the
viability of the sector as well as enable operators to continue
meeting the regulatory quality of service standards.
Whilst we welcome the Foreign Currency Auction System
introduced by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, which has
seen the interbank exchange rate stabilising in the last 3
months of the trading period, overall the ZW$ depreciated
from an official rate of 1:25 against the United States Dollar
in May 2020 to the 1:83 at the end of February 2021.
Although the telecommunications regulator has adopted
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Enhancing lives

Browse Anytime, Anywhere with Econet Data

#OneFightAgainstCorona

Embracing

a digital

future
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Chief Executive Officer’s Operations Review (continued)
the Telecommunications Pricing Index (TPI) as the tool for
setting tariffs, the frequency and responsiveness to rapid
market changes continued to be a challenge resulting in our
real tariffs being severely undermined. This has resulted in
us being unable to pay our vendors timeously for software
licences and certain upgrades required to increase our
capacity and maintain the quality of service that our
customers have come to expect from us.

services enabled by digitalisation led to the growth in
adoption of the YoMix App, a Do it yourself (DIY) solution
that empowers customers to customise their Voice, Data,
SMS and Digital Service offerings through personalised
bundling. With a subscription of over 1 million customers,
the platform has been popular amongst the youth, with a
growing popularity with the senior age groups.

Continued Investment in Sustainability
To successfully navigate the company through 2020, we
also switched our financial focus entirely onto managing
our cash flows when the COVID-19 crisis hit us in March.
Our measures included the establishment of strict cost and
working capital controls.

Products and Services
To encourage data usage and fulfil the digital inclusion goal
in Zimbabwe, we launched an affordable 3G Smart Kambudzi
handset bundled with 6GB of free data upon purchase.
The introduction of discounted E-Learning bundles, Private
Wi-Fi Bundles and customised time Bundles have enabled
us to give affordable internet connectivity to our customers
whilst making sure that customers can easily work, learn,
socialise or stay entertained remotely.
Our music and entertainment offering, Buddie Beatz Music,
a pioneer of music streaming services in Zimbabwe, was
also key in providing financial substance to artists and was
marked by an over 50% growth in artist pay-outs during
the period under review. Extra convenience was added
to the application with the introduction of Buddie Beatz
International, that allows customers, on any network to
subscribe and pay for the streaming service locally and from
anywhere across the world.
We also continued to target our young and young-at-heart
customers with the provision of gaming services through
the YoPlay and Elevate Gamez platforms which afforded
customers much needed entertainment during lockdown
period leading to a 100% growth in active gamers from the
same period last year.
The shift in customer needs to control and customise
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On the sustainability front, we are proud to report that
sustainability is an integral part of our business philosophy.
Econet continues to build a company that treats our
stakeholders - our customers, stockholders, our investors,
our regulators, our vendors and partners, our employees,
and our communities - with honour and respect. To ensure
total alignment with expectations of these stakeholders,
Econet adopted the ESG Framework for the management of
its sustainability strategy. For 2021, our material ESG issues
included our response to COVID-19 pandemic, the wellbeing
of our staff, safety in both the physical and digital worlds of
our customers, diversity and inclusion, data privacy, impacts
of our products and services to the communities where we
serve and our continued attempts to manage our carbon
footprint and its impact on climate change.
Agile work and telecommuting resulted in decreased
greenhouse gas emissions as employees were working
from home and this had a positive impact on our carbon
footprint and business performance.

2022 Outlook
The “new normal” of working has created new opportunities
for the business to leverage agile working technologies and
deliver digital solutions for our customers. With our Digital
Lifestyle Network proposition now in full execution, we will
ensure that our digital transformation roadmap is perfectly
designed to ensure that we continue to transform people’s
life, business and society, in and out of the office space.
Our digital transformation journey will consistently be
implemented through four key pillars namely technology as
the engine, data as the enabler, processes as the guidance
system, and organizational change capability as the landing
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Chief Executive Officer’s Operations Review (continued)
gear. We will continue investing on opportunities in business
process outsourcing, enterprise solutions, connected
services, gaming and music.
Cost containment and cash flow management will also
remain a key focus area for the company going into the
future. The Company continues to engage meaningfully with
its vendors who have been very supportive of the business
based on the relationships with these vendors spanning over
20 years.

great commitment in these unprecedented times. And I
would also like to say thank you to our shareholders, and the
Board for the trust you have placed in us, and the valuable
guidance provided throughout the year. We will continue to
do everything we can to remain worthy of this trust as we
progress on the digital transformation journey.

In Conclusion
2021 was anything but easy. The only way to get through
such a year was by working together as a team. Therefore,
I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to our Econet
employees. They have demonstrated resilience and shown

Dr D. Mboweni
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
31 July 2021
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Econet
Data

In embracing a digital future, Econet
data is the key enabler for connecting
individuals and businesses to the world on
their daily, social, educational and business
routines through offering a reliable
internet experience in this COVID-19 era.
The service has been pivotal to ensure
Zimbabwe’s business continuity and
digital transformation by enabling virtual
platforms like e-commerce, cloud services,
Facebook, Twitter, online education
and the advancement of medical and
construction services which all hinge on
data connectivity.

The COVID-19
pandemic necessitated
a soaring need for
data and connectivity,
leading to a 47%
growth in data
usage

Commanding a 78,4% market share, the
service spans the length and breadth of
Zimbabwe. Econet data has contributed in
growing Zimbabwe’s internet penetration
rate and sustained business and education
especially in the face of the COVID-19
pandemic.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

VIRTUAL PLATFORMS
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Corporate Structure
Organogram

ECONET
WIRELESS
ZIMBABWE
LIMITED

Cumii
Zimbabwe
(Private)
Limited

Distributed
Power Africa
(Private) Limited

Cassava
Smartech
Zimbabwe
Limited

51%

100%

51%

100%

23%

100%

Econet
Wireless (Private)
Limited

Pentamed
Investments
(Private)
Limited

EW Capital
Holdings
(Private) Limited

Transaction
Payment
Solutions
(Private) Limited

100%

45%

KEY
Associates
Subsidiaries
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Who We Are

At the centre of our strategy lie our
customers, the lifeblood of our business.
In pursuit of customer satisfaction is a
highly motivated and engaged team of
staff who, through innovative thinking
and efficient, excellent execution, deliver
our products and services. We hold
our stakeholders in high esteem and
endeavour to walk with them on our
journey of creating real shareholder
value in a sustainable manner.

Company Details

Name of the Organisation

Econet Wireless
Zimbabwe Limited
Date Established

30 December 1998
Location of Head Office

2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa,
Harare, Zimbabwe
Permanent Employees

1,159

Number of Customers

13.2 million

Market Share of Internet and Data Traffic

78.4%

2021 Revenue

ZW$34.9 billion
Population Network Coverage

93.4%
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Our Business Model
Our Strategic Pillars
Always working on the cutting edge of business, the Econet strategy
is driven by seven pillars that help us embrace a digital future and allow
our customers to stay abreast with global technological transformation
trends.

Our 7 Levers of Executional Excellence

CUSTOMER

INNOVATION

RISK &
COMPLIANCE

1

3

5
BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE

26

2

4

6

PEOPLE

ORGANISATION
& CAPACITY

STAKEHOLDER &
SUSTAINABILITY
MANAGEMENT
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Enhancing lives

Stay connected with Buddie anytime, anywhere
#OneFightAgainstCorona

Embracing

a digital

future
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Buddie Beatz
Music

Buddie Beatz is a digital platform that
gives customers access to over 45,000
songs and 4,000 artists that offer a
myriad of music genres be it Gospel,
ZimDancehall, Hip-hop, House, Mbira,
Traditional, Sungura, Jazz, and Afro fusion
leaving customers spoilt for music choice.
Resonating well with music fanatics, the
brand has over 2 million customers.

The Buddie Beatz
Music platform
has fast-tracked the
adoption of digital
music services in
Zimbabwe

The platform allows customers to stream
music, activate caller ringback tones and
listen to mobile radio on the go! Buddie
Beatz has emerged to be Zimbabwe’s
number 1 Digital Music platform that
promotes and supports the local arts
industry through the digital distribution of
local music across Zimbabwe and beyond.

MOBILE RADIO

STREAM MUSIC

28
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Products and Services

The COVID-19
pandemic has
impacted how our
customers access
and make use of
our services
by bringing the
convenience of
remote working

Econet Embracing a Digital Future with life
changing Solutions
Increasingly, digital transformation and connected lifestyles have
fundamentally changed the way network analysis and optimisation
is done. It has also dramatically changed what customers expect of
telecommunications companies. Econet upped its game to create more
value for our customers. A case in point for us has been the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, which has altered how our customers access and
make use of our services. Data and voice usage patterns were transformed
through lockdowns; affecting the places from which customers access
our services, the use cases on the network and ultimately, the demand
on our services. This had the impact of affecting the Quality of Experience
in accessing and using services on the network. The circumstances
described above required a paradigm shift in the way in which network
performance data is collected and analysed, and on the speed with which
changes to adapt the network to demand are implemented.
The digital revolution equipped Econet for such eventualities, bringing
with it enhanced capability to quickly tackle and adapt the network to
obtaining network traffic trends and customer needs. It equips the
company on four major fronts as follows:

30
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Products and Services (continued)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
•
•
•

Broadband
Voice
Short Message Services

MEDIA
•
•
•

Video and Music Streaming
Mobile Gaming
Mobile Advertising

Better Quality of Experience

Resource
Optimisation

Proactive
Network

TECHNOLOGY

1

2

3

4

Increased
agility

Enriched
network
analytics and
customer
insights

Superior data
collection,
transmission,
storage and
manipulation

Enhanced
Digital culture
within the
organisation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Payment Solutions
Micro-banking
Digital Banking
Internet of Things
E-commerce
E-learning

Indeed, Digital Transformation will continue to bring with it a
promise of a better user experience for our subscribers.
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Products and Services (continued)

Buddie continued to
be the leading voice
network service provider
within the Zimbabwean
market with 80% of
all mobile voice traffic
originating from the
Econet network.
Transforming the Digital Space through our
Products and Services
Econet Data
The new normal, which was necessitated by the COVID-19
pandemic led to a drastic shift in lifestyles affecting education, social
engagements, commerce, and industrial setups. This resulted in a
soaring need for data and connectivity across different customer
segments as businesses and education institutions moved to online
modus operandi. The business adopted a use case approach, which
involved development of solution based products and services to
meet specific customer needs. In response, Econet closed the gap
by rolling out use case-based customer segmentation digital tactics
that provided convenience for remote working, online learning, home
entertainment and online church services. These initiatives led to a
47% growth in data usage as customers adopted the use of online
platforms such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams that recorded 1700%
and 2200% growth respectively since the commencement of the
COVID-19 lockdown in March 2020. Entertainment platforms also
recorded a jump in usage with Netflix recording 138% growth and
YouTube 187% for the same period. To support our communities and
ensure seamless connectivity from anywhere, anytime, we launched
discounted data bundle packages such as Private Wi-Fi Bundles and
Weekend Hourly bundles (August 2020), which amassed 250,000
average monthly active customers. We also launched the E-Learning
Bundles (April 2020) which benefited 50,000 students and teachers
to engage in online learning.
32
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Products and Services (continued)

In an endeavour to push smartphone penetration and
close the digital gap across the country, we introduced the
affordable Smart Kambudzi 3G smartphone handset in July
2020. This targeted low-value customers, migrating them
from the 2G network to the 3G network. These initiatives led
to the growth of Econet’s Data market share to 78.4% which
is an 8.7% increase from the prior year. Over 4.3 million
monthly revenue-generating customers enjoy the seamless
data connectivity and convenience on the Econet network.
Ultimately growing the Zimbabwean internet penetration rate
by 1% from 59.9% in 2020 to 60.9%, 2021, thus bettering
the digital divide across the Zimbabwean populace on both
social and industry and commerce spheres. The net effect of
these initiatives was a strong performance, usage averaged
3.5PB per month.

Buddie -Voice
Traditional voice communication continue to offer seamless
connections between families, friends, and business as
communities experienced prolonged periods of lockdown
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite the “shifting normal”,
Buddie continued to be the lead voice service provider within
the Zimbabwean market with 80% of all mobile voice traffic
originating from the Econet network. During the year, a shift
in customer behavior was experienced with movement from
voice to data consumption. This was as a result of an upsurge
in remote working under the COVID-19 induced lockdown. To

mitigate the impact of this shift, strong data analytics based
initiatives were introduced to manage voice customer activity,
usage, and active days. The additional product offers such
as the Voice Bundles of Joy were reintroduced in August of
2020. These provided value to customers in the lower market
segments due to their affordable pricing. The net effect of
these initiatives was a strong positive turn in voice metrics,
usage averaged 354 million minutes per month, 6.6 million
active customers per month.

Buddie Beatz Music
Buddie Beatz Music App, the pioneer of music streaming
services in Zimbabwe, with over 45,000 songs and more
than 4,000 artists available on the platform helped fasttrack the adoption of digital music services in Zimbabwe.
The platform, which is accessible by anyone on any network
locally and across the world has brought the best exciting
Afro and International music to our customers across the
world. The music content available cuts across various age
groups giving choice and variety to customers. The most
popular genres include Zimdancehall, Urban Grooves, House,
Afro-fusion, Sungura and Traditional, Chimurenga and Jazz
music. Buddie Beatz does not only entertain customers
but also plays a pivotal role in sustaining the livelihoods of
the Zimbabwean artists, with over 3,500 artists that have
received an equivalent to US$60,000 as pay-outs for their
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Products and Services (continued)

music being streamed on the platform. An equivalent of
US$457,000 revenue was generated through the application.

Connekt to promote, educate and create market awareness of
all the 17 Sustainable Development Goals across Zimbabwe.

YoMix

Customer Experience -Digital Channels and Self-Care

With over 1.2 million registered customers, YoMix, is a DoIt-Yourself (DIY) bundle purchase application that empowers
customers to mix and bundle Voice, Data, and SMS &
Value Added Services on the go. With COVID-19 lockdown
restrictions on mobility, YoMix has been the preferred
customer app to buy Econet data, voice, and SMS services
anytime, anywhere. The platform commands 300,000
monthly active customers. It also offers customers the option
to buy bundles for friends and loved ones (YoMix gifting), buy
bundles on credit (Airtime Credit) amongst its functionalities.

To improve on accessibility and offer uninterupted customer
experience, we invested in a remote customer service tool
(Freshworks) that integrates all Social Media platforms. This
robust system created convenience for our customers who
were affected by the lockdown restrictions due to COVID-19
pandemic. The digital channels such as Facebook, WhatsApp
and Twitter created an alternative channel to complement
the traditional voice and walk-in customer services channels.
All in all 295,000 customers were assisted through this
channel representing over 70% of total queries handled by
our Customer Services Representatives, a majority of whom
were working from home.

Gaming
The COVID-19 induced restrictions minimised social
interactions, leaving customers with limited and compromised
entertainment sources. Econet mobile gaming platforms
became the go-to source of entertainment by offering
customers over 4,500 augmented and virtual reality games
on both Elevate gaming and YoPlay platforms. A rollout of
different gaming genres matching different customer profiles
ensured growth in customer numbers whilst strengthening
our digital lifestyle positioning. The major initiatives were
virtual and augmented reality gaming platforms that led to a
growth in customers by over 100% from 2020 to 2021.

We have three Self-Care platforms (*111#, Web Self-Care
and Yamurai a Chabot). *111# which was launched in July,
2020 has a total of 2.5 million registered customers. The
three platforms managed to handle 93% (24 million) of total
customer interactions compared to 10% (3 million) from
2019. New use cases offered included the following:
•
•
•
•

PUK retrieval.
Airtime Transfer
Over-scratched cards and
KYC verification.

Elevate
Elevate is a youth empowerment platform powered by Econet
Wireless and is open to Econet Wireless prepaid customers
aged 16-34 years. It provides young people with a platform
to showcase their capabilities, nurturing them to fulfil their
potential. It has over 1 million youths utilising the platform.
Elevate helps Zimbabwean youth to become responsible for
their own destiny (personally, professionally and spiritually)
while turning them into productive citizens and equipping
them with life skills and resources.

Further convenience for our customers was created through
the launch of Dynamic SIM Allocation (DSA) which meant
over 2,000 channel partners could offer SIM replacement
services across the nation. 350,000 SIM replacements were
processed through DSA.

In November 2020, Elevate partnered with UNDP and Youth
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Enhancing lives

Live a connected life full of Beatz, Games
and Easy payments
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Embracing

a digital

future
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Looking Ahead
2022 Strategic Focus
Digitising and Optimising Customer Experience
Going forward, we plan to continue growing customer activity in consideration
of shifting customer behaviours ring-fencing high-value segments through
deepening the use of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning data models.
This will promote product entrenchment and create a digitally connected future
that leaves no Zimbabwean behind in line with our vision.

Focusing on Digital content and products – in line with our DSP strategic
positioning - our efforts will be on building scale through targeted microsegmentation, increasing customer activity and adoption. Portfolio enhancement
to include exciting digital platform offerings across Mobile advertising, Gaming,
Music and Entertainment and the provision of an ecosystem of third-party
propositions will see us launching innovations and products that appeal to
different customer segments and preferences. We will be driving revenue
growth in digital consumer content through four main focus areas: building
relevant content platforms; establishing partnerships with local and global
service providers; driving innovation and customer engagement and demand
generation programs.
In pursuit of the strategic emphasis on Smartphone device and Data penetration,
the aim is to grow customer activity aided by the availability of low-end devices
and Data marketing campaigns.
Continuous improvement in Customer Experience for our customers will also
be at the heart of our business operations. Convenience will be created through
the creation of more self-care use cases for our customers. This will eliminate
the need for physical customer interaction, decongesting walk-in traffic on our
customer service touch points, with customers being able to resolve some
queries on their own in the comfort of their homes. More digital channels will be
added to the existing Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter channels. This will come
in the form of interactive Chatbots, which will be responsible for customer query
resolution and product related education. On the customer-facing staff front,
empowerment to resolve queries on first contact will remain as the major focal
point and simplification of systems that aid customer assistance, by creating
a single view of the customer for ease of resolution of queries. Automation of
identified major pain points to customers and processes will be at the thrust of
the customer-centric drive.
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Network Coverage
There have been significant changes and developments in
Econet’s twenty two year history. We find ourselves at the
cusp of newer technologies that revolutionise work and
play and are embracing them as we evolve from being a
pure communication services provider to a digital services
provider. Technology, innovation and digitalization have
made the mobile phone inevitable in our lives supporting
the dreams and requirements of customers, government
and businesses. Fitting into the palms of our hand, they
serve as gateways to the exciting worlds of entertainment,
information, services and connectivity.
As a leading digital communications services provider we
are proud enablers of such change, with network coverage
being the backbone through which customers can access
these services. This financial year, we accelerated network
coverage growth following the commissioning of twelve new
base station sites to support and improve the daily lives and
livelihoods of more than 13 million Zimbabweans.
Innovative services and connectivity remain at the core of our
business. Our purpose is to keep crossing boundary lines and
making breakthroughs in our networks to improve how we live
our lives, conduct business, learn, and entertain ourselves. A
total of 12 new sites with 2G and 3G were commissioned, six
in Harare and six across the country. The chart below depicts
our geographical and population coverage by technology.

Zimbabwe Econet Coverage Map

2G Coverage
3G Coverage
4G Coverage

2G

93% Population
74% Geographic

3G

83.9% Population
70% Geographic

4G

35% Population
4% Geographic
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Network Coverage (continued)
Mobile data traffic continues to grow exponentially. A growth in mobile broadband of over 172% was experienced in this
financial year. In our endeavour to improve on network quality, support the digital revolution and narrow the digital divide
between rural and urban areas the coming year will see network investments towards the following initiatives:

Build

65 new
sites

countrywide with
2G, 3G and 4G
technologies

Add

4G to 215
existing
sites

in both urban and
rural areas

Upgrade

215
existing
LTE
sites

Upgrade

50
existing
3G
sites

NETWORK COVERAGE DIMENSIONS

HLR
Increased by

2 million
subscribers

PERCENTAGE

Estimated percentage (%) of total population covered by 2G network

93.4

Estimated percentage (%) of rural population covered by 2G network

74.7

Estimated percentage (%) of urban population covered by 2G network

99.9

Estimated percentage (%) of land area covered by 2G network

77.9

Estimated percentage (%) of total population covered by at least a 3G network

83.9

Estimated percentage (%) of rural population covered by at least a 3G network

67.2

Estimated percentage (%) of urban population covered by at least a 3G network

99.9

Estimated percentage (%) of land area covered by at least a 3G network

70.5

Estimated percentage (%) of total population covered by LTE network

35

Estimated percentage (%) of rural population covered by LTE network

1.83

Estimated percentage (%) of urban population covered by LTE network

92

Estimated percentage (%) of land area covered by LTE network
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Gaming

Mobile Gaming has emerged to be the
world’s key source of entertainment in
this digital era. Econet Wireless answered
the call and launched Econet Gaming
services in September 2019. The platforms
offer over 4,500 games that are under
YoPlay and YoGamez brands. Categorised
as virtual reality, trivia, racing, action and
adventure games the platforms offer on
the go gaming experience that is suitable
for all ages.

The rollout of
different gaming
genres ensured the
growth in customers
whilst strengthening
our digital lifestyle
positioning

Gaming is critical to relax the mind whilst
contributing to mental wellness especially
in this period where youth are battling with
the negative effects of COVID-19.

MOBILE GAMING

VIRTUAL REALITY PLATFORMS
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Precautionary Approach
Lack of scientific certainty is not a reason to
postpone action to handle potential risks. The
United Nations Principle 15 of ‘The Rio Declaration
on Environment and Development’ states that: ‘To
protect the environment, the precautionary approach
shall be widely applied by states according to their
capabilities’.

External requirements guide us to determine which
disclosures will be subject to monitoring, reporting
and verification. The risk management process
at Econet includes strategic business continuity
management, planning and disaster preparedness.
In addition, the aim is to identify opportunities.
Our focus is on fulfilling external and internal
requirements. The precautionary principle is inherent
to Econet’s risk and opportunities management
approach. Precautionary measures are integrated in
our Environmental, Social and Governance strategy.
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Our Stakeholders
Engagement for Shared Value Creation
Our stakeholders are individuals, communities and organisations who are affected by, or may influence our business. They
include our customers, shareholders, business partners (investors, suppliers, agents and dealers) and our employees,
regulators, the media and our Zimbabwean communities at large. Endearing relationships with our stakeholders are based
on integrity, accountability and respect.
As we are well on our digital transformation journey, it remains our priority to make the journey together with all of our
stakeholders. A digital future without stakeholders, technologically advanced as it may be, will remain unviable, and it is
against this background that we continue to engage as openly and as honestly as possible across our entire stakeholder value
chain. Our strategy, operations, product and service offerings are highly informed by what our stakeholders feel are the things
that are important to them. During the year, we had intentional stakeholder engagement activities to ensure the achievement
of outcomes that are mutually beneficial to both our stakeholders and ourselves, and in the process create sustainable, shared
value. We employ a cocktail of formal and informal methods to gather and exchange information with our stakeholders.

Engagement Outcomes and Priorities
Government

Engagement Objectives

Key Interests

• Build and strengthen relationships both as a client and as a partner • National development
in the development of the nation and the transformation of the
• Economic
economy
contribution to
• Input into legislative development processes that affect our
society
activities and operations such as licensing, quality of service,
KYC regulations, Universal Service Fund, tariffs, foreign currency
allocation and interconnect

Engagement Outcomes
• Partnered with the Ministry of Health through Higherlife Foundation to build the Public Health Emergency Operations
Centre (PHEOC), culminating in the official launch of the centre on 23 December 2020. The centre will be used as a
public health call centre as well as a command post for the coordination by government of responses to public health
emergencies.
• Partnered with government in educational campaigns related to Covid-19 awareness programs
• Contributed to the national vaccination effort
• Continued to engage and support the Department of Civil Protection (DCP) and Traffic Safety Council of Zimbabwe on
disaster awareness management programs through SMS blasts, reaching millions of people per instance
• Recognized as an essential service provider during the period of rolling lockdowns, and were thus enabled to continue
delivering communication and digital services to the nation.

Suppliers and Business Partners

Engagement Objectives
• To build and foster symbiotic business-enabling
relationships
• To source for materials and services sustainably
• Offer seamless service to our customers
• Create employment for sustainable development

Key Interests
• Value preservation
• Quality of service
• Compliance

Engagement Outcomes
• Successful cost management initiatives to ensure profitability and the sustainability of not only ourselves, but of our
entire value chain
• 90% of our annual spend is directed towards local suppliers, service providers and industry, as we continue to plough
back into the local economy
• Continued to engage with suppliers agents and dealers to ensure fulfilment of Service Level Agreements
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Stakeholder Engagement (continued)
Media

Engagement Objectives

Key Interests

• Communicate business contribution to national growth
• Engage with relevant stakeholders and the broader public

•
•
•
•

Transparency
Brand equity
Customer education
Positive publications
and coverage

Engagement Outcomes
• Maintained overall positive relationships with the mainstream media
• Strengthened our social media presence and engagement through our online platforms
• Accelerated customer education on products and services, particularly on the availability of various online platforms
through which they can access our products and services during the multiple lockdowns of the past year
• Published stories showcasing our contribution to the economy
• Strengthened our social license to operate by being available and transparent with any and all issues related to the
media/ press

Regulators

Engagement Objectives

Key Interests

• Partnership with regulatory authorities to drive national
development
• Support for applicable regulatory approvals
• Understand and correctly interpret the regulatory environment,
requirements and implications, resulting in greater regulatory
compliance, business continuity and risk management practices
• Build and maintain symbiotic relationships
• Contribute to the development of relevant legislative provisions

•
•
•
•
•

Legislative reviews
Collaborative projects
Quality of service
Tariff reviews
Compliance

Engagement Outcomes
• Tariff approvals for various classes of our products and services
• We continue to lobby relevant regulators for allocation of adequate foreign exchange to fulfil our external supply chain
requirements for operational support and new investment into digital technology
• Sought and received clarification on implications of regulatory pronouncements
• Tax and exchange control compliance
• Organised and delivered training on critical legislation such as the Consumer Protection Act
• Engagement with respect to the formulation of legislation or regulatory directives or positions affecting our operations

Investors

Engagement Objectives

Key Interests

• Secure funding for business growth and development
• Injection of more capital to meet / exceed capital requirements
and grow the business
• Deliver satisfactory returns on capital invested by shareholders

• Funding opportunities
• Meeting operational,
investment and
financial obligation
• Sustainable business
performance

Engagement Outcomes
•
•
•
•

Provide timely business performance updates
Scheduling and holding of all business meetings as required by statutes
The Board declared a total dividend of ZW$100 cents per share for the year ended 28 February 2021.
Shareholder approval for share buy back of up to 10% of its issued ordinary shares
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Stakeholder Engagement (continued)
Human Capital / Employees

Engagement Objectives

Key Interests

• To have a highly engaged workforce for maximum • Employee wellbeing
productivity
and retention
• Inspire staff involvement in the digital
• Sustainable business
transformation journey
Performance
• Ensure health and safety of our staff
• Staff wellness
• Staff development

Engagement Outcomes
• Continual review of staff remuneration to maintain competitive levels and ensure that staff are capacitated to perform
at their best
• Several staff surveys were conducted to obtain feedback from staff on a variety of issues pertaining to their welfare, as
well as to inform strategy on staff-related matters
• Rolled out several employee wellness seminars across different topics, facilitated by internal and external subject
matter experts
• Against the backdrop of the change to working from home brought about by the COVID-19 induced lockdowns, we
launched a staff “Happy Hour” initiative where we allowed staff 1 hour per week to engage in wellness promoting
activities in groups of their own design
• Provided PPE and facilitated periodic COVID-19 testing for all staff
• Implemented agile working, or work-from-home policy for 90% of staff and in the process provided assistance for the
acquisition of appropriate furniture and connectivity tools to facilitate the change
• Capacitated and deployed a medical facility to provide for care for staff members and their dependents affected by
COVID-19
• Conducted the annual Louis Allen Worldwide staff engagement survey to determine staff satisfaction levels and identify
areas for improvement

Customers

Engagement Objectives
• Optimize end-to-end customer experience
• To bring our products and services closer to our
customers
• Improved service delivery

Key Interests
• Brand visibility
• Customer product
awareness
• Customer satisfaction

Engagement Outcomes
• Built and deployed various online platforms through which our customers were able to access our products and services
and so continue to enjoy uninterrupted connectivity to both personal, family, educational, business and religious life.
• Designed and rolled out new products and services to enable customers to digitalize their lives in light of restrictions to
normal operations that were brought about by the COVID-19 induced lockdowns
• Connected customers through initiatives like nationwide gospel music concerts to provide entertainment in the home
• We kept our customers informed about impending changes to the pricing and availability of our various products and
services
• Continued to garner valuable customer feedback through our contact centre systems and to use that to improve our
offering
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Stakeholder Engagement (continued)
Industry and Business Partners

Engagement Objectives
• Capacity development and strategic partnerships
• Enable business continuity of operations

Key Interests
• Quality service
• Business Growth
• Risk management

Engagement Outcomes
• Provided Digital platforms which enabled businesses to conduct e-commerce based operations and thus keep the
economic engine turning
• Affiliation to fourteen (14) organisations and associations of like-minded businesses

Communities and Local Authorities

Engagement Objectives
• Social inclusion
• Maintain honest, open and transparent
relationships to ensure compliance

Key Interests
• Social license
• Responsible
corporate citizen
• Social economic
development product
markets
• Compliance
• Collaborative projects
• Legislation reviews

Engagement Outcomes
• Programmed and delivered the Lift Up Zimbabwe Campaign; a 90-day prayer program which helped to bring light, hope
and encouragement to over 700,000 people who connected during what is arguably the most unusual time in recent
history
• Public health interventions including ongoing infrastructural support to the campaign to eliminate Cholera
• Significant progress in initiatives to support the Building Back Better campaign in the areas most affected by Cyclone
Idai, whose effects communities are still living with two years after the disaster. To date we have built 237 houses
• Donations of various items of Personal Protective Equipment to major hospitals
• Facilitation of training in areas of Public Health in five different districts around the country
• Engaged Local Authorities and communities to facilitate erection of new base stations, and/or to plan and organise the
maintenance or rehabilitation of access roads to existing base stations
• Paid fees for more than 13,000 students through Higherlife Foundation
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Elevate

Elevate is a Youth Empowerment platform
powered by Econet Wireless and is open to
Econet Wireless prepaid customers aged
16-34 years and focuses on empowering
the youth. The Elevate Platform has over
1 million youths utilising the platform and
it gives them the power to shape their
own lives and unlock their potential. This
will help develop the youth to become
more responsible for their own destiny
(personally, professionally and spiritually)
while turning them into productive citizens
and equipping them with life skills and
resources. Elevate continues with its

A platform for
youth to showcase
their capabilities and
nurturing them to
fulfil their potential

quest to support the youth.

BRIGHTER FUTURE

EQUIPPING SKILLS
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SUSTAINABILITY ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL AND
GOVERNANCE (ESG)
PERFORMANCE
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We need commitment and
intentionality to build a more
sustainable and inclusive
nation, more respectful of
the environment, people and
diversity. This is a collective
effort, in which Econet is a
key role player.
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Sustainability Hits and Misses
In pursuit of our sustainability agenda, we continually hold ourselves accountable for our performance, celebrating our
achievements whilst taking stock of the areas where we can do more.

ESG DIMENSIONS
AND MATERIAL ISSUES

ENVIRONMENT
• Environmental Care

INDICATOR
CO2eT per Base Station per Year
Maintained “Blue Zone” rating for the quality of our generator emissions
Cumulative: Office sites on solar
Fuel spillages during base station refuelling
Cumulative: Base station sites on solar
% Electronic recharges
Environmental levies / penalties levied against Econet

SOCIAL
• Human Capital

Percentage of female employees
Percentage of female graduate trainees hired
Percentage of women in managerial and senior positions
Number of employees with disability
Employee engagement score

• Social Capital

Number of houses completed under the Cyclone Idai BBB project
Public Health and Social Security | Bilharzia treatments sponsored
Data security | DLP System success rate
Cumulative Amount invested in social security and infrastructural development

GOVERNANCE
• Leadership and Innovation
• Business Model and Resilience

Revenue from Internet of Things (“IoT”) technology
Amount saved through responsible procurement and stakeholder engagement
Annual procurement spend on local suppliers and industry
Contribution to the national economy (fiscus)
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Sustainability Hits and Misses (continued)

2021

CHANGE (20 - 21)

2020

2019

28,33

+22%

36.63

30.88

Blue

n/a

Blue

Blue

7

17%

6

3

14,244 litres

+327%

3,335 litres

5,718 litres

172

+ 30.3%

132

116

81%

-1%

82%

92%

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

38.1%

-0.9%

39%

39.1%

53%

n/a

n/a

n/a

27%

+1%

26%

30.8%

5

n/a

n/a

n/a

4.17

+1%

4.13

n/a

237

n/a

253 Houses Repaired;
377 stands serviced and
ready for settlement

n/a

479,782

n/a

n/a

n/a

+99%

n/a

n/a

n/a

ZW$134.7 million

ZW$24 million

ZW$110,7 million

n/a

US$2.63 million

+420 %

US$502,000

n/a

US$11 million

n/a

ZW$3.4 billion local
procurement

n/a

+90%

n/a

90%

75,4%

n/a

n/a

ZW$1billion (contribution
to POTRAZ)

n/a
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G.M. Sustainability Statement

Mrs F. Gandiya G.M. SUSTAINABILITY

Econet will continue
to relentlessly come up
with innovative digital
solutions in order to
promote opportunities
for our communities to
embrace a digital future.

Deepening Sustainability Efforts
We are dedicated to making sustainability an integral part of our
business. We realize that our sustainable growth, financial performance
and prosperity can only be built alongside the well-being of our key
stakeholders including the communities of Zimbabwe. This empowers
Econet to continually reimagine the way the world evolves for the better
and create opportunities for people to empower, uplift themselves
and embrace a digital future. To this end, our sustainability strategy
is underpinned by identifying and developing commercially feasible
solutions to societal challenges.
For FY21, our material ESG issues include our response to COVID-19
pandemic, the wellbeing of our staff, safety in both the physical and digital
worlds of our customers, diversity and inclusion, data privacy, impacts
of our products and services to the communities where we serve and
our continued attempts to manage our carbon footprint and its impacts
on climate change. In subsequent sections, more detail is provided
on Econet’s governance and approach to managing these issues. The
materiality matrix is also provided outlining the relevance of these issues
to the business from a sustainability point of view. We stay dedicated to
the vulnerable segments of our society through our flagship philanthropy
program Higherlife Foundation (HLF). Through collaboration with HLF, we
stepped in to support the communities with COVID-19 interventions
that included provision of 2,400 personal protective equipment (PPE) to
major referral hospitals in Zimbabwe
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G.M. Sustainability
Statement (continued)

As we move into the future, Econet will continue to
relentlessly come up with innovative digital solutions in order
to promote opportunities for our communities to reimagine a
digital future. Our journey to transition into a digital services
provider will pick up momentum in 2022 and beyond as we
work with enthusiasm and tenacity to help people’s lives
progress and do business with flexibility. To ensure that
we reach our objectives, we will track our impact, behave
ethically, and fiercely pursue maintenance of our industry
leadership in a safe, diverse and transparent way. We do
not claim to be perfect, but we will listen and learn from our
stakeholders and strive to grow our environmental, social and
financial performance as we embrace without holding back a
digital future and our vision to connect Zimbabwe and leave
no one behind.
The ESG section of the report was informed by the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) and the
GRI reporting standards using the core option. This report
focuses on Econet’s material ESG topics, performance and
key initiatives for the fiscal year ending February 28, 2021.

ESG Committee
Given the board’s fiduciary responsibility, this particular
Committee has the mandate of ensuring exemplary corporate
governance practices, which include a commitment to ethics,
integrity and corporate responsibility; this focus also ensures
that Econet’s corporate strategy aligns with our values and
culture.

Our Sustainability Framework
In 2020, we enhanced our ESG management framework
by incorporating the ESG framework into our Sustainability
and Shareholder Management portfolio, and we are
working on further integration of ESG into all our
operational processes.
We now link a component of the leadership’s
compensation directly to Econet’s ESG performance
to demonstrate the importance of managing key ESG
risks. This report is designed to provide our investors and
other stakeholders with information about how Econet
manages relevant ESG topics.
The Board is responsible for ensuring that sustainability
is at the heart of our overall business strategy. Econet
management assumes the responsibility of implementing,
monitoring and reporting on sustainability initiatives
through seamless integration of the SDGs into the dayto-day operations and functional responsibilities of the
business. The Board and management teams are further
supported by the General Manager Sustainability and a
team of champions, who assist with the implementation,
monitoring and reporting of ESG and SDG related
initiatives in each of the business units.
We focus our reporting on the ESG topics representing
the key material risks and opportunities for our business.
Materiality is used in a sustainability context for this report
and refers to our ESG priorities as determined within the
frameworks used and with input from our stakeholders.
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The ESG Materiality Matrix
Our Materiality assessment of the key sustainability issues
was informed by the reporting standards, media articles,
feedback from stakeholders and their impact to the business.
The process is as below:
We Identified our stakeholders
We developed a universe of ESG issues relevant to
operating environment

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

We evaluated the ESG Issues based on their relevance
to the business
We evaluated the relevance of the ESG issues based on
their importance to our stakeholders
Generated Materiality Matrix
Engaged internal stakeholders
Ranked and established our 2021 ESG Materiality
Matrix

ESG Materiality Matrix
HIGH

5
Products and Services
Quality and Safety

Diversity
and Inclusion

IMPORTANCE TO STAKEHOLDERS

Customer
Satisfaction

Human Rights and
Community Relations

4

Digitalization

Cyber
Security

COVID-19
Response

Customer Data
Protection
Climate Change and
Environmental Management

3

Risk Management, Business Ethics
and Regulatory Compliance

Waste Management
and Recycling

Financial
Performance
Brand and
Reputation

2
Partnerships for
Development

1

Energy
Efficiency

Corporate Governance
and Board Composition

Growth Strategy
Supply Chain
Management

Talent
Management

Employee Wellness
and Safety
LOW

0
0
LOW

1

2

3

IMPORTANCE TO BUSINESS

Our ESG materiality assessment
identifies the most relevant or material
issues from an ESG perspective.

4

5
HIGH

These are the areas that the business will track
and manage periodically in order to enhance and
measure our sustainability footprint.
Concentrating on these material issues will reduce
overall business risk and improve the business’
compliance.

The identified ESG issues are critical to our business and our business strategy and oversight of these resides in the mandate
of the ESG Committee of the Board.
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Enhancing lives

Access and Manage your Assets from anywhere
via connected lifestyle
#OneFightAgainstCorona

Embracing

a digital

future
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SDG’s Agenda 2030 Impact on SDGs
Our Sustainability Footprint

Good Health and Wellbeing

• 1,024 staff tested for COVID-19
• 5,800 runners in the virtual Victoria
Falls Marathon
• 7 staff wellness seminars held |
cumulative attendance of 3,808
• Seminar topics covered, nutrition,
health, COVID-19 and Physical
wellbeing
• Care and support for 265 staff who
tested positive for COVID-19

Partnerships for the Goals

• Coordinated with multiple
governmental and non-governmental
stakeholders in the national
response to COVID-19 in the areas of
information dissemination, provision
of health services, testing and
vaccination centres
• Increased contribution to HLF for
Social Responsibility programmes

Quality Education

• HLF | 13,333 primary and secondary
children educated
• HLF | 3,215 technical and university
scholarships granted
• Over 94,000 learners accessed
learning content through Ruzivo
online digital platform

Gender Equality

• EWZL | 38.1% of employees are
female, up marginally from last year
• EWZL | 27% of managerial posts held
by women
• 53% of the graduate trainee intake
were females
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Sustainable Cities and
Communities

• Bulawayo | ZW$24 million
worth of renovations to the
Bambanani Centre - CBD
• Chimanimani | Completion
of 158 households repairs
(Cyclone Idai)

Sustainability (ESG) Performance

SDG’s Agenda 2030 Impact on SDGs (continued)

Affordable and Clean Energy

• DPA | 426.7 MW of solar
energy deployed
• DPA | 12 solar installations
projects deployed
• Carbon emissions at installed
sites reduced by 245 tonnes.
• Savings from installed green
energy projects is US$51,204 at
12c/kWh

Responsible Procurement and
Consumption

• Over 90% of total procurement is
channelled to local suppliers
• Achieved procurement savings
equivalent of US$11 million

Decent Jobs and Economic
Growth

• 1,159 direct jobs created
• ZW$12.2 billion total contribution to
the Fiscus/ National economy
• ZW$41.7 million in commissions paid
to brand ambassadors

Life on Land

• 83% Electronic air time recharge
• Electronic waste disposal | safe
disposal of computer waste
• MBC | 19.7 mega litres of waste water
recycled
• MBC | Achieved a Waste Recycling
Ratio of 98.88% against a target of
95%
• No fines or penalties for environmental
breaches by the regulator

No Poverty

Peace, Justice and Strong
Institutions

• Over 2,400 customer requests
for warrants of search and
seizure received and executed
for law enforcement
• DPA | 5 Excellence awards
received
• MBC | 8 Excellence awards
• EWPL | 12 Excellence awards
received

• Pension Fund | Investment in
buildings/real estate to generate
revenue and hedge against loses and
enhance pension payout for members
• Employment has been created for
consultants, contractors and workers
who worked on the renovations.
• Service providers that include cleaning
entities, security companies have
also been engaged resulting in further
employment creation thus alleviating
poverty
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YoMix

With over 1.2 million registered customers,
YoMix, is a Do It Yourself (DIY) bundle purchase
application that empowers customers to mix
and bundle Voice, Data, and SMS & Value Added
Services on the go. With COVID-19 lockdown
restrictions on mobility, YoMix has been a
customer go-to App to buy Econet data, voice,
and SMS services anytime, anywhere. The
platform commands 300,000 monthly active
customers. It also offers customers the option
to buy bundles for friends and loved ones (YoMix
gifting), buy bundles on credit (Airtime Credit)
amongst its functionalities.

YoMix Empowers
customers to mix &
bundle Voice, Data
and SMS & Value
Added Services
on the go

DO-IT-YOURSELF (DIY)

MIX AND BUNDLE
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ENVIRONMENTAL

Environmental Impact
Management Approach
Towards a Greener Digital Future
Econet is committed to reducing the environmental impact of
our operations on air, land and water. The business continues to
develop innovative solutions that help our stakeholders tackle
the environmental challenges facing Zimbabwe. In addition, as
part of our decarbonisation journey we aim to archive carbon
neutrality, which is a state of net-zero carbon dioxide emissions.
This can be achieved by balancing emissions of carbon
dioxide with its removal or by eliminating emissions from our
operations.
The business is compliant with local environmental legislation
and international standards. We developed policies and
procedures for the management of our environmental impacts
in the communities in which we operate. As an organisation
we have set targets, objectives and goals for performance
management to monitor and manage our environmental
impacts. We continue to avail resources to accelerate the
implementation of our environmental management initiatives
to reduce the effects of climate change through efficient waste
management and clean energy.
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Environmental

Achieving Carbon Neutrality

Econet Wireless places greater significance on the
environment and climate change issues and is committed
to ensuring that it does not leave negative footprints on the
ecosystem in which the business operates. The business
plays its part to ensure that it minimises any negative impacts
which its operations may have on the environment, as well as
taking steps to encourage its stakeholders to positively impact
the environment. Our strategic programmes included solar
projects, integrated waste management, spill management,
and the National E-Waste Campaign. The business holds its
staff members and contractors responsible for compliance
with all statutory obligations and international best practice
conformance.

Environmental Impact
Energy and Carbon Management
In line with SDG 7, (Affordable and Clean Energy) Econet’s focus
is to ensure sustainable energy solutions are implemented
within the business operations and also that green solutions
are promoted to our valued stakeholders.The business is
committed to green energy, ultimately reducing the use of nonrenewable resources and creating opportunities for increased
sustainable clean electricity generation. The green energy
solutions will ensure cleaner energy production systems,
pollution prevention, reduce costs and ensure that the
business achieves its sustainable environmental management

targets and mitigate the effects of climate change and global
warming.
Reducing the organisation’s carbon footprint levels and moving
towards carbon neutrality is mainly promoted by powering our
base stations, office sites and major switching centres with
solar energy. The green energy management initiative has seen
the deployment of solar energy at the Econet offices in Msasa,
Graniteside, Livingstone, Willowvale, Bulawayo, Mutare, and
Masvingo switching centers. In the reportig period, there was
a 30% increase in the number of base stations that are solarpowered. FY21 closed with 172 base stations that are now
operating on solar to reduce grid usage, minimise greenhouse
gas emissions and decrease our carbon footprint.
The improvement in the utility grid power situation in the
country, characterized by COVID-19 lockdowns and additional
deployment of solar energy infrastructure, resulted in a 35.7%
reduction in diesel usage. This decrease resulted in direct
emissions - Scope 1 carbon footprint - decreasing by 25.2%
from 29,217 tCO2e in FY20 to 21,837 tCO2e in FY21. Scope
2 emissions reduced by 20.1% from 32,436 tCO2e to 25,903
tCO2e attributable to decreased utility electricity consumption
due to the solar initiative rollout and usage. These greening
initiatives resulted in 6,940 tCO2e total carbon emissions
avoided in FY21 and a decrease of 6.52% compared to FY20.
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Environmental

Achieving Carbon Neutrality (continued)
Carbon Footprint Reduction Trend
Figure 1 below shows that, the tonnes of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (tCO2e) emitted per base station per year reduced from
36.63 tCO2e to 28.33 tCO2e/base station/year.

Econet Carbon Footprint Trend - (CO2eT per Base Station per Year)

51.91

2015

48.61

2016

46.99

2017

31.37

30.88

2018

2019

36.63
28.33

2020

2021

tCO2e per Base Station per Year
Figure 1 – Econet Carbon Footprint Trend
Econet is guided by the Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) / Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC). Greenhouse gas (GHG) conversion factors for
the disclosure of emissions fall into two categories. We apply
the methodology for calculating GHG emissions as guided
by the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate Accounting and
Reporting Standard.
Solar Solution
Base Stations
Office Sites

Notes:
Scope 1 - Emissions (direct emissions from the combustion
of fuel in Base Transceiver Station (BTS) sites, buildings,
company vehicles and the use of refrigerants)
Scope 2 - Emissions (indirect emissions associated with the
use of purchased electricity at EWPL controlled premises)

2019

2020

2021

Projection for 2022

116

132

172

278

3

6

7

9

The Impact of DPA Solar Installations
Distributed Power Africa (DPA), an associate company of Econet, is a market leader in innovative renewable energy solutions.
The company has operations across Africa including in Kenya, South Africa, and Zimbabwe. DPA’s mission is to increase the
continent’s uptake of renewable solar energy as a reliable source of power by eliminating the barriers to initial capital outlay,
optimising power usage, and reducing costs. The company supplies commercial and industrial businesses and individuals with
efficient green solar energy solutions.
•
•
•
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DPA installed 6.508 Mega Watt peak (MWp) of solar infrastructure.
There are plans to install 25MW in the next financial year.
Successful pilot projects have also been completed for the residential market.
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Achieving Carbon Neutrality (continued)
Other Installations Outside Econet Commissioned the Same Financial Year
Plant Name

Province

Date Commissioned

Installed (kWp)

Zimbabwe - Masvingo

4 November 2020

85.75

Good Grass Farm

Zimbabwe - Mash East

6 October 2020

212.8

Total Rusape

Zimbabwe - Mash East

7 July 2020

29.1

Zimbabwe - Mash Central

3 March 2020

118

Zimbabwe - Manicaland

10 October 2020

1800

Total Avondale

Zimbabwe - Harare

11 August 2020

21.6

UNESCO

Zimbabwe - Harare

10 May 2020

50.4

Delta HQ

Zimbabwe - Harare

15 July 2020

63.2

Nissan Clover Leaf Panel Beaters

Zimbabwe - Harare

8 September 2020

67.2

Stanbic Bank Southerton

Zimbabwe - Harare

30 July 2020

18

BCC

Zimbabwe - Harare

3 June 2020

12

EcoBSC Masvingo

Luxaflor Roses
Tanganda
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Environmental

Integrated Waste Management

Spill Management
Most of the diesel spillages recorded in the year were a result of vandalism of fuel tanks and connections due to theft of
fuel at base station sites reserved for stand-by generators installed to provide for redundancies due to loss of grid power. An
estimated total of 14,244 litres was lost due to theft and spillages in 2021 as compared to 3,335 in 2020, a 327.5% increase.
The business has embarked on site hardening and invested on physical security in order to curb the risk of vandalism and
theft on sites.

2021 | Total Spillages Due to Theft and Vandalism

2020

3,335
Litres

2021

14,244
Litres

Responsible Management of Waste
The business is implementing an Integrated Waste Management (IWM) programme as part of business strategy and our
commitment to Sustainable Development Goals on cleaner cities and good health. The Econet Wireless Integrated Waste
Management business approach focuses on Reduce, Reuse, Recycling and Dispose.
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Environmental

Integrated Waste Management (continued)
The following methods were used to manage waste in 2021:

CATEGORY
OF WASTE

QUANTITIES

THE APPROACHES

INTEGRATED WASTE
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Feeder Cables

3,120 kgs

Reduce and Recycle

•

Sold to licensed dealers

Used Oil

720 litres

Reuse

•

Auctioning used oil to interested third parties

•

Staff sales for end of life laptop

•

Staff auction for reusable devices such as cell
phone and laptops

•

Collection by e-waste recyclers

•

Donations excess/obsolete supplies such as
cell phone, desktops and laptops

•

Sold to licensed scrap metal dealers

Electronic Waste
Laptops

Scrap Metal

24 Laptops

660 kgs

Recycle

Reuse and Recycle

Reduction of Paper Based Recharge Cards
The business has been intensifying the reduction of physical recharge cards in the market in line with the commitment to
reduce waste and migrating to digital solutions. This initiative is also in line with our waste management plans working in
collaboration with Environmental Management Agency to reduce physical recharging.
Physical Recharge Cards vs Electronic Recharging
2020

2021

ZW$614 million

ZW$5,328 million

Electronic Recharge

ZW$2,866 million

ZW$22,815 million

% Physical Recharge

18%

19%

% Electronic Recharge

82%

81%

Variable
Physical Recharge

Average Electronic recharge is currently at 81% and Physical
is at 19% against an electronic recharge target of 80%.
The business strategy of migrating towards being a Digital
Service Provider will see a reduction in physical recharging
and waste generation regarding paper and related waste
streams resulting in positive environmental outcomes.

Waste Type and Disposable Methods –
Mutare Bottling Company
In 2021, the Waste Recycling Ratio (WRR) was 98.88%
against a target of 95%. The core contributor to the WRR
was recycled metal from scraped old production lines, cullet
from the production line and from the market and coal clinker
from the processing side. The organization did not have much
waste contribution from polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
bottles and cans. Material recycling of the cans continued

to be implemented. Key initiatives that support this recycling
programme include:
• Continued support for PETRECO through provision of
transport and management expertise.
• Investment in glass, a strong and effective glass culling
programme.
• Continuous engagement with City Council on waste
management programmes.

National Clean Up Campaign
The COVID-19 restrictions and lockdowns inhibited our
capacity to participate as a business in the ongoing National
Clean-Up Campaign. The Business encouraged its staff
members to clean within their home vicinity.
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Responsible Use of Water
Council’s water reticulation and supply systems’ capacity
and integrity, MBC water demand in relation to the Mutare
Community’s water demand, potential water pollution and
pollution prevention opportunities in MBC operations, City
Council’s effluent treatment capacity, effectiveness and
efficiency, as well as post-effluent treatment water usage
in the neighbouring Mutare Community. Additionally, the
organization makes use of internal risk assessments to
identify water related impacts and actions to address them.

Water Protection Plan
On the basis of the Source Water Vulnerability Assessment, a
Source Water Protection Plan is produced. The plan’s ultimate
objective is to minimise the identified environmental impacts
to reasonable levels.

Background
Mutare Bottling Company (MBC) uses water in the production
of sparkling beverages, as a key ingredient and in the utilities
and support services such as steam generation at the Boiler
House, vehicle washing, sanitary facilities, gardening, cooling
systems and ice making.
Water is drawn from the local municipality, Mutare City
Council (MCC), which has three main water sources namely
the Pungwe River, Odzani dam and Osborne dam, with
Osborne dam acting as a reserve supply. Water is supplied
to MBC through a dedicated water pipeline from the City
Council’s water reservoir. An old pipeline, which also supplies
the community, is used as a back-up in case of a failure on
the dedicated water pipeline.
The potential environmental impacts associated with use of
water from MCC include, water over-consumption, storm
water pollution from hazardous chemical spillages in the
factory and ultimate surface water bodies pollution from
process effluent discharges and hazardous chemical spillages

Onsite, MBC has instituted water minimisation strategies
to ensure sustainable use of water in all manufacturing
processes. MBC recovers backwash final rinse water from
its Water Treatment System cleaning activity to supplement
raw water supply to the factory. MBC also recovers bottle
washer rinse water for use as feed water supply for the crate
washing process. The boiler plant has a condensate recovery
system from which condensate return is used to supplement
Boiler feed water supply.
In addition, MBC operates an effluent pre-treatment plant
which primarily treats effluent for pH and total suspended
solids prior to discharging process effluent into the municipal
sewerage system. MBC has also installed oil separators at its
vehicle wash bays, canteen and vehicle workshop, to ensure
pollution prevention from hydrocarbons associated with the
vehicle washing, canteen activities and vehicle maintenance,
respectively.
Downstream, Mutare Bottling Company assists the City
Council in the monitoring of the quality of effluent water
quality from the City Council’s main effluent treatment plant.
Analysis results of the effluent treatment Plant are shared
with the City Council to guide in the efficient and effective
operation of the City Council’s effluent treatment plant.

Annual Water Usage Cycle
Source Water Vulnerability Assessment
Water-related impacts are identified through a Source Water
Vulnerability Assessment, conducted every five years by a
sub-contracted Water Resource Expert. The assessment
covers the water-related impacts in relation to catchment
area pollution status, source water quality status, City
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Mutare Bottling Company sets annual objectives and targets
for its water usage. The setting of annual objectives and targets
takes into consideration all the regulatory requirements,
community needs as reflected in the City Council’s water
budget and MBC’s technological infrastructure in its various
water consumption areas/processes.
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Responsible Use of Water (continued)
Mutare Bottling Company Water Usage Cycle

Discharge

Water Withdrawal

13.10 megalitres of
wastewater.
• bottle washing process
• crate washing
• cleaning-in-place
• conveyor lubrication

• 16.89 Megalitres of third
party (municipal) water
• 7m3 / day onsite
borehole water for
non-beverage

Consumption
• 3.79 Megalitres of water
consumed on site

Mutare Bottling Company has installed water meters on inlet
valves to the buffer tank, water treatment plant and its key
water consumption areas, which includes the Bottle Washer,

Boiler House, and Conveyor Lubodrive stations, Bottle Filler,
Syrup Plant and Canteen. Hence, the water consumption level
is determined through daily water metering and recording.

Compliance with Environmental Laws and Regulations
As a result of
our commitment
to continuous
improvement and
implementation
of a robust
environmental
framework, no fines
were imposed on
the business over
the year.
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Customer
Experience

Digital Channels and Self-Care
To improve on accessibility and offer uninterupted
customer experience, we invested in a remote
customer service tool (Freshworks) that
integrates all Social Media platforms. This robust
system created convenience for our customers
who were affected by the lockdown restrictions
due to COVID-19 pandemic. The digital platforms
such as Facebook, WhatsApp and Twitter created
an alternative channel to complement the
traditional voice and walk-in customer services
channels.

The platform
assisted over 70%
of total customer
queries, handled by
our representatives
working from
home

Further convenience for our customers was
created through the launch of Dynamic SIM
Allocation (DSA) which meant over 2,000 channel
partners could offer SIM replacement services
across the nation. 350,000 SIM replacements
were processed through DSA.

REMOTE CUSTOMER SERVICE

A ROBUST SYSTEM
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Social Capital Impact
Management Approach
We are committed to working closely with the Zimbabwean
society to be an empowering contributor to the social and
economic development of the country. Our management
approach includes policies, plans, procedures, strategies and
actions to address the material topics.
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Cyclone Idai
Econet Restoring Hope and Livelihoods

Given the recent global developments surrounding COVID-19,
some may be forgiven for forgetting the Cyclone Idai natural
disaster that hit a south-eastern corner of Zimbabwe a
little over two years ago, and the trail of destruction it
left in its wake, some of whose effects are still being felt
today. Econet made commitments then, and to date, we
continue to work hard, together with our stakeholders, to
deliver on our promise to assist with the restoration of the
Chimanimani community by building back better in the areas
of infrastructure and livelihood restoration.

Reconstruction Projects Update
Key Milestones Achieved
• The UNDP/ECONET Cyclone Idai Roofing Project
(Chimanimani & Chipinge) achieved overall project
completion of 64% against a 73% target for 28 February
2021.
• 237 households have been completed across
Chimanimani (158) and Chipinge (79) districts, benefiting
and bringing shelter to a total of 1,303 people (318 male
adults, 330 female adults, 325 boys and 330 girls).

• Distribution of Female sanitary wear to every female
(648) in the project.
These projects are being conducted in collaboration with key
stakeholders which include our Higherlife Foundation, the
UNDP, the Civil Protection Unit and Local Authorities, among
others.

Looking Ahead
Notwithstanding volatile changes in the economic
environment, compounded by operational challenges
brought on by the rolling lockdowns in an effort to curb the
pandemic, work will continue in 2022 to make progress
towards completion of the projects. The following are on the
radar going forward:
• Continued construction of remaining households.
• Construction and repair work to toilet and ablution
facilities within schools in the district. This will contribute
to a clean and healthy learning environment for children.
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Econet Response to COVID-19

COVID-19 treatment
and isolation
facilities for Econet
group staff were
extended to private
patients in the
community.

While attending to the needs of its staff, the company also extended
COVID-19 support to the public. The Lift up Zimbabwe 90 Days of prayer
campaign was launched and aired on national radio to support spiritual
wellness while the Mask Up Campaign encouraged behaviour change
and observance of COVID-19 safety protocols among the populace.
Additionally, internal facilities for staff such as admission facilities,
screening and testing were availed to staff families and others on
compassionate grounds. Other initiatives include:
• Econet Group Staff COVID-19 Treatment and Isolation facilities
extended to private patients in the community.
• An equivalent of US$115,121 for participation in the national
COVID-19 Vaccination Program under a stakeholder collaboration
framework wherein the private sector supported Government
procurement efforts through a 50:50 vaccines retention formula for
their employees and the national stocks.
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Econet Response
to COVID-19 (continued)
Lift up
Zimbabwe
The

90 Days
of Prayer

Campaign was
Launched

Equivalent to

US$
115,121

budget provision
for participation in
the national

COVID-19

Vaccination Program

As part of its corporate social responsibility, MBC together with the CocaCola Foundation, through The Zimbabwe Red Cross donated an assortment
of goods to vulnerable homes and quarantine centres in Manicaland as
efforts to mitigate the effects of COVID-19. The consignment which
included handwashing buckets, hand sanitisers, liquid soap and gloves
among other items were donated to the elderly and other less privileged
groups in the province. Beneficiaries of these donations included Zororai
Old People’s Home, Chengetai Orphanage, Rukariro Rehabilitation Centre
and Nzeve for the Deaf Centre. Rowa, Toronto, Vumba and Magamba
quarantine centres also benefited from the donation. The Manicaland
donation was part of the Coca-Cola Foundation’s US$100,000 COVID-19
response funding to Zimbabwe

Manicaland
donation
was part of the
Coca-Cola Foundation’s

US$
100,000
COVID-19
response funding to
Zimbabwe
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Higherlife Foundation Supporting
Community Development

Higherlife provided
learning opportunities
to 13,288 orphaned
and vulnerable children
through scholarships
across ECD, Primary,
Secondary, and
Tertiary levels.

Through Higherlife Foundation (Higherlife), Econet supports human
capital and community development that contributes to the national
vision 2030 of Zimbabwe becoming an upper-middle-income economy.
The Foundation’s work anchors on four key pillars to build thriving
individuals and communities: Education, Health, Rural Transformation and
Sustainable Livelihoods, and Disaster Relief & Preparedness.
In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, Higherlife pivoted its strategy
to ensure business continuity under lockdown and led programming to
curtail the disease’s spread and alleviate the social and economic impact
on the most vulnerable communities in Zimbabwe, Burundi and Lesotho.
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Higherlife Foundation Supporting
Community Development (continued)
To continue its value-based
leadership and life skills training,
the Foundation leveraged
technology by moving its
leadership and mentorship
sessions online which were
accessed by a total of 28,532
fellows and alumni from
Zimbabwe, Lesotho, and
Burundi.
Higherlife partnered with Simba
Education - an African Edutech
company involved in early years
education in a bid to strengthen
the foundation phase learning.
Through this partnership,
Literacy and Numeracy training
was provided to 406 ECD
educators across the ten
provinces of Zimbabwe, which
will impact 16,240 students.

Distribution of

3,055

The following are highlights of the programming activities
delivered in the period under review:

Education
In Education, Higherlife provided learning opportunities to 13,288
orphaned and vulnerable children through scholarships across ECD,
Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary levels. Additionally, 587 academically
gifted scholars were supported with scholarships to local and international
institutions.
As the pandemic disrupted traditional learning delivery models, the
Zimbabwean Ministry of Primary and Secondary Education (MoPSE)
endorsed Ruzivo Digital Learning as a key online tool for students to
continue learning. During this period, a total of 94,214 learners accessed
high-quality content on the platform.

Food Packs

in response to increasing
food insecurity and
health needs.

Investing in

2,484

Pfumvudza

plots covering 156
hectares.
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Higherlife Foundation
Supporting Community Development (continued)

Higherlife supported
national efforts to
tackle the COVID-19
pandemic and
protect lives and
livelihoods.

Health
Through the Econet Group, Higherlife participated in the
#LetsKeepCoronavirusOut awareness campaign, which
shared verified information and public health advice through
social media, radio jingles and billboards. Additionally, the
Group’s crowdfunding campaign #OneFightAgainstCorona
mobilised funds to procure 2,400 personal protective
equipment (PPE) kits for Zimbabwean health workers were
distributed through the Foundation to the country’s major

COVID-19 referral hospitals.
Together with Clean City, MARS and the Ministry of Health
and Child Care, the Foundation also launched a National
Handwashing and COVID-19 Education Campaign, which
saw 1,000,000 people impacted through educational radio
shows, community soap distributions, COVID-19 prevention
training and deliveries of clean water.
Through a donation from The ELMA Group of Foundations,
Higherlife facilitated the distribution of 50,000 test kits
to private and government-run laboratories to strengthen
national PCR COVID-19 testing efforts.
Student support initiatives under COVID-19 included the
distribution of 3,055 food packs in response to increasing
food insecurity and health needs. During the nationwide
lockdown, this intervention impacted 15,275 people within
the targeted households.

Public Health and Social Security
Furthering its commitment to the bold goal of eliminating
Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTDs) in Zimbabwe by 2025
through innovation and partnership, Higherlife facilitated
the administration of 479,782 treatments for bilharzia and
intestinal worms to at-risk populations in five districts in the
period under review.
The year 2020 also saw the Cholera Elimination Secretariat
celebrate the launch of the ten (10) year National Cholera
Elimination Roadmap, which will create impact for the
1,740,000 people living in cholera hotspots across Zimbabwe.
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Higherlife Foundation
Supporting Community Development (continued)
Throughout the year, pandemic-related disruptions to
the provision of essential maternal and neonatal health
services threatened to severely erode the steady gains that
Zimbabwe had made in reducing mortality rates. Through
the ELMA Group of Foundations’ generous support, the
Foundation embarked on a journey to enhance essential
health services to mothers and neonates in five (5) central
and two (2) provincial Hospitals. A total of 1,310 units of
critical diagnostic, monitoring and treatment equipment,
as well as essential personal protective equipment (PPE),
was delivered to the seven (7) public hospitals to improve
health outcomes and provide an efficient and safe working
environment in maternity wards.

Rural Transformation and Sustainable Livelihoods (RTSL)
Higherlife worked to transform rural communities and ensure
food security by catalysing the adoption of the climate-smart
“Pfumvudza” farming approach.
In the 2020/21 farming season, Higherlife piloted the
approach - investing in 2,484 Pfumvudza plots covering 156
hectares. The pilot agricultural output is estimated to be 1,863
tonnes and is projected to fund food provision initiatives for
vulnerable Higherlife Fellows as well as contribute to school
fees for the students.

In Disaster Relief and Preparedness, the Public Health
Emergency Operations Centre (PHEOC) was timeously
operationalised and became the base of operations for
Zimbabwe’s COVID-19 response, housing the national call
centre. Additionally, Higherlife partnered with the Department
of Civil Protection to train community champions with a total
reach of 2,800,000 people on Community-Based Disaster
Risk Reduction approaches ahead of the rainy season.
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Higherlife Foundation
Supporting Community Development (continued)
Higherlife’s advocacy for girl’s empowerment was
strengthened in 2020, through the identification and
placement of 187 gender champions across the nation’s
ten (10) provinces whose mandate is to raise girls who
can self-actualise and lead in the community and national
development. Through its Faith and Development work,
Higherlife continued to contribute to national spirituality
and restoration through the 90 Days of National Prayer
campaign which reached over 750,000 people.

Looking Ahead | Impacting Communities One Life at a Time

As collaboration is central to the achievement of Vision 2030, the Foundation brought together experts across its four key
pillars: Education, Health, Rural Transformation and Sustainable Livelihoods, and Disaster Relief and Preparedness under The
Catalysing Vision 2050 Webinar Series to unpack pathways towards the achievement of these set targets.

Looking ahead, there is an even greater need for collaboration
as Higherlife Foundation celebrates 25 years of impacting
lives and communities. The Foundation’s 25-year journey
will be shared across diverse platforms to stimulate the
conversation and action that will drive our nation toward
Upper Middle-Income Economy status.
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Enhancing lives

Get access to over 45,000 Songs on Buddie Beatz
#OneFightAgainstCorona

Embracing

a digital

future
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Customer Privacy and Data Security
Customer Information Privacy
As the leading Digital Services Provider in Zimbabwe, Econet is entrusted with large amounts of confidential information
belonging to its collective stakeholders, and in particular, its customers. We deeply appreciate the need to preserve that trust
by ensuring the utmost integrity around our systems for the collection, processing and storage of that information.
The table below summarises initiatives and process used to uphold and safeguard customer privacy.

INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION

Differentiated Level
Access

The access levels or profiles that are assigned depending with role, for example, in respect of
KYC information:
Back Office Support, Risk Function, System Admin and Regulator – Read Only Access.
Supervisors, Dealers and Brand Ambassador can only access the system for Mobile App
registrations.

Single point for
releasing customer
information to
government agencies

Information is released to government agencies on the provision of a valid court order. This
has the following benefits:
• Ensures accountability
• Prevents information leaks

Complex alphanumeric
passwords to access
systems

Strict adherence to Information Security password policy to secure information systems
access
• Access limited to the right people through the use of password.
• Audit trail also in place to track usage

Self-Care Support

Self-Care allows customer to access information on their own and at their convenience
• Access is limited to the owner via password. OTP in use to manage issues of fraud

KYC Validation Process
– Registrar General

Automation is at an advanced stage to reduce exposure and improve on efficiency and
security of information

Data Security
Against a backdrop of ever increasing threats to data security in fast growing digital era, Econet takes potential threats to
its data very seriously. Stakeholders need to know that their interactions, communications and transactions are protected
during the ordinary course of business. Amongst a myriad of mitigatory measures being taken by the business to ensure and
enhance overall data security, are the following:
Successfully prevents loss of business and customer
data by stopping and flagging extraction of data from
business computers | over 99% success rate recorded

Data Loss
Prevention
System
Currently being
developed to ensure
continuous real-time
monitoring and testing
of all data security
across the group

Security
Operations
Centre

Data
Security

Prevention of
Cyber security
Attacts

Measures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Guardium
Splunk
SIEM
Cisco IronPort
Symmantec DLP
Boundary Firewalls
Intrusion Prevention
and Detecting
Systems

Data
Security
Monitoring
System
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Cyber
Security
Awareness
Campaigns

Over 95% of
cybersecurity attacks
are automatically
detected and stopped
by our cyber-attack
monitoring software.
The rest are resolved by
our security engineers
who track flagged
threats that violate IT
policies.

Annual Public
campaigns
performed through
the radio stations
and social media to
educate customers
on data privacy.
These are in English,
Shona and Ndebele
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Econet Pension Fund Community Development

1

2

3

4

Preserve and
grow investments
on behalf of its
members.

Create
downstream
business
opportunities for
suppliers /
tenants

Promote
modernisation
of the countries’
facilities.

Creation of one
stop shop for
Econet Group
entities to
enhance customer
experience.

Phase 1 renovations were completed at a total of ZW$24 million and the ground floor was officially opened for the Steward
Bank and Econet service centre in November 2020. The upgraded world class one stop service centre will help in decongesting
the other customer service centres. Significant employment was created through the contractors and suppliers who worked
on the project whilst the architecture of the Bulawayo CBD was greatly improved by the modernization of the building. The
fund is mobilizing resources to undertake phase 2 of the renovation that will allow the building to become fully operational.

Physically Apart but Digitally United
Bringing Digital Transformation to Communities
Where the onset and prevalence of the Coronavirus outbreak
succeeded in separating families and communities, through
lock downs, Econet, through its digital solutions and
technologies, provided a way back to togetherness for a
wide variety of communities. Through our Let’s Normalize
campaign, churches were enabled to maintain fellowship
and share spiritual uplifting during what was obviously a dark
period. In the toughest of moments in family lives, when final
goodbyes had to be made, we made it possible for family near

and far to be together, though they were apart. Our future
leaders’ learning, faced with major disruption, was able to
continue through various data-enabled digital platforms such
as Zoom, Teams, WhatsApp as our digital platforms re-united
teachers and students at various levels.
As the uncertain future continues to unfold before us, we
can be sure of one thing - that we are more connected now
and into the future and that innovative digital solutions will
continue to be the backbone of society and the nation at
large.
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The Econet Victoria Falls
Virtual Marathon

Now firmly established in the hearts and minds of avid runners, the Econet Victoria
Falls Marathon, under threat from the raging COVID-19 pandemic, was successfully
held as a Virtual Marathon on the 13th of December 2020. The virtual concept
demonstrates our drive to normalizing the adoption of digital events and experiences.
The marathon, themed, “Run from anywhere across the world” anchored global
connectivity and digital inclusion in one race as athletes competed on a Virtual course
using the Sport Splits App.

3,000
runners

participated
in the Econet
Victoria
Falls Virtual
Marathon
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Against a target of 5,000 registrations, a total of 5,890 participants registered for the
marathon - 334 of these were international athletes representing 27 countries across
the world. 3,000 runners participated in the Econet Victoria Falls Virtual Marathon
– of these, 89% were locals, whilst 10% were internationals. Notably, 38% of the
runners were female while 62% were male
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Virtual Music Concerts

In a year where there has been enough negativity, Econet hosted seven
Regional Music Concerts and one National concert which were all
streamed live on the Econet Facebook page, in a bid to spread positive
customer sentiment and engagement. As a trusted corporate citizen,
the main aim was to appreciate our customers for their continued
support and to reassure them that, despite it being a tough year due
to various challenging factors that occurred, Econet remembers and
values them - over ZW$10 million worth of prizes were given away
during the concerts.

Impact

Total
Reach

1 million

Total Views

530,000
views were
achieved

The campaign also helped to revive the old exciting ways of celebrating
Christmas pre-COVID-19 by bringing back music and dance with people
being entertained in the comfort of their own homes.
Average

of 68%

engagement
was recorded
per show

+77%

positive
customer
sentiment
achieved against
a target of

+50%

EWZLANNUAL
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Human Capital Impact
As an organization, Econet values its people and recognizes the
pivotal role that staff play in delivering value to our customers,
shareholders and all stakeholders. The year under review
brought with itself exciting opportunities to grow our people,
however the COVID-19 pandemic affected our staff members,
their families and we had to adjust to new ways of doing business.
The operating environment characterised by high inflation posed
immense pressure on staff welfare as staff earnings continued
to depreciate. In response, the business implemented numerous
initiatives to support staff during these difficult economic times.
We kept our focus in enhancing our Employee Experience,
building and implementing our Talent Management proposition
focusing on development initiatives in order to uplift our
capability in delivering our ambitions. As an organization that is
driven by results, attention was given to building a robust high
performance culture and optimizing our costs to ensure that we
remain efficient and competitive in delivering quality service to
our customers.
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Human Capital Impact
Diversity and Inclusion
The business tracks key staff sustainability statistics that promote diversity and inclusion with a specific focus on gender
equity and inclusivity as shown below.

% of Male Employees

% of Female Employees

61.9%
50%

35%
50%

Diversity and
Inclusion

38.1%
50%

% of Women in Managerial
and Senior Positions

27%
35%

3%
5%

5
New

Total Number of
Employees

Female Placements as
a % of Total Vacancies

Employee Turnover

Number of Employees
with Disability

1,159
1,338

Actual
•

The business promotes diversity, equity and inclusion
achieving 38% women staff members at a time when
headcount was frozen. It is the intention to positively
grow towards a set target of 50% in FY23.

•

In 2021, the business had in place retention mechanisms
that delivered a staff retention of 97% on a prior
year of 94.7%.

Target
•

The business is an equal opportunity employer and to
this end, staff members who are differently abled receive
support for special care requirements.

•

In 2021, the Female attraction rate at the Graduate Trainee
level was 53% which is a milestone in our ambition to
attaining an equity balance of 50%.

Talent Management and Development
Econet relaunched Innoversity 2.0 which has three broad
objectives. Under the Innoversity 2.0 Initiative, staff will
access Learning- On-Demand, this will transform how staff
build their own capabilities as learning will be accessed
rather than Delivered.

2. To develop the capabilities for the opportunities to be
explored from the advent of the 4th Industrial revolution
(4IR).
3. To develop anchoring leadership and coaching skills that
will uphold a culture of innovation and digitization.

1. To uplift staff capabilities to match the business
requirements as the business transforms from a
Communications Service Provider (CSP) to a Digital
Services Provider (DSP).
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Occupational Health, Safety and Environment
Econet Group COVID-19 Response
Econet COVID-19 response efforts focused on raising public awareness on safety protocols, protection and care for self and
others. Key interventions for the period under review comprised of the activities highlighted below;

Econet Group COVID-19 Response 2021 | Staff

1 AWARENESS AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Staff became more aware of the pandemic through monthly webinars, daily SMS staff updates
to observe all safety protocols and remain vigilant and staff testimonials of their experiences
with COVID-19.

2 TESTING AND SCREENING

All customer facing staff and all other staff requiring testing were tested together with their
families and companionate others. This inspired confidence of safety among staff as they went
out to execute their duties.

3 COMPLIANCE AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE

Inspections conducted at all Group service centers revealed satisfactory levels of compliance
to COVID-19 safety protocols within the shops. However gaps were noted outside the shops
in customer queues. Corrective action has been taken with the respective business leaders.

4 CLINICAL SUPPORT AND SELF CARE

Staff benefited from internal clinical treatment centers at St Noah in Ruwa, Harare. While those
outside Harare freely access services at designated partner medical centers in their regions. All
tested staff benefited from self care counselling while 265 staff who tested positive to date,
were supported with COVID-19 Medipacks and daily follow ups and checks.
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Staff Wellness Initiatives
The wellness of our employees is imperative and the business invested in a number of initiatives which were implemented
during the period under review as shown below

Initiative

Description

Facilitator

COVID-19:
2nd Wave

COVID-19 2nd
wave overview in
Zimbabwe webinar

Panel of medical
experts

230
(7%)

Demystified misconceptions and
conspiracy theories on COVID-19 origin
and case management. Clarifications on
medicines and home remedies
being used by people.

COVID-19:
Nutrition

Nutrition wellness
– weekly virtual
coaching sessions

Vitality wellness

238
(8%)

Unpacked foods that boost. Tips on
self-care management and use of self-care
during a pandemic lockdown.

COVID-19:
Mental
Wellness

COVID-19 Group staff
counselling seminars

Transformation
team

417
(14%)

Coping strategies to handle issues that
staff are facing in relation to COVID-19 and
the lockdown; including stigma and how
to counter it.

COVID-19:
Fitness

Econet weekly
lockdown online
workout sessions

Popular zumba
trainers

163
(5%)

Weekly power work out sessions that
staff accessed from the comfort of their
home.

World Breast
Cancer Day
Remembrance

Breast cancer
awareness webinar

Panel of experts
and survivors

255
(8%)

Breast cancer awareness, coping skills,
risk management and access to needed
social support.

COVID-19:
Vaccine

COVID-19 awareness
webinar

Field expert

644
(21%)

Behaviour change among staff and
heightened alertness of possible 3rd wave

1,861
(61%)

Strong 61% sample size achieved. 30%
staff interested. 70% undecided. 52%
women 48% men have reservations.
The preferred vaccination partner is Mars
while the preferred vaccine is Johnson
and Johnson. The [25-34] Age Group is
dominant and tops the undecided group.
Major reason for indecision is vaccine’s
side effects, long-term safety and efficacy.

COVID-19:
Vaccine
Staff Interest
Survey

Conduct a survey to
determine interest
for Vaccine uptake
among staff

Vitalize and
Higherlife

Attendance

Impact

Breast cancer
awareness

COVID-19 2nd wave
response

Breast cancer awareness, coping
skills, riskmanagement and
access to needed psychosocial
support.

Demystified misconceptions and
conspiracy theories on COVID-19
origin and case management.
Clarification on medicines and
home remedies being used by
people.

Psychosocial support

Nutrition coaching

Coping strategies to handle
issues that staff are facing in
relation to COVID-19 and the
lockdown; including stigma and
how to counter it.

Unpacked immune boosting
foods and tips on self-care
management and use of
self-care during a pandemic
lockdown.

Physical wellness

Weekly power work out sessions that staff accessed
from the comfort of their home. Thus staff benefited
from convenient access to coordinated fitness and
immune boosting programs.
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Corporate Memberships, Affiliations and Recognition
Corporate Memberships and Affiliations
The business values growth to its body of knowledge and subscribes to and affiliates with various organizations which champion
causes that resonate with the company. Below is a list of some of the organizations with which the business has membership.

INSTITUTION

OBJECTIVES

Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM)

Ethical professional marketing practice advice

Information Systems Audit and Control
Association (ISACA)

Helps the organization thrive with performance improvement solutions and
customizable IS/IT training that enable organization to evaluate, perform,
and achieve transformative outcomes and business success.

Institute of Directors Zimbabwe (IODZ)

Promotes and develops corporate governance best practices and ethical
leadership in Zimbabwe.

Institute of Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators

Promotes efficient administration of the organization using modern
technology

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe
(MAZ)

Promotes marketing professionalism and synergies, thereby ensuring that
marketing is learnt, recognized and implemented to the highest levels

Employers’ Confederation of Zimbabwe
(EMCOZ)

Promotes and protects the interests of Zimbabwean employers and
workers by lobbying government on national policies, practices and
standards on labour, employment and socio-economic issues.

Zimbabwe Institute of Engineers (ZIE)

Promotes the advancement of Engineering and facilitate the transfer and
dissemination of Engineering knowledge. The institution also sets and
maintain appropriate standards of Engineering and technician competence.

Business Council for Sustainable
Development (BCSDZ)

Provides most influential forums on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
issues

Institute of People Management of
Zimbabwe (IPMZ)

Establishes appropriate qualifications, defining codes of conduct, promoting
research, spreading knowledge of personnel and training management
and labour relations, and liaising with relevant authorities in regard to
professional manpower policies and practices.

Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Zimbabwe (ICAZ)

Provides advisory services in the field of Accountancy

Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA)

Provides dynamic leadership for the global profession of internal auditing

Contact Centre Association of
Zimbabwe (CCAZ)

Provides expert customer service and call centre advice

Chartered Institute of Customer
Management (CICM)

Advocates in customer service excellence, enforcing quality and standards

Chartered Institute Projects Managers
Zimbabwe

To provide guidance on project management competence

Awards and Recognition Received
Econet remains the number one preferred brand in their domains, as reflected by the various awards that the business
has been awarded with in the year 2020. These range from Leadership, Sustainability, Marketing, Customer services and
Corporate Social Responsibility awards. This kind of endorsement is significant as it indicates the resulting effect of the
company’s investment and hard work in the community it serves. It speaks to how the company has been accepted by its
market and other stakeholders in delivering its services
In the period under review the business was recognized by different bodies and organizations in various categories for the
sterling work it achieved through innovation and the commitment of its staff members.
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Awards and Recognition Received (continued)

Ltd

AWARD

AWARDING INSTITUTE

Best Performing Company Award

Financial Gazette

2020 Quoted Companies Sustainability Award

Sponsored by Nedbank Zimbabwe &
Alpha Media Holdings

COVID-19 Response Business Hero Award.

The African Business
Leadership

Certificate of Appreciation for compliance with
NSSA Statutes - Recognition

NSSA

Sustainability Innovation Award – Econet
Masvingo

EMA & Corporate Social (CSR)
Responsibility Network in Zimbabwe

Top Covid 19 Fight Supporting Organization –
Econet Bulawayo

EMA & CSR Zimbabwe

Exceptional Corporate Social Responsibility Covid
Response Program of the year

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

Customer Engagement & Experience of the year

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

Best Outdoor Media Advert of the Year (Digital
Lifestyle Network Thematic Campaign) – 1st
Runner Up

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

Integrated Promotional Campaign (Digital Lifestyle
Network Thematic Campaign) – 2nd Runner Up

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

CEO with an HR Orientation of the Year - 2019

Institute of People Management of
Zimbabwe

Best Digital & Social Media Customer
Engagement Campaign Mask Up Campaign

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

Corporate Award -Blood Donation Campaign
Support

National Blood Services Zimbabwe

Best CSR PR campaign – COVID-19 Response

Institute of Public Relations
Zimbabwe

Best Corporate Innovation Campaign

Institute of Public Relations
Zimbabwe

Superbrand Telecoms Sector

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

Superbrand Business to Consumer

Marketers Association of Zimbabwe

Best Customer Service Mobile Telecoms Sector

Contact Centre Association of
Zimbabwe

HR Technology of the Year -2019

Institute of People Management of
Zimbabwe

People Development of the Year - 2019

Institute of People Management of
Zimbabwe

Championship in Environmental Compliance And
Sustainability Innovation award – Mutare Bottling
Company

EMA & Corporate Social (CSR)
Responsibility Network in Zimbabwe

Environmental Project Of The Year

CIPMZ – Chartered Institute Projects
Managers Zimbabwe

Social Project Of The Year

CIPMZ – Chartered Institute Projects
Managers Zimbabwe

Economic Impact Project Of The Year

CIPMZ – Chartered Institute Projects
Managers Zimbabwe
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Artificial
Intelligence

As

artificial

intelligence

becomes

ubiquitous, Econet has not been left
out in adopting it as part of its digital

Through
the digital world
of smart machines,
experience the
future, today.

transformation journey. This is evident
in many aspects of the business from
enhancing

the

customer

experience

by the use of chatbots to improving
network reliability by predictive network
maintenance.

NETWORK CHATBOTS

SMART MACHINES
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Business Model and Innovation
Management Approach
Risk management is an integral part of ensuring value creation
for our stakeholders and customers. We have adopted the ISO
31000 framework for management of risk across the businesses,
with periodic reviews of our risk management guidelines to
enhance our responsiveness to the VUCA environment. Our
commitment is demonstrated by a top-down approach, with
the Board having overall responsibility for managing risk.
We have put in place appropriate support structures towards
risk management to ensure a positive risk culture across the
organisation. We have implemented Scenario Planning as a risk
management tool to forecast future worst or best cases events
and proactively put in place appropriate mitigation plans.
The advent of COVID-19 and the drive towards Digital
Transformation introduced a plethora of risks that may
negatively affect overall business performance and pose
vulnerabilities to the internal controls environment. In response,
we have embarked on an organisation-wide review exercise
of all business processes, reviewing controls embedded in
processes from an enterprise architecture design and to also
align to changes in the operating environment.
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Enterprise Business Services

Innovations
Enterprise Business (B2B)
Our Enterprise Business Solutions (EBS) was founded in
2020 with the mandate to provide enterprise digital solutions
across industry value chains in Zimbabwe and the rest of
Africa. The range of activities undertaken varied from helping
businesses automate their processing plants to asset
tracking and monitoring solutions as well as machine to
machine communication using the internet of things (“IoT”)
technology.
EBS embarked on an aggressive growth strategy with a
key focus on product development and segment execution.
In what would be the highlight of our operations in 2021,
Enterprise Business Solutions focused on revamping the
Telemetry product which grew from 141,000 to 160,000

customers in five months translating to a total revenue
equivalent to US$1.76 million. EBS also earned revenues from
hosting services, system integrations, professional services
and software chargeback. The unit also built and monetized
an e-Commerce platform for the Office of the President for
the Dubai Expo.
Demand for enterprise solutions is expected to surge in
coming years with the fast growth of Micro Small Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) (accounting for 90% of businesses in
Africa). In addition, the demand for enterprise digital solutions
is surging in the wake of industry 4.0. Increased influx of
investment in the industrial sector and increase in enterprise
IT spending across several verticals are further expected to
drive the growth of this market segment for years to come.
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Enterprise Business Services (continued)

EBS Products

M2M Digital
Solutions

Customisations,
Configurations and
Integrations

Telemetry

NOC
Services

System
Integrations

Hosting
Services

Network Monitoring
Systems | Targeting
companies in the B2B
space

Data Centre and
Infrastructure Services

Professional services (program and project management, business analysis,
quality assurance testing, business continuity)

New Business Impact on Society
• Business continuity in the new normal | Bridge the
digital divide | Offering of digital solutions
• Accelerate organizational transformation | Improve
efficiency | Offering of system integrations
• Improve business productivity | Offering NOC services,
Colocation services
• Diffusion of innovation | Digital products’ adoption will
assist in ensuring that the business continues leading on
innovation.
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• Financial Inclusion | Supplying connectivity to POS
machines, zero rating bank applications

New Business Impact on the Environment
• Go green/carbon friendly initiatives in going
paperless through digital solutions to everyday
requirements | E-newspapers, Smart Parking solutions
• Limited carbon emissions through managed and
monitored vehicle tracking capabilities.
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Our Supplier Value Chain

Our suppliers remain a vital cog in the success of our
operations as evidenced by their inclusion as one of our
eight key stakeholder categories. Our relationship with our
suppliers is one of growth, mutual respect and symbiotic
value realization.
Our focus remains on our costs, processes, supplier
performance and purchasing activities. At the beginning of
the financial year 2021, we engaged our suppliers for a 20%
discount on all running contracts, maintenance, and support
and license fees. The negotiations were also extended to
all our new purchases. We managed to get savings to the
tune of US$11 million from the initiatives and this was major
achievement for Supply Chain during the COVID-19 period.
We thank our valued suppliers for the continued support and
partnering Econet during this difficult period.
During the past financial-year we also supported the business
with our local contractors in constructing a COVID-19 centre
for staff members. The centre was constructed during the
first lockdown and was completed on time and fully furnished
to Ministry of Health standards. Staff members were able
to utilize the facility during the second wave and were so

grateful to the Procurement team for the sterling job done
to bring up the centre. The Procurement team also played a
key role in the day to day operation of the facility through the
provision of medicines and consumables.
Going forward, we will continue to engage our suppliers
with the aim of encouraging them to adhere to our supplier
code of conduct and support SDGs from their respective
companies. Our business is committed to support local
suppliers and small to medium enterprises. More than 90%
of annual spend goes to local suppliers. Supplier performance
monitoring is an ongoing initiative to monitor supplier
performance on all our contracts. We have been engaging
new suppliers from the SME sector encouraging them to be
registered and compliant with all statutory requirements. We
continuously facilitate timely payments to our suppliers and
continuous engagements. In order to better align our supplier
value chain to the broader ESG agenda, we are in the process
of implementing the Environmental, Social and Governance
assessment framework in first quarter 2022 and supplier
audits will be carried out in the second quarter of the 2022
year.
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Tax
Management Approach
Our management approach is based on compliance with
all regulatory requirements as promulgated by the tax
authorities. During the year under review Econet paid the
following taxes: Income Tax, Value Added Tax, Import Duties,
License fees, various withholding taxes, Special Excise
duties and Pay as You Earn
Taxation provides the revenue that is needed to mobilize
resources and reinforce the nations’ infrastructure and is
powerful in supporting the public sector and eradicating
poverty. Tax cash flows are a critical aspect of our financial
decision making process. Enterprise Tax Management
process is our method for tax management within the
business.

remains robust and in alignment with the requirements of
tax legislation. The tax function is adequately manned by
professionals with the requisite skills required to deliver the
very best service to the business and to key stakeholders.
The Audit Committee frequently checks controls and key
tax-related issues, as part of the Annual Report process.
Additionally, the company’s external auditors offer assurance
on our tax positions and taxes paid. Further, tax advice is
provided on any new initiatives, contracts or products in the
organisation.
Tax health checks are carried out especially with assistance
from external advisors to identify any risks. Meetings with
ZIMRA, as a critical stakeholder in tax management, are also
held to foster good relations.

Approach to Tax
At Econet, our alignment of business tax policies and
regulatory compliance has been essential in promoting
investment, job creation and economic growth. This, in turn,
is promoting sustainable development goals on decent work,
economic growth and poverty eradication.
Our Tax compliance obligations are governed by the Revenue
Authority Act (Chapter 23:11) and its statutory instruments
regulated by the Zimbabwe Revenue Authority (ZIMRA).

Tax Governance Control, and Risk Management
Key corporate governance processes are in place at Econet as
a responsible taxpayer who thrives to ensure that we comply
with both local and international tax laws and regulations.
The business engages widely in ensuring that its tax policy
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Stakeholder Engagement and Management of
Concerns Related to Tax
ZIMRA derives its mandate from the Revenue Authority Act
and is the regulatory body tasked with tax collection for the
fiscus. Continuous engagement is therefore critical to keep
up to date with key changes in the tax environment as well as
to align interpretation of new pronouncements.
Econet contributes to tax policy changes through the use
of various tax platforms availed by the finance ministry, the
regulator as well as industry representatives. It maintains
open dialogue with both internal and external stakeholders
to ensure that views and concerns of stakeholders are
considered in the organisations tax strategy.
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Stay Safe.
Stay Connected.

Embracing

a digital

#OneFightAgainstCorona

Let’s normalise

future Virtual Meetings
DAIL

*143#

8GB | 15GB | 25GB | 50GB

Widest Coverage, Super Fast Speed, Real Value.
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Leadership and Governance
Risk Management
The way the organization is operated and is governed
underpins how the stakeholders will perceive the business
and grant it social license. As Econet, we believe in sound
corporate governance, ethical behaviour, transparency and risk
management to be the backbone to the success of our economic
and commercial sustainability. Transparency in our policies and
processes and accountability will ensure we build stakeholder
confidence and manage reputation and legal risks. Finally, we
realize that acting ethically across the business and within the
regulatory boundaries, is a bedrock on which all our governance
and risk management processes lie.
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Managing Risk in a Digital World

Emerging Risks from the
Operating Environment in 2020
Over the past year, the operating environment has become
more precarious due to protracted uncertainty around the
outbreak of COVID-19, which has seen most governments
implementing a cocktail of measures to curb the spread.
The government of Zimbabwe imposed stringent lockdown

#

RISK

RISK DESCRIPTION

MITIGATION

Supply Chain
Disruptions

The business depends on local and foreign
vendors for supply of key systems and network
infrastructure. Due to COVID-19 induced
lockdowns, global logistics and movement
of goods - both sea and freight - have been
disrupted resulting in increased costs.
Geopolitical and global trade forces are also
disrupting network equipment supply chains.

• Proactive and co-ordinated sourcing
strategy.
• Expand local supplier base

Change in
Customer
Behaviour

Customer income and spending patterns
were negatively affected by lockdowns. Loss
of income at the peak closure of informal
sector resulted in customers seeking cheaper
communication solutions. However, there was
a surge in data and internet usage as most
organisations adopted remote working.

• Business transformation from being
a Communications Service Provider
(CSP) to a Digital Services Provider
(DSP) may present new opportunities
that may attract and retain customers.

1

2

restrictions limiting movement of people and reducing
business operating hours with only those organisations
classified as essential services allowed to operate. Econet
responded swiftly by implementing our Agile Working
program to ensure that we continue serving our customers
with minimal disruptions. Below are some of the emerging
risks materialised and/or worsened in 2021.
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Managing Risk in a Digital World (continued)
#

RISK

MITIGATION

Agile Working meant that all engagements
went digital – from meetings to interactions
with customers and other stakeholders. This
heightened the risk of cyber-security and theft
of customer data or information which may
expose them to fraud. Vandalism and theft of
physical infrastructure resulting in interruptions
to service provision.

• Training and awareness campaigns
to conscientise customers and
discourage them from sharing
personal information
• The business has built robust
systems into the overall data
governance, data quality, consistency
processes, and operating models to
enable the capture and use of vast
amounts of data.

Business
Continuity
Management
and COVID-19

As a result of strict lockdown restrictions and
in a bid to curtail the spread of COVID-19,
the business had to close most of its shops
and shifted to digital platforms for assisting
customers thus limiting in-person interactions
with customers.

• The business launched Agile Working
to ensure minimum disruption to
business operations to effectively
save our customers.

3

A possible risk relates to the company not being
able to manage the traffic spikes in network
demand trigged by high usage during the
pandemic. This, in turn, results in poor quality
service and disgruntled customers.

4

Decline in
Employee
Productivity

5

RISK DESCRIPTION

Cyber Security
and Fraud

The need to adapt to the new normal working
environment and the implications of COVID-19
on the health and well-being of our employees
has threatened employee productivity.
Power outages and connectivity challenges
experienced at home offices have also
negatively affected employee productivity.
Efforts continue to enhance solar solutions.

Emerging Risk and Evolution of Existing Risks in
Digital Transformation.
In a technology world, where change is the only constant,
digital technologies are driving transformative evolutions
in every industry, by redefining how organisations create
and deliver value. The business has embarked on a
strategic disruptive transformational journey from being a
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• The business deployed digital
platforms to improve customers’
accessibility to our services and
support.
• The business stepped up medical
interventions such as COVID-19
Testing, Medipack support and
provision of admission facilities to
assist in managing active cases
among staff and their dependants.
• In view of the second COVID-19 Wave,
the business intensified COVID-19
awareness campaigns in line with
standard COVID-19 Protocols and
Agile Working.
• Monthly assessment of staff
utilization being carried out and
management taking appropriate
interventions as required.

Communication Services Provider (CSP) to becoming a Digital
Services Provider (DSP). However, Digital Transformation
comes with its own share of new risks which may be
complex in nature and difficult to manage. The business has
to integrate and make its risk management processes part of
digital transformation.
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Managing Risk in a Digital World (continued)
Below are emerging risks identified as associated with digital environments.
Faulty data privacy controls in big data and analytics
Mitigation | Personal identifiable data must be collected and shared only as
necessary, to minimise the risk of hackers stealing sensitive information
Changing cybersecurity risk
landscape
Mitigation | In order for
digital technologies to deliver
on their immense promise,
evolving cyber vulnerabilities
and threats need to be
addressed. Failure to do so
not only puts an organisation
at risk of a cyber-attack, but
also means they are liable for
the relevant fine.

Unauthorised access to
digital channels
Mitigation | Organisations
must ensure that their
systems can only be accessed
by authorised employees.
Precautions such as regularly
changing passwords or using
multi-factor authentication are
often not implemented.

Evolving governance and
controls for automation
Mitigation | Operating
environment changes driven
by the adoption of automation
technologies call for redefined
governance mechanisms and
operational controls.

Emerging
Risks

Owning digital
responsibility and ethics
Mitigation | as part of the
digital transformation efforts,
the business needs to act
responsibly and promote
ethical use of technology.
Robust change management
initiatives may foster
responsibility and ownership.

Mis-alignment between digital risk management
and strategic business outcomes
Mitigation | Align Risk Management with the business strategy to mitigate the
business impacts, such as financial implications or reputational effects, of a cyber-attack.
Mis-alignment between an organization’s goals for digital transformation and employee
values and behaviour creates new culture risks.

Risk
Ranking 2020

Risk
Ranking 2021

N/A

1

5

2

Network Resilience and Quality of Service Risk

n/a

3

Information Security

n/a

4

Related Party Risk

n/a

5

Foreign Exchange Rate Losses - Profitability and Cash Flows

1

6

Customers Conduct Risk

8

7

Productivity Risk

n/a

8

Business Model Risk

n/a

9

Escalating Costs and Business Performance

n/a

10

Top Ten Risks
Regulatory Pressure and Stakeholder Engagements
Business Continuity Management Risk

Risk Trend
in 2021
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Our Leadership
Board of Directors

Dr JAMES MYERS
(CHAIRMAN)

Mr STRIVE MASIYIWA

Jim is the Chairman of Econet Wireless
Zimbabwe Limited. A 1962 graduate of Texas
A&M University in Mathematics, he also holds
a Masters in Mathematical Physics from the
University of Arizona and a PhD in Industrial
Engineering from Texas Tech. His professional
career includes leading the international
telecommunications practice with Ernst & Young
and subsequently founding his own telecoms
research company. He held senior management
positions with AT&T as an Executive Vice
President and President of Southwestern
Bell International Development Africa. Jim
has served as a director and President of the
American Chamber of Commerce in Southern
Africa and director of African Merchant Bank
and MTN.

Strive Masiyiwa is the Founder and Executive
Chairman of Econet. Masiyiwa serves on several
international boards including Unilever Plc,
Netflix, National Geographic, Asia Society and
the Global Advisory boards of Bank of America,
the Council on Foreign Relations (USA),
Stanford University, Bloomberg New Economy
Forum, and the Prince of Wales Trust. A former
board member of the Rockefeller Foundation,
he is Chair Emeritus of the Alliance for a Green
Revolution in Africa which he chaired for several
years. An Honorary Fellow of the African
Academy of Sciences, in 2019 Masiyiwa was
awarded the Norman Borlaug World Food
Prize Medallion. Masiyiwa was appointed in May
2020 as a Special Envoy of the African Union
to help coordinate Africa’s private sector to
procure medical supplies to fight the spread of
COVID-19. As AU Special Envoy, he also leads
the Africa Vaccine Acquisition Task Team. In
2020, he was named amongst Bloomberg’s
50 Most Influential People in the world, New
African Magazine’s 100 Most Influential Africans
and Mail & Guardian’s 100 Africans of the
Year. In 2014, 2017 and 2021, Masiyiwa was
listed amongst Fortune Magazine’s “World’s
50 Greatest Leaders”. He and his wife, Tsitsi,
co-founded the Higherlife Foundation and are
signatories of the Giving Pledge.

Jim also serves on the board of York Timbers
Holdings Limited, a JSE listed company, and
on the International Board of Texas A & M
University.
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Our Leadership (continued)
Board of Directors

Mr HARDY PEMHIWA

Dr DOUGLAS MBOWENI

Mr MARTIN EDGE

Hardy attended Queen Mary College,
University of London and graduated
with a B.Eng in Computer Engineering
in 1991. He has also attended Edinburgh
Business School.

Dr Mboweni is the Chief Executive
Officer of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe
Limited. He has been with the Group
since 1996 and was appointed to the
board in December 2003. He is a
visiting Professor for the University of
Johannesburg.

Mr Edge is a UK CA and an Oxford MA,
who joined the board in June 2013. In
his chosen field of corporate finance
and M&A, he has been a corporate
finance advisor to many institutions in
Europe and Africa over some 30 years,
as well as spending some time as a
CFO. He has advised on some of the
most important transactions in Africa’s
telecoms sector. Mr Edge chairs the
board’s Audit Committee.

For two years after graduating from
university, Hardy worked in IT consulting
in eastern and southern Africa. In 1993, he
started a career in banking and worked
for one of Africa’s leading development
finance institutions operating in 23 Sub
Saharan African countries where he left
in 2002 having served in various senior
executive positions including as Chief
Operating Officer.
In 2004, Hardy and his wife founded
an investment management business
in East Africa in which they still hold a
minority interest.
In 2016, Hardy joined Econet, a privately
held Pan African technology group
where he is the Group CEO. Econet
employs almost 6,000 people directly
and has over 60,000 agents and
operations in 23 African countries.
Econet’s companies operate in fibre
broadband, mobile telecoms, data
centres, fintech, digital platforms and
solar renewable energy.
Hardy has been married to Consolata
for 25 years and together have a
daughter, and three sons. They live in
Johannesburg, South Africa.
Hardy’s passion is mentoring young
people and influencing other business
leaders to become disciples of Jesus
Christ. He enjoys swimming, reading
and motivational speaking.

Audit Committee:

Mr M Edge (Chairman), Dr J Myers,
Mr G Gomwe and Mr H Pemhiwa.

Risk Committee:

Mr G Gomwe (Chairman), Mr Martin Edge
and Mr M Gasela.

Remuneration Committee:

Dr J Myers (Chairman), Mr H Pemhiwa,
Ms B Mtetwa and Dr J Chimhanzi.

Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) Committee:

Dr J Chimhanzi (Chairperson), Ms T Moyo,
Mr G Gomwe and Mr M Gasela.

Nominations Committee:

Dr J Myers (Chairman), Mr H Pemhiwa,
Ms B Mtetwa and Dr J Chimhanzi.
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Our Leadership (continued)
Board of Directors

Mr ROY CHIMANIKIRE

Mr GODFREY GOMWE

Ms BEATRICE MTETWA

Mr Chimanikire joined the Group in 2009
from Deloitte & Touche, where he was
a Partner. Mr Chimanikire is a qualified
Chartered
Accountant
(Zimbabwe)
and past President of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe.
He was appointed to the board in
February 2016 as the Group’s Finance
Director and in 2020 he was appointed
as the Deputy CEO.

Mr Gomwe was appointed to the board in
May 2013. He is Chairman of the board’s
Risk Committee and he also serves as
a member of the Audit Committee. He
is a Chartered Accountant (Zimbabwe)
and sits on a number of other boards.
He has vast experience in the corporate
world, having held various executive
positions in the last 27 years.

A lawyer whose achievements in the
legal field have earned her international
recognition, Ms Mtetwa was appointed
to the board in October 2010.
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Our Leadership (continued)
Board of Directors

Dr JACQUELINE CHIMHANZI

Mr MGQIBELO GASELA

Ms THOKO MOYO

Dr Jacqueline Chimhanzi is the CEO of
the African Leadership Institute (AFLI)
which works with Oxford University to
nurture a new generation of African
leaders through its flagship Archbishop
Tutu Leadership Programme. She was,
previously, the Senior Strategist of the
Industrial Development Corporation of
South Africa (IDC). Before that, she was
a Strategy Lead at Deloitte Consulting
where she was instrumental in setting
up the Deloitte Africa Desk and advised
clients on accessing opportunities on
the African continent. At the University
of Wales, she lectured Marketing as
well as Strategy and authored and
co-authored papers in peer reviewed
leading international academic journals.

Mr Mgqibelo McDonald Gasela is an
Independent Consultant and Public
Policy and Regulation Specialist in
the Information Communications and
Technology (ICT) sector in Africa.

Thoko Moyo is a strategy and
communications expert with over
20 years of experience working with
multilateral organizations, international
foundations
and
Fortune
500
companies. She has advised C-suite
executives in Africa, Europe and the US.

She is member of the board of the ONE
Campaign and is an independent nonexecutive board member of the JSE
listed ADvTECH Group – one of Africa’s
largest private education provider and
sits on the Audit and Risk Committee
and the Transformation, Social and
Ethics Committee (TSEC). Jackie holds
a BSc (Hons), MBA (with Distinction)
and a PhD (Strategic Marketing), all from
Cardiff University in the UK.

He has previously worked as Group
Head of Regulatory Affairs at the
Econet Group responsible for media
licence acquisition, compliance and
regulatory affairs. Prior to that he spent
over 15 years at MultiChoice Africa,
leaving as Group Executive and Head of
Regulatory Affairs in 2015.
Mgqibelo had a stint as Director of
Business Development and Strategy
at Vula Communications Holdings, a
minority shareholder in Midi TV, the then
owners of e-tv and before that worked
as Acting Head of the Monitoring
and Complaints Department at the
Independent Broadcasting Authority
(IBA), the precursor to the Independent
Communications Authority of South
Africa (ICASA).

She currently serves on the Boards
of listed and private companies in
Africa, and previously served as a
Trustee of an international civil society
organization based in Europe. She
is a non-resident Fellow at Harvard
University’s Corporate Responsibility
Initiative where she researches the
intersection of corporate responsibility,
corporate governance, public policy,
and international development.
Thoko is a graduate of the University
of Zimbabwe, and Harvard University in
Massachusetts.

Initially trained in the natural sciences,
Mgqibelo
holds
a
Postgraduate
Certificate in Media Management
from the Graduate School of Business
of the University of Stellenbosch
and a Postgraduate Diploma in
Telecommunication and Information
Policy from the University of South
Africa.
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Our Management Team

Douglas Mboweni, Ph.D
Group Chief Executive Officer

Mr Roy Chimanikire

Mr Kezito Makuni

Mrs Rosseweater Usayi

DCEO and Finance Director

Chief Operating Officer

Chief Human Resource Officer

Dr Douglas Mboweni is the GCEO of Econet Wireless
Zimbabwe Limited and has over 20 years of executive
management experience in the Information Technology and
Telecommunications industry. Under his stewardship, Econet
Wireless has grown its subscriber base from two hundred
thousand in 2002 to over twelve million today, commanding
market share of above 65%. He was instrumental in the
development of other local and international business units
in the Econet Group. He holds a PhD in Business Leadership
from the Zimbabwe Open University, an MBL from University
of South Africa and a BSc Mathematics & Computer Science
degree from the University of Zimbabwe. Currently Douglas
is also a visiting Professor for the University of Johannesburg.
Mr Roy Chimanikire - Please refer to the Board of Directors
on page 106.
Mr Kezito Makuni joined Econet Wireless in 2009 and is
currently the Chief Operating Officer, since 2019. Kezito
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is a widely experienced businessman having worked in
several countries in Africa and in roles spanning network
design, project implementation, operation and maintenance,
business startup, process re-engineering and sales for a fixed
network operator as well as a major telecoms equipment
vendor. He is an Engineer by profession and a Fellow of the
Zimbabwe Institution of Engineers.
Mrs Rosseweater Usayi joined Econet Wireless in June
2020 as the Chief HR Officer. Rosseweater has 18 years
experience in Human Resources spanning in-depth local
experiences at various levels and a breadth of regional
exposures across East & Southern Africa in her previous
roles in the FMCG Sector with Unilever and more recently
in the Food Inustry with National Foods Ltd where she was
the Group HR Director. She holds a Bsc. Honours degree in
Psychology from the University of Zimbabwe and an Msc. in
Business & Organisational Psychology from the University of
Liverpool and is a professional Member of the IPMZ.
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Looking ahead, efforts are underway to
ensure that Econet’s Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) strategy is aligned
to internationally emerging trends in order
to improve efficiencies, promote business
growth and create stakeholder value in
these turbulent times.

Managing environmental, social and governance (ESG)
risks is highly critical for the business due to the potential
reputational damage or legal liabilities. ESG factors cover
a wide spectrum including the Environment, Human
Capital, Social Capital, Business Model and Innovation
as well as Leadership and Governance.
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Governance statement
Good corporate governance entails doing the right things and maintaining
that culture throughout the business’s activities. Throughout its work
programme, the Board retained this culture as part of its strategic focus
and oversight duties.
The Board recognizes that integrity and compliance with governance
standards is one of the core values of the Group; it recognizes that a
company’s culture, which is the system of beliefs and values that guides
a company’s behaviour, is the foundation from which its performance
is built.

Good governance
remains essential as
Econet embarks on
digital transformation
The journey through the
digital transformation
requires sound yet agile
and visionary leadership.
At Econet, care is taken
to ensure that leadership
at the highest levels is
up to the task, diverse
and competent enough
to meet the challenge of
steering business through
a VUCA environment.
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Role and responsibilities of the Board
The role of the Board is to represent shareholders and to promote and
protect their interests. The Board also considers the interests of other
stakeholders. The Board does this by mapping out a strategy for the
Group that is underpinned by a disciplined approach to capital allocation
and risk management and a commitment to generating social value for
its stakeholders.
Engagement with Stakeholders
The Board is aware of its responsibilities to listen to, and hear the views
of the Group’s stakeholders and take account of their interests. Thus
despite the challenges brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, the
Board continued to engage extensively with stakeholders.
During the year, the Group’s employees faced a unique challenge:
working through the COVID-19 pandemic. The Board, through its
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Committee and the
Executive, saw to it that a high level of engagement with employees
remained in place as part of the response to the pandemic; the
engagement generated a fuller understanding of the need for the
restrictions and the need to work virtually.
The Group recognizes the need to build long-term positive relationships
with communities. As such, engagement with communities remained
part of the Group’s stakeholder engagement programme. Engagements
with communities are part of the Group’s social responsibility, a means
by which it gives back to the communities in which it operates. The
Group performs this responsibility through the Higherlife Foundation.
The Groups’s investors are an important stakeholder group. In terms
of expectations, they seek good financial returns on their investments.
The Board sees to it that the Chairman and non-executive Directors
engage with current and potential investors on a regular basis in order
to brief them on the Group’s performance; the engagements also give
the investors the opportunity to raise questions and state their views on
various issues. To note is that investors are increasingly focused on how
their returns are made; their wish is to invest in companies that behave
responsibly in their environmental, social and governance approaches.
The Board handles this important topic through its ESG Committee. In
addition to the direct engagements with investors, the Group’s annual
general meetings also provide an opportunity for investors to question
and engage with the Board on the Group’s performance.
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Governance statement (continued)
The Group recognizes that central to its operations are
its suppliers and customers. Part of its stakeholder
management involves building trust with these two critical
stakeholders. The disruption of COVID-19 enhanced the
need to strengthen this engagement as it adversely affected
both stakeholders.
The Group’s operations are subject to various regulatory
requirements. The regulators in these regulatory areas
constitute important stakeholders for the Group’s business.
Accordingly, management regularly engages officials from
the regulatory bodies to address and discuss the various
regulatory issues. A key item of discussion has been the
economic contribution the Group makes to the national
economy.
BOARD COMMITTEES
The Board has established Committees to assist it in
exercising its authority and carrying out its responsibilities.
Audit Committee
The Committee assists the Board to monitor decisions and
processes designed to ensure the integrity of its financial
reporting, the independence and effectiveness of the
external auditors, and sound systems of internal control and
risk management.
A significant development has been the increased focus on
the way businesses capture their impact on climate change,
in their reporting. The Committee has taken note of this
development and has embraced it as an area on which to
place ongoing consideration.
The Committee’s main duties are as follows:
• Financial reporting: the Committee reviews the
application of accounting standards, the ultimate
objective being to maintain integrity in the Group’s
financial reporting.
• External audit: the Committee oversees the relationship
with the external auditors; in particular, it assesses the
auditors’ effectiveness and safeguards their continued
independence and objectivity. It also reviews all the
non-audit services they may provide.
• Internal control and risk management: the Committee
monitors the effectiveness of the Group’s internal
controls over financial reporting and some areas of the
Group’s risk management framework.
• Group Internal Audit: the Committee oversees the work
of the Group Internal Audit function.
• Review of the Annual Report: the Committee reviews
the Group’s draft annual report with a view to ensuring
that it is fair, balanced and understandable and generally
meets internationally recognised reporting standards.

These duties feed into the Committee’s annual work plan,
which ensures that issues are considered on a timely basis.
The Committee has authority to investigate any matters
within its remit. It has direct access to the external auditors.
Where it deems it necessary, the Committee can obtain
independent professional advice at the Group’s expense.
The Committee Chairman reports to the Board after each
meeting on the main items discussed; the minutes of the
Committee’s meetings are circulated to the Board.
The external auditors are invited to all the Committee’s
meetings. The auditors review all materials on accounting
matters in advance of each meeting and their reports,
comments and findings on key issues and areas of concern
are included in the Committee pack.
When necessary, the Board asks and authorizes the
Committee Chairman to meet with major stakeholders
outside of the formal meetings.
The following were members of the Committee:
Mr M Edge (Chairman), Dr J Myers, Mr H Pemhiwa and
Mr G Gomwe.
Risk Committee
The Committee oversees the management and mitigation
of the principal risks that could materially impact the Group’s
business activities and exceed its risk tolerances.
The Board recognises that effective management of risks
ensures the Group meets its strategic objectives, mitigates
threats and creates opportunities. On behalf of the Board,
the Committee oversees and monitors the Group’s risk
management process; it identifies, evaluates and manages
material risks that have the potential to impact the Group’s
business objectives. It is the Committee’s responsibility
to ensure that the Board does not lose focus on this key
strategic area; it closely monitors and assesses the key
risks, both existing and emerging, on the Group’s longterm projects and brings these to the attention of the Board
and, where appropriate, puts forward recommendations
on how to counter the impact of the risks. An emerging
risk that became an area of particular focus during the year
was the COVID-19 pandemic. It brought a lot of uncertainty
and required close monitoring of the potential short-to-long
term impact on the Group.
The Committee recognizes that while risk management
is a key accountability for the Board, all employees have
a responsibility for identifying and managing risks. To this
end, maintaining a strong risk-awareness culture within the
Group remains an ongoing goal for the Committee.
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Governance statement (continued)
Cyber-risk continues to be a key focus area for the

that is essential to human progress and that it does so

Committee as it can disrupt the Group’s operations and

efficiently, effectively and sustainably, creating value for

affect how its employees work. Cyber risk also includes

all stakeholders while safeguarding the environment. As

assessing for and proactively preventing data breaches

already alluded to earlier, shareholders are now becoming

to sensitive information as this would compromise the

very particular on seeing that their returns are generated

operational integrity of the Group. It is for this reason that

with full regard to health, social and environmental aspects.

the Committee continues to pay particular attention to the

In order to maintain trust and confidence in the Group,

risk and to see to it that the Group has put in place effective

management and the Board must therefore seek to achieve

measures to counter the risk.

environmental and social goals alongside generating profit
for its shareholders. It is the responsibility of the ESG

The following Directors sit on the Committee:

Committee to ensure that the Group achieves this goal,

Mr G Gomwe (Chairman), Mr M Edge and Mr Gasela.

that it remains a strong area of focus for the Board and that
it continues to be an integral part of the Group’s overall

Remuneration Committee

strategy.

The Committee helps the Board ensure that the Group’s
remuneration policy and practices reward employees fairly

An area of particular focus for the Committee during the year

and responsibly, with a clear link to corporate and individual

was the Group’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The

performance.

Committee reviewed the Group’s COVID-19 programme,
noting the protocols put in place to safeguard the wellbeing

It is the Group’s policy to provide competitive pay,

of employees as well as the Group’s involvement in the

delivered through fair and non-discriminatory pay practices

national response to the pandemic.

and processes. The Group is committed to ensure that
employees with similar skills, knowledge, qualifications,

In summary the Committee’s responsibilities are

experience and performance, are paid equally for the same

as follows:

comparable work. It is the Committee’s responsibility to

•

It reviews and monitors the Group’s compliance
with its own ethics and governance policies and the

ensure that the Group honours these commitments.

accompanying standards. It also monitors the Group’s
The COVID-19 pandemic and the already existing economic

compliance with internationally recognized governance

challenges had brought many difficulties for employees; in

codes and standards. At the root of this responsibility is

response, management embarked on adopting measures

the need to ensure that the Group maintains corporate

to address these difficulties. The Committee reviewed and

values, bearing in mind that the Group’s performance,

approved the measures.

future prospects and reputation are all dependent on
good business conduct.

Membership of the Committee is as follows:

•

The Committee reviews and assesses the Group’s

Dr J Myers (Chairman), Mr H Pemhiwa, Ms B Mtetwa

health, safety, environment and social performance

and Dr J Chimhanzi.

framework, the objective being to ensure the Group
commits itself to fully integrate the management of
these areas.

Environmental, Social and Governance
Committee (ESG)

•

compliance with relevant legislation and regulatory

The Committee oversees on behalf of the Board, the

requirements.

Group’s integrated approach to sustainability and strategies
designed to manage health, safety, social and environmental

The Committee reviews and monitors the Group’s

•

The Committee recognizes that in its operations the

issues. The Committee sees to it that the Group not only

Group makes a contribution to the global community

delivers strong business performance in these areas but

and as such must observe some of the goals of that

must, in the process, earn the confidence of its employees,

community. To this end the Committee has seen to it

its stakeholders, its suppliers and society in general.

that the Group follows the OECD Convention guidelines
and has committed itself to contributing to achievement

The Committee sees to it that the Group provides a service
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Governance statement (continued)
•

•

•

The Committee reviews the Group’s related party

The Group’s employees are required to perform their duties

transactions, with a view to ensuring that these have

with integrity and honesty and in accordance with the

been concluded transparently and in line with the

highest ethical standards. These values are spelt out in the

Group’s integrity culture.

Group’s Code of Conduct. The Code lays down standards

The Committee reviews the Group’s draft annual

through which employees conduct themselves ethically, in

report to ensure it meets accepted standards in terms

line with the Group’s business integrity policy. The Group’s

of governance, risk and sustainable development

integrity standards require employees, suppliers and

disclosures.

persons acting for, or on behalf of the Group, to not commit,

The Group reviews the Group’s pension fund to ensure

authorize or be involved in bribery, corruption or fraud. The

it is adequately resourced to meet its obligations.

Group also has in place rules regarding third-party benefits
and the managing of conflict of interests.

The Committee Chair reports to the Board after each
meeting; the Committee minutes are tabled before the

The Group has continued with its whistleblower programme,

Board.

through which incidents of wrongdoing are, and can be,
reported.

The following Directors constitute the Committee:
Dr J Chimhanzi (Chairperson), Mr G Gomwe,

Independence of External Auditors

Ms T Moyo and Mr M Gasela.

The Group’s Audit Committee confirms the independence
of the Group’s auditors, Deloitte & Touche.

Nominations Committee
The Nominations Committee assists the Board in ensuring

Going Concern

that its composition and that of its committees are regularly

The Directors have made appropriate enquiries concerning

reviewed to ensure they remain effective and are operating

the operations of the Group and have reasonable

with the right mixture of skills and experience and that

expectation that the Group has adequate resources to

they are able to respond effectively to current and future

continue operations in the foreseeable future.

opportunities and challenges.
By order of the Board
Pursuant to the above, it is the responsibility of the
Committee to adopt an approach that will ensure effective
succession planning and appointments. It sees to it that
the appointments to the Board should be of people who
are able to address the operational and strategic challenges

Dr J. Myers

and opportunities facing the Group. It also ensure that the

CHAIRMAN

Board is diverse in terms of gender, social backgrounds and
cognitive style whilst complementing the ethical standards
of the board.
Dr D. Mboweni
The following Directors sit on the Committee:

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Dr J Myers (Chairman), Mr H Pemhiwa, Ms B Mtetwa
and Dr J Chimhanzi.
Business and Employee Integrity
Integrity is one of the Group’s core values. It is among the

Mr C. A. Banda

values that go to the heart of the Group’s performance,

GROUP COMPANY SECRETARY

future prospects and reputation. The Group has in place
business integrity standards and procedures through which

31 July 2021

it maintains this core value.
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Quality of service
remains our priority
proven by our history
of success in market
leadership.
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Certificate by the Group Company Secretary

In my capacity as Group Company Secretary, I hereby confirm, in terms of the
Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31), that for the year ended
28 February 2021, Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited has lodged with the Registrar
of Companies all such returns as are required by a public company in terms of the
Companies Act and that all such returns are, to the best of my knowledge and belief,
true and correct and up to date.

Mr C. A. Banda
GROUP COMPANY SECRETARY
31 July 2021
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Directors’ report
The Directors present their report and audited financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2021. In the report
“Group” or “Company” refers to Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited and its subsidiaries.
Principal Activities and Operations Review
The Group’s main activities remained the same during the year, these being the provision of telecommunication and
technology services.
In response to the rapid technological developments, management recognized the need to transform the business from a
largely Communication Service Provider (CSP) to a Digital Service Provider (DSP). The Board took note of this and a key area
of focus for it during the year was to review and give its support to the various initiatives adopted by management to drive
the transformation. The Board noted and agreed with management’s observation that the Company needed to quickly adapt
to future realities and opportunities by transforming into a DSP. The Board appointed a special sub-committee whose sole
objective is to oversee and spearhead the transition of the business to a DSP and in doing so fulfil one of the Board’s main
goals, which is to invest in sustaining, innovating and growing the Group’s business.
The Group is also looking to the future to use the challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic as an opportunity to
strengthen the Group.
People
Among the Board’s oversight duties is to receive and review regular updates on people-related issues.
The 2021 financial year has been an extraordinary and challenging one for the Group, dominated as it has been by the
COVID-19 pandemic. A lot of focus went into the Group taking measures to safeguard its employees as well as contributing
to the national efforts to contain the pandemic. The Group mobilised significant resources to keep its employees safe and
provide critical support to communities, the latter as evidenced by Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and equipment
provisioning for health facilities.
The pandemic significantly altered ways of working; the Board gave its support to the initiatives taken by management to
enable employees to adjusting to working from home. The Board is committed to the health and safety of its employees
and to ensuring that they work in a positive and comfortable environment, hence the Board’s support for the measures
implemented by management.
The Board had also to respond as COVID-19 related travel restrictions prevented physical Board meetings; the Board had to
adapt to the challenges associated with the pandemic and managed to conduct its work through virtual meetings.
Employee engagement remains a critical area for the Board. With COVID-19 severely impacting the traditional ways of
engaging with employees, new and innovative ways were applied to maintain the engagements. The issues from the
engagements were regularly reported to the Board.
Dividend
The Board declared a final dividend of ZWL 60 cents per share for the year ended 28 February 2021. This will bring the total
dividend paid to ZWL 100 cents per share.
Share Capital
The authorised and issued share capital of the Company as at 28 February 2021 is set out in Note 24 on page 198 of the
audited financial statements.
At the Annual General Meeting held on 5 March 2021 shareholders authorized the Company to make on-market purchases
of up to 10% of its issued ordinary shares.
Board composition
The Board has 11 members; of these 8 are non-executive of whom 7 are independent. The names and biographical details
of the Directors are given on pages 104 to 107 of the report.
Directors are not required to hold shares in the Company for them to qualify for directorship.
Article 89.1 of the Company’s Articles of Association gives authority to the Board to appoint additional directors, subject to
the total number of directors not exceeding the maximum number allowed by the Article. The additional appointments shall
be subject to approval of shareholders at the next annual general meeting. There were no new appointments to the Board
during the year.
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Directors’ report (continued)
The Directors who served during the year are:
Dr James Myers
Mr Strive Masiyiwa
Mr Hardy Pemhiwa
Ms Beatrice Mtetwa
Mr Godfrey Gomwe
Mr Martin Edge
Dr Jacqueline Chimhanzi
Mr Mgqibelo Gasela
Ms Thoko Moyo
Dr Douglas Mboweni
Mr Roy Chimanikire

(Chairman, Independent Non-executive)
(Executive)
(Non-executive)
(Independent Non-executive)
(Independent Non-executive)
(Independent Non-executive)
(Independent Non-executive)
(Independent Non-executive)
(Independent Non-executive)
(Executive)
(Executive)

In terms of Article 81 of the Company’s Articles of Association, at least one third of the directors must retire at each annual
general meeting. The following Directors shall retire at the next annual general meeting and, if eligible, shall seek re-election:
Mr R Chimanikire, Ms T Moyo and Mr M Gasela.
The shareholding of Directors in the Company, held directly, indirectly of beneficially, appears in Note 25 of the financial
statements.
Pursuant to good corporate governance standards, Directors are prohibited from dealing, directly or indirectly, in the shares
of the Company during the Company’s closed period. Directors are also required to disclose any direct or indirect interest
they may have in any transaction in which the Company is involved.
Register of Members
The Register of Members of the Company is open for inspection to members and the public during business hours at the
offices of the Company’s transfer secretaries, First Transfer Secretaries (Private) Limited.
Borrowing Powers
Article 102 of the Company’s Articles of Association empowers the Directors to borrow money for the Company’s operations.
The details of the Group’s borrowings are set out in Note 37 of the financial statements.
Capital Commitments
Details of the Group’s capital commitments and expenditure are set out in Note 38 of the financial statements.
Donations to political parties
The Group maintains a position of impartiality and does not make any donations to political parties.
Auditors
At the last annual general meeting, Deloitte & Touche were re-appointed as the Group’s auditors for another year. Shareholders
will be asked to approve their remuneration for their services at the next annual general meeting.
By order of the Board

Dr J. Myers
CHAIRMAN
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Financial Reporting and Compliance

Directors’ responsibility for financial reporting
The Directors of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited (“the Company”) and its subsidiaries (“the Group”) are responsible
for the maintenance of adequate accounting records, the preparation, integrity and fair presentation of the consolidated
financial statements and related information. The Group’s independent external auditors, Messrs Deloitte & Touche Chartered
Accountants (Zimbabwe), have audited the consolidated financial statements and their report appears on pages 120 to 126 of
these consolidated financial statements.
The consolidated financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2021 presented from pages 127 to 215 have been
prepared using International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued by the International Accounting Standards Board.
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the disclosure requirements of the Companies
and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31). They are based on the appropriate accounting policies which have been
consistently applied, as modified, where necessary, by the impact of new and revised standards. The application of these
accounting policies is supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates.
The Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB) issued a pronouncement in October 2019 prescribing application of inflation
accounting for reporting periods ended on or after 1 July 2019. Consequently, the Group adopted International Accounting
Standard (IAS) 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies and prepared the consolidated financial statements as if
the economy had been hyperinflationary from 1 October 2018.
Due to factors that result from the prevailing economic environment, these financial statements have been qualified by the
auditors. In their opinion, the Group has been unable to comply with the requirements of the International Financial Reporting
Standards referenced in their audit report. The Directors are responsible for the preparation of these financial statements and
for making reasonable and appropriate judgements to achieve fair presentation. In this process certain significant judgements
are required in order to ensure that as far as is practicable these financial statements present a true and fair view of the trading
performance and the statement of financial position of the Group as at the reporting date.
In as much as all reasonable care and attention has been taken by the Directors to present information that is meaningful
and relevant to the users of the financial statements, it is not always possible to present this information in a way that is not
contradictory to International Financial Reporting Standards when reporting the multiple factors in the environment, including
but not limited to the legislative framework and economic variables affecting companies operating in Zimbabwe. This has
resulted in certain qualifications to these financial statements. Economic variables changed at an extremely fast pace during
the period under audit. These circumstances require care and attention by users of financial statements in their interpretation of
financial information presented under such conditions.
The financial statements have been qualified in the following respects; valuation of property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets; application of International Accounting Standard 8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
(IAS 8) on comparative information - Impact of incorrect date of application of International Accounting Standard 29 - Financial
Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (IAS 29), classification of deferred tax and depreciation; and accounting for the
investment in associate company (Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited) as explained more fully in Note 41.
The Directors are also responsible for the maintenance of adequate accounting records and are responsible for the content
and integrity of related financial information included in this report, and for such internal control as the Directors determine is
necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error. The systems of internal control are designed to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the
reliability of the consolidated financial statements, and to safeguard, verify and maintain accountability of assets, and to prevent
and detect material misstatements and losses. The systems are implemented and monitored by suitably trained personnel
with an appropriate segregation of authority and duties. Nothing has come to the attention of the Directors to indicate that any
material breakdown in the functioning of these controls, procedures and systems has occurred during the year under review.
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting policies set out in the accounting
policy notes, unless otherwise stated.
The Directors have reviewed the Group’s budgets and cash flow forecasts for the period to 31 July 2022 and, in light of
this review and the current financial position, are satisfied that the Group has access to adequate resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future.
The consolidated financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on 31 July 2021 and are signed on its behalf by:

Dr J. Myers
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

Dr D. Mboweni
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

These consolidated financial statements have been prepared under the supervision of Roy Chimanikire CA(Z).

Mr R. Chimanikire
FINANCE DIRECTOR
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Independent Auditor’s report
to the Shareholders of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited
Qualified Opinion

We have audited the financial statements of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited and its subsidiaries (together ‘the Group’)
as set out on pages 127 to 215 which comprise the inflation adjusted consolidated statement of financial position as at 28
February 2021, and the inflation adjusted consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, the
inflation adjusted consolidated statement of changes in equity and the inflation adjusted consolidated statement of cash
flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the inflation adjusted financial statements, including a summary of significant
accounting policies.
In our opinion, except for the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report, the inflation adjusted
consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the inflation adjusted consolidated financial position
of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited and its subsidiaries as at 28 February 2021, and its inflation adjusted consolidated
financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
and in the manner required by the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31).
Basis for Qualified Opinion
1. Valuation of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
As set out in Note 11 and 14 to the inflation adjusted financial statements, the Group performed a revaluation of property,
plant and equipment and intangible assets as at 28 February 2021, valued at ZWL 27.4 billion and ZWL 6.5 billion
respectively (2020: ZWL 32.3 billion and ZWL 7.4 billion respectively). The Group engaged professional valuers to
determine fair values in United States Dollars (USD), which were subsequently translated to Zimbabwe Dollars (ZWL)
using the closing ZWL/USD auction exchange rate as at 28 February 2021. Whereas the determined USD values are
reflective of fair value in that currency, the conversion to ZWL, for purposes of reporting in the Group’s functional
currency, is not in compliance with International Financial Reporting Standard 13 - Fair Value Measurement (IFRS 13), for
the reasons stated below.
IFRS 13 defines fair value as the price that would be received to sell an asset in an orderly transaction between market
participants at a measurement date. While we found the assumptions and methods used by the professional valuers to
determine the USD valuations reasonable and appropriate in determining fair value in USD, however, we were unable
to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence to support the appropriateness of the application of the ZWL/USD auction
exchange rate in the determination of the final ZWL fair valuations presented.
IFRS 13 requires:
• a fair value to be determined using the assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset,
assuming market participants act in their economic best interests; and
• fair value to reflect the price that would be received to sell the asset in an orderly transaction in the principal market
at the measurement date under current market conditions, regardless of whether that price is directly observable or
estimated using another valuation technique.
We were therefore unable to obtain sufficient evidence to support the appropriateness of simply applying the closing
ZWL/USD auction exchange rate in determining the ZWL fair value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets,
without any further adjustments to reflect how the economic conditions within the country as at that measurement date
would impact the assumptions that market participants would use in pricing the items of property, plant and equipment
and intangible assets in ZWL. Such matters include, but are not limited to:
• the correlation of the responsiveness of ZWL valuations of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets to
the auction exchange rate and related underlying USD values; and
• the extent to which supply and demand for the items of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets reflects
the implications on market dynamics of the auction exchange rate.
A full list of partners and directors is available on request
Associate of Deloitte Africa, a Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
Basis for Qualified Opinion (continued)
1. Valuation of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets (continued)
Consequently, we were unable to obtain sufficient evidence to support the appropriateness of the valuation in ZWL
of the property, plant and equipment and intangible assets balances, as well as that of the revaluation reserve and the
related deferred tax impact.
2. Investment in associate – Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited
The Group has a 23% (2020: 22%) investment in Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited (“Cassava”) which is classified
as an investment in associate which is accounted for using the equity method and is disclosed in Note 17.2. The audited
financial statements for Cassava have not yet been published and consequently the financial information related to
Cassava included in the Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited financial statements are unaudited.
We were therefore unable to determine whether any additional adjustments would be required in respect of the recorded
share of profits and other comprehensive income from associate recorded in the inflation adjusted statement of profit
or loss and other comprehensive income, the carrying amount of this investment disclosed in the inflation adjusted
statement of financial position and the detailed financial information of Cassava included in Note 17.2.
3. Inappropriate application of International Accounting Standard 8 – Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors (IAS 8) on comparative information - Impact of incorrect date of application
of International Accounting Standard 29 – Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (IAS 29),
classification of deferred tax and depreciation
As a result of the pronouncement by the Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB), entities reporting in Zimbabwe
were required to apply the requirements of IAS 29 with effect from 1 July 2019.
The Directors applied the requirements of IAS 29 from the date of change in functional currency adopted of 22 February
2019. However, in accordance with International Accounting Standard 21 - The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange
Rates (IAS 21) the date of change in functional currency was determined to be 1 October 2018. Consequently, the
changes in the general pricing power of the functional currency should have been applied from 1 October 2018.
As disclosed in Note 40 of the inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements, the Group did not comply with IAS
21, as the Directors elected to comply with Statutory Instrument 33 of 2019 (“SI 33/19”). IAS 29 was only applied from
22 February 2019, and not 1 October 2018, as required by IAS 21.
Management resolved to correct the inconsistencies arising due to the decision to apply the requirements of IAS 29
from 22 February 2019 as opposed to 1 October 2018 as would have been required to comply with International Financial
Reporting Standards as described above. The impact of this correction was only effected as a restatement of the opening
equity in the current year statement of changes in equity, for reasons explained in Note 40. This is not in compliance with
International Financial Reporting Standards, IAS 8 – Accounting Polices, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors as
the requirement would have required retrospective restatement. We have not been able to quantify the prior year impact
of this adjustment as the cumulative effects of non-compliance with IAS 21 and its consequent impact on IAS 29 could
not be ascertained for the year ended 29 February 2020.
In prior year management incorrectly disclosed deferred tax liabilities and assets separately in the statement of financial
position. In current year the deferred tax assets and liabilities were set off with no retrospective adjustment to the
comparative information, as would be required by IAS 8 for the correction of an error.
The prior year audit report included a qualification on the depreciation of property, plant and equipment and intangible
assets due to the valuations of the assets completed in the 2019 financial year. These valuation matters remained
unresolved and therefore affected the depreciation recorded in the comparatives.
Our opinion on the current year’s inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements is qualified because of the possible
effects of these matters on the comparability of the current year’s inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements
with that of the prior year.
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our
report. We are independent of the Company in accordance with the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’
International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards) (IESBA Code)
together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of financial statements in Zimbabwe. We have fulfilled
our ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and the IESBA code. We believe that the audit evidence
we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our qualified opinion.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the
inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of
our audit of the inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements as a whole and in forming our opinion thereon, and we
do not provide a separate opinion on these matters. In addition to the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion
section of our report, we have determined the matters described below to be the key audit matters.
Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Valuation of unlisted investments
As set out in Note 18 to the inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements, the Group has a 7% investment in
unlisted shares of Liquid Telecommunications Holdings
domiciled in Mauritius amounting to ZWL 12.2 billion (2020:
ZWL 10.2 billion).
The unlisted investments are carried at fair value through
other comprehensive income and classified as level 3
financial instruments in the fair value hierarchy.
These valuation techniques, particularly those requiring
significant unobservable inputs, usually involve subjective
judgement and assumptions. Valuation results can vary
significantly when different valuation techniques and
assumptions are applied. The key assumptions applied in the
valuation included:
•
Projected free cashflows; and
•
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA).
Due to the significance of financial instruments measured at
fair value, and the uncertainty in valuation involving significant
judgement for unlisted equity investments, valuation of these
financial instruments is considered a key audit matter due to
the significance of the balance to the financial statements as
a whole, combined with the level of judgement associated
with determining the fair values.
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To assess the valuation of the unlisted investments, we
performed procedures that included but were not limited
to:
•
Assessing the competence, capabilities, objectivity,
and independence of the management’s independent
valuers, and assessed their qualifications.
•
Using our internal valuation specialists as part of our
audit team to perform the following:
•
Testing, the accuracy and reasonableness
of the input data provided by management
to the independent professional valuer with
supporting evidence, in respect of:
forecasted future cash flows used to
determine present values.
•
Challenging management as regards the
rationale for inputs used with reference to past
performance; and
•
Performing sensitivity analysis in consideration
of the potential impact of reasonably possible
upside or downside changes in these key
assumptions.
Based on the audit procedures performed, we found that
the assumptions made by management in relation to
the valuation of unlisted investments were supported by
available evidence.
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
Key Audit Matters (continued)
Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Revenue recognition (Group)
The occurrence, accuracy and completeness of amounts
recorded as revenue is an inherent industry risk due to the
complexity of billing systems, accounting for new products
and plans including multiple element arrangements and the
combination of products sold and tariff structure changes
during the year.
The Group’s revenue streams are characterised by high
volumes of transactional data. The revenue computation
process is highly automated, complex in nature and
dynamic thus requiring numerous information technology
related checks and balances.
The application of the revenue recognition accounting
standard IFRS 15: Revenue from Contracts with Customers,
requires the use of a complex accounting system which is
compounded by the vast number of revenue transactions
that are accounted for on an annual basis. Due to the varying
terms and conditions, the revenue recognition is complex as
a result of the following:
•
Accounting treatment for principal and agent
relationships;
•
Treatment of discounts, incentives, and commissions;
•
The potential impact of seemingly small errors is
significant due to the possibility of automated replication
through the large volumes of transactions; and
•
The deferral of revenue which is dependent on various
automated systems, and processes which are complex
in nature.
We therefore consider revenue recognition to be a
matter of most significance to our current year audit due to
significant amount of time involved in auditing the vast number of
transactions and to audit the different processes in line
with the revenue recognition accounting standard IFRS 15:
Revenue from Contracts with Customers, as well as the
extent of involvement required from our internal IT audit
specialists.

In addressing this matter, we performed the following
procedures:
•
Performed walkthroughs of the revenue processes
and evaluated the design and implementation of
controls in this area;
•
Performed tests on the operating effectiveness of
controls on the recognition of revenue;
•
Reviewed principal and agent contracts and the
related treatment;
•
Tested the process of updating and application
of new tariff plans and the controls in the billing
process;
•
Analysed and verified transactional data on a
monthly basis;
•
Engaged our internal IT specialists to test the
design, implementation and operating effectiveness
of the general IT and key automated controls of the
relevant billing environments, as well as to assess
the relevant revenue reports utilised for audit
purposes;
•
Engaged Internal Data Analytics specialists to
independently re-compute the revenue using data
analytical methods;
•
Engaged Data Analytics specialists to re-compute
the deferred revenue/contract liability under IFRS15
(outstanding prepaid airtime at year end);
•
Performed detailed substantive testing of journal
entries processed around revenue to ensure these
were appropriately authorised, complete and
accurate;
•
Inspected a sample of underlying data for
completeness and accuracy;
•
For a sample of contracts, reviewed the contract
terms and assessed against the 5-step approach of
IFRS 15; and
•
Reviewed the financial statements to ensure
compliance with presentation and disclosure
requirements of IFRS 15.
Based on the audit procedures performed, we found the
application of IFRS 15 by management to be reasonable.
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
Key Audit Matters (continued)
Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Related party transactions and balances (Group)
The Group contracts certain services from related parties. In addressing this matter, we performed the following
Each related party operates under different jurisdictions procedures:
and applies its own pricing model to be compliant with the •
We tested the design and implementation of
respective legal framework of the jurisdiction.
controls over the recognition, recording and approval
of related party transactions;
Due to the significance of transactions with related parties, •
Compared the listing of prior year related parties
related party transactions were identified as a key audit
with current year listing of related parties;
matter.
•
Enquired of the Directors and management of the
existence of new related parties. We reviewed
declarations of interests by those charged with
governance to identify related parties to the Group;
•
Made enquiries of Directors and management
to identify other related party relationships,
transactions and balances not previously identified,
and remained alert to audit evidence indicative of
previously undisclosed related party relationships,
transactions and balances;
•
Confirmed that the governance process in place in
approving related party transactions was adhered to
by reviewing approvals of related party transactions
by the Board of Directors;
•
Made comparisons of the transactional value
of related party transactions with prior year and
challenged the economic rationale for any significant
changes in related party transactions;
•
In assessing the approvals, we considered the tax
implications of the related party transactions through
consultations with our tax specialists;
•
Confirmed balances and transactions with related
parties;
•
We assessed and challenged the appropriateness
and reasonableness of the assumptions used in the
estimation of the provision for credit losses; and
•
Confirmed that the related party transactions were
appropriately disclosed in the financial statements.
Based on the audit procedures performed, we found the
assumptions made by management in relation to the
valuation of related party balances were supported by
available evidence.
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
Other Information
Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Report of Directors as required
by the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31), Directors’ Responsibility Statement, and historical
cost information, which we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report and the Annual Report, which is expected to
be made available to us after that date. The other information does not include the inflation adjusted consolidated financial
statements and our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the inflation adjusted
consolidated financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement, we are required to report that
fact. Given the nature of the matters set out in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section above, we have determined that the
other information is materially misstated for the same reasons.
Responsibility of the Directors for the financial statements
The Directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these inflation adjusted consolidated financial
statements in accordance with IFRSs and in the manner required by the Companies and Other Business Entities Act
(Chapter 24:31) and the Companies (Financial Statements) Regulations, 1996, the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange Listing
Requirements and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of inflation
adjusted consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Directors are responsible for assessing the Group’s ability to continue as a going
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless
the Directors either intend to liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
•
Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design
and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than
for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.
•
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Group’s internal
control.
•
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the Directors.
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements (continued)
•

•

•

Conclude on the appropriateness of the Directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt
on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required
to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures
are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a
manner that achieves fair presentation.
Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entity or business activities within
the Group to express an opinion on the inflation adjusted consolidated financial statements. We are responsible for the
direction, supervision and performance of the Group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with the Directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant
audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide the Directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding
independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on
our independence, and where applicable, actions taken to eliminate threats or safeguards applied.
From the matters communicated with the Directors, we determine those matters that were of most significance in the audit
of the financial statements of the current period. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation
precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not
be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh
the public interest benefits of such communication.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
In fulfilment of the requirements of Section 193 of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31) (“the
Act”), we report to the shareholders as follows:
Section 193(1)(a)
Except for the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report, the inflation adjusted consolidated
financial statements of the Group are properly drawn up in accordance with the Act and give a true and fair view of the state
of the Group’s affairs as at 28 February 2021.
Section 193(2)
We have no further matters to report in respect of the Section 193(2) requirements of the Act, in addition to those already
covered in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report.
The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is Brian Mabiza.

DELOITTE & TOUCHE
Per Brian Mabiza
PAAB Practice Certificate No 0447
Partner
Registered Auditor
Harare, Zimbabwe
6 August 2021
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Consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income
For the year ended 28 February 2021

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Revenue
Cost of sales and external services sold
Gross profit
Other income
Share of profit / (loss) of associates
General administrative and other expenses
Marketing and sales expenses
Network expenses

Note
2

3
17

Profit before interest, taxation, depreciation,
amortisation and impairment
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment
Net exchange losses
Net monetary adjustment

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

34 876 574
(8 776 674)

28 242 482
(7 781 885)

26 718 207
(6 748 664)

3 442 506
(850 479)

26 099 900
420 207
127 977
(6 119 333)
(825 130)
(1 699 521)

20 460 597
484 908
(281 618)
(5 723 522)
(837 720)
(3 262 113)

19 969 543
340 457
(125 094)
(4 704 977)
(565 927)
(1 223 899)

2 592 027
71 130
(54 276)
(658 339)
(100 151)
(281 578)

18 004 100

10 840 532

13 690 103

1 568 813

(10 576 625)
(13 738 348)
8 180 084

(6 036 043)
(25 536 931)
17 360 816

(4 142 457)
(7 635 780)
-

(699 827)
(1 914 958)
-

Profit / (loss) before net finance costs
Finance income
Finance costs

6
7

1 869 211
274 472
(415 761)

(3 371 626)
357 379
(892 279)

1 911 866
206 377
(302 471)

(1 045 972)
41 946
(89 864)

Profit / (loss) before tax from continuing operations
Income tax (expense) / credit

4
9

1 727 922
(706 798)

(3 906 526)
(1 624 629)

1 815 772
(430 185)

(1 093 890)
104 708

1 021 124

(5 531 155)

1 385 587

(989 182)

(184 599)

(172 892)

(226 523)

(10 739)

Profit / (loss) profit for the year

836 525

(5 704 047)

1 159 064

(999 921)

Attributable to:
Equity holders of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited
Non-controlling interest

870 761
(34 236)

(5 937 316)
233 269

1 233 965
(74 901)

(989 850)
(10 071)

836 525

(5 704 047)

1 159 064

(999 921)

Profit / (loss) for the year from continuing operations
Loss after tax from discontinued operations

Other comprehensive income, net of tax
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or
loss

8

5

Fair value gain on investments in equity instruments
designated at fair value through other comprehensive
income, net of tax

1 943 037

1 108 949

9 753 958

2 090 451

Gain on property revaluation, net of tax
Share of other comprehensive income of associates

1 769 615
107 256

7 429 314
345 038

21 617 010
443 007

6 840 248
148 341

Total other comprehensive income

3 819 908

8 883 301

31 813 975

9 079 040
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Consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income
(continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Note

Total profit for the year and other comprehensive
income
Attributable to:
Equity holders of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited
Non-controlling interest

Earnings per share
From continuing and discontinued operations
Basic earnings / (loss) per share (dollars)
Diluted earnings / (loss) per share (dollars)

10
10

From continuing operations
Basic earnings / (loss) per share (dollars)
Diluted earnings / (loss) per share (dollars)

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

4 783 547
(127 114)

2 712 922
466 332

32 842 525
130 514

8 002 072
77 047

4 656 433

3 179 254

32 973 039

8 079 119

0.35
0.35

(2.37)
(2.37)

0.50
0.50

(0.40)
(0.40)

0.43
0.43

(2.30)
(2.30)

0.59
0.59

(0.39)
(0.39)

IAS 29 discourages the publication of historical results as the inflation adjusted results are the primary financial results. However,
the historical cost results are included as supplementary information to meet other user requirements. As a result, the auditors
have not expressed an opinion on this historical information.
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Consolidated statement of financial position
As at 28 February 2021

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Investment properties
Intangible assets
Deferred tax asset
Investment in associates
Long-term receivables
Financial assets at fair value through other
comprehensive income
Financial assets at amortised cost
Total non-current assets

Note

Historic
2021

2020

27 379 446
879 170
119 847
6 451 849
3 035 924
2 465 514

32 289 733
1 274 384
62 902
7 390 678
1 728 983
2 595 810
2 311 890

27 325 560
879 170
119 847
6 353 805
696 635
2 465 514

7 635 685
302 276
14 920
1 753 023
410 104
229 230
548 366

18
16

12 182 756
7 684
52 522 190

10 239 719
31 527
57 925 626

12 182 756
7 684
50 030 971

2 428 798
7 478
13 329 880

21

1 985 760
416 794
7 378 925
2 460
3 863 524

989 900
4 504 523
6 097
2 641 620

1 866 161
416 794
5 412 990
2 460
3 863 524

208 020
950 234
1 446
626 576

13 647 463

8 142 140

11 561 929

1 786 276

713 834
14 361 297

8 142 140

713 834
12 275 763

1 786 276

66 883 487

66 067 766

62 306 734

15 116 156

4 060 232
28 945 430
12 793 608

4 060 232
28 851 303
8 880 822

96 371
(1 646)
41 388 557

96 371
(462 297)
9 779 997

45 799 270

41 792 357

41 483 282

9 414 071

223 794
46 023 064

350 908
42 143 265

203 278
41 686 560

72 764
9 486 835

15.2
23
30
28

4 527 837
653 664
5 418 713
358 434
10 958 648

7 781 864
1 260 514
4 623 784
234 712
13 900 874

4 496 671
653 664
5 418 713
358 434
10 927 482

1 838 486
298 986
1 096 733
55 672
3 289 877

29
28
27
23
30

634 805
36 646
9 079 642
150 682
9 901 775

364 381
87 453
8 355 307
61 574
35 140
1 119 772
10 023 627

425 722
36 646
9 079 642
150 682
9 692 692

48 331
20 743
1 981 827
14 605
8 335
265 603
2 339 444

Total liabilities

20 860 423

23 924 501

20 620 174

5 629 321

Total equity and liabilities

66 883 487

66 067 766

62 306 734

15 116 156

Current assets
Inventories
Income tax receivable
Trade and other receivables
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets classified as held for sale
Total currents assets

11
12
13
14
15.1
17

Inflation adjusted
2020
Restated
2021
(Note 40)

22.2

22.1
19
31.4
8.2

Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Capital and reserves
Share capital and share premium
Retained earnings / (accumulated losses)
Other reserves
Equity attributable to equity holders of Econet Wireless
Zimbabwe Limited
Non-controlling interest
Total equity
Non-current liabilities
Deferred tax liability
Lease liabilities
Interest-bearing debt
Provisions
Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Deferred revenue
Provisions
Trade and other payables
Lease liabilities
Interest-bearing debt
Income tax payable
Total current liabilities

24.2
26
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Consolidated statement of financial position (continued)
As at 28 February 2021

IAS 29 discourages the publication of historical results as the inflation adjusted results are the primary financial results. However,
the historical cost results are included as supplementary information to meet other user requirements. As a result, the auditors
have not expressed an opinion on this historical information.

Dr D. Mboweni
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
31 July 2021
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 28 February 2021

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Balance at 28 February 2019

Share
Retained
capital
earnings /
and share (accumulated
premium
losses)

Inflation adjusted
Other
reserves
(Note 26)

Total

Noncontrolling
interest

Total

2 600 949

15 892 738

21 269 278

39 762 965

(115 593)

39 647 372

-

21 121 567
(5 937 316)

(21 121 567)
-

(5 937 316)

233 269

(5 704 047)

-

(683 361)
(683 361)

8 650 238
-

7 966 877
(683 361)

233 063
-

8 199 940
(683 361)

-

-

8 650 238

8 650 238

233 063

8 883 301

Balance at 29 February 2020

2 600 949

30 393 628

8 797 949

41 792 526

350 739

42 143 265

IAS 29 application date restatement
(Note 40)

1 459 283

(1 542 325)

82 873

(169)

169

-

Balance at 29 February 2020 (Restated)

4 060 232

28 851 303

8 880 822

41 792 357

350 908

42 143 265

Profit / (loss) for the year

-

870 761

-

870 761

(34 236)

836 525

Purchase of treasury shares

-

(776 634)
(776 634)

3 912 786
-

3 136 152
(776 634)

(92 878)
-

3 043 274
(776 634)

Other movements through other
comprehensive income

-

-

3 912 786

3 912 786

(92 878)

3 819 908

4 060 232

28 945 430

12 793 608

45 799 270

223 794

46 023 064

IAS 29 reclassification
(Loss) / profit for the year

Purchase of treasury shares
Other movements through other
comprehensive income

Balance at 28 February 2021
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All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Balance at 28 February 2019

Share
Retained
capital
earnings /
and share (accumulated
premium
losses)

Historic
Other
reserves
(Note 26)

Total

Noncontrolling
interest

Total

96 371

588 862

788 075

1 473 308

(4 283)

1 469 025

-

(989 850)

-

(989 850)

(10 071)

(999 921)

-

(61 309)
(61 309)

8 991 922
-

8 930 613
(61 309)

87 118
-

9 017 731
(61 309)

-

-

8 991 922

8 991 922

87 118

9 079 040

96 371

(462 297)

9 779 997

9 414 071

72 764

9 486 835

Profit / (loss) for the year

-

1 233 965

-

1 233 965

(74 901)

1 159 064

Purchase of treasury shares

-

(773 314)
(773 314)

31 608 560
-

30 835 246
(773 314)

205 415
-

31 040 661
(773 314)

Other movements through other
comprehensive income

-

-

31 608 560

31 608 560

205 415

31 813 975

96 371

(1 646)

41 388 557

41 483 282

203 278

41 686 560

(Loss) / profit for the year

Purchase of treasury shares
Other movements through other
comprehensive income
Balance at 29 February 2020

Balance at 28 February 2021

IAS 29 discourages the publication of historical results as the inflation adjusted results are the primary financial results. However,
the historical cost results are included as supplementary information to meet other user requirements. As a result, the auditors
have not expressed an opinion on this historical information.
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Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

2021

2020

2021

2020

7 870 460
(4 319 886)

1 099 038
(3 181 293)

7 979 731
(3 193 860)

823 173
(153 821)

3 550 574

(2 082 255)

4 785 871

669 352

14
17.2

11 241
(7 038)
(201 184)

3 466
(1 285 097)

9 008
(2 113)
(149 491)

322
(88 950)

(72 277)

443 986
-

(38 703)

16 461

13
11

(1 037 379)

(480 295)

(422 860)

(110 659)

13 134

1 843

2 752

192

(1 293 503)

(1 316 097)

(601 407)

(182 634)

(64 579)
(158 814)
(776 634)

(333 870)
(176 557)
(683 361)

(47 349)
(118 518)
(773 314)

(47 491)
(23 137)
(61 309)

(35 140)

35 280

(8 335)

5 075

Net cash flows used in financing activities

(1 035 167)

(1 158 508)

(947 516)

(126 862)

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

1 221 904

(4 556 860)

3 236 948

359 856

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

2 641 620

7 198 480

626 576

266 720

3 863 524

2 641 620

3 863 524

626 576

Operating activities
Cash generated from operations
Income taxes paid

Note

Historic

31.2
31.3

Net cash flows from / (used in) operating activities
Investing activities
Finance income
Acquisition of intangible assets
Acquisition of shares in associate
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets at fair value
through other comprehensive income
Purchase of investment property
Purchase of property, plant and equipment to expand
operating capacity
Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and
equipment
Net cash flows used in investing activities
Financing activities
Finance costs paid
Repayment of right-of-use asset lease liabilities
Purchase of treasury shares (share buy backs)
(Repayment of) / proceeds from short-term interest
bearing debt

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

31.4

-

IAS 29 discourages the publication of historical results as the inflation adjusted results are the primary financial results. However,
the historical cost results are included as supplementary information to meet other user requirements. As a result, the auditors
have not expressed an opinion on this historical information.
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Policy note

IFRS/IAS reference Content

A

IAS 1(revised)

Presentation of financial statements: General information and functional currency

B

IAS 1(revised)

Basis of preparation

C

IAS 8

Change in accounting policy, adoption of new and revised standards

D

IAS 21

Effects of changes in foreign exchange rates

E

IFRS 3, 10

Business combinations and goodwill

F

IAS 28

Investment in associates

G

IAS 38

Intangible assets

H

IAS 23

Borrowing costs

I

IAS 16

Property, plant and equipment

J

IAS 40

Investment properties

K

IAS 36

Impairment of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets

L

IFRS 16

Leases

M

IAS 2

Inventories

N

IFRS 15

Revenue recognition
Other income

O
P

IAS 12

Income taxes (taxation)

Q

IAS 19

Employee benefits

R

IAS 1(revised)

Current versus non-current classification

IFRS 5

Non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations

S

IFRS 13

Fair value measurement

T

IFRIC 17

Cash dividend and non-cash distribution to equity holders of the parent

U

IFRS 9, IFRS 7

Financial instruments – initial recognition, subsequent measurement and disclosure

V

IAS 7

Cash and short term-deposits

W

IAS 32

Treasury shares

X

IAS 37

Provisions
Fiduciary assets

Y
Z

IFRS 8

Operating segments

AA

IFRS 2

Share based payments

AB

IAS1 (Revised)

Significant assumptions and key sources of estimation uncertainty
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For the year ended 28 February 2021

A.

GENERAL INFORMATION

A.1

Corporate information
Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited (“the Company”) was incorporated in Zimbabwe on 4 August 1998 and its main
operating subsidiary, Econet Wireless (Private) Limited, on 23 August 1994. The address of its registered office and
principal place of business is Econet Park, 2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa, Harare. The main business of the Group is mobile
telecommunications and related overlay services. The ultimate holding company for the Group is Econet Global Limited
which is incorporated in Mauritius. Except where specific reference is made to the Company, the notes disclosed in
these consolidated financial statements pertain to the Group.

A.2

Currency of account
These consolidated financial statements are presented in Zimbabwe dollars (ZW$) being the functional and presentation
currency of the primary economic environment in which the Group operates.

B.

BASIS OF PREPARATION

B.1

Statement of compliance
The Group’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS); International Accounting Standards (“IAS”); the International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee
(IFRIC). With the exceptions noted below in policy Note C1 “New and Revised Standards and Interpretations- Adopted”,
the accounting policies set out below have been consistently applied from the previous year and through the current
year.

B.2

Application of IAS 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies
The Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB) issued a pronouncement in October 2019 prescribing application
of inflation accounting for reporting periods ended on or after 1 July 2019. The pronouncement was issued pursuant
to a broad market consensus within the accounting and auditing professions that the Zimbabwe economy had met the
characteristics of a hyperinflationary economy.
Consequently, these consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IAS 29 as if the economy
had been hyperinflationary from 1 October 2018 as prescribed by the PAAB.
IAS 29 discourages the publication of historical results as the inflation adjusted results are the primary financial results.
However, the historical cost results are included as supplementary information to meet other user requirements. As a
result, the auditors have not expressed an opinion on this historical information.
In order to account for the rapid loss in the purchasing power of the local currency, hyperinflation accounting principles
require transactions and balances to be stated in terms of the measuring unit current at the end of the reporting period.
The Group adopted the Zimbabwe consumer price index (CPI) as the general price index to restate transactions and
balances as appropriate. The conversion factors used to restate the consolidated financial statements for the year ended
28 February 2021 are as follows;

1 October 2018
28 February 2019

CPI

Conversion factor

64.06

1

100

1.56

29 February 2020

640.16

9.99

28 February 2021

2698.89

42.13
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

B.

BASIS OF PREPARATION (continued)

B.2

Application of IAS 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (continued)
Non-monetary assets and liabilities carried at historic cost have been restated to reflect the change in the general price
index from 1 October 2018 to the end of the reporting period. Monetary assets and liabilities; and non-monetary assets
and liabilities carried at revalued amounts have not been restated as they are presented at the measuring unit current at
the end of the reporting period. Items recognised in the statement of profit or loss have been restated by applying the
change in the general price index from the dates when the transactions were initially earned or incurred. A net monetary
adjustment was recognised in the statement of profit or loss. All items in the statement of cash flows are expressed in
terms of the general price index at the end of the reporting period.

B.3

Compliance with legal and regulatory requirements
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting policies set out below,
and comply with the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31).

B.4

Use of estimates and judgments
Preparation of the consolidated financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgments,
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets,
liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are
recognised in the period in which the estimates are revised and in any future periods affected. Information about the
significant areas of accounting judgment; estimations and assumptions in applying accounting policies that have the
most significant effect on the amounts recognised in these consolidated financial statements are described in Note AB.

B.5

Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries as at 28
February 2021. Control is achieved when the Company is exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement
with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the investee if, and only if, the
Company has;
•
Power over the investee (i.e. existing rights that give it the current ability to direct the relevant activities of the
investee);
•
Exposure, or rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee; and
•
The ability to use its power over the investee to affect its returns
When the Company has less than a majority of the voting or similar rights of an investee, the Company considers all
relevant facts and circumstances in assessing whether it has power over an investee, including;
•
The contractual arrangement with the other vote holders of the investee;
•
Rights arising from other contractual arrangements;
•
The Company voting rights and potential voting rights; and
•
Any additional facts and circumstances that indicate that the Company has, or does not have, the current ability
to direct the relevant activities at the time that decisions need to be made, including voting patterns at previous
shareholders’ meetings.
The Company re-assesses whether or not it controls an investee if facts and circumstances indicate that there are
changes to one or more of the three elements of control.
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B.

BASIS OF PREPARATION (CONTINUED)

B.5

Basis of consolidation (continued)
Consolidation of a subsidiary begins when the Company obtains control over the subsidiary and ceases when the
Company loses control of the subsidiary. Assets, liabilities, income and expenses of a subsidiary acquired or disposed of
during the year are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date the Company gains control until the
date the Company ceases to control the subsidiary.
Profit or loss and each component of other comprehensive income (OCI) are attributed to the equity holders of the
parent of the Group and to the non-controlling interests, even if this results in the non-controlling interests having
a deficit balance. When necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their
accounting policies into line with the Group’s accounting policies. All intra-group assets and liabilities, equity, income,
expenses and cash flows relating to transactions between members of the Group are eliminated in full on consolidation.
A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction.
If the Company loses control over a subsidiary, it derecognises the related assets (including goodwill), liabilities,
non-controlling interest and components of equity while any resultant gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss. Any
investment retained is recognised at fair value.

C.

ADOPTION OF NEW AND REVISED STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS

C.1

New and amended IFRSs that are effective for the current year
In the current year, the Group has applied the below amendments to IFRS Standards and Interpretations issued by the
Board that are effective for an annual period that begins on or after 1 January 2020. Their adoption has not had any
material impact on the disclosures or on the amounts reported in these consolidated financial statements.
Interest Rate Benchmark

In September 2019, the IASB issued Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (Amendments

Reform amendments to

to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7). These amendments modify specific hedge accounting

IFRS 9 and IFRS 7.

requirements to allow hedge accounting to continue for affected hedges during the
period of uncertainty before the hedged items or hedging instruments affected by the
current interest rate benchmarks are amended as a result of the on-going interest rate
benchmark reforms.
The amendments also introduce new disclosure requirements to IFRS 7 for hedging
relationships that are subject to the exceptions introduced by the amendments to IFRS 9.
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C.

ADOPTION OF NEW AND REVISED STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS (CONTINUED)

C.1

New and amended IFRSs that are effective for the current year (continued)
Covid-19-Related Rent
Concessions Amendment
to IFRS 16

In May 2020, the IASB issued Covid-19-Related Rent Concessions (Amendment to IFRS 16)
that provides practical relief to lessees in accounting for rent concessions occurring as
a direct consequence of Covid-19, by introducing a practical expedient to IFRS 16. The
practical expedient permits a lessee to elect not to assess whether a Covid-19 related
rent concession is a lease modification. A lessee that makes this election shall account
for any change in lease payments resulting from the Covid-19-related rent concession
the same way it would account for the change applying IFRS 16 if the change were not
a lease modification.
The practical expedient applies only to rent concessions occurring as a direct consequence
of Covid-19 and only if all of the following conditions are met:
a)
The change in lease payments results in revised consideration for the lease that is
substantially the same as, or less than, the consideration for the lease immediately
preceding the change;
b) Any reduction in lease payments affects only payments originally due on or before
30 June 2021 (a rent concession meets this condition if it results in reduced lease
payments on or before 30 June 2021 and increased lease payments that extend
beyond 30 June 2021); and
c)
There is no substantive change to other terms and conditions of the lease

Amendments to
References to the
Conceptual Framework in
IFRS Standards

The Group has adopted the amendments included in Amendments to References to
the Conceptual Framework in IFRS Standards for the first time in the current year. The
amendments include consequential amendments to affected Standards so that they refer
to the new Framework. Not all amendments, however, update those pronouncements
with regard to references to and quotes from the Framework so that they refer to the
revised Conceptual Framework. Some pronouncements are only updated to indicate
which version of the Framework they are referencing to (the IASC Framework adopted
by the IASB in 2001, the IASB Framework of 2010, or the new revised Framework of
2018) or to indicate that definitions in the Standard have not been updated with the new
definitions developed in the revised Conceptual Framework.
The Standards which are amended are IFRS 2, IFRS 3, IFRS 6, IFRS 14, IAS 1, IAS 8, IAS
34, IAS 37, IAS 38, IFRIC 12, IFRIC 19, IFRIC 20, IFRIC 22, and SIC-32.

Amendments to IFRS 3
Definition of a business

The Group has adopted the amendments to IFRS 3 for the first time in the current year. The
amendments clarify that while businesses usually have outputs, outputs are not required
for an integrated set of activities and assets to qualify as a business. To be considered
a business an acquired set of activities and assets must include, at a minimum, an input
and a substantive process that together significantly contribute to the ability to create
outputs. The amendments remove the assessment of whether market participants are
capable of replacing any missing inputs or processes and continuing to produce outputs.
The amendments also introduce additional guidance that helps to determine whether a
substantive process has been acquired.
The amendments introduce an optional concentration test that permits a simplified
assessment of whether an acquired set of activities and assets is not a business. Under
the optional concentration test, the acquired set of activities and assets is not a business
if substantially all of the fair value of the gross assets acquired is concentrated in a single
identifiable asset or group of similar assets. The amendments are applied prospectively
to all business combinations and asset acquisitions for which the acquisition date is on or
after 1 January 2020.
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C.

ADOPTION OF NEW AND REVISED STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS (CONTINUED)

C.1

New and amended IFRSs that are effective for the current year (continued)
Amendments to IAS 1 and The Group has adopted the amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8 for the first time in the current
IAS 8 Definition of material year. The amendments make the definition of material in IAS 1 easier to understand
and are not intended to alter the underlying concept of materiality in IFRS Standards.
The concept of ‘obscuring’ material information with immaterial information has been
included as part of the new definition. The threshold for materiality influencing users has
been changed from ‘could influence’ to ‘could reasonably be expected to influence’. The
definition of material in IAS 8 has been replaced by a reference to the definition of material
in IAS 1. In addition, the IASB amended other Standards and the Conceptual Framework
that contain a definition of ‘material’ or refer to the term ‘material’ to ensure consistency.

C.2

New and revised IFRSs in issue but not yet effective
At the date of authorisation of these financial statements, the Group has not applied the following new and revised
IFRS Standards that have been issued but are not yet effective. The Directors do not expect that the adoption of the
Standards listed below will have a material impact on the financial statements of the Group in future periods, except as
noted below:.
IFRS 17

Insurance Contracts

IFRS 10 and IAS 28 (amendments)
Amendments to IAS 1
Amendments to IFRS 3
Amendments to IAS 16
Amendments to IAS 37
Annual
Improvements
to
Standards 2018-2020 Cycle

Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or Joint
Venture
Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current
Reference to the Conceptual Framework
Property, Plant and Equipment—Proceeds before Intended Use
Onerous Contracts – Cost of Fulfilling a Contract
IFRS Amendments to IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting
Standards, IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, IFRS 16 Leases, and IAS 41 Agriculture

The Directors do not expect that the adoption of the Standards listed above will have a material impact on the financial
statements of the Group in future periods, except as noted below:
IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts
IFRS 17 establishes the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure of insurance contracts
and supersedes IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts.
IFRS 17 outlines a general model, which is modified for insurance contracts with direct participation features, described
as the variable fee approach. The general model is simplified if certain criteria are met by measuring the liability for
remaining coverage using the premium allocation approach.
The general model uses current assumptions to estimate the amount, timing and uncertainty of future cash flows
and it explicitly measures the cost of that uncertainty. It takes into account market interest rates and the impact of
policyholders’ options and guarantees.
In June 2020, the IASB issued Amendments to IFRS 17 to address concerns and implementation challenges that were
identified after IFRS 17 was published. The amendments defer the date of initial application of IFRS 17 (incorporating
the amendments) to annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2023. At the same time, the IASB issued
Extension of the Temporary Exemption from Applying IFRS 9 (Amendments to IFRS 4) that extends the fixed expiry date
of the temporary exemption from applying IFRS 9 in IFRS 4 to annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January
2023.
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C.

ADOPTION OF NEW AND REVISED STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS (CONTINUED)

C.2

New and revised IFRSs in issue but not yet effective (continued)
IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts (continued)
IFRS 17 must be applied retrospectively unless impracticable, in which case the modified retrospective approach or the
fair value approach is applied.
For the purpose of the transition requirements, the date of initial application is the start if the annual reporting period in
which the entity first applies the Standard, and the transition date is the beginning of the period immediately preceding
the date of initial application.
Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 – Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or Joint Venture
The amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28 deal with situations where there is a sale or contribution of assets between
an investor and its associate or joint venture. Specifically, the amendments state that gains or losses resulting from the
loss of control of a subsidiary that does not contain a business in a transaction with an associate or a joint venture that
is accounted for using the equity method, are recognised in the parent’s profit or loss only to the extent of the unrelated
investors’ interests in that associate or joint venture. Similarly, gains and losses resulting from the remeasurement of
investments retained in any former subsidiary (that has become an associate or a joint venture that is accounted for using
the equity method) to fair value are recognised in the former parent’s profit or loss only to the extent of the unrelated
investors’ interests in the new associate or joint venture.
The effective date of the amendments has yet to be set by the Board; however, earlier application of the amendments
is permitted. The Directors of the Company anticipate that the application of these amendments may have an impact on
the Group’s consolidated financial statements in future periods should such transactions arise.
Amendments to IAS 1 – Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current
The amendments to IAS 1 affect only the presentation of liabilities as current or non-current in the statement of financial
position and not the amount or timing of recognition of any asset, liability, income or expenses, or the information
disclosed about those items.
The amendments clarify that the classification of liabilities as current or non-current is based on rights that are in
existence at the end of the reporting period, specify that classification is unaffected by expectations about whether an
entity will exercise its right to defer settlement of a liability, explain that rights are in existence if covenants are complied
with at the end of the reporting period, and introduce a definition of ‘settlement’ to make clear that settlement refers to
the transfer to the counterparty of cash, equity instruments, other assets or services.
The amendments are applied retrospectively for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2023, with early
application permitted.
Amendments to IFRS 3 – Reference to the Conceptual Framework
The amendments update IFRS 3 so that it refers to the 2018 Conceptual Framework instead of the 1989 Framework.
They also add to IFRS 3 a requirement that, for obligations within the scope of IAS 37, an acquirer applies IAS 37 to
determine whether at the acquisition date a present obligation exists as a result of past events. For a levy that would be
within the scope of IFRIC 21 Levies, the acquirer applies IFRIC 21 to determine whether the obligating event that gives
rise to a liability to pay the levy has occurred by the acquisition date.
Finally, the amendments add an explicit statement that an acquirer does not recognise contingent assets acquired in a
business combination.
The amendments are effective for business combinations for which the date of acquisition is on or after the beginning
of the first annual period beginning on or after 1 January 2022. Early application is permitted if an entity also applies all
other updated references (published together with the updated Conceptual Framework) at the same time or earlier.
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C.

ADOPTION OF NEW AND REVISED STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS (CONTINUED)

C.2

New and revised IFRSs in issue but not yet effective (continued)
Amendments to IAS 16 – Property, Plant and Equipment—Proceeds before Intended Use
The amendments prohibit deducting from the cost of an item of property, plant and equipment any proceeds from selling
items produced before that asset is available for use, i.e. proceeds while bringing the asset to the location and condition
necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management. Consequently, an entity recognises
such sales proceeds and related costs in profit or loss. The entity measures the cost of those items in accordance with
IAS 2 Inventories.
The amendments also clarify the meaning of ‘testing whether an asset is functioning properly’. IAS 16 now specifies this
as assessing whether the technical and physical performance of the asset is such that it is capable of being used in the
production or supply of goods or services, for rental to others, or for administrative purposes.
If not presented separately in the statement of comprehensive income, the financial statements shall disclose the
amounts of proceeds and cost included in profit or loss that relate to items produced that are not an output of the entity’s
ordinary activities, and which line item(s) in the statement of comprehensive income include(s) such proceeds and cost.
The amendments are applied retrospectively, but only to items of property, plant and equipment that are brought to
the location and condition necessary for them to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management on
or after the beginning of the earliest period presented in the financial statements in which the entity first applies the
amendments.
The entity shall recognise the cumulative effect of initially applying the amendments as an adjustment to the opening
balance of retained earnings (or other component of equity, as appropriate) at the beginning of that earliest period
presented.
The amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022, with early application permitted.
Amendments to IAS 37 – Onerous Contracts—Cost of Fulfilling a Contract
The amendments specify that the ‘cost of fulfilling’ a contract comprises the ‘costs that relate directly to the contract’.
Costs that relate directly to a contract consist of both the incremental costs of fulfilling that contract (examples would be
direct labour or materials) and an allocation of other costs that relate directly to fulfilling contracts (an example would be
the allocation of the depreciation charge for an item of property, plant and equipment used in fulfilling the contract).
The amendments apply to contracts for which the entity has not yet fulfilled all its obligations at the beginning of the
annual reporting period in which the entity first applies the amendments. Comparatives are not restated. Instead, the
entity shall recognise the cumulative effect of initially applying the amendments as an adjustment to the opening balance
of retained earnings or other component of equity, as appropriate, at the date of initial application.
The amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022, with early application permitted.
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018–2020
The Annual Improvements include amendments to four Standards.
IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards
The amendment provides additional relief to a subsidiary which becomes a first-time adopter later than its parent in
respect of accounting for cumulative translation differences. As a result of the amendment, a subsidiary that uses the
exemption in IFRS 1:D16(a) can now also elect to measure cumulative translation differences for all foreign operations
at the carrying amount that would be included in the parent’s consolidated financial statements, based on the parent’s
date of transition to IFRS Standards, if no adjustments were made for consolidation procedures and for the effects of the
business combination in which the parent acquired the subsidiary. A similar election is available to an associate or joint
venture that uses the exemption in IFRS 1:D16(a).
The amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022, with early application permitted.
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C.

ADOPTION OF NEW AND REVISED STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS (CONTINUED)

C.2

New and revised IFRSs in issue but not yet effective (continued)
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018–2020 (continued)
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
The amendment clarifies that in applying the ‘10 per cent’ test to assess whether to derecognise a financial liability,
an entity includes only fees paid or received between the entity (the borrower) and the lender, including fees paid or
received by either the entity or the lender on the other’s behalf.
The amendment is applied prospectively to modifications and exchanges that occur on or after the date the entity first
applies the amendment.
The amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022, with early application permitted.
IFRS 16 Leases
The amendment removes the illustration of the reimbursement of leasehold improvements. As the amendment to IFRS
16 only regards an illustrative example, no effective date is stated.
IAS 41 Agriculture
The amendment removes the requirement in IAS 41 for entities to exclude cash flows for taxation when measuring fair
value. This aligns the fair value measurement in IAS 41 with the requirements of IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement to use
internally consistent cash flows and discount rates and enables preparers to determine whether to use pre-tax or posttax cash flows and discount rates for the most appropriate fair value measurement.
The amendment is applied prospectively, i.e. for fair value measurements on or after the date an entity initially applies
the amendment.
The amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022, with early application permitted.

D.

FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS AND BALANCES
The Group’s consolidated financial statements are presented in Zimbabwe dollars (ZW$), which is also the parent
Company’s functional currency. For each entity the Group determines the functional currency and items included in the
financial statements of each entity are measured using that functional currency.
Transactions in currencies other than Group entity’s functional currency (foreign currencies) are initially recorded by the
Group’s entities at their respective functional currency spot rates at the date the transaction first qualifies for recognition.
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the functional currency spot rates of
exchange at the reporting date. Differences arising on settlement or translation of monetary items are recognised in
profit or loss.
Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange
rates as at the dates of the initial transactions. Non-monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign currency are
translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value is determined.
The gain or loss arising on re-translation of non-monetary items is treated in line with the recognition of the gain or loss
on change in fair value of the item i.e. translation differences on items whose fair value gain or loss is recognised in other
comprehensive income or profit or loss is also recognised in other comprehensive income or profit or loss.
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E.

BUSINESS COMBINATIONS AND GOODWILL
Acquisitions of businesses are accounted for using the acquisition method. The consideration transferred in a business
combination is measured at fair value, which is calculated as the sum of the acquisition-date fair values of assets
transferred by the Group, liabilities incurred by the Group to the former owners of the acquiree and the equity interest
issued by the Group in exchange for control of the acquiree. Acquisition-related costs are recognised in profit or loss as
incurred.
At the acquisition date, the identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed are recognised at their fair value at the
acquisition date, except that:
•
•

•

deferred tax assets or liabilities and assets or liabilities related to employee benefit arrangements are recognised
and measured in accordance with IAS 12 Income Taxes and IAS 19 Employee Benefits respectively;
liabilities or equity instruments related to share-based payment arrangements of the acquiree or share-based
payment arrangements of the Group entered into to replace share-based payment arrangements of the acquiree
are measured in accordance with IFRS 2 Share-Based Payments at the acquisition date (see below); and
assets (or disposal groups) that are classified as held for sale in accordance with IFRS 5 Non-current Assets Held
for Sale and Discontinued Operations are measured in accordance with that Standard.

Goodwill is measured as the excess of the sum of the consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling
interests in the acquiree, and the fair value of the acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquiree (if any) over the
net of the acquisition-date amounts of the identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed. If, after reassessment,
the net of the acquisition-date amounts of the identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed exceeds the sum
of the consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling interests in the acquiree and the fair value of the
acquirer’s previously held interest in the acquiree (if any), the excess is recognised immediately in profit or loss as a
bargain purchase gain.
When the consideration transferred by the Group in a business combination includes contingent consideration
arrangement, the contingent consideration is measured at its acquisition-date fair value and included as part of
the consideration transferred in a business combination. Changes in fair value of the contingent consideration that
qualify as measurement period adjustments are adjusted retrospectively, with corresponding adjustments against
goodwill. Measurement period adjustments are adjustments that arise from additional information obtained during the
‘measurement period’ (which cannot exceed one year from the acquisition date) about facts and circumstances that
existed at the acquisition date.
The subsequent accounting for changes in the fair value of the contingent consideration that do not qualify as
measurement period adjustments depends on how the contingent consideration is classified. Contingent consideration
that is classified as equity is not remeasured at subsequent reporting dates and its subsequent settlement is accounted
for within equity. Other contingent consideration is remeasured to fair value at subsequent reporting dates with changes
in fair value recognised in profit or loss.
When a business combination is achieved in stages, the Group’s previously held interests in the acquired entity
are remeasured to its acquisition-date fair value and the resulting gain or loss, if any, is recognised in profit or loss.
Amounts arising from interests in the acquiree prior to the acquisition date that have previously been recognised in other
comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss, where such treatment would be appropriate if that interest were
disposed of.
If the initial accounting for a business combination is incomplete by the end of the reporting period in which the
combination occurs, the Group reports provisional amounts for the items for which the accounting is incomplete. Those
provisional amounts are adjusted during the measurement period (see above), or additional assets or liabilities are
recognised, to reflect new information obtained about facts and circumstances that existed as of the acquisition date
that, if known, would have affected the amounts recognised as of that date.
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E.

BUSINESS COMBINATIONS AND GOODWILL (CONTINUED)
Goodwill is initially recognised and measured as set out above.
Goodwill is not amortised but is reviewed for impairment at least annually. For the purpose of impairment testing,
goodwill is allocated to each of the Group’s cash-generating units (or groups of cash-generating units) expected to
benefit from the synergies of the combination. Cash-generating units to which goodwill has been allocated are tested
for impairment annually, or more frequently when there is an indication that the unit may be impaired. If the recoverable
amount of the cash-generating unit is less than the carrying amount of the unit, the impairment loss is allocated first to
reduce the carrying amount of any goodwill allocated to the unit and then to the other assets of the unit pro-rata on the
basis of the carrying amount of each asset in the unit. An impairment loss recognised for goodwill is not reversed in a
subsequent period.
On disposal of a cash generating unit, the attributable amount of goodwill is included in the determination of the profit
or loss on disposal.
The Group’s policy for goodwill arising on the acquisition of an associate is described below in Note F.

F.

INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATES
An associate is an entity over which the Group has significant influence. Significant influence is the power to participate
in the financial and operating policy decisions of the investee, but is not control or joint control over those policies.
The considerations made in determining significant influence are similar to those necessary to determine control over
subsidiaries.
The Group’s investment in its associates are accounted for using the equity method. Under the equity method, the
investment in an associate is initially recognised at cost. The carrying amount of the investment is adjusted to recognise
changes in the Group’s share of net assets of the associate since the acquisition date. Goodwill relating to the associate
is included in the carrying amount of the investment and is not tested for impairment individually.
The statement of comprehensive income reflects the Group’s share of the results of operations of the associate. Any
change in OCI of those investees is presented as part of the Group’s OCI. In addition, when there has been a change
recognised directly in the equity of the associate, the Group recognises its share of any changes, when applicable, in
the statement of changes in equity. Unrealised gains and losses resulting from transactions between the Group and the
associate are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the associate.
The aggregate of the Group’s share of profit or loss of an associate is shown on the face of the statement of comprehensive
income and represents profit or loss after tax and non-controlling interests in the subsidiaries of the associate.
The financial statements of the associate are prepared for the same reporting period as the Group.
The requirements of IAS 36 are applied to determine whether it is necessary to recognise any impairment loss with
respect to the Group’s investment in an associate. When necessary, the entire carrying amount of the investment
(including goodwill) is tested for impairment in accordance with IAS 36 as a single asset by comparing its recoverable
amount (higher of value in use and fair value less costs of disposal) with its carrying amount. Any impairment loss
recognised is not allocated to any asset, including goodwill that forms part of the carrying amount of the investment.
Any reversal of that impairment loss is recognised in accordance with IAS 36 to the extent that the recoverable amount
of the investment subsequently increases.
Upon loss of significant influence over the associate, the Group measures and recognises any retained investment at its
fair value. Any difference between the carrying amount of the associate upon loss of significant influence and the fair
value of the retained investment and proceeds from disposal is recognised in profit or loss.
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G.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Intangible assets acquired separately are measured on initial recognition at cost. The cost of intangible assets acquired
in a business combination is their fair value at the date of acquisition.
After initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at revalued amounts, being the fair value at the date of revaluation,
less any accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. Revaluations are performed with sufficient
regularity such that the carrying amount does not differ materially from that which would be determined using fair values
at the reporting date.
Any revaluation increase arising on intangible assets is credited to the property revaluation reserve, except to the extent
that it reverses a revaluation decrease for the same asset previously recognised as an expense, in which case the
increase is credited to profit or loss to the extent of the decrease previously expensed. A decrease in carrying amount
arising on the revaluation of such assets is charged as an expense to the extent that it exceeds the balance, if any, held
in the property revaluation reserve relating to a previous revaluation of that asset.
If an intangible asset in a class of revalued intangible assets cannot be revalued because there is no active market for
the asset, the asset is carried at its cost less any accumulated amortisation and impairment losses.
If the fair value of a revalued intangible asset can no longer be measured by reference to an active market, the carrying
amount of the asset shall be its revalued amount at the date of the last revaluation by reference to the active market less
any subsequent accumulated amortisation and any subsequent accumulated impairment losses. The fact that an active
market no longer exists for a revalued intangible asset may indicate that the asset may be impaired and that it needs to
be tested in accordance with IAS 36 Impairment of Assets.
Internally generated intangible assets, excluding capitalised development costs, are not capitalised and the related
expenditure is recognised in profit or loss in the period in which the expenditure is incurred.
The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed as either finite or indefinite.
Intangible assets with finite lives are amortised over the useful economic life and assessed for impairment whenever
there is an indication that the intangible asset may be impaired. The amortisation period and the amortisation method
for an intangible asset with a finite useful life are reviewed at least at the end of each reporting period. Changes in
the expected useful life or the expected pattern of consumption of future economic benefits embodied in the asset
are considered to modify the amortisation period or method, as appropriate, and are treated as changes in accounting
estimates. The amortisation expense on intangible assets with finite lives is recognised in the statement of profit or loss
in the expense category that is consistent with the function of the intangible assets.
Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are not amortised, but are tested for impairment annually, either individually
or at the cash-generating unit level. The assessment of indefinite life is reviewed annually to determine whether the
indefinite life continues to be supportable. If not, the change in useful life from indefinite to finite is made on a prospective
basis.
An intangible asset is derecognised on disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its use or
disposal. Gains or losses arising from derecognition of an intangible asset are measured as the difference between the
net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and are recognised in profit or loss.
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G.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS (CONTINUED)

G.1

Research and development costs
Research costs are expensed as incurred. Development expenditures on an individual project are recognised as an
intangible asset when the Group can demonstrate;
•
the technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that the asset will be available for use or sale;
•
the intention to complete and its ability and intention to use or sell the asset;
•
how the asset will generate probable future economic benefits;
•
the availability of resources to complete the asset;
•
the ability to measure reliably the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during development; and
•
adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the development and to use or sell the intangible
asset.
Subsequent to initial recognition of the development expenditure as an asset, the asset is carried at revaluation less
accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses. Amortisation of the asset begins when development
is complete and the asset is available for use. The intangible is amortised over the period of expected future benefit.
Amortisation is recorded in cost of sales. During the period of development, the asset is tested for impairment annually.

G.2

License and software
The Group made upfront payments for the renewal of its mobile network operating license. The license was granted for
a period of 20 years by the relevant government agency with the option of renewal at the end of this period. As a result,
the license is assessed as having a finite useful life.
Software mainly comprises software held by Econet Wireless (Private) Limited.
Software integral to an item of hardware equipment is classified as property, plant and equipment.
The software and licenses are amortised as follows:
•
License held by Econet Wireless (Private) Limited is amortised over 20 years; and
•
Software held by Econet Wireless (Private) Limited is amortised over 5 years.

H.

BORROWING COSTS
Borrowing costs consist of interest and other costs that an entity incurs in connection with the borrowing of funds.
Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of qualifying assets, which are assets
that necessarily take a substantial period of time to get ready for its intended use or sale are capitalised as part of the
cost of the assets, until such time as the assets are substantially ready for their intended use or sale.
Investment income earned on the temporary investment of specific borrowings pending their expenditure on qualifying
assets is deducted from the borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation. All other borrowing costs are expensed in the
period in which they are incurred.

I.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment held for use in the production or supply of goods or services for rental to others (excluding
investment properties), or for administrative purposes, are stated in the statement of financial position at their revalued
amounts, being the fair value at the date of revaluation, less any accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment
losses. Revaluations are performed with sufficient regularity such that the carrying amount does not differ materially
from that which would be determined using fair values at the reporting date.
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I.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)
Any revaluation increase arising on properties is credited to the property revaluation reserve, except to the extent that it
reverses a revaluation decrease for the same asset previously recognised as an expense, in which case the increase is
credited to profit or loss to the extent of the decrease previously expensed. A decrease in carrying amount arising on the
revaluation of such assets is charged as an expense to the extent that it exceeds the balance, if any, held in the property
revaluation reserve relating to a previous revaluation of that asset.
Depreciation on revalued assets is recognised in profit or loss. On the subsequent sale or retirement of a revalued
property, the attributable revaluation surplus remaining in the property revaluation reserve is transferred directly to
retained earnings. Refer to Note K for details on impairment of non-financial assets.
Properties in the course of construction for production, supply or administrative purposes, or for purposes not yet
determined, are carried at cost, less any recognised impairment loss. Cost includes professional fees and, for qualifying
assets, borrowing costs capitalised in accordance with the Group’s accounting policy. Depreciation of these assets,
determined on the same basis as other property assets, commences when the assets are ready for their intended use.
Land is not depreciated.
Containers form part of fixed assets and comprise returnable bottles and crates which are sold and re-purchased at
current deposit prices and are stated at net realisable value. Net realisable value represents the current deposit price that
is payable to customers when containers are repurchased from them.
Write downs of containers to net realisable value are expensed over four years. Container breakages and losses are
expensed in the period in which they occur. Any gains in net realisable value are recognised in the period in which they
occur.
The present value of the expected cost for the decommissioning of an asset after its use is initially included in the cost
of the respective asset if the recognition criteria for a provision are met. An increase in the decommissioning liability is
recognised in other comprehensive income and reduces the revaluation surplus within equity to the extent of any credit
balance existing in the revaluation surplus in respect of that asset.
Depreciation is recognised so as to write off the valuation of assets (other than land and capital projects under
development) less their residual values over their useful lives, using the straight-line method as follows;
•
buildings - 40 years;
•
network equipment - 3 to 25 years;
•
beverage plant and equipment - 25 years;
•
office equipment - 4 to 10 years; and
•
motor vehicles - 4 to 5 years.
The estimated useful lives, residual values and depreciation method are reviewed at the end of each reporting period,
with the effect of any changes in estimate accounted for on a prospective basis.
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are
expected to arise from the continued use of the asset. The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an asset
is determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset and is recognised in
profit or loss.
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J.

INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Investment properties are properties held to earn rentals and / or for capital appreciation (including property under
construction for such purposes). Investment properties are measured initially at cost, including transaction costs.
Subsequent to initial recognition, investment properties are stated at fair value, which reflects market conditions at the
reporting date. Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair values of investment properties are included in profit or
loss in the period in which they arise, including the corresponding tax effect.
Investment properties are derecognised either when they have been disposed or when they are permanently withdrawn
from use and no future economic benefit is expected from their disposal. The difference between the net disposal
proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset is recognised in profit or loss in the period of derecognition. Transfers
are made to / (or from) investment property only when there is a change in use. For a transfer from investment property
to owner-occupied property, the deemed cost for subsequent accounting is the fair value at the date of change in use.
If owner-occupied property becomes an investment property, the Group accounts for such property in accordance with
the policy stated under property, plant and equipment up to the date of change in use.

K.

IMPAIRMENT OF NON-FINANCIAL ASSETS
Further disclosures relating to impairment of non-financial assets are also provided in the following notes:
•
Note AB, Disclosures for significant assumptions; and
•
Note 11, Property, plant and equipment.
The Group assesses, at each reporting date, whether there is an indication that an asset may be impaired. If any indication
exists, or when annual impairment testing for an asset is required, the Group estimates the asset’s recoverable amount.
An asset’s recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s or cash-generating units’ (CGU) fair value less costs of disposal
and its value in use. The recoverable amount is determined for an individual asset, unless the asset does not generate
cash inflows that are largely independent of those from other assets or groups of assets. When the carrying amount of
an asset or CGU exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is considered impaired and is written down to its recoverable
amount.
In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount
rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. In
determining fair value less costs of disposal, recent market transactions are taken into account. If no such transactions
can be identified, an appropriate valuation model is used. These calculations are corroborated by valuation multiples,
quoted share prices for publicly traded companies or other available fair value indicators.
The Group bases its impairment calculation on detailed budgets and forecast calculations, which are prepared separately
for each of the Group’s CGUs to which the individual assets are allocated. These budgets and forecast calculations
generally cover a period of five years. For longer periods, a long-term growth rate is calculated and applied to project
future cash flows after the fifth year.
Impairment losses of continuing operations, including impairment on inventories, are recognised in profit or loss in
expense categories consistent with the function of the impaired asset.
For assets excluding goodwill, an assessment is made at each reporting date to determine whether there is an indication
that previously recognised impairment losses no longer exist or have decreased. If such indication exists, the Group
estimates the asset’s or CGU’s recoverable amount.
A previously recognised impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in the assumptions used to
determine the asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was recognised. The reversal is limited so that
the carrying amount of the asset does not exceed its recoverable amount, nor exceed the carrying amount that would
have been determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior years. Such
reversal is recognised in profit or loss.
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K.

IMPAIRMENT OF NON-FINANCIAL ASSETS (CONTINUED)
Goodwill is tested for impairment annually at the reporting date and when circumstances indicate that the carrying value
may be impaired.
Impairment is determined for goodwill by assessing the recoverable amount of each CGU (or group of CGUs) to which
the goodwill relates. When the recoverable amount of the CGU is less than its carrying amount, an impairment loss is
recognised in profit or loss. Impairment losses relating to goodwill cannot be reversed in future periods.
Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives are tested for impairment annually at the reporting date at the CGU level, as
appropriate, and when circumstances indicate that the carrying value may be impaired.

L.

LEASES

L.1

The Group as lessee
The Group assesses whether a contract is or contains a lease, at inception of the contract. The Group recognises a rightof-use asset and a corresponding lease liability with respect to all lease arrangements in which it is the lessee, except
for short-term leases (defined as leases with a lease term of 12 months or less and without any renewal option) and
leases of low value assets (such as small items of office equipment). For these leases, the Group recognises the lease
payments as an operating expense on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease unless another systematic basis is
more representative of the time pattern in which economic benefits from the leased assets are consumed.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid at the commencement
date, discounted by using the rate implicit in the lease. If this rate cannot be readily determined, the Group uses its
incremental borrowing rate.
Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise:
•
fixed lease payments (including in-substance fixed payments), less any lease incentives receivable;
•
variable lease payments that depend on an index or rate, initially measured using the index or rate at the
commencement date;
•
the amount expected to be payable by the lessee under residual value guarantees;
•
the exercise price of purchase options, if the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise the options; and
•
payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term reflects the exercise of an option to terminate
the lease.
The lease liability is presented as a separate line in the consolidated statement of financial position. The lease liability
is subsequently measured by increasing the carrying amount to reflect interest on the lease liability (using the effective
interest method) and by reducing the carrying amount to reflect the lease payments made.
The Group remeasures the lease liability (and makes a corresponding adjustment to the related right-of-use asset)
whenever:
•
the lease term has changed or there is a significant event or change in circumstances resulting in a change in the
assessment of exercise of a purchase option, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the
revised lease payments using a revised discount rate;
•
the lease payments change due to changes in an index or rate or a change in expected payment under a
guaranteed residual value, in which cases the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease
payments using an unchanged discount rate (unless the lease payments change is due to a change in a floating
interest rate, in which case a revised discount rate is used); and
•
a lease contract is modified and the lease modification is not accounted for as a separate lease, in which case
the lease liability is remeasured based on the lease term of the modified lease by discounting the revised lease
payments using a revised discount rate at the effective date of the modification.
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L.

LEASES (CONTINUED)

L.1

The Group as lessee (continued)
The right of use assets comprise the initial measurement of the corresponding lease liability, lease payments made at
or before the commencement day, less any lease incentives received and any initial direct costs. They are subsequently
measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Whenever the Group incurs an obligation for costs to dismantle and remove a leased asset, restore the site on which it is
located or restore the underlying asset to the condition required by the terms and conditions of the lease, a provision is
recognised and measured under IAS 37. To the extent that the costs relate to a right of use asset, the costs are included
in the related right of use asset, unless those costs are incurred to produce inventories.
Right of use assets are depreciated over the shorter period of lease term and useful life of the underlying asset. If a
lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset or the cost of the right of use asset reflects that the Group expects to
exercise a purchase option, the related right of use asset is depreciated over the useful life of the underlying asset. The
depreciation starts at the commencement date of the lease. The right of use assets are presented as a separate line in
the consolidated statement of financial position.
The Group applies IAS 36 to determine whether a right of use asset is impaired and accounts for any identified impairment
loss as described in Note K.
Variable rents that do not depend on an index or rate are not included in the measurement of the lease liability and the
right-of-use asset. The related payments are recognised as an expense in the period in which the event or condition that
triggers those payments occurs and are included in the line “Other expenses” in profit or loss (see Note 4).
As a practical expedient, IFRS 16 permits a lessee not to separate non-lease components, and instead account for any
lease and associated non-lease components as a single arrangement. The Group has not used this practical expedient.
For a contract that contains a lease component and one or more additional lease or non-lease components, the Group
allocates the consideration in the contract to each lease component on the basis of the relative stand-alone price of the
lease component and the aggregate stand-alone price of the non-lease components.
The Group applies the portfolio approach as a practical expedient to leases of similar characteristics as the effects on
the consolidated financial statements of applying IFRS 16 to the portfolio would not differ materially from applying the
standard to the individual leases within that portfolio.

L.2

The Group as lessor
The Group enters into lease agreements as a lessor with respect to some of its investment properties.
Leases for which the Group is a lessor are classified as finance or operating leases. Whenever the terms of the lease
transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee, the contract is classified as a finance lease.
All other leases are classified as operating leases.
When the Group is an intermediate lessor, it accounts for the head lease and the sub-lease as two separate contracts.
The sub-lease is classified as a finance or operating lease by reference to the right-of-use asset arising from the head
lease.
Rental income from operating leases is recognised on a straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease. Initial
direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset
and recognised on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
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L.

LEASES (CONTINUED)

L.2

The Group as lessor(continued)
Amounts due from lessees under finance leases are recognised as receivables at the amount of the Group’s net
investment in the leases. Finance lease income is allocated to accounting periods so as to reflect a constant periodic rate
of return on the Group’s net investment outstanding in respect of the leases.
When a contract includes both lease and non-lease components, the Group applies IFRS 15 to allocate the consideration
under the contract to each component.

M.

INVENTORIES
Inventories are assets (a) held for sale in the ordinary course of business; (b) in the process of production for such sale; or
(c) to be consumed in the production process or the rendering of services. The main categories of inventory recognised
in the financial statements are; merchandise comprising calling cards, handsets, accessories and simcards; spares;
stationery; fuel; and other inventories.
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost or net realisable value. Cost comprises all costs necessary to bring the
inventories to their present location and condition. Net realisable value represents the estimated selling price less all
estimated costs incurred in the marketing, selling or distribution, where applicable.
Merchandise, raw materials and consumable stores are valued at cost on a weighted average cost basis. Manufactured
finished products and products in process are valued at raw material cost, plus labour and a portion of manufacturing
overhead expenses, where appropriate.
Inventories are derecognised when they are sold, and the carrying amount is recognised as an expense in the period in
which the related revenue is recognised.
Write downs to net realisable value and inventory losses are expensed in the period in which they occur. Obsolete and
slow moving inventories are identified and written down to their estimated economic or realisable value.
The amount of any reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net realisable value, is accounted
for as a reduction in the amount of inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs.

N.

REVENUE RECOGNITION
Revenue is measured based on the consideration to which the Group expects to be entitled in a contract with a customer
and excludes amounts collected on behalf of third parties. The Group recognises revenue when it transfers control of a
product or service to a customer. Revenue is presented net of value added tax (VAT), rebates and discounts.
The Group recognises revenue from the following major sources;

N.1

Sale of goods
The Group sells handsets and related accessories, equipment and other goods through dealers and directly to customers
through its own retail outlets. Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when control of the goods has transferred,
typically at the point the customer purchases the goods at the retail outlet or upon delivery. Full settlement of the
transaction price is due immediately at the point of sale.
Sales-related warranties, if any, cannot be purchased separately and they serve as an assurance that the products sold
comply with manufacturer specifications. The Group’s warranties are fully backed by the respective product manufacturer
or supplier.
Under the Group’s standard conditions of sale, customers have a right to return faulty goods within 30 days from the
date of sale to facilitate replacement by the manufacturer or supplier. Accordingly, it is considered highly probable that a
significant reversal in the cumulative revenue recognised will not occur given the nature of the Group’s returns.
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N.

REVENUE RECOGNITION (CONTINUED)

N.2

Prepaid mobile services
Revenue from the sale of prepaid mobile services in single performance obligation contracts is initially recognised at
the face value of the prepaid amount, net of taxes as deferred revenue (contract liabilities) in the statement of financial
position. The Group’s performance obligation is to provide outgoing voice calls, short message services (SMS), internet
data and other overlay services to the face value of the prepaid recharge. Deferred revenue comprises prepaid recharges
held by a distributor and unutilised customer balances.
The difference between the face value of prepaid recharge sold by the Group to its distributors and the value of the
promised services constitutes commission earned by the distributors acting as agents. The Group acts as a principal in
such agreements. The costs of prepaid commissions are recognised as other service costs when the distribution service
is provided.
The revenue from the sale of prepaid products is recognised in profit or loss as the services are provided, based on the
actual airtime, SMS or data usage at an agreed tariff, or upon expiration of the obligation to provide the service.

N.3

Post-paid mobile services
Mobile services (voice, data, SMS) offered to customers on the post-paid platform are billed on a monthly basis and
payments are due immediately after billing. Revenue is recognised on billing.

N.4

Interconnection
Interconnection revenue is generated from calls and other traffic that originate from other operators’ networks
but terminate on the Group’s network. Interconnection revenue is based on agreements entered into with other
telecommunications operators. This revenue is recognised when the interconnection service is rendered.

N.5

Roaming
The Group has roaming agreements with international partners which specify fees for calls and other traffic initiated
by foreign operators’ customers on the Group’s network. Roaming revenue is recognised when the roaming service is
rendered.

N.6

Value added services (VAS)
Value added services are a wide array of services including customised ringer tones, voice mail, recorded messages and
credit recharge services. VAS revenue is recognised as the full consideration receivable if the Group acts as principal in
the relation with the customer or in the amount of the commission earned if the Group acts as agent.

N.7

Bundled products
Products with multiple deliverables (bundle of goods and / or services) are defined as multiple element arrangements.
Post-paid bundled products typically include the sale of a handset, activation fee and a service contract. Prepaid bundled
products include a subscriber identification module (SIM) card, airtime and data.
Individual products in a bundle are accounted for separately if they are distinct i.e. if a product or service is separately
identifiable from other items in the bundle and if the customer can benefit from it. The purchase consideration is allocated
to identifiable performance obligations based on stand-alone selling prices from approved price lists at which the Group
individually sells items making the bundle. For items without directly observable selling prices, the Group estimates
stand-alone selling prices using residual approach.
Additional services purchased by a customer beyond the initial bundle are treated as a separate contract and the related
revenue is recognised based on the actual airtime or data usage, or is made upon the expiration of the Group’s obligation
to provide the services.
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N.

REVENUE RECOGNITION (CONTINUED)

N.7

Bundled products (continued)
Mobile devices sold in bundled contracts are payable under two options, being; full payment at the commencement of
the contract or instalment sales with monthly instalments paid over the period of the contract.

N.8

Interest and related income
The Group calculates interest income by applying the effective interest rate (EIR) to the gross carrying amount of
financial assets other than credit-impaired assets.
When a financial asset becomes credit-impaired and is, therefore, regarded as ‘Stage 3’, the Group calculates interest
income by applying the effective interest rate to the net amortised cost of the financial asset. If the financial assets cures
and is no longer credit-impaired, the Group reverts to calculating interest income on a gross basis.
For purchased or originated credit-impaired (POCI) financial assets, the Group calculates interest income by calculating
the credit-adjusted EIR and applying that rate to the amortised cost of the asset. The credit-adjusted EIR is the interest
rate that, at original recognition, discounts the estimated future cash flows (including credit losses) to the amortised cost
of the POCI assets.
Interest income on all trading assets and financial assets mandatorily required to be measured at fair value through profit
or loss is recognised using the contractual interest rate in net trading income and net gains / (losses) on financial assets
at fair value through profit or loss, respectively.

N.9

Fee and commission income
The Group earns fee and commission income from a diverse range of services it provides to its customers. Fee income
can be divided into the following two categories:
Fee income earned from services that are provided over a certain period of time
Fees earned for the provision of services over a period of time are accrued over that period. These fees include
commission income and asset management, custody and other management and advisory fees. Loan commitment
fees for loans that are likely to be drawn down and other credit related fees are deferred (together with any incremental
costs) and recognised as an adjustment to the EIR on the loan. When it is unlikely that a loan will be drawn down, the
loan commitment fees are recognised over the commitment period on a straight-line basis.
Fee income from providing transaction services
Fees arising from negotiating or participating in the negotiation of a transaction for a third party, such as the arrangement
of the acquisition of shares or other securities or the purchase or sale of businesses, are recognised on completion of the
underlying transaction. Fees or components of fees that are linked to a certain performance are recognised after fulfilling
the corresponding criteria.

O.

OTHER INCOME

O.1

Net trading income from financial instruments
Results arising from trading activities include all gains and losses from changes in fair value and related interest income
or expense and dividends for financial assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss.

O.2

Dividend income
Dividend income is recognised when the Group’s right to receive the payment is established (provided that it is probable
that the economic benefits will flow to the Group), which is generally when shareholders approve the dividend.
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O.

OTHER INCOME (CONTINUED)

O.3

Rental income
Rental income arising from operating leases on investment properties is accounted for on a straight-line basis over the
lease terms and is included in other income in profit or loss. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging an
operating lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognised on a straight-line basis over the
lease term.

P.

TAXATION

P.1

Current income tax
The tax currently payable is based on taxable profit for the year. Taxable profit differs from net profit as reported in
profit or loss because it excludes items of income or expense that are taxable or deductible in other years and it further
excludes items that are never taxable or deductible. The Group’s liability for current tax is calculated using tax rates that
have been enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.
A provision is recognised for those matters for which the tax determination is uncertain but it is considered probable
that there will be a future outflow of funds to a tax authority. The provisions are measured at the best estimate of the
amount expected to become payable. The assessment is based on the judgement of tax professionals within the Group
supported by previous experience in respect of such activities and in certain cases based on specialist independent tax
advice.

P.2

Deferred tax
Deferred tax is provided using the liability method on temporary differences between the tax bases of assets and
liabilities and their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes at the reporting date.
Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary differences, except:
•
when the deferred tax liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or an asset or liability in a transaction
that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor
taxable profit or loss; and
•
in respect of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates and interests
in joint ventures, when the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled and it is probable
that the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
Deferred tax assets are recognised for all deductible temporary differences, the carry forward of unused tax credits
and any unused tax losses. Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be
available against which the deductible temporary differences, and the carry forward of unused tax credits and unused
tax losses can be utilised, except:
•
when the deferred tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of
an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects
neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and
•
in respect of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates and
interests in joint ventures, deferred tax assets are recognised only to the extent that it is probable that the
temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be available against which the
temporary differences can be utilised.
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced to the extent that it is no
longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the deferred tax asset to be utilised.
Unrecognised deferred tax assets are re-assessed at each reporting date and are recognised to the extent that it has
become probable that future taxable profits will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered. Deferred tax assets and
liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the year when the asset is realised or the liability is
settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.
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P.

TAXATION (CONTINUED)

P.2

Deferred tax (continued)
Deferred tax relating to items recognised outside profit or loss is recognised outside profit or loss. Deferred tax items
are recognised in correlation to the underlying transaction either in other comprehensive income or directly in equity.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets against
current tax liabilities and when they relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority and the Group intends
to settle its current tax assets and liabilities on a net basis.
Tax benefits acquired as part of a business combination, but not satisfying the criteria for separate recognition at that
date, are recognised subsequently if new information about facts and circumstances change. The adjustment is either
treated as a reduction in goodwill (as long as it does not exceed goodwill) if it was incurred during the measurement
period or recognised in profit or loss.

P.3

Current and deferred tax for the period
Current and deferred tax are recognised as income or as an expense in profit or loss, except when they relate to items
that are recognised outside profit or loss (whether in other comprehensive income or directly in equity), in which case the
tax is also recognised outside profit or loss, or where they arise from the initial accounting for a business combination.
In the case of a business combination, the tax effect is included in the accounting for the business combination.

P.4

Value added tax (VAT)
Expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of VAT, except;
•
when the VAT incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable from the taxation authority, in
which case, the tax is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense item, as
applicable; and
•
when receivables and payables are stated with the amount of VAT included.
The net amount of VAT recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of receivables or
payables in the statement of financial position.

Q.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Employee benefits are all forms of consideration given in exchange for services rendered by employees or for the
termination of employment.
The classification, recognition and measurement of employee benefits is as follows;

Q.1

Short-term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) that are expected to be settled
wholly before twelve months after the end of the annual reporting period in which the employees render the related
service. The Group’s short term employee benefits comprise remuneration in the form of salaries, wages, bonuses,
employee entitlement to leave pay and medical aid. The undiscounted amount of all short-term employee benefits
expected to be paid in exchange for service rendered are recognised as an expense or as part of the cost of an asset
during the period in which the employee renders the related service. The Group recognises the expected cost of bonuses
only when the Group has a present legal or constructive obligation to make such payment and a reliable estimate can be
made.
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Q.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS (CONTINUED)

Q.2

Post-employment benefits
Post-employment benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits and short-term employee benefits)
that are payable after the completion of employment.
Post-employment benefits comprise retirement benefits that are provided for Group employees through an independently
administered defined contribution fund and by the National Social Security Authority (NSSA), which is also a defined
contribution fund from the Group’s perspective. Payments to the defined contribution fund and to the NSSA scheme
are recognised as an expense when they fall due, which is when the employee renders the service. The Group has no
liability for post-employment retirement benefit funds once the current contributions have been paid at the time the
employees render service.
During the year, the Group contributed to the Group defined contribution fund and to the NSSA scheme.

Q.3

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are employee benefits provided in exchange for the termination of an employee’s employment
as a result of either an entity’s decision to terminate an employee’s employment before the normal retirement date or
contractual date, or an employee’s decision to accept voluntary redundancy in exchange for those benefits. The Group
recognises termination benefits as a liability and an expense at the earlier of when the offer of termination cannot be
withdrawn or when the related restructuring costs are recognised under IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and
Contingents Assets.
Termination benefits are measured according to the terms of the termination contract. Where termination benefits are
due more than 12 months after the reporting period, the present value of the benefits is determined. The discount rate
used to calculate the present value is determined by reference to market yields on high quality corporate bonds, adjusted
as appropriate to reflect the time value of money and the risks specific to the obligation.

R.

CURRENT AND NON-CURRENT CLASSIFICATION
The Group presents assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position based on current or non-current
classification.
An asset is current when it is:
•
expected to be realised or intended to be sold or consumed in the normal operating cycle; or
•
held primarily for the purpose of trading; or
•
expected to be realised within twelve months after the reporting period; or
•
cash or cash equivalent unless restricted from being exchanged or used to settle a liability for at least twelve
months after the reporting period.
The Group classifies all other assets that do not meet the definition above as non-current.
A liability is current when:
•
it is expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle; or
•
it is held primarily for the purpose of trading; or
•
it is due to be settled within twelve months after the reporting period; or
•
there is no unconditional right to defer the settlement of the liability for at least twelve months after the reporting
period.
The Group classifies all other liabilities that do not meet the definition above as non-current. Deferred tax assets and
liabilities are classified as non-current assets and liabilities respectively.
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S.

FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT
The Group measures financial instruments such as financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income
and financial assets at fair value through profit or loss and non-financial assets such as intangibles, property, plant
and equipment and investment properties at fair value at each statement of financial position date. Fair value related
disclosures for financial instruments and non-financial assets that are measured at fair value or where fair values are
disclosed, are summarised in the following notes:
•
Notes AB, Disclosures for valuation methods, significant estimates and assumptions;
•
Note 11, Property, plant and equipment;
•
Note 13, Investment properties;
•
Note 14, Intangibles;
•
Note 18, Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income;
•
Note 19, Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss; and
•
Note 20, Quantitative disclosures of fair value measurement hierarchy.
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value measurement is based on the presumption that
the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place either:
•
in the principal market for the asset or liability; or
•
in the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous market for the asset or liability.
The principal or the most advantageous market must be accessible by the Group. The fair value of an asset or a liability
is measured using the assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset or liability, assuming that
market participants act in their economic best interest.
A fair value measurement of a non-financial asset takes into account a market participant’s ability to generate economic
benefits by using the asset in its highest and best use or by selling it to another market participant that would use the
asset in its highest and best use.
The Group uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient data are available
to measure fair value, maximising the use of relevant observable inputs and minimising the use of unobservable inputs.
All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the consolidated financial statements are
categorised within the fair value hierarchy,
Level 1:
Level 2:
Level 3:

Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.
Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is
directly or indirectly observable.
Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is
unobservable.

For assets and liabilities that are recognised in the consolidated financial statements on a recurring basis, the Group
determines whether transfers have occurred between levels in the hierarchy by reassessing categorisation (based on
the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) at the end of each reporting period.
The Directors through management determines the policies and procedures for both recurring fair value measurement,
such as intangible assets, property, plant and equipment, investment properties and financial assets, where applicable.
Independent external valuers are involved for valuation of significant assets, such as intangible assets, property, plant
and equipment and investment properties. Involvement of external valuers is decided upon annually by the Directors.
Selection criteria includes market knowledge, reputation, independence and whether professional standards are
maintained.
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S.

FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT (CONTINUED)
At each reporting date, management analyses the movements in the values of assets and liabilities which are required
to be re-measured or reassessed according to the Group’s accounting policies. For this analysis, management verifies
the major inputs applied in the latest valuation by agreeing the information in the valuation computation to contracts and
other relevant documents.
For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Group has determined classes of assets and liabilities on the basis of the
nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or liability and the level of the fair value hierarchy as explained above.

T.

CASH DIVIDEND AND NON-CASH DISTRIBUTION TO EQUITY HOLDERS OF THE PARENT
The Company recognises a liability to make cash or non-cash distributions to equity holders of the parent when the
distribution is authorised and the distribution is no longer at the discretion of the Company. As per the corporate laws in
Zimbabwe, a distribution is authorised when it is approved by the shareholders. A corresponding amount is recognised
directly in equity.
Non-cash distributions are measured at the fair value of the assets to be distributed with fair value re-measurement
recognised directly in equity. Upon distribution of non-cash assets, any difference between the carrying amount of the
liability and the carrying amount of the assets distributed is recognised in the statement of comprehensive income.

U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised in the Group’s statement of financial position when the Group
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
Financial assets and financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value. Transaction costs that are directly attributable
to the acquisition or issue of financial assets and financial liabilities (other than financial assets and financial liabilities
at fair value through profit or loss) are added to or deducted from the fair value of the financial assets or financial
liabilities, as appropriate, on initial recognition. Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition of financial assets
or financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are recognised immediately in profit or loss.

U.1

Financial assets
Classification of financial assets
The Group classifies financial assets at initial recognition as financial assets measured at amortised cost, debt instruments
measured at fair value through other comprehensive income, equity instruments measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income or financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss.
(i) Amortised cost and effective interest method
A financial asset that meets both the following conditions is classified as a financial asset measured at amortised cost:
•
the financial asset is held within the Group’s business model whose objective is to hold assets in order to collect
contractual cash flows; and
•
the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a debt instrument and of allocating
interest income over the relevant period.
For financial assets other than purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets (i.e. assets that are credit-impaired
on initial recognition), the effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash receipts (including
all fees and points paid or received that form an integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and other
premiums or discounts) excluding expected credit losses, through the expected life of the debt instrument, or, where
appropriate, a shorter period, to the gross carrying amount of the debt instrument on initial recognition. For purchased
or originated credit-impaired financial assets, a credit-adjusted effective interest rate is calculated by discounting the
estimated future cash flows, including expected credit losses, to the amortised cost of the debt instrument on initial
recognition.
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U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

U.1

Financial assets (continued)
Classification of financial assets (continued)
(i) Amortised cost and effective interest method (continued)
The amortised cost of a financial asset is the amount at which the financial asset is measured at initial recognition
minus the principal repayments, plus the cumulative amortisation using the effective interest method of any difference
between that initial amount and the maturity amount, adjusted for any loss allowance. The gross carrying amount of a
financial asset is the amortised cost of a financial asset before adjusting for any loss allowance.
Interest income is recognised using the effective interest method for debt instruments measured subsequently at
amortised cost and at fair value through other comprehensive income (FVTOCI). For financial assets other than purchased
or originated credit-impaired financial assets, interest income is calculated by applying the effective interest rate to the
gross carrying amount of a financial asset, except for financial assets that have subsequently become credit-impaired.
For financial assets that have subsequently become credit-impaired, interest income is recognised by applying the
effective interest rate to the amortised cost of the financial asset. If, in subsequent reporting periods, the credit risk on
the credit-impaired financial instrument improves so that the financial asset is no longer credit-impaired, interest income
is recognised by applying the effective interest rate to the gross carrying amount of the financial asset.
For purchased or originated credit-impaired financial assets, the Group recognises interest income by applying the
credit-adjusted effective interest rate to the amortised cost of the financial asset from initial recognition. The calculation
does not revert to the gross basis even if the credit risk of the financial asset subsequently improves so that the financial
asset is no longer credit-impaired.
Interest income is recognised in profit or loss.
(ii) Debt instruments classified as at FVTOCI
A debt instrument that meets both the following conditions is classified as a financial asset measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income:
•
the financial asset is held within the Group’s business model whose objective is achieved by both collecting
contractual cash flows and selling financial assets; and
•
the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of
principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
Subsequent to initial recognition, changes in the carrying amount of debt instruments at FVTOCI as a result of foreign
exchange gains and losses, impairment gains or losses, and interest income calculated using the effective interest
method are recognised in profit or loss. The amounts that are recognised in profit or loss are the same as the amounts
that would have been recognised in profit or loss if the instruments bonds had been measured at amortised cost. All other
changes in the carrying amount of the instruments are recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated
under the heading of financial assets revaluation reserve. When the instruments are derecognised, the cumulative gains
or losses previously recognised in other comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss.
(iii) Equity instruments designated as at FVTOCI
On initial recognition, the Group may make an irrevocable election (on an instrument-by-instrument basis) to designate
investments in equity instruments as at FVTOCI. Designation at FVTOCI is not permitted if the equity investment is held
for trading or if it is contingent consideration recognised by an acquirer in a business combination.
A financial asset is held for trading if:
•
it has been acquired principally for the purpose of selling it in the near term; or
•
on initial recognition it is part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that the Group manages together
and has evidence of a recent actual pattern of short-term profit-taking; or
•
it is a derivative (except for a derivative that is a financial guarantee contract or a designated and effective
hedging instrument).
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U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

U.1

Financial assets (continued)
(iii) Equity instruments designated as at FVTOCI (continued)
Investments in equity instruments at FVTOCI are initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs. Subsequently,
they are measured at fair value with gains and losses arising from changes in fair value recognised in other comprehensive
income and accumulated in the financial assets revaluation reserve. The cumulative gain or loss is not reclassified to
profit or loss on disposal of the equity investments, instead, it is transferred to retained earnings.
Dividends on these investments in equity instruments are recognised in profit or loss in accordance with IFRS 9, unless
the dividends clearly represent a recovery of part of the cost of the investment. Dividends are included in profit or loss.
The Group has designated all investments in equity instruments that are not held for trading as at FVTOCI on initial
application of IFRS 9 (see Note 18).
(iv) Financial assets at FVTPL
Financial assets that do not meet the criteria for being measured at amortised cost or FVTOCI are measured at FVTPL.
Specifically:
•
investments in equity instruments are classified as at FVTPL, unless the Group designates an equity investment
that is neither held for trading nor a contingent consideration arising from a business combination as at FVTOCI
on initial recognition; and
•
debt instruments that do not meet the amortised cost criteria or the FVTOCI criteria are classified as at FVTPL. In
addition, debt instruments that meet either the amortised cost criteria or the FVTOCI criteria may be designated
as at FVTPL upon initial recognition if such designation eliminates or significantly reduces a measurement or
recognition inconsistency (so called ‘accounting mismatch’) that would arise from measuring assets or liabilities
or recognising the gains and losses on them on different bases. The Group has not designated any debt
instruments as at FVTPL.
Financial assets at FVTPL are measured at fair value at the end of each reporting period, with any fair value gains or
losses recognised in profit or loss. The net gain or loss recognised in profit or loss includes any dividend or interest
earned on the financial asset and is included in profit or loss. Fair value is determined in the manner described in Note S.
Foreign exchange gains and losses
The carrying amount of financial assets that are denominated in a foreign currency is determined in that foreign currency
and translated at the spot rate at the end of each reporting period. Specifically;
•
for financial assets measured at amortised cost, exchange differences are recognised in profit or loss;
•
for debt instruments measured at FVTOCI, exchange differences on the amortised cost of the debt instrument
are recognised in profit or loss. Other exchange differences are recognised in other comprehensive income in
the financial assets revaluation reserve;
•
for financial assets measured at FVTPL, exchange differences are recognised in profit or loss; and
•
for equity instruments measured at FVTOCI, exchange differences are recognised in other comprehensive
income in the financial assets revaluation reserve.
Impairment of financial assets
The Group recognises a loss allowance for expected credit losses on investments in debt instruments that are measured
at amortised cost or at FVTOCI, lease receivables, trade receivables and contract assets, as well as on financial guarantee
contracts. The amount of expected credit losses is updated at each reporting date to reflect changes in credit risk since
initial recognition of the respective financial instrument.
The Group always recognises lifetime expected credit losses (ECL) for trade receivables, contract assets and lease
receivables. The expected credit losses on these financial assets are estimated using a provision matrix based on
the Group’s historical credit loss experience, adjusted for factors that are specific to the debtors, general economic
conditions and an assessment of both the current as well as the forecast direction of conditions at the reporting date,
including time value of money where appropriate.
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U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

U.1

Financial assets (continued)
Impairment of financial assets
For all other financial instruments, the Group recognises lifetime ECL when there has been a significant increase in credit
risk since initial recognition. However, if the credit risk on the financial instrument has not increased significantly since
initial recognition, the Group measures the loss allowance for that financial instrument at an amount equal to 12-month
ECL.
Lifetime ECL represents the expected credit losses that will result from all possible default events over the expected
life of a financial instrument. In contrast, 12-month ECL represents the portion of lifetime ECL that is expected to result
from default events on a financial instrument that are possible within 12 months after the reporting date.
(i) Significant increase in credit risk
In assessing whether the credit risk on a financial instrument has increased significantly since initial recognition, the
Group compares the risk of a default occurring on the financial instrument at the reporting date with the risk of a default
occurring on the financial instrument at the date of initial recognition. In making this assessment, the Group considers
both quantitative and qualitative information that is reasonable and supportable, including historical experience and
forward-looking information that is available without undue cost or effort. Forward-looking information considered
includes the future prospects of the industries in which the Group’s debtors operate as well as consideration of various
external sources of actual and forecast economic information that relate to the Group’s core operations.
In particular, the following information is taken into account when assessing whether credit risk has increased significantly
since initial recognition:
•
an actual or expected significant deterioration in the financial instrument’s external (if available) or internal credit
rating;
•
existing or forecast adverse changes in business, financial or economic conditions that are expected to cause a
significant decrease in the debtor’s ability to meet its debt obligations;
•
an actual or expected significant deterioration in the operating results of the debtor; and
•
an actual or expected significant adverse change in the regulatory, economic, or technological environment of
the debtor that results in a significant decrease in the debtor’s ability to meet its debt obligations.
Irrespective of the outcome of the above assessment, the Group presumes that the credit risk on a financial asset has
increased significantly since initial recognition when contractual payments are more than 30 days past due, unless the
Group has reasonable and supportable information that demonstrates otherwise.
Despite the foregoing, the Group assumes that the credit risk on a financial instrument has not increased significantly
since initial recognition if the financial instrument is determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date. A financial
instrument is determined to have low credit risk if:
a)
the financial instrument has a low risk of default;
b)
the debtor has a strong capacity to meet its contractual cash flow obligations in the near term; and
c)
adverse changes in economic and business conditions in the longer term may, but will not necessarily, reduce
the ability of the borrower to fulfil its contractual cash flow obligations.
The Group considers a financial asset to have low credit risk when the asset has external credit rating of ‘investment
grade’ in accordance with the globally understood definition or if an external rating is not available, the asset has an
internal rating of ‘performing’. Performing means that the counterparty has a strong financial position and there is no
past due amounts.
For financial guarantee contracts, the date that the Group becomes a party to the irrevocable commitment is considered
to be the date of initial recognition for the purposes of assessing the financial instrument for impairment. In assessing
whether there has been a significant increase in the credit risk since initial recognition of a financial guarantee contracts,
the Group considers the changes in the risk that the specified debtor will default on the contract.
The Group regularly monitors the effectiveness of the criteria used to identify whether there has been a significant
increase in credit risk and revises them as appropriate to ensure that the criteria are capable of identifying significant
increase in credit risk before the amount becomes past due.
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U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

U.1

Financial assets (continued)
Impairment of financial assets (continued)
(ii) Definition of default
The Group considers the following as constituting an event of default for internal credit risk management purposes as
historical experience indicates that financial assets that meet either of the following criteria are generally not recoverable:
•
when there is a breach of financial covenants by the debtor; or
•
information developed internally or obtained from external sources indicates that the debtor is unlikely to pay its
creditors, including the Group, in full (without taking into account any collateral held by the Group).
Irrespective of the above analysis, the Group considers that default has occurred when a financial asset is more than 90
days past due unless the Group has reasonable and supportable information to demonstrate that a more lagging default
criterion is more appropriate.
(iii) Credit-impaired financial assets
A financial asset is credit-impaired when one or more events that have a detrimental impact on the estimated future cash
flows of that financial asset have occurred. Evidence that a financial asset is credit-impaired includes observable data
about the following events:
•
significant financial difficulty of the issuer or the borrower;
•
a breach of contract, such as a default or past due event;
•
it is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganisation; or
•
the disappearance of an active market for that financial asset because of financial difficulties.
(iv) Write-off policy
The Group writes off a financial asset when there is information indicating that the debtor is in severe financial difficulty
and there is no realistic prospect of recovery, e.g. when the debtor has been placed under liquidation or has entered
into bankruptcy proceedings, or in the case of trade receivables, when the Group fails to collect the amount through
legal proceedings, whichever occurs sooner. Financial assets written off may still be subject to enforcement activities
under the Group’s recovery procedures, taking into account legal advice where appropriate. Any recoveries made are
recognised in profit or loss.
(v) Measurement and recognition of expected credit losses
The measurement of expected credit losses is a function of the probability of default, loss given default (i.e. the
magnitude of the loss if there is a default) and the exposure at default. The assessment of the probability of default and
loss given default is based on historical data adjusted by forward-looking information as described above. As for the
exposure at default, for financial assets, this is represented by the assets’ gross carrying amount at the reporting date;
for financial guarantee contracts, the exposure includes the amount drawn down as at the reporting date, together with
any additional amounts expected to be drawn down in the future by default date determined based on historical trend,
the Group’s understanding of the specific future financing needs of the debtors, and other relevant forward-looking
information.
For financial assets, the expected credit loss is estimated as the difference between all contractual cash flows that are
due to the Group in accordance with the contract and all the cash flows that the Group expects to receive, discounted at
the original effective interest rate.
For a financial guarantee contract, as the Group is required to make payments only in the event of a default by the
debtor in accordance with the terms of the instrument that is guaranteed, the expected loss allowance is the expected
payments to reimburse the holder for a credit loss that it incurs less any amounts that the Group expects to receive from
the holder, the debtor or any other party.
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U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

U.1

Financial assets (continued)
(v) Measurement and recognition of expected credit losses (continued)
If the Group has measured the loss allowance for a financial instrument at an amount equal to lifetime ECL in the previous
reporting period, but determines at the current reporting date that the conditions for lifetime ECL are no longer met, the
Group measures the loss allowance at an amount equal to 12-month ECL at the current reporting date, except for assets
for which simplified approach was used.
The Group recognises an impairment gain or loss in profit or loss for all financial instruments with a corresponding
adjustment to their carrying amount through a loss allowance account, except for investments in debt instruments that
are measured at FVTOCI, for which the loss allowance is recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated in
the financial assets revaluation reserve, and does not reduce the carrying amount of the financial asset in the statement
of financial position.
Derecognition of financial assets
The Group derecognises a financial asset only when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset expire, or
when it transfers the financial asset and substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the asset to another entity.
If the Group neither transfers nor retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership and continues to control
the transferred asset, the Group recognises its retained interest in the asset and an associated liability for amounts it
may have to pay. If the Group retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of a transferred financial asset,
the Group continues to recognise the financial asset and also recognises a collateralised borrowing for the proceeds
received.
On derecognition of a financial asset measured at amortised cost, the difference between the asset’s carrying amount
and the sum of the consideration received and receivable is recognised in profit or loss. In addition, on derecognition
of an investment in a debt instrument classified as at FVTOCI, the cumulative gain or loss previously accumulated in
the financial assets revaluation reserve is reclassified to profit or loss. In contrast, on derecognition of an investment in
equity instrument which the Group has elected on initial recognition to measure at FVTOCI, the cumulative gain or loss
previously accumulated in the financial assets revaluation reserve is not reclassified to profit or loss, but is transferred to
retained earnings.

U.2

Financial liabilities and equity
Classification as debt or equity
Debt and equity instruments are classified as either financial liabilities or as equity in accordance with the substance of
the contractual arrangements and the definitions of a financial liability and an equity instrument.
Equity instruments
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its
liabilities. Equity instruments issued by the Group are recognised at the proceeds received, net of direct issue costs.
Financial liabilities
All financial liabilities are measured subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest method or at FVTPL.
However, financial liabilities that arise when a transfer of a financial asset does not qualify for derecognition or when
the continuing involvement approach applies, and financial guarantee contracts issued by the Group, are measured in
accordance with the specific accounting policies set out below.
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U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

U.2

Financial liabilities and equity (continued)
(i) Financial liabilities at FVTPL
Financial liabilities are classified as at FVTPL when the financial liability is
(i)
contingent consideration of an acquirer in a business combination,
(ii)
held for trading or
(iii)
it is designated as at FVTPL.
A financial liability is classified as held for trading if:
•
it has been acquired principally for the purpose of repurchasing it in the near term; or
•
on initial recognition it is part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that the Group manages together
and has a recent actual pattern of short-term profit-taking; or
•
it is a derivative, except for a derivative that is a financial guarantee contract.
A financial liability other than a financial liability held for trading or contingent consideration of an acquirer in a business
combination may be designated as at FVTPL upon initial recognition if:
•
such designation eliminates or significantly reduces a measurement or recognition inconsistency that would
otherwise arise; or
•
the financial liability forms part of a group of financial assets or financial liabilities or both, which is managed and
its performance is evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance with the Group’s documented risk management
or investment strategy, and information about the grouping is provided internally on that basis; or
•
it forms part of a contract containing one or more embedded derivatives, and IFRS 9 permits the entire combined
contract to be designated as at FVTPL.
Financial liabilities at FVTPL are measured at fair value, with any gains or losses arising on changes in fair value recognised
in profit or loss. The net gain or loss recognised in profit or loss incorporates any interest paid on the financial liability and
is included in profit or loss.
However, for financial liabilities that are designated as at FVTPL, the amount of change in the fair value of the financial
liability that is attributable to changes in the credit risk of that liability is recognised in other comprehensive income,
unless the recognition of the effects of changes in the liability’s credit risk in other comprehensive income would create
or enlarge an accounting mismatch in profit or loss. The remaining amount of change in the fair value of liability is
recognised in profit or loss. Changes in fair value attributable to a financial liability’s credit risk that are recognised in
other comprehensive income are not subsequently reclassified to profit or loss; instead, they are transferred to retained
earnings upon derecognition of the financial liability.
Gains or losses on financial guarantee contracts issued by the Group that are designated by the Group as at FVTPL are
recognised in profit or loss. Fair value is determined in the manner described in Note S.
(ii) Financial liabilities measured subsequently at amortised cost
Financial liabilities that are not
(i)
contingent consideration of an acquirer in a business combination,
(ii)
held-for-trading, or
(iii)
designated as at FVTPL, are measured subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial liability and of allocating interest
expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash
payments (including all fees and points paid or received that form an integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction
costs and other premiums or discounts) through the expected life of the financial liability, or (where appropriate) a shorter
period, to the amortised cost of a financial liability.
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U.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

U.2

Financial liabilities and equity (continued)
(iii) Financial guarantee contract liabilities
A financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified payments to reimburse the holder
for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make payments when due in accordance with the terms of a debt
instrument.
Financial guarantee contract liabilities are measured initially at their fair values and, if not designated as at FVTPL and do
not arise from a transfer of an asset, are measured subsequently at the higher of:
•
the amount of the loss allowance determined in accordance with IFRS 9 (see financial assets above); and
•
the amount recognised initially less, where appropriate, cumulative amortisation recognised in accordance with
the revenue recognition policies set out above.
Foreign exchange gains and losses
For financial liabilities that are denominated in a foreign currency and are measured at amortised cost at the end of each
reporting period, the foreign exchange gains and losses are determined based on the amortised cost of the instruments.
These foreign exchange gains and losses are recognised in profit or loss.
The fair value of financial liabilities denominated in a foreign currency is determined in that foreign currency and translated
at the spot rate at the end of the reporting period. For financial liabilities that are measured as at FVTPL, the foreign
exchange component forms part of the fair value gains or losses and is recognised in profit or loss for financial liabilities.
Derecognition of financial liabilities
The Group derecognises financial liabilities when, and only when, the Group’s obligations are discharged, cancelled or
have expired. The difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability derecognised and the consideration
paid and payable is recognised in profit or loss.
When the Group exchanges with the existing lender one debt instrument into another one with the substantially different
terms, such exchange is accounted for as an extinguishment of the original financial liability and the recognition of a new
financial liability. Similarly, the Group accounts for substantial modification of terms of an existing liability or part of it as
an extinguishment of the original financial liability and the recognition of a new liability. It is assumed that the terms are
substantially different if the discounted present value of the cash flows under the new terms, including any fees paid net
of any fees received and discounted using the original effective rate is at least 10 per cent different from the discounted
present value of the remaining cash flows of the original financial liability. If the modification is not substantial, the
difference between: (1) the carrying amount of the liability before the modification; and (2) the present value of the cash
flows after modification should be recognised in profit or loss as the modification gain or loss within other gains and
losses.

V.

CASH AND SHORT-TERM DEPOSITS
Cash and short-term deposits (cash and cash equivalents) in the statement of financial position comprise cash at banks
and on hand and short- term deposits with a maturity of three months or less, which are subject to an insignificant risk
of changes in value.
For the purpose of the consolidated statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and short-term
deposits, as defined above.

W.

TREASURY SHARES
Own equity instruments that are reacquired (treasury shares) are recognised at cost and deducted from equity.
No gain or loss is recognised in profit or loss on the purchase, sale, issue or cancellation of the Group’s own equity
instruments. Any difference between the carrying amount and the consideration, if reissued, is recognised in share
premium.
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X.

PROVISIONS
Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event,
it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation and a
reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. When the Group expects some or all of a provision to be
reimbursed, for example, under an insurance contract, the reimbursement is recognised as a separate asset, but only
when the reimbursement is virtually certain.
The expense relating to a provision is presented in profit or loss net of any reimbursement.
If the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions are discounted using a current pre-tax rate that reflects,
when appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. When discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the
passage of time is recognised as a finance cost.

Y.

FIDUCIARY ASSETS
To the extent that the Group provides trust and other fiduciary services that result in the holding or investing of assets
on behalf of its clients, the assets held in a fiduciary capacity are not reported in the financial statements, as they are not
the assets of the Group.

Z.

OPERATING SEGMENT INFORMATION
The Group identifies segments as components of the Group that engage in business activities from which revenues
are earned and expenses incurred (including revenues and expenses relating to transactions with other components of
the same entity), whose operating results are regularly reviewed by the entity’s chief operating decision maker to make
decisions about resources to be allocated to the segment and assess its performance, and for which discrete financial
information is available.
The chief operating decision-maker has been identified as the Group Chief Executive Officer.
The accounting policies of the reportable segments are the same as the Group’s accounting policies. Segment information
is reconciled to the consolidated financial statements to take account of inter-segment transactions and transactions and
balances that are not allocated to reporting segments as detailed in Note 1.

AA.

SHARE BASED PAYMENTS
The cost of equity-settled transactions is determined by the fair value at the date when the grant is made using an
appropriate valuation model. That cost is recognised in employee benefits in profit or loss, together with a corresponding
increase in equity (other capital reserves), over the period in which the service and, where applicable, the performance
conditions are fulfilled (the vesting period). The cumulative expense recognised for equity-settled transactions at each
reporting date until the vesting date reflects the extent to which the vesting period has expired and the Group’s best
estimate of the number of equity instruments that will ultimately vest. The expense or credit in profit or loss for a period
represents the movement in cumulative expense recognised at the beginning and end of that period.
Service and non-market performance conditions are not taken into account when determining the grant date fair value of
awards, but the likelihood of the conditions being met is assessed as part of the Group’s best estimate of the number of
equity instruments that will ultimately vest. Market performance conditions are reflected within the grant date fair value.
Any other conditions attached to an award, but without an associated service requirement, are considered to be nonvesting conditions. Non-vesting conditions are reflected in the fair value of an award and lead to an immediate expensing
of an award unless there are also service and / or performance conditions. No expense is recognised for awards that
do not ultimately vest because non-market performance and / or service conditions have not been met. Where awards
include a market or non-vesting condition, the transactions are treated as vested irrespective of whether the market or
non-vesting condition is satisfied, provided that all other performance and / or service conditions are satisfied.
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AA.

SHARE BASED PAYMENTS (CONTINUED)
When the terms of an equity-settled award are modified, the minimum expense recognised is the grant date fair value
of the unmodified award, provided the original terms of the award are met. An additional expense, measured as at the
date of modification, is recognised for any modification that increases the total fair value of the share-based payment
transaction, or is otherwise beneficial to the employee.
Where an award is cancelled by the entity or by the counterparty, any remaining element of the fair value of the award
is expensed immediately through profit or loss.
The dilutive effect of outstanding options is reflected as additional share dilution in the computation of diluted earnings
per share (further details are given in Note 10).

AB.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS; ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The preparation of the Group’s consolidated financial statements requires management to make judgments, estimates
and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of revenues, expenses, assets and liabilities, and the accompanying
disclosures, and the disclosure of contingent liabilities. Uncertainty about these assumptions and estimates could result
in outcomes that require a material adjustment to the carrying amount of assets or liabilities affected in future periods.
Other disclosures relating to the Group’s exposure to risks and uncertainties include:
•
Note 34.1, Capital risk management;
•
Note 34.2, Financial risk management objectives; and
•
Note 34.6, Foreign currency risk management.
Estimates and assumptions
The key assumptions concerning the future and other key sources of estimation uncertainty at the reporting date, that
have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year, are described below.
The Group based its assumptions and estimates on parameters available when the consolidated financial statements
were prepared. Existing circumstances and assumptions about future developments, however, may change due to
market changes or circumstances arising that are beyond the control of the Group. Such changes are reflected in the
assumptions when they occur.

AB.1

Property, plant and equipment - IAS 16
Property, plant and equipment represent a significant proportion of the asset base of the Group, being 40% (2020:
49%) of the Group’s total assets at the respective reporting date. Therefore, the estimates and assumptions made to
determine their carrying value and related depreciation are critical to the Group’s financial position and performance.
Residual values of property, plant and equipment
During the year management assessed the residual values of property, plant and equipment. Residual values of each
asset category have been assessed by considering the fair value of the assets after taking into account age, usage
and obsolescence. These residual values are reassessed each year and adjustments are made where appropriate. The
valuation methods adopted in this process involves significant judgment and estimation.
Useful lives of property, plant and equipment
A review of the estimated remaining lives of all network equipment was performed using the engineering expertise
within the business with reference to published industry benchmarks. This review considered the following factors, at a
minimum; the age of the equipment, technological advancements, current use of the equipment, and planned network
upgrade programs.
The determination of the remaining estimated useful lives of the network equipment is deemed to be a significant area
of judgment due to its highly specialised nature. Refer to Note I for the useful lives of property, plant and equipment.
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AB.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS; ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS (CONTINUED)

AB.1

Property, plant and equipment - IAS 16 (continued)
Valuation of property, plant and equipment
In prior year, Group changed the property, plant and equipment accounting policy from the cost model to the revaluation
model. Changes in fair value net of deferred tax are recognised in other comprehensive income. The fair value of property,
plant and equipment was determined by an independent professional valuer using the depreciated replacement cost
approach. The key assumptions used included physical deterioration and obsolescence as disclosed in Note 11.

AB.2

Intangible assets - IAS 38
Intangible assets include licenses and development costs. These assets arise from both separate purchases and from
acquisition as part of business combinations. On the acquisition of mobile network operators, the identifiable intangible
assets may include licenses, customer bases and brands.
The fair value of these assets is determined by discounting estimated future net cash flows generated by the asset,
where no active market for the assets exists. The use of different assumptions for the expectations of future cash flows
and the discount rate would change the valuation of the intangible assets.
Useful lives of intangible assets
The useful life used to amortise intangible assets relates to the future performance of the assets acquired and
management’s judgment of the period over which economic benefit will be derived from the asset. The basis for
determining the useful life for the most significant categories of intangible assets is as follows:
Licenses
The estimated useful life is, generally, the term of the license, unless there is a presumption of renewal at negligible
cost. Using the license term reflects the period over which the Group will receive economic benefits. For technology
specific licenses with a presumption of renewal at negligible cost, the estimated useful economic life reflects the Group’s
expectation of the period over which the Group will continue to receive economic benefit from the license. The economic
lives are periodically reviewed, taking into consideration such factors as changes in technology. Historically, any changes
to economic lives have not been material following these reviews.
Capitalised software
The useful life is determined by management at the time the software is acquired and brought into use and is regularly
reviewed for appropriateness. For computer software licenses, the useful life represents management’s view of the
period over which the Group will receive benefits from the software, but not exceeding the license term.
For unique software products controlled by the Group, the useful life is based on historical experience with similar
products as well as anticipation of future events, which may impact their life, such as changes in technology. Historically,
changes in useful lives have not resulted in material changes to the Group’s amortisation charge.

AB.3

Impairment reviews - IAS 36
Impairment exists when the carrying value of an asset or cash generating unit exceeds its recoverable amount, which
is the higher of its fair value less costs of disposal and its value in use. The fair value less costs of disposal calculation
is based on available data from binding sales transactions, conducted at arm’s length, for similar assets or observable
market prices less incremental costs for disposing of the asset. The value in use calculation is based on a discounted
cash flow (“DCF”) model.
The cash flows are derived from approved budgets for the next five years and do not include restructuring activities that
the Group is not yet committed to or significant future investments that will enhance the asset’s performance or the cash
generating unit (CGU) being tested. The recoverable amount is sensitive to the discount rate used for the DCF model as
well as the expected future cash inflows and the growth rate used for extrapolation purposes.
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AB.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS; ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS (CONTINUED)

AB.4

Provisions – IAS 37
Provision for long service awards
In accordance with IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, a constructive obligation exists
within the Group for the payment of long service awards. This obligation is derived from the past practice of paying
awards and has thus created a constructive obligation.
IAS 19 Employee Benefits, outlines the accounting treatment of long service awards payable to qualifying employees.
The standard provides guidance on the determination of provisions such as the long service awards. The provision
is determined by discounting to net present value the future cash flows for long service awards. In computing the
obligation, the Group management have made the following assumptions:
•
staff service period of up to statutory retirement according to Group policy; and
•
a discount rate of 30% derived from the weighted average cost of capital of the Group.
Provision for dismantling and restoration of land
The Group’s has a legal obligation to restore as much as possible the environment in which the Group’s network
infrastructure is located to its original state after its useful lives.
In estimating the provision, the Directors have estimated costs based on currently available information about dismantling
the network infrastructure and the likely extent of restoration.

AB.5

Deferred revenue – IFRS 15
Revenue from cellular network services is recognised when the airtime is utilised by the customer. The unused air time
as at 28 February 2021 has been deferred from revenue until the airtime has been used by the customers. The deferred
revenue portion is determined by both information technology related checks and arithmetical formulae to identify the
portion of revenue to be deferred.

AB.6

Valuation of financial assets – IFRS 13
Some of the Group’s financial assets are measured at fair value for financial reporting purposes. In estimating the fair
value of a financial asset, the Group uses market-observable data to the extent it is available. Where observable inputs
are not available, the Group engages third party qualified valuers to perform the valuation.
The valuations of unlisted equity investments are particularly sensitive to changes in one or more unobservable inputs
which are considered reasonably possible within the next financial year. Further information on the carrying amount of
unlisted equity investments and the related sensitivity of the carrying amount to changes in unobservable inputs are
provided in Note 18.

AB.7

Allowance for expected credit losses – IFRS 9
Trade and other receivables
The Group uses a provision matrix to calculate expected credit losses (ECLs) for trade receivables. The provision rates
are based on days past due for groupings of various customer segments that have similar loss patterns. The provision
matrix is initially based on the Group’s historical observed default rates. The Group will calibrate the matrix to adjust
the historical credit loss experience with forward-looking information. At every reporting date, the historical observed
default rates are updated and changes in the forward-looking estimates are analysed.
The assessment of the correlation between historical observed default rates, forecast economic conditions and ECLs is a
significant estimate. The amount of ECLs is sensitive to changes in circumstances and of forecast economic conditions.
The information about the ECLs on the Group’s trade receivables assets is disclosed in Note 22.
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AB.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING JUDGEMENTS; ESTIMATES AND ASSUMPTIONS (CONTINUED)

AB.7

Allowance for expected credit losses – IFRS 9 (continued)
Related party
Non-performing related party receivables are receivables for which the Group has identified specific objective evidence
of default including forecast long term financial incapacitation. Management’s estimates of future cash flows are
counterparty specific and are based on;
•

historical loss experience for receivables with similar credit risk characteristics;

•

forward looking information specific to the environment in which the counterparty operates; and

•

cash flow projections, operating strategies pursued by the related party to improve business performance and
synergies between the Group and the counterparty.

The amount of ECLs is sensitive to the related party attaining the forecast performance and changes in circumstances
and of forecast economic conditions. The information about the ECLs on the Group’s related party receivables is
disclosed in Note 22.
AB.8

Lease agreements – IFRS 16
Lease identification
The Directors exercised significant judgement on determining whether contractual arrangements which the Group
is party to are leases or service contracts. Management analyses the legal form and substance of arrangements to
determine if control of a specific identified asset has been passed between the parties.
Lease term
In determining lease terms, management also exercises judgement in assessing whether the Group will exercise lease
renewal options or will not exercise a termination option. Renewal options are only included in the lease term if based
on analysis of relevant facts and circumstances the Group is reasonably certain to renew or not terminate the lease.
Consideration is given to; the leased asset’s nature and purpose, the economic and practical potential to replace the
asset and business planning cycle of 1 to 5 years depending on the nature and classification of the lease and past history
of renewing or terminating leases.
Recognised right of use assets and the related lease liabilities are assessed when there is a significant event or a
significant change in circumstances not envisaged in the previous assessment. Where a significant event or significant
change in circumstances does not occur, the right of use asset and lease liability, will decline over time.
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1.

OPERATING SEGMENTS
The principal activities set out below are the basis on which the Group reports its primary segment information.
The chief operating decision-maker and management monitor the operating results of business units separately for
the purposes of making decisions about resource allocation and performance assessment. Segment performance
is evaluated based on operating profit and is measured consistently with operating profit or loss in the consolidated
financial statements. For management purposes, the Group is organised into business units based on their products and
services.
The Group’s continuing segments comprise;
(i) Cellular network operations
Econet Wireless (Private) Limited provides cellular network services which form the main business of the Group.
(ii) Investments and administration
Included in this segment is E.W. Capital Holdings (Private) Limited which is an investment vehicle and Econet Wireless
Zimbabwe Limited, the Group’s holding company.
The Group entered into an agreement to dispose assets constituting a significant portion of Mutare Bottling Company
(Private) Limited which the Group owns through a 63% equity investment. The assets constituted the beverages
segment of the Group and have been classified as assets held for sale and presented separately including current and
prior year financial performance. Mutare Bottling Company (Private) Limited provides beverages to both individual and
corporate clients.
Segment information for the year ended 28 February 2021

Inflation adjusted

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Cellular Investments
and
network
operations administration Segment total

Adjustments
and
eliminations

Group
total

Revenue from external customers

34 876 574

-

34 876 574

-

34 876 574

Depreciation

(7 828 190)

-

(7 828 190)

-

(7 828 190)

(827 368)

-

(827 368)

-

(827 368)

(5 331)
(1 941 284)
125 904
(117 720)
(708 359)
1 990 408

(240 145)
148 568
(298 041)
127 977
1 561
(1 234 977)

(5 331)
(2 181 429)
274 472
(415 761)
127 977
(706 798)
755 431

265 693
265 693

(5 331)
(1 915 736)
274 472
(415 761)
127 977
(706 798)
1 021 124

(1 044 417)
49 405 044
(15 089 313)

18 878 770
(6 888 154)

(1 044 417)
68 283 814
(21 977 467)

(1 400 327)
1 117 044

(1 044 417)
66 883 487
(20 860 423)

Amortisation of intangibles
Impairment of property, plant and
equipment and intangible assets
Other impairments
Finance income
Finance costs
Share of profit of associates
Income tax (expense) / credit
Segment profit / (loss)
Acquisition of segment non-current
assets*
Segment assets**
Segment liabilities

-

Notes
*

The amount excludes acquisition of financial instruments and deferred tax assets.

**

Included in segment assets is an amount of ZW$ 3.0 billion (2020: ZW$ 2.6 billion) pertaining to investments in
associates accounted for using the equity method.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

1.

OPERATING SEGMENTS (CONTINUED)
Segment information for the year ended 28 February 2021

Historic

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Cellular Investments
and
network
operations administration Segment total

Adjustments
and
eliminations

Group
total

Revenue from external customers

26 718 207

-

26 718 207

-

26 718 207

Depreciation

(2 111 577)

-

(2 111 577)

-

(2 111 577)

(168 037)

-

(168 037)

-

(168 037)

Amortisation of intangibles
Impairment of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
Other impairments
Finance income
Finance costs
Share of loss of associates
Income tax (expense) / credit
Segment profit / (loss)
Acquisition of segment non-current
assets*
Segment assets
Segment liabilities

(1 265)

-

(1 265)

-

(1 265)

(1 883 428)
95 937

(243 842)
110 440

(2 127 270)
206 377

265 693

(1 861 577)
206 377

(81 038)

(221 433)

(302 471)

-

(125 094)

(125 094)

(431 811)
4 017 095

1 626
(2 897 201)

(430 185)

(424 973)
46 242 717
(14 833 022)

16 615 288
(6 888 154)

-

(125 094)

1 119 894

265 693

1 385 587

(424 973)
62 858 005
(21 721 176)

(551 271)
1 101 002

(424 973)
62 306 734
(20 620 174)

Notes
*
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The amount excludes acquisition of financial instruments and deferred tax assets.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

1.

OPERATING SEGMENTS (CONTINUED)
Segment information for the year ended 29 February 2020

Inflation adjusted
Investments
and
administration Segment total

Adjustments
and
eliminations

Group
total

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Cellular
network
operations

Revenue from external customers

28 242 482

-

28 242 482

-

28 242 482

Depreciation

(5 507 108)

-

(5 507 108)

-

(5 507 108)

Amortisation of intangible assets
Finance income
Finance costs
Share of loss of associates
Income tax expense
Segment (loss) / profit

(193 395)
204 137
(565 483)
(1 624 629)
(7 111 731)

153 242
(326 796)
(281 618)
1 557 456

(193 395)
357 379
(892 279)
(281 618)
(1 624 629)
(5 554 275)

23 120

(193 395)
357 379
(892 279)
(281 618)
(1 624 629)
(5 531 155)

(480 295)
51 078 256
(18 919 891)

15 372 677
(5 540 128)

(480 295)
66 450 933
(24 460 019)

(383 167)
535 518

(480 295)
66 067 766
(23 924 501)

Investments
and
administration Segment total

Adjustments
and
eliminations

Group
total

Acquisition of segment non-current
assets*
Segment assets
Segment liabilities

Historic

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Cellular
network
operations
3 442 506

-

3 442 506

-

3 442 506

Depreciation

(601 981)

-

(601 981)

-

(601 981)

Amortisation of intangible assets
Finance income
Finance costs
Share of loss of associates
Income tax credit
Segment (loss) / profit

(17 815)
23 684
(52 828)
104 708
(466 520)

18 262
(37 036)
(54 276)
(528 146)

(17 815)
41 946
(89 864)
(54 276)
104 708
(994 666)

5 484

(17 815)
41 946
(89 864)
(54 276)
104 708
(989 182)

(110 659)
11 786 373
(4 443 443)

3 236 909
(1 314 084)

(110 659)
15 023 282
(5 757 527)

92 874
128 206

(110 659)
15 116 156
(5 629 321)

Revenue from external customers

Acquisition of segment non-current
assets*
Segment assets
Segment liabilities
Notes
*

The amount excludes acquisition of financial instruments and deferred tax assets.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

1.

OPERATING SEGMENTS (CONTINUED)
Reconciliation of profit

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Note

Segment profit / (loss)
Adjustments:
- Expenses
Group profit / (loss) for the year from
continuing operations
Reconciliation of assets
Segment operating assets
Investment in subsidiaries
Inter-company receivables
Assets attributable to discontinued operations
Group operating assets
Reconciliation of liabilities
Segment operating liabilities
Inter-company payables
Liabilities attributable to discontinued
operations
Group operating liabilities
2.

Revenue from sale of goods
- Handset sales and accessories

2020

2021

2020

755 431

(5 554 275)

1 119 894

(994 666)

265 693

23 120

265 693

5 484

1 021 124

(5 531 155)

1 385 587

(989 182)

68 283 814
(883 348)
(1 463 205)
946 226
66 883 487

66 450 933
(883 348)
(1 115 042)
1 615 223
66 067 766

62 858 005
(20 966)
(1 463 205)
932 900
62 306 734

15 023 282
(20 966)
(264 481)
378 321
15 116 156

(21 977 467) (24 460 019)
1 463 205
1 115 042

(21 721 176)
1 463 205

(5 757 527)
264 481

(346 161)
(579 524)
(362 203)
(20 860 423) (23 924 501) (20 620 174)

(136 275)
(5 629 321)

13 423 750
3 089 501
10 259 186

11 482 513
3 599 019
7 128 630

10 312 087
2 347 201
7 901 013

1 371 638
430 838
875 819

5 490 154
2 419 034

3 961 625
1 749 392

4 160 926
1 840 816

396 620
325 152

194 949
34 876 574

321 303
28 242 482

156 164
26 718 207

42 439
3 442 506

(3 637)
(1 081)
424 925
420 207

186
484 722
484 908

1 014
32 493
306 950
340 457

1 227
69 903
71 130

OTHER INCOME
Fair value (loss) / gain on financial assets at fair
value through profit or loss
Fair value (loss) / gain on investment properties
Sundry income

174

2021

REVENUE
Revenue from rendering of services
- Local airtime
- Interconnection fees and roaming
- Data and internet services
- Value added services and short message
services (SMS)
- Other service revenue

3.

Historic

19
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

4.

PROFIT / (LOSS) BEFORE TAX FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Profit / (loss) before tax from continuing operations is arrived at after taking the following income / (expenditure) into
account:

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Cost of inventories recognised as an expense
(Additional) / reversal of allowance for
expected credit losses on trade and
other receivables
Impairment of trade and other receivables
Retail and distribution expenses
Computer expenses
Auditors remuneration – Group
Other expenses*
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment
- Depreciation of property, plant and
equipment
- Impairment of property, plant and equipment
- Depreciation of right-of-use assets
- Amortisation and impairment of intangible
assets

Note

2020

2021

2020

(367 557)

(242 258)

(181 792)

(42 937)

(569 211)
(1 919 432)
(722 407)
(51 790)
(50 334)
(1 287 257)

(119 059)
(191 611)
(841 455)
(131 580)
(134 974)
(614 135)

(526 013)
(1 861 577)
(556 938)
(25 706)
(40 384)
(847 679)

(17 435)
(45 449)
(90 003)
(18 373)
(22 951)
(113 752)

(8 660 889)

(5 845 751)

(2 280 881)

(654 248)

11
11
12

(7 682 942)
(5 331)
(145 248)

(5 507 108)
(145 248)

(2 077 126)
(1 265)
(34 452)

(601 981)
(34 452)

14

(827 368)

(193 395)

(168 038)

(17 815)

(232)

46

(232)

37

(2 251 730)
(2 170 485)
(81 245)

(1 687 789)
(1 628 715)
(59 074)

(1 595 805)
(1 550 589)
(45 216)

(220 420)
(212 884)
(7 536)

(211 813)
(108 047)

(248 987)
(63 918)

(149 186)
(74 553)

(24 609)
(8 863)

(100 111)

(180 060)

(71 770)

(15 351)

(3 655)

(5 009)

(2 863)

(395)

22

(Loss) / profit on disposal of property, plant
and equipment
Employee benefits
- Short-term benefits
- Post-employment benefits
Compensation of Directors and key
management
- For services as Directors
- For management services –
short-term benefits
- For management services –
post-employment benefits
*

Historic

2021

32.3

Included in other expenses are courier charges, bank charges, social impact costs, repairs and maintenance,
telephone charges and travelling costs.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

5.

DISCLOSURE OF TAX EFFECTS RELATING TO EACH COMPONENT OF OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Inflation adjusted
Gross amount
Tax effect Net amount

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
28 February 2021
Fair value gain on investments in equity instruments designated at
fair value through other comprehensive income
Gain on property revaluation
Share of other comprehensive income of associates
Other comprehensive income

1 943 037
2 427 840
107 256
4 478 133

(658 225)
(658 225)

1 943 037
1 769 615
107 256
3 819 908

29 February 2020
Fair value gain on investments in equity instruments designated at
fair value through other comprehensive income
Gain on property revaluation
Share of other comprehensive income of associates
Other comprehensive income

1 108 949
9 849 832
345 038
11 303 819

(2 420 518)
(2 420 518)

1 108 949
7 429 314
345 038
8 883 301

Historic
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Gross amount

Tax effect

Net amount

Fair value gain on investments in equity instruments designated at
fair value through other comprehensive income
Gain on property revaluation
Share of other comprehensive income of associates
Other comprehensive income

9 753 958
26 862 703
443 007
37 059 668

(5 245 693)
(5 245 693)

9 753 958
21 617 010
443 007
31 813 975

29 February 2020
Fair value gain on investments in equity instruments designated at
fair value through other comprehensive income
Gain on property revaluation
Share of other comprehensive income of associates
Other comprehensive income

2 090 451
8 565 690
148 341
10 804 482

(1 725 442)
(1 725 442)

2 090 451
6 840 248
148 341
9 079 040

Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
28 February 2021

6.

FINANCE INCOME

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Interest earned from bank deposits and receivables
Interest earned from financial assets at amortised
cost

176
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Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

274 193

354 841

206 171

41 736

279
274 472

2 538
357 379

206
206 377

210
41 946

Financial Reporting and Compliance

Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

7.

FINANCE COSTS
Inflation adjusted
2021

2020

2021

2020

(331 361)
(63 112)
(21 288)
(415 761)

(676 746)
(197 577)
(17 956)
(892 279)

(241 146)
(45 197)
(16 128)
(302 471)

(38 741)
(46 864)
(4 259)
(89 864)

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Interest on loans and bank overdrafts
Interest on lease liabilities
Unwinding of provisions

Historic

The interest rate applied is based on an effective interest rate calculated using the cash flow obligations arising under
the terms of the obligations.

8.

DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS
The Board resolved to dispose assets constituting a significant portion of Mutare Bottling Company (Private) Limited
which the Group owns through a 63% equity investment. The assets constitute the beverages segment of the Group
and have been classified as assets held for sale and presented separately in the statement of financial position.
At year end, the Group had identified a buyer and agreed the disposal terms for the assets. Control of the assets
passed to the buyer in March 2021. The disposal is consistent with the Group’s long-term policy to focus its activities
on the Group’s other businesses.

8.1

Loss for the year from discontinued operations
The results of the discontinued operations, which are included in profit or loss are as follows:

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Revenue
Operating expenses
Loss before tax
Income tax credit / (expense)
Net loss from discontinued operations

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

220 887
(512 259)
(291 372)
106 773
(184 599)

292 183
(434 838)
(142 655)
(30 237)
(172 892)

174 619
(497 268)
(322 649)
96 126
(226 523)

36 022
(52 324)
(16 302)
5 563
(10 739)

(729)

(8 613)

(729)

(2 043)

(501 225)
6 495
(43 434)
(4 550)

(118)
(76 062)
(4 688)

(355 060)
54 478
(10 303)
(3 239)

12 585
(4 965)
(565)

(66)

(4 557)

(47)

(177)

(57 705)
(55 342)
(2 363)

(37 957)
(35 588)
(2 369)

(41 879)
(40 047)
(1 832)

(6 032)
(5 779)
(253)

Profit before tax from discontinued operations
was arrived at after taking the following income /
(expenditure) into account:
Allowance for credit losses on trade receivables
Loss on re-measurement of assets classified as
held for sale
Fair value gain / (loss) on investment properties
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Auditors’ remuneration
Amortisation of returnable containers excess
purchase price
Employee benefits
- Short-term benefits
- Post-employment benefits

The loss recognised on re-measurement of assets classified as held for sale was determined as the difference
between the expected proceeds from the disposal and the fair value of the assets classified as held for sale.
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8.

DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS (CONTINUED)

8.2

Assets classified as held for sale
The major assets classified as held for sale are as follows:

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Land and buildings
Plant and equipment
Investment properties

9.

Inflation
adjusted
2021

Historic
2021

296 223
396 339
21 272
713 834

296 223
396 339
21 272
713 834

INCOME TAX (EXPENSE) / CREDIT
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Current tax

Note

2021

2020

2021

2020

31.3

(2 783 320)

(3 402 441)

(2 511 463)

(386 128)

(2 783 320)

(3 402 441)

(2 511 463)

(386 128)

-

-

-

-

Continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Deferred tax

Historic

15.3

Continuing operations
Discontinued operations
Income tax (expense) / credit
Continuing operations
Discontinued operations

2 183 295

1 747 575

2 177 404

496 399

2 076 522

1 777 812

2 081 278

490 836

106 773

(30 237)

96 126

5 563

(600 025)

(1 654 866)

(334 059)

110 271

(706 798)

(1 624 629)

(430 185)

104 708

106 773

(30 237)

96 126

5 563

Tax reconciliation
Profit / (loss) before tax

1 436 550

(4 049 181)

1 493 123

(1 110 192)

Continuing operations

1 727 922

(3 906 526)

1 815 772

(1 093 890)

Discontinued operations

(291 372)

(142 655)

(322 649)

(16 302)

(355 115)

1 042 667

(369 100)

285 874

31 636
(305 672)

(22 922)
(106 685)

(30 924)
(734 366)

(6 135)
(105 934)

Normal tax (expense) / credit at 24.72%
(2020: 25.75%)
Effect of share of profit / (loss) of
associates
Effect of unrecognised deferred tax asset
Effect of change in tax rate on deferred tax
Effect of rebasing income tax values of assets
Net effect of dis-allowable expenses
Income tax expense

-

(73 366)

-

(20 317)

1 055 471

-

1 055 471

-

(1 026 345)
(600 025)

(2 494 560)
(1 654 866)

(255 140)
(334 059)

(43 217)
110 271

The tax authorities revised the effective corporate tax rate from 25.75% to 24.72% with effect from 1 January 2020.
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10.

EARNINGS / (LOSS) PER SHARE
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Profit / (loss) for the year attributable to owners of the
Company
Loss for the year from discontinued operations used in
calculation of basic earnings per share
Earnings / (loss) used in calculation of basic and
diluted earnings per share from continuing operations

Profit / (loss) for the year attributable to owners of the
Company
Adjustment for capital items
- Loss / (profit) on disposal of property, plant and
equipment
- Impairment of property, plant and equipment and
intangible assets
- Impairment of assets classified as held for sale
- Tax effect on adjustments
Headline earnings / (loss) attributable to owners
of the Company

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

870 761

(5 937 316)

1 233 965

(989 850)

184 599

172 892

226 523

10 739

1 055 360

(5 764 424)

1 460 488

(979 111)

870 761

(5 937 316)

1 233 965

(989 850)

232

(46)

232

(37)

5 331
501 225
(125 278)

11

1 265
355 060
(88 141)

9

1 252 271

(5 937 351)

1 502 381

(989 878)

Basic earnings basis
The calculation is based on the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders and the weighted average number of shares
in issue for the year which participated in the profit of the Group.
Fully diluted earnings basis
The calculation is based on the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders and the weighted average number of shares
in issue after adjusting for conversion of share options not yet exercised and convertible instruments (as applicable).
There were no instruments with a dilutive effect at the end of the financial year.
Headline earnings
Headline earnings comprise basic earnings attributable to ordinary shareholders adjusted for profits, losses and items
of a capital nature that do not form part of the ordinary activities of the Group, net of their related tax effects.

Inflation adjusted
Number of shares
Weighted average number of ordinary shares for the
purposes of basic and diluted earnings per share (‘000)
Basic earnings / (loss) per share (ZW dollar)
From continuing operations
From discontinued operations
Total basic earnings / (loss) per share
Total headline earnings / (loss) per share (ZW dollar)

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

2 479 180

2 502 151

2 479 180

2 502 151

0.43
(0.08)
0.35

(2.30)
(0.07)
(2.37)

0.59
(0.09)
0.50

(0.39)
(0.01)
(0.40)

0.51

(2.37)

0.61

(0.40)

Impact of adoption of IFRS 16 on earnings per share
The impact on profit or loss in prior year as a result of the adoption of IFRS 16 was an increase in profit by ZW$ 31.3
million. There was no material impact on both basic and diluted earnings per share.
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11.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Inflation adjusted
Cellular
Beverage
Land and
network
Office plant and
buildings equipment equipment equipment
Vehicles

Work-inprogress

Total

2 925 595
392 767
1 062
3 319 424

64 204 327
4 043
7 268 486
196 447
71 673 303

3 577 298
41 232
(2 188)
469 291
68 615
4 154 248

1 341 700
3 398
(2 386)
(340 991)
1 001 721

854 685
12 618
129 953
997 256

59 943
419 003
89 821
(266 124)
302 643

72 963 548
480 294
(2 386)
(2 188)
8 009 327
81 448 595

-

-

25 575
(2 685)

124
(743)
-

74 956
(42 120)

936 724
(5 331)
-

1 037 379
(6 074)
(44 805)

146 112
485 550
976
(1 214 622)
2 737 440

7 925 299
853 609
80 452 211

1 709
139 384
424 813
74 643
6 568
(14 206) (1 158 720)
4 596 022
56 409

14 992
124 507
(125 829)
1 043 762

(861 153)
372 883

302 197
9 034 812
(2 513 377)
89 258 727

COST / REVALUATION
At 28 February 2019
Additions
Write-offs
Disposals
Revaluation adjustment
Transfer from work in progress
At 29 February 2020
Additions
Write-offs
Disposals
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment on
assets transferred to held for sale
Revaluation adjustment
Transfer from work in progress
Transfer to assets held for sale
At 28 February 2021
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION
AND IMPAIRMENT
At 28 February 2019
Charge for the year
Eliminated on disposals
Revaluation adjustment
At 29 February 2020
Charge for the year
Eliminated on disposals
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment on
assets transferred to held for sale
Revaluation adjustment
Transfer to assets held for sale
At 28 February 2021

(641 416) (36 182 534) (2 789 436)
(51 072) (5 187 859)
(258 101)
299
(593 999) (3 145 036)
359 571
(1 286 487) (44 515 429) (2 687 667)

(757 659)
(42 653)
657 509
(142 803)

(565 689)
(41 485)
80 698
(526 476)

(704 188)
2 472

(30 287)
-

(82 519)
28 967

(106 605)
(1 287)
(495 868) (5 326 178)
(72 482)
886 208
10 694
(1 069 644) (56 684 097) (3 452 458)

(38 699)
(147 906)
321 702
(37 993)

(12 426)
(145 934)
103 299
(635 089)

18 416
858 918

408 673
470 780

(66 892)
-

(6 842 490)
-

- (40 936 734)
- (5 581 170)
299
- (2 641 257)
- (49 158 862)
-

(7 726 376)
31 439

(159 017)
- (6 188 368)
1 321 903
- (61 879 281)

CARRYING AMOUNT
At 28 February 2021
At 28 February 2020

1 667 796
2 032 937

23 768 114
27 157 874

1 143 564
1 466 581

372 883
302 643

27 379 446
32 289 733

Had the Group’s property, plant and equipment been measured on a historic cost basis, the related carrying amounts would have
been as follows;
At 28 February 2021
At 28 February 2020
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516 196
191 344

6 703 039
1 467 193
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

11.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Historic
Cellular
Beverage
Land and
network
Office plant and
buildings equipment equipment equipment

Vehicles

Work-inprogress

Total

49 713
740
(376)
179 921
229 998

31 668
2 213
235 909
269 790

2 221
99 012
312
(53 000)
48 545

2 703 465
110 659
(376)
(85)
16 500 737
19 314 400

19 690
113
(418)
(637)
3 513 105
809 464
5 262
(12 497) (1 019 333)
4 487 465
19 824

72 568
(9 991)
974 169
(110 693)
1 195 843

330 489
(1 265)
(58 772)
318 997

422 860
(1 683)
(10 628)
71 756 489
(2 211 033)
89 270 405

COST / REVALUATION
At 28 February 2019
Additions
Write-offs
Disposals
Revaluation adjustment
Transfer from work in progress
At 29 February 2020
Additions
Write-offs
Disposals
Revaluation adjustment
Transfer from work in progress
Transfer to assets held for sale
At 28 February 2021

108 400
695 530
222
804 152

2 378 916
877
14 582 876
36 704
16 999 373

3 064 709 63 395 042
849
52 661
(1 068 510)
2 801 200 80 447 076

132 547
7 817
(85)
806 189
16 074
962 542

ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION
AND IMPAIRMENT
At 28 February 2019
Charge for the year
Eliminated on disposals
Revaluation adjustment
At 29 February 2020
Charge for the year
Eliminated on disposals
Revaluation adjustment
Transfer to assets held for sale
At 28 February 2021

(23 766) (1 340 645)
(4 809)
(567 560)
(293 377) (8 649 488)
(321 952) (10 557 693)

(103 355)
(27 337)
71
(484 057)
(614 678)

(28 073)
(2 746)
4 551
(26 268)

(20 960)
(4 494)
(132 670)
(158 124)

- (1 516 799)
(606 946)
71
- (9 555 041)
- (11 678 715)

(18 173) (1 857 312)
(173 465)
586
(1 572 882) (44 263 957) (2 565 752)
779 603
9 408
(1 133 404) (56 678 962) (3 343 901)

(7 184)
(250 959)
283 003
(1 408)

(31 294)
7 058
(695 682)
90 872
(787 170)

- (2 087 428)
7 644
- (49 349 232)
1 162 886
- (61 944 845)

18 416
203 730

408 673
111 666

CARRYING AMOUNT
At 28 February 2021
At 28 February 2020

1 667 796
482 200

23 768 114
6 441 680

1 143 564
347 864

318 997
48 545

27 325 560
7 635 685

Had the Group’s property, plant and equipment been measured on a historic cost basis, the related carrying amounts would have
been as follows;
At 28 February 2021
At 28 February 2020

26 994
33 932

325 049
365 254

48 665
32 460

438
7 166

76 422
5 891

295 173
23 456
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11.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)
The Group’s property, plant and equipment are stated at their revalued amounts, being the fair value at the date of
revaluation, less any subsequent accumulated depreciation and subsequent accumulated impairment losses. The fair
value measurements of the Group’s property, plant and equipment were performed by an independent valuer.
The fair values were determined using the depreciated replacement cost approach that reflects the cost to a market
participant to construct or purchase an asset of comparable utility and age, adjusted for obsolescence and physical
deterioration. There has been no change to the valuation technique during the year.
Inputs to the revaluations for both current and prior year were based on observable, either directly or indirectly data i.e.
Level 2 inputs. There were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements, and no transfers into
or out of Level 3 fair value measurements in both current and prior year.

11.1

Debt collateralisation and borrowing costs
Property, plant and equipment is unencumbered. No borrowings costs were capitalised during the year and in prior
year.

11.2

Impairment of assets
Assets with a carrying amount of ZW$ 6.0 million (2020: ZW$ 2.5 million) were written-off to profit or loss.

11.3

Sensitivity of property, plant and equipment values to changes in the exchange rate
Property, plant and equipment was largely procured in foreign currency and the replacement of such assets also require
foreign currency. As a result, valuations of the Group’s property, plant and equipment largely track the exchange rate.
A rate of ZW$ 83.89 to the US dollar was used to translate the US dollar values determined by the professional valuer
at year end. The sensitivity analysis below shows the impact of various exchange rates at 28 February 2021 on the
carrying amount of property, plant and equipment;

Sensitivity analysis (impact
on carrying amount)
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Carrying amount
Increase in property revaluation reserve
Increase in deferred tax liabilities
11.4

Rate of 100

Rate of 120

32 346 277

38 815 533

3 923 609
1 288 411

8 793 664
2 887 611

Change in useful lives
At 28 February 2021, the Group revised the useful lives of certain items of property, plant and equipment which
resulted in an increase in the carrying amounts of those assets. The revised useful lives were determined by an
independent professional valuer taking into account emerging industry trends and obsolescence of the assets.
The financial impact in current year of extending the useful lives of the assets was as follows;

Inflation
adjusted
2021

Historic
2021

Increase in carrying amount
- Land and buildings
- Furniture and fittings
- Computer equipment
- Switching and network equipment
- Motor vehicles

2 466 417
5 430
163 943
254 367
1 925 890
116 787

2 466 417
5 430
163 943
254 367
1 925 890
116 787

Increase in the property revaluation reserve
Increase in deferred tax liabilities

1 856 719
609 698

1 856 719
609 698

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

The change had no impact on the current year profit or loss as it has been accounted prospectively from 28 February
2021. Depreciation for the next year is anticipated to increase by ZW$ 2.5 billion.
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12.

RIGHT-OF-USE ASSETS
Land and buildings
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

COST
Balance at beginning of year
Recognised on initial application of IFRS 16
(1 March 2019)
Re-measurement adjustment
Balance at end of year

1 419 632

-

336 728

-

(249 966)
1 169 666

1 419 632
1 419 632

611 346
948 074

336 728
336 728

ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION AND
IMPAIRMENT
Balance at beginning of year
Charge for the year
Balance at end of year

(145 248)
(145 248)
(290 496)

(145 248)
(145 248)

(34 452)
(34 452)
(68 904)

(34 452)
(34 452)

879 170

1 274 384

879 170

302 276

CARRYING AMOUNT

As a lessee, the Group recognised right-of-use assets representing its rights to use the underlying assets and lease
liabilities representing its obligation to make lease payments. Lease liabilities were measured at the present value
of the remaining lease payments, discounted using the Group’s weighted average incremental borrowing rate at 28
February 2021. Generally, the Group uses the weighted average incremental borrowing rate for discounting purposes.
Right-of-use assets were measured at the amount equal to the lease liability, adjusted by prepaid or accrued lease
payments and initial direct costs, if any.
The Group’s leasing activities
The Group leases tower space and land, retail stores, warehouses and equipment. Lease contracts are typically made
for fixed tenures averaging between 1 and 25 years with extension options. Lease terms are individually negotiated
and contain a wide range of different terms and conditions. Lease obligations are generally fixed for specified tenures
forming part of the lease term. The maturity analysis of lease liabilities is presented in Note 23.
Amounts recognised in profit or loss

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Depreciation expense on right-of-use assets
Interest expense on lease liabilities

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

145 248
63 112

145 248
197 577

34 452
45 197

34 452
46 864

The Group does not have individual nor in aggregate leases of assets with low values giving rise to significant
obligations. At 28 February 2021, the Group did not have significant commitments relating to short-term leases. The
total cash outflow for leases amount to ZW$ 223.4 million (2020: ZW$ 510.4 million).
In determining the lease tenure, consideration is given to all facts and circumstances that create an economic incentive
to exercise an extension option, or not exercise a termination option. Extension options (or periods after termination
options) are only included in the lease term if the lease is reasonably certain to be extended (or not terminated).
Management applies judgement in assessing whether it is reasonably likely that options will be exercised. Factors
considered include how far in the future an option occurs, the Group’s business planning cycle and past history of
terminating/not renewing leases.
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13.

INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Balance at beginning of year
Additions
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment on assets transferred
to held for sale
Revaluation increase / (decrease)
Transfer to assets held for sale
Balance at end of year

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

62 902
72 277

63 020
-

14 920
38 703

2 335
-

2 838
5 414

(118)

86 971

12 585

(23 584)
119 847

62 902

(20 747)
119 847

14 920

Investment property pertains to commercial and residential properties leased to third parties. The Group’s investment
properties were valued by an independent professional valuer at 28 February 2021 on the basis of open market value.
Inputs to the revaluations for both current and prior year were based on observable, either directly or indirectly data i.e.
Level 2 inputs. There were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements, and no transfers into
or out of Level 3 fair value measurements in both current and prior year. There has been no change to the valuation
technique during the year.
Rental income pertaining to the investment property recognised in profit and loss for the year amounted to ZW$ 603
thousand (2020: ZW$ 928.4 thousand) and costs amounted to ZW$ 40.5 thousand (2020: ZW$ 126.6 thousand).
Description of valuation techniques used and key inputs to valuation of investment property:

Office property

Residential stands

Valuation technique

Significant observable inputs

Range (weighted average)

Implicit investment
approach
(Refer below)

Comparable rentals per month,
per square meter

ZW$ 420 – ZW$ 756

Market value of similar
properties
(Refer below)

Comparable rate per square meter

ZW$ 1 682 - ZW$ 2 181

In arriving at the market value for property, the implicit investment approach was applied based on the capitalisation of
income. This method is based on the principle that rentals and capital values are inter-related. Hence given the income
produced by a property, its capital value can therefore be estimated. Comparable rentals inferred from properties
within the locality of the property based on use, location, size and quality of finishes were used. The rentals were then
adjusted per square meter to the lettable areas, being rentals achieved for comparable properties as at 28 February
2021. The rentals are then annualised and a capitalisation factor was applied to arrive at a market value of the property,
also inferring on comparable premises which are in the same category as regards the building elements.
In assessing the market value of the residential stands, values of various properties that had been recently sold or
which are currently on sale and situated in comparable residential areas were used. Market evidence from other estate
agents and local press was also taken into consideration.
A change in the significant observable inputs will result in a corresponding direct impact of the fair values of investment
property.
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14.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Inflation adjusted
Computer
Operating
software
licence
and other

COST / REVALUATION
At 28 February 2019
Revaluation adjustment
At 29 February 2020

3 710 974
6 694 547
10 405 521

1 027 548
288 595
1 316 143

4 738 522
6 983 142
11 721 664

Additions
Revaluation adjustment
At 28 February 2021

1 127 941
11 533 462

7 038
1 323 181

7 038
1 127 941
12 856 643

ACCUMULATED AMORTISATION AND IMPAIRMENT
At 28 February 2019
Amortisation charge for the year
Revaluation adjustment
At 29 February 2020

(1 051 440)
(86 402)
(2 344 151)
(3 481 993)

(744 724)
(106 993)
2 724
(848 993)

(1 796 164)
(193 395)
(2 341 427)
(4 330 986)

Amortisation charge for the year
Revaluation adjustment
At 28 February 2021

(519 266)
(1 246 440)
(5 247 699)

(308 102)
(1 157 095)

(827 368)
(1 246 440)
(6 404 794)

6 285 763
6 923 528

166 086
467 150

6 451 849
7 390 678

2 283 693
2 627 494

36 948
74 875

2 320 641
2 702 369

CARRYING AMOUNT
At 28 February 2021
At 29 February 2020

Total

Had the Group’s intangible assets been measured on a historic cost
basis, the related carrying amounts would have been as follows;
At 28 February 2021
At 28 February 2020
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14.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS (CONTINUED)

Operating
licence

Historic
Computer
software
and other

Total

COST / REVALUATION
At 28 February 2019
Revaluation adjustment
At 29 February 2020

137 500
2 330 625
2 468 125

38 073
247 549
285 622

175 573
2 578 174
2 753 747

Additions
Revaluation adjustment
At 28 February 2021

9 065 375
11 533 500

2 113
287 735

2 113
9 065 375
11 821 235

(38 958)
(6 875)
(780 074)
(825 907)

(27 594)
(10 940)
(136 283)
(174 817)

(66 552)
(17 815)
(916 357)
(1 000 724)

(123 166)
(4 298 669)
(5 247 742)

(44 871)
(219 688)

(168 037)
(4 298 669)
(5 467 430)

6 285 758
1 642 218

68 047
110 805

6 353 805
1 753 023

84 616
91 667

1 369
2 738

85 985
94 405

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

ACCUMULATED AMORTISATION AND IMPAIRMENT
At 28 February 2019
Amortisation charge for the year
Revaluation adjustment
At 29 February 2020
Amortisation charge for the year
Revaluation adjustment
At 28 February 2021
CARRYING AMOUNT
At 28 February 2021
At 29 February 2020
Had the Group’s intangible assets been measured on a historic cost
basis, the related carrying amounts would have been as follows;
At 28 February 2021
At 28 February 2020

Intangible assets pertain to licences and computer software held by Econet Wireless (Private) Limited. The Group
uses the expected usage of the asset to determine the useful life of intangible assets.
The operating licence relates to the mobile network operating segment. The licence will be fully amortised in twelve
years. At 28 February 2021, computer software had an average remaining useful life of one year. Software integral to
an item of hardware equipment is classified as property, plant and equipment (Refer to Note 11).
14.1

Sensitivity of the operating licence value to changes in the exchange rate
The operating licence was procured in foreign currency and its valuation was determined in US dollars. A rate of ZW$
83.89 to the US dollar was used to translate the US dollar value determined by the professional valuer at year end. The
sensitivity analysis below shows the impact of various exchange rates at 28 February 2021 on the carrying amount of
the operating licence;

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

14.2

Sensitivity analysis (impact
on carrying amount)
Rate of 100
Rate of 120

Carrying amount

7 493 143

8 991 772

Increase in revaluation reserve

1 207 409

2 706 014

Change in useful lives
At 28 February 2021, the Group revised the useful lives of certain items of software which resulted in an increase in
the carrying amounts of those assets. The revised useful lives were determined by an independent professional valuer
taking into account emerging industry trends and obsolescence of the assets.
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14.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS (CONTINUED)

14.2

Change in useful lives (continued)
The financial impact in current year of extending the useful lives of the assets was as follows;

Inflation
adjusted
2021

Historic
2021

Increase in carrying amount of software

117 474

27 864

Increase in the property revaluation reserve
Increase in deferred tax liabilities

88 434
29 040

20 976
6 888

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

The change had no impact on the current year profit or loss as it has been accounted prospectively from 28 February
2021. Amortisation charge for the next year is anticipated to increase by ZW$ 117.4 million.

15.

DEFERRED TAX
The following are the major deferred tax liabilities and assets recognised by the Group, and the movements thereon.
In current year, deferred tax assets have been netted off against deferred tax liabilities and are presented on the
statement of financial position on a net basis. In prior year, deferred tax assets and liabilities were presented on a gross
basis in error which has been corrected prospectively.

15.1

Deferred tax asset

Inflation adjusted
Net unrealised
exchange losses

Provisions
and other

Total

At 28 February 2019
Charge to profit or loss
At 29 February 2020

1 569 565
(141 197)
1 428 368

1 034 163
(733 548)
300 615

2 603 728
(874 745)
1 728 983

Charge to profit or loss
At 28 February 2021

(203 228)
1 225 140

(19 023)
281 592

(222 251)
1 506 732

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Historic
Net unrealised
exchange losses

Provisions
and other

Total

At 28 February 2019
Credit to profit or loss
At 29 February 2020

58 156
281 612
339 768

38 318
32 018
70 336

96 474
313 630
410 104

Credit to profit or loss
At 28 February 2021

909 185
1 248 953

186 728
257 064

1 095 913
1 506 017

Inflation adjusted
Property, plant Financial assets
and equipment
at FVTOCI

Total

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

15.2

Deferred tax liability

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
At 28 February 2019
(Credit) / charge to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 29 February 2020

7 979 240
(2 622 417)
2 420 518
7 777 341

4 452
97
4 549

7 983 692
(2 622 320)
2 420 518
7 781 890

(Credit) / charge to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 28 February 2021

(2 405 546)
658 225
6 030 020

4 549

(2 405 546)
658 225
6 034 569
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15.

DEFERRED TAX (CONTINUED)

15.2

Deferred tax liability (continued)

Historic
Property, plant Financial assets
and equipment
at FVTOCI

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

15.3

Total

At 28 February 2019
(Credit) / charge to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 29 February 2020

295 648
(182 785)
1 725 442
1 838 305

165
16
181

295 813
(182 769)
1 725 442
1 838 486

(Credit) / charge to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 28 February 2021

(1 081 491)
5 245 693
6 002 507

181

(1 081 491)
5 245 693
6 002 688

Net deferred tax asset / (liability)

Inflation adjusted

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Property,
plant and
equipment

Net
unrealised
exchange
losses

Provisions
and other

Financial
assets at
FVTOCI

Total

At 28 February 2019
(Charge) / credit to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 29 February 2020

(7 979 240)
2 622 417
(2 420 518)
(7 777 341)

1 569 565
(141 197)
1 428 368

1 034 163
(733 548)
300 615

(4 452)
(97)
(4 549)

(5 379 964)
1 747 575
(2 420 518)
(6 052 907)

(Charge) / credit to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 28 February 2021

2 405 546
(658 225)
(6 030 020)

(203 228)
1 225 140

(19 023)
281 592

(4 549)

2 183 295
(658 225)
(4 527 837)

Historic
Property,
plant and
equipment

Net
unrealised
exchange
losses

Provisions
and other

Financial
assets at
FVTOCI

Total

At 28 February 2019
(Charge) / credit to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 29 February 2020

(295 648)
182 785
(1 725 442)
(1 838 305)

58 156
281 612
339 768

38 318
32 018
70 336

(165)
(16)
(181)

(199 339)
496 399
(1 725 442)
(1 428 382)

(Charge) / credit to profit or loss
Charge to equity
At 28 February 2021

1 081 491
(5 245 693)
(6 002 507)

909 185
1 248 953

186 728
257 064

(181)

2 177 404
(5 245 693)
(4 496 671)

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
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16.

FINANCIAL ASSETS AT AMORTISED COST
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Balance at beginning of year
Accrued interest
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment
Balance at end of year

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

31 527
279
(24 122)
7 684

196 152
2 538
(167 163)
31 527

7 478
206
7 684

7 268
210
7 478

Financial assets at amortised cost relate to investments with a local financial institution at a fixed interest rate of 3%
per annum.
For the purposes of impairment assessment, the investments are considered to have low credit risk as the counterparty
to these investments has no historical market default on similar investments. Accordingly, no credit losses have been
recognised on the investments using the 12-month expected credit loss model.

17.

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES
Summary of share of profit / (loss)

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Cumii Zimbabwe (Private) Limited
Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited
Distributed Power Africa (Private) Limited

Historic

Note

2021

2020

2021

2020

17.1
17.2
17.3

5 962
122 015
127 977

(281 618)
(281 618)

(125 094)
(125 094)

(54 276)
(54 276)

17.1
17.2
17.3

2 914 607
121 317
3 035 924

2 595 810
2 595 810

696 635
696 635

229 230
229 230

No dividend income was received from any of
the associates in both current and prior year.
Summary of carrying amounts
Cumii Zimbabwe (Private) Limited
Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited
Distributed Power Africa (Private) Limited
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17.

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES (CONTINUED)

17.1

Cumii Zimbabwe (Private) Limited
The Group has a 51% investment in Cumii Zimbabwe (Private) Limited (Cumii) which invests in innovative connective
technology in Zimbabwe. Cumii seeks to enable and promote connected lifestyles throughout Zimbabwe by drawing
on the growing trend of the internet of things. The services enable both domestic and commercial clients to achieve
greater connectivity. Although the Group holds more than 50% of the equity shares of Cumii, the Group does not
control the entity by virtue of a shareholders’ agreement. Cumii is incorporated in Zimbabwe and its registered office
and principal place of business is Smatsatsa Office Park, First Floor, Block B, Borrowdale Road, Borrowdale, Harare.
The following table illustrates the summarised financial information of the Group’s investment in Cumii:
Summarised statement of financial position

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

Non-current assets
Current assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Equity

50 451
21 186
(13 769)
(27 378)
30 490

170 371
29 356
(12 171)
(45 452)
142 104

46 704
19 501
(13 732)
(27 949)
24 524

40 411
6 442
(2 849)
(10 951)
33 053

Proportion of the Group’s ownership
Group's ownership
Unrecognised Group's share of ownership
Carrying amount of investment

51%
15 550
(15 550)
-

51%
72 472
(72 472)
-

51%
12 507
(12 507)
-

51%
16 857
(16 857)
-

The Group’s unrecognised share of ownership relates to a once-off restructuring profit which was recognised directly
in equity by Cumii in prior years and prior year unrealised exchange gains. The entity is still being restructured and
continues to incur operating losses. The Directors reviewed Cumii’s budgets and cash flow forecasts for the year to
28 February 2022 and, in light of this review and its current financial position, considered it imprudent to recognise its
share of ownership. As a result, the investment in Cumii remains impaired.
Summarised financial performance

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Revenue
Other income
Cost of sales
Administrative expenses
Monetary adjustment
(Loss) / profit before tax
Income tax expense
(Loss) / profit for the year
Group’s attributable share of (loss) / profit for
the year
Unrecognised share of loss / (profit)
Group’s share of profit / (loss) for the year
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Inflation adjusted
2021
2020

Historic
2021

2020

2 724
22 041
(1 228)
(35 540)
3 171
(8 832)
(8 832)

15 991
135 885
(24 647)
(48 791)
(3 908)
74 530
74 530

2 164
15 744
(939)
(27 884)
(10 915)
(10 915)

713
22 377
(827)
(5 238)
17 025
17 025

(4 504)
4 504
-

38 011
(38 011)
-

(5 567)
5 567
-

8 683
(8 683)
-
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17.

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES (CONTINUED)

17.2

Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited
The Group exercises significant influence over Cassava by virtue of its 23% (2020: 22%) equity investment in the
entity. Cassava uses digital solutions to address everyday challenges through innovative, inclusive, stable and reliable
digital solutions. Cassava is incorporated in Zimbabwe and its registered office and principal place of business is
number 1906 Borrowdale Road, Borrowdale, Harare, Zimbabwe.
The following table illustrates the unaudited summarised financial information of the Group’s investment in Cassava:
Summarised statement of financial position

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Non-current assets
Current assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Equity
Proportion of the Group’s ownership
Group's ownership
Goodwill
Carrying amount of investment

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

8 472 616
17 547 240
(17 171 084)
(3 457 326)
5 391 446

8 400 860
18 994 239
(18 592 656)
(3 237 020)
5 565 423

5 437 767
16 732 591
(16 969 127)
(3 092 137)
2 109 094

1 478 413
4 153 048
(4 324 500)
(689 690)
617 271

23%
1 246 949
1 667 658
2 914 607

22%
1 241 091
1 354 719
2 595 810

23%
478 764
217 871
696 635

22%
137 651
91 579
229 230

The market value of Cassava amounted to ZW$ 27.6 billion at year end (2020: ZW$ 30.8 billion). The Group’s
proportional ownership translates to ZW$ 6.2 billion (2020: ZW$ 6.75 billion).
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17.

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES (CONTINUED)

17.2

Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited (continued)
Summarised financial performance

Inflation adjusted
2021
2020

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Revenue
Cost of sales
Other income
Administrative expenses
Net foreign exchange losses
Net finance costs
Monetary adjustment
Profit / (loss) before tax
Income tax (expense) / credit
Loss for the year

Historic
2021

2020

14 272 916
(4 548 551)
909 378
(8 982 430)
(5 398 253)
(239 024)
4 316 536
330 572
(433 445)
(102 873)

19 288 071
(6 157 243)
341 522
(8 742 028)
(8 393 141)
(352 876)
4 843 465
827 770
(2 090 636)
(1 262 866)

10 250 061
(3 508 947)
1 388 649
(6 386 991)
(2 147 586)
(183 170)
(587 984)
138 858
(449 126)

2 163 431
(748 512)
192 637
(1 148 450)
(561 263)
(40 624)
(142 781)
(100 612)
(243 393)

491 858

1 547 258

1 951 573

665 206

388 985

284 392

1 502 447

421 813

117 613

63 421

341 055

94 065

2 595 810
201 184
5 962
111 651
2 914 607

1 247 293
1 285 097
(281 618)

229 230
149 491
(125 094)
443 007
696 635

46 215
88 950
(54 276)
148 341
229 230

Other comprehensive income
Total profit or loss and other comprehensive
income
Group’s share of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income
Reconciliation of carrying amount of
investment
Balance at beginning of year
Additions
Share of profit / (loss) of associate
Share of other comprehensive income of associate
Balance at end of year

345 038

2 595 810

The Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe instituted forensic audits of all mobile
money operators, including EcoCash a subsidiary of Cassava. At the date of approval of these consolidated
financial statements, the forensic audit report had not been availed to management. The scope of the forensic audit
encompasses transactions from current and prior year.
As a result of the forensic audit, there may be adjustments to the Group’s share of profit and other comprehensive
income and the carrying amount of the investment in the future which could not be determined as at the date of
approval of these consolidated financial statements.
17.3

Distributed Power Africa (Private) Limited
The Group exercises significant influence over Distributed Power Africa (Private) Limited (DPA) by virtue of its 51%
equity investment in the entity. DPA has vast interests in solar energy and offers commercial and industrial customers
with innovative, efficient, green solar energy installations. Although the Group holds more than 50% of the equity
shares of DPA, the Group does not control the entity by virtue of a shareholders’ agreement. DPA is incorporated
in Zimbabwe and its registered office and principal place of business is Smatsatsa Office Park, First Floor, Block B,
Borrowdale Road, Borrowdale, Harare, Zimbabwe.
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17.

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES (CONTINUED)

17.3

Distributed Power Africa (Private) Limited (continued)
The following table illustrates the summarised financial information of the Group’s investment in DPA:
Summarised statement of financial position

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Non-current assets
Current assets
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Equity / (deficit)
Proportion of the Group’s ownership
Group's ownership
Unrecognised Group's share of ownership
Carrying amount of the investment

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

515 617
845 825
(572 016)
(551 550)
237 876

256 676
355 836
(405 795)
(421 735)
(215 018)

329 620
264 827
(541 523)
(394 146)
(341 222)

60 882
84 402
(96 252)
(105 005)
(55 973)

51%
121 317
121 317

51%
(109 661)
109 661
-

51%
(174 023)
174 023
-

51%
(28 546)
28 546
-

Summarised financial performance

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Inflation adjusted
2021
2020

Revenue
Cost of sales
Administrative expenses
Net unrealised exchange losses
Monetary adjustment
Profit / (loss) before tax
Income tax credit / (expense)
Profit / (loss) for the year

146 399
(75 963)
(259 756)
(474 663)
802 555
138 572
22 661
161 233

277 427
(135 876)
(144 401)
(344 689)
91 798
(255 741)
(255 741)

108 290
(37 606)
(176 948)
(286 073)
(392 337)
(8)
(392 345)

37 161
(17 990)
(21 179)
(80 244)
(82 252)
(82 252)

(8 618)

-

133 530

-

152 615

(255 741)

(258 815)

(82 252)

77 834

(130 429)

(131 996)

(41 949)

3 697

-

-

-

39 786
82 229
(4 395)

(130 429)
-

(200 096)
68 100

(41 949)
-

121 317

130 429

131 996
-

41 949
-

Other comprehensive income
Total profit or loss and other comprehensive
income
Group’s share of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income

Historic
2021

2020

Reconciliation of carrying amount of
investment
Balance at beginning of year
Reversal of prior year impairment
Recognition of accumulated prior year
unrecognised share of profit of associate
Share of profit / (loss) of associate
Share of other comprehensive income of associate
Unrecognised share of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income
Balance at end of year

-
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18.

FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Balance at beginning of year
Disposals
Fair value gain
Balance at end of year
Analysis
Listed shares
Unlisted shares

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

10 239 719
1 943 037
12 182 756

9 575 123
(444 354)
1 108 950
10 239 719

2 428 798
9 753 958
12 182 756

354 780
(16 433)
2 090 451
2 428 798

19 171
12 163 585
12 182 756

17 829
10 221 890
10 239 719

19 171
12 163 585
12 182 756

4 229
2 424 569
2 428 798

Investments in equity instruments are not held for trading. Instead, they are held for strategic purposes. Accordingly,
the Directors have elected to designate the equity investments as at fair value through other comprehensive income
as they believe that recognising short-term fluctuations in the investments’ fair value in profit or loss would not be
consistent with the Group’s strategy.
The investment in listed shares relates to shares listed on the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange. The fair value of the shares
is based on the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange published share prices.
Unlisted shares relate to an investment in Liquid Telecommunications Holdings (LTH) domiciled in Mauritius. The
fair value of the investment amounting to US$ 145 million (equivalent to ZW$ 12.2 billion) was determined at year
end by an independent professional valuer using the earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation
(EBITDA) multiple valuation technique. In prior year, the fair value of US$ 135 million (equivalent to ZW$ 11.3 billion)
was determined by the Directors using a similar EBITDA multiple valuation technique.
The EBITDA valuation technique is a comparable valuation method that relies on a multiple of EBITDA derived from
listed peers to arrive at an entity’s enterprise value. The EBITDA multiple which is a significant input, takes into account
management’s experience and knowledge of market conditions, size of operations, debt and geographical location
amongst other comparable variables. The higher the EBITDA multiple, the higher the fair value. If the EBITDA multiple
was higher by 5% while all other variables were held constant, the carrying amount of the investment would increase
by US$ 11 million (ZW$ 922.8 million).
Inputs to the valuation of the investment in LTH are classified as Level 3 inputs i.e. inputs which are not based on
observable market data. There were no transfers between Level 2 and Level 3 fair value measurements, and no
transfers into or out of Level 1 fair value measurements in both current and prior year.

19.

FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT OR LOSS
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Balance at beginning of year
Fair value (loss) / gain
Balance at end of year

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

6 097
(3 637)
2 460

5 911
186
6 097

1 446
1 014
2 460

219
1 227
1 446

Investments at fair value through profit or loss comprise shares listed on the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange. The fair value
of the equity investments is based on the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange published share prices.
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20.

FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL ASSETS
The carrying amounts of financial assets as disclosed in the statement of financial position approximate their fair
values.
Fair value hierarchy
The Group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments by valuation
technique;
Level 1: Quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
Level 2: Other techniques for which all inputs which have a significant effect on the recorded fair value are observable,
either directly or indirectly; and
Level 3: Techniques which use inputs which have a significant effect on the recorded fair value that are not based on
observable market data.

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
At 28 February 2021
Financial assets at fair value through OCI
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
At 28 February 2020
Financial assets at fair value through OCI
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Total

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

12 182 756
2 460
12 185 216

19 171
2 460
21 631

-

12 163 585
12 163 585

10 239 719
6 097
10 245 816

17 829
6 097
23 926

-

10 221 890
10 221 890

Total

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

12 182 756
2 460
12 185 216

19 171
2 460
21 631

-

12 163 585
12 163 585

2 428 798
1 446
2 430 244

4 229
1 446
5 675

-

2 424 569
2 424 569

Historic
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
At 28 February 2021
Financial assets at fair value through OCI
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
At 28 February 2020
Financial assets at fair value through OCI
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

There were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value measurements, and no transfers into or out of Level 3
fair value measurements in both current and prior year.

21.

INVENTORIES
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Merchandise at net realisable value
Fuel, spares, stationery and other

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

370 585
1 615 175
1 985 760

206 085
783 815
989 900

310 757
1 555 403
1 866 160

27 241
180 779
208 020

The Directors are of the opinion that inventories are recorded at values that are not in excess of their recoverable
amounts. All inventories are expected to be recovered within twelve (12) months.
During the year, the increase in the allowance for inventories in excess of net realisable value recognised amounted to
ZW$ 0.5 million (2020: ZW$ 1.9 million). Inventories written off during the course of the year amounted to ZW$ 6.9
million (2020: ZW$ 8.9 million).
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22.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

22.1

Current trade and other receivables

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Trade and other
Related parties
Allowance for expected credit losses
Prepayments

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

1 716 495
1 762 296
(577 869)
2 900 922
4 478 003
7 378 925

1 042 995
1 750 708
(215 550)
2 578 153
1 926 370
4 504 523

1 716 495
1 762 296
(577 869)
2 900 922
2 512 068
5 412 990

247 392
415 257
(51 127)
611 522
338 712
950 234

(215 550)
(569 940)
207 621
(577 869)

(854 171)
(127 672)
766 293
(215 550)

(51 127)
(526 742)
(577 869)

(31 649)
(19 478)
(51 127)

Allowance for expected credit losses
Balance at beginning of year
Increase in allowance for expected credit losses
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment
Balance at end of year

Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally on terms of 30 to 90 days. The Group measures the loss
allowance for trade receivables at an amount equal to lifetime expected credit losses (ECL). The expected credit losses
on trade receivables are estimated using a provision matrix by reference to past default experience of the debtor and
/ or group of debtors, as applicable. The default experience is adjusted for factors that are specific to the debtors,
general economic conditions of the industry in which the debtors operate and an assessment of both the current as
well as the forecast direction of conditions at the reporting date. The Group has recognised a loss allowance of 50% of
amounts in the 90 day category and 100% against all receivables over 120 days past due because historical experience
has indicated that these receivables are generally not recoverable.
There has been no change in the estimation techniques or significant assumptions made during the current reporting
period.
The Group writes off a trade receivable when there is information indicating that the debtor is in severe financial
difficulty and there is no realistic prospect of recovery e.g. when the debtor has been placed under liquidation or
has entered into bankruptcy proceedings, or when the trade receivables are over two years past due, whichever
occurs earlier. Trade receivables written off may still be subject to enforcement activities under the Group’s recovery
procedures, taking into account legal advice where appropriate. At the end of the year, all the impaired trade receivables
were aged as follows:

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Ageing of impaired trade receivables
60 days
90+ days

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

465 104
112 765
577 869

114 324
101 226
215 550

465 104
112 765
577 869

27 117
24 010
51 127

12 401
168 467
180 868

28 260
375 794
404 054

12 401
168 467
180 868

6 703
89 136
95 839

Ageing of trade and other receivables that are
past due but not impaired
30 days
60-90 days
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22.

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES (CONTINUED)

22.1

Current trade and other receivables (continued)
Before accepting any new individual customer, the Group conducts trade reference checks to establish the credit
history of the applicant. The Group also conducts due diligence assessments on individuals, companies and their
directors. The Group considers the trade and other receivables past due to be recoverable and thus has not impaired
these amounts.
The key assumptions applied in the determination of the provision for expected credit losses comprise the following:
•
an average recovery rate determined based on historical loss experience is applied on balances receivable
from counterparties considered to be historical slow paying debtors and whose payment patterns are not
consistent; and
•
100% provision for impairment losses on balances receivable from counterparties that have not demonstrated
a commitment to pay the outstanding balance and for which engagements held with management have not
yielded results.

22.2

Long-term receivables

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Gross receivable
Allowance for expected credit losses

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

2 709 356
(243 842)
2 465 514

2 311 890
2 311 890

2 709 356
(243 842)
2 465 514

548 366
548 366

Long term receivables pertain to amounts receivable from Cassava to fund 50% of the debentures issued by the Group
on maturity. The receivable accrues interest at a rate of 5% per annum and is due at the end of April 2023 when the
debentures are redeemable. Note 30 provides more detail on the terms of the debentures.
For the purposes of impairment assessment, the long term receivable is considered to have low credit risk. Accordingly,
for the purpose of impairment assessment for the receivable, the loss allowance is measured at an amount equal to
12-month expected credit loss (ECL).
In determining the expected credit losses for the receivable, the Directors have taken into account the historical default
experience, the financial position of the counterparty, as well as the future prospects of the industries in which the
counterparty operates, obtained from financial analyst reports and considering various external sources of actual and
forecast economic information, as appropriate, in estimating the probability of default occurring within the next 12
months as well as the loss upon default.
There has been no change in the estimation techniques or significant assumptions made during the current reporting
period in assessing the loss allowance for the receivable.
The Group recognised an expected credit loss of ZW$ 243.8 million (2020: nil) in the statement of profit or loss on the
receivable.
The change in the loss allowance was caused predominantly by the changes in the regulatory environment in which
the counter party operates. However, the change does not necessarily increase significantly the credit risk of the
counterparty from a low risk classification determined on initial recognition of the receivable.
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23.

LEASE LIABILITIES
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Maturity analysis
Not later than one year
Later than one year and not later than five years
Later than five years
Less unearned interest

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

163 204
592 633
927 198
1 683 035
(878 689)
804 346

94 948
588 127
1 996 174
2 679 249
(1 357 161)
1 322 088

163 204
592 633
927 198
1 683 035
(878 689)
804 346

22 521
139 500
473 480
635 501
(321 910)
313 591

150 682
653 664
804 346

61 574
1 260 514
1 322 088

150 682
653 664
804 346

14 605
298 986
313 591

Analysed as
Current
Non-current

The Group does not face a significant liquidity risk with regard to its lease liabilities. Lease liabilities are monitored
within the Group’s treasury function.

24.

SHARE CAPITAL
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

53 977

53 977

2 000

2 000

26 991
80 968

26 991
80 968

1 000
3 000

1 000
3 000

Group and Company
Authorised
3 000 000 000 (2020: 3 000 000 000) shares
consisting of:
- 2 000 000 000 (2020: 2 000 000 000) ordinary
shares of ZW$ 0.001 each
- 1 000 000 000 (2020: 1 000 000 000) Class “A”
ordinary shares of ZW$ 0.001 each

24.1

Issued and fully paid

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

26 826

26 826

994

994

43 104
69 930

43 104
69 930

1 597
2 591

1 597
2 591

Group and Company
Authorised
2 590 576 832 (2020: 2 590 576 832) shares
consisting of:
- 993 746 764 (2020: 993 746 764) Class “A”
shares of ZW$ 0.001 each (Note 24.3)
- 1 596 830 068 (2020: 1 596 830 068) ordinary
shares of ZW$ 0.001 each

Unissued shares are under the control of Directors, subject to the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (24:31)
and the Memorandum and Articles of Association.
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24.

SHARE CAPITAL

24.2

Capital and reserves
Movement in share capital and share premium

Number
of shares

Total
ZW$ ‘000

Balance at 29 February 2020

2 590 576 832

69 918

2 531 031

IAS 29 application date restatement (Note 40)
Balance at 29 February 2020 (Restated)

2 590 576 832

39 224
109 142

1 420 059
3 951 090

2 600 949
1 459 283
4 060 232

Balance at 28 February 2021

2 590 576 832

109 142

3 951 090

4 060 232

Historic
Share
Share
capital
premium
ZW$ ’000
ZW$ ’000

Total
ZW$ ‘000

Number
of shares

24.3

Inflation adjusted
Share
Share
capital
premium
ZW$ ’000
ZW$ ’000

Balance at 29 February 2020

2 590 576 832

2 591

93 780

96 371

Balance at 29 February 2020 (Restated)

2 590 576 832

2 591

93 780

96 371

Balance at 28 February 2021

2 590 576 832

2 591

93 780

96 371

Class “A” shares
On 1 July 2003, Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited (“EWZL”) entered into an arrangement with Dunstone (Private)
Limited, to acquire its 100% owned subsidiary Econet Wireless Capital Holdings (Private) Limited (“EWCH”). Under
the arrangement, EWZL issued 73,984,368 (739,843,680 after share split) Class “A” ordinary shares in exchange for
999,000 EWCH shares. These shares rank parri passu in all respects with the existing issued ordinary shares with the
exception that, in the event of EWZL becoming the owner of Econet Wireless Limited (“EWL”) shares, and deciding
to distribute the shares to its members, the Class “A” ordinary shares will not participate in the distribution of the EWL
shares.

24.4

Share buy-backs
Under the authority granted at the Annual General Meeting of 5 March 2021 the Directors were authorised to repurchase the Company’s own shares on the market. The Company, as duly authorised by Article 10 of its Articles of
Association, may undertake the purchase of its own ordinary shares in such manner or on such terms as the Directors
may from time to time determine, provided that the repurchases are not made at a price greater than 5% above the
weighted average of the market value for the securities for the five business days immediately preceding the date of
the repurchase and also provided that the maximum number of shares authorised to be acquired shall not exceed 10%
(ten percent) of the Company’s issued ordinary share capital. This authority shall expire at the next Annual General
Meeting, and shall not extend beyond 15 months from the date of this resolution.
Treasury shares with a market value of ZW$ 776.6 million (2020: ZW$ 683.3 million) were bought back from the
market. The cost of the share buy-backs (treasury shares) was debited to reserves. Treasury shares on hand at 28
February 2021 were 161 272 313 (2020: 107 572 093). No treasury shares were cancelled both in current and prior year.
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25.

DIRECTORS’ SHAREHOLDING
Number of shares
2021
S.T. Masiyiwa*

2020

13 287

13 287

H. Pemhiwa

850 000

850 000

D. Mboweni

12 768 126

12 768 126

6 542 717

6 542 717

37 953
20 212 083

37 953
20 212 083

R. Chimanikire
J. Myers
Total
*

Mr. S.T. Masiyiwa is a beneficial shareholder of Econet Global Limited. Econet Global Limited holds directly or
indirectly 1 178 836 618 shares (2020: 1 131 726 170 shares) in Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited.

With the exception of the Directors listed above, other Directors had no direct or indirect shareholding in the Company.

26.

OTHER RESERVES
Inflation adjusted

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Financial
assets at
FVTOCI

Property
revaluation
reserve

Other

Total

Balance at 28 February 2019

5 462 744

15 658 824

147 710

21 269 278

(5 462 743)

(15 658 824)

-

(21 121 567)

Fair value gain on investments designated at fair
value through other comprehensive income
Gain on property revaluation

1 108 949
-

7 196 251

-

1 108 949
7 196 251

Share of other comprehensive income of associates
Balance at 29 February 2020

1 108 950

345 038
7 541 289

147 710

8 797 949

IAS 29 application date restatement (Note 40)
Balance at 29 February 2020 (Restated)

1 108 950

7 541 289

82 873
230 583

82 873
8 880 822

Fair value gain on investments designated at fair
value through other comprehensive income

1 943 037

-

-

1 943 037

Gain on property revaluation

-

1 862 493

-

1 862 493

Share of other comprehensive income of associates

-

107 256

-

107 256

3 051 987

9 511 038

230 583

12 793 608

IAS 29 reclassification to retained earnings

Balance at 28 February 2021
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26.

OTHER RESERVES (CONTINUED)
Historic

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Financial
assets at
FVTOCI

Property
revaluation
reserve

Other

Total

Balance at 28 February 2019
Fair value gain on investments designated at fair
value through other comprehensive income
Gain on property revaluation
Share of other comprehensive income of associates

202 407

580 195

5 473

788 075

2 090 451
-

6 753 130
148 341

-

2 090 451
6 753 130
148 341

Balance at 29 February 2020

2 292 858

7 481 666

5 473

9 779 997

9 753 958
12 046 816

21 411 595
443 007
29 336 268

5 473

9 753 958
21 411 595
443 007
41 388 557

Fair value gain on investments designated at fair
value through other comprehensive income
Gain on property revaluation
Share of other comprehensive income of associates
Balance at 28 February 2021

Financial assets at FVTOCI
The financial assets revaluation reserve represents the cumulative gains and losses arising on the revaluation of
investments in equity instruments designated as at fair value through other comprehensive income (FVTOCI), net of
cumulative gain / loss transferred to retained earnings upon disposal.
Property revaluation reserve
The property revaluation reserve arises on the revaluation of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets. When
revalued properties are sold, the portion of the property revaluation reserve that relates to that asset is transferred
directly to retained earnings. Items of other comprehensive income included in the property revaluation reserve will
not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss.

27.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Trade accounts payable
Related party payables
Other payables

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

6 485 621
604 230
1 989 791
9 079 642

6 660 966
415 998
1 278 343
8 355 307

6 485 621
604 230
1 989 791
9 079 642

1 579 940
98 672
303 215
1 981 827

Trade payables principally comprise amounts outstanding for trade purchases and ongoing costs together with credit
granted on equipment purchases. The average credit period on purchases is between 7 and 30 days. The Group has
financial risk management policies in place to ensure that all payables are settled within the agreed credit timeframe.
Other payables pertain to accruals and provisions for ongoing business costs.
Trade and other payables include foreign currency denominated payables equivalent to ZW$ 5.2 billion (2020: ZW$ 6.8
billion) at the closing interbank rate of 83.89 to the United States dollar. The foreign obligations largely accrued prior to
February 2019 when the Zimbabwe dollar was reintroduced. The Group lodged with the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
(RBZ) the foreign obligations (legacy debts / blocked funds) in line with Directives RU102/2019 and RU28/2019.
Management is actively pursuing the following measures to manage the legacy debt;
•
continue to pursue the registration and settlement of the legacy debt on a US$ 1 to ZW$ 1 basis by the RBZ;
•
prioritising foreign currency inflows to liquidate the obligations; and
•
ongoing engagement with the creditors not to significantly vary the initially agreed credit terms.
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28.

PROVISIONS
Inflation adjusted
Provision for
dismantling
cost (i)

Employee
benefits (ii)

Total

Balance at 28 February 2019
Unwinding of discount
Additional provision recognised during the year
Utilisation of provision
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment
Balance at 29 February 2020

347 644
16 451
143 503
(293 338)
214 260

171 354
1 505
106 580
(26 948)
(144 586)
107 905

518 998
17 956
250 083
(26 948)
(437 924)
322 165

Unwinding of discount
Additional provision recognised during the year
Utilisation of provision
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment
Balance at 28 February 2021

18 738
284 664
(167 981)
349 681

2 550
44 835
(22 099)
(87 792)
45 399

21 288
329 499
(22 099)
(255 773)
395 080

349 681
349 681

8 753
36 646
45 399

358 434
36 646
395 080

214 260
214 260

20 452
87 453
107 905

234 712
87 453
322 165

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Non-current and current analysis
As at 28 February 2021
Non-current
Current

As at 29 February 2020
Non-current
Current
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28.

PROVISIONS (CONTINUED)
Historic
Provision for
dismantling
cost (i)

Employee
benefits (ii)

Total

Balance at 28 February 2019
Unwinding of discount
Additional provision recognised during the year
Utilisation of provision
Balance at 29 February 2020

12 881
3 902
34 038
50 821

6 349
357
25 280
(6 392)
25 594

19 230
4 259
59 318
(6 392)
76 415

Unwinding of discount
Additional provision recognised during the year
Utilisation of provision
Balance at 28 February 2021

14 196
284 664
349 681

1 932
34 489
(16 616)
45 399

16 128
319 153
(16 616)
395 080

349 681
349 681

8 753
36 646
45 399

358 434
36 646
395 080

50 821
50 821

4 851
20 743
25 594

55 672
20 743
76 415

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Non-current and current analysis
As at 28 February 2021
Non-current
Current

As at 29 February 2020
Non-current
Current

(i)

The provision for dismantling costs represents the present value of the Directors’ best estimate of the future
cash outflow of economic benefit that will be required under the Group’s obligation to restore the environment
in which the Group’s network equipment is located to its original state after its useful lives. It is an environmental
requirement that after decommissioning of the network equipment, the land be restored to its original state as
much as possible.

(ii)

The provision for employee benefits represents annual leave and accrued long service awards. The long service
award entitlement amount represents the present value of the Directors’ best estimate of the future cash outflow
of economic benefit that will be required under the Group’s obligation to pay for the loyalty of its employees in
service in line with the Group’s policy.
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29.

DEFERRED REVENUE
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Deferred prepaid airtime

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

634 805

364 382

425 722

48 331

Deferred revenue arises from unused prepaid airtime. The Directors are of the opinion that the carrying amounts
approximate the fair values of the services to be provided. Deferred revenue is usually recognised within 12 months
from the date of recognition.

30.

INTEREST-BEARING DEBT
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Balance at beginning of year
Additions
Net repayments
Accrued interest
Unrealised foreign currency exchange losses
Inflation (IAS 29) adjustment
Balance at end of year

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

4 658 925
112 395
(150 963)
300 558
4 101 101
(3 603 303)
5 418 713

3 966 398
241 027
(205 747)
306 479
3 861 306
(3 510 539)
4 658 924

1 105 068
76 177
(86 656)
223 023
4 101 101
5 418 713

146 964
28 470
(23 395)
37 151
915 878
1 105 068

Analysis of interest-bearing debt

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Inflation adjusted

Historic

Effective
interest

2021

2020

2021

2020

Unsecured

5.6%

5 418 713

4 623 784

5 418 713

1 096 733

Current
Bank working capital facility Unsecured

8.0%

5 418 713

35 140
4 658 924

5 418 713

8 335
1 105 068

Borrowing

Security

Non-current
Debentures

In May 2017, the Company issued 1 166 906 618 unsecured redeemable debentures with an annual compounding
coupon rate of 5% and a tenure of 6 years from date of issue. The debentures were issued at a subscription price of
4.665 US cents per debenture. Interest on the debentures is payable on redemption.
The debentures are redeemable at the end of April 2023 at a price of 6.252 US cents per debenture. At the discretion of
the Board, the Company may redeem the debentures before expiry at a price determined by adding to the subscription
price the cumulative interest calculated at a coupon rate of 5% per annum compounded annually up to the date of
redemption.
The Company has accounted and measured all debentures as redeemable in US dollars. The Directors will continuously
assess this measurement basis to ensure that the Company complies with applicable monetary authority policies
and regulations. This is particularly so for resident debenture holders who subscribed for the debentures using local
onshore dollars whose counterpart offshore US dollars were provided by the rights offer underwriter.
The borrowing powers of Directors are disclosed in Note 37.
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31.

CASH FLOW INFORMATION
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

31.1

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

1 727 922

(3 906 526)

1 815 772

(1 093 890)

Cash generated from operations
Profit / (loss) before tax
Continuing operations
Discontinued operations

(291 372)

(142 655)

(322 649)

(16 302)

1 436 550

(4 049 181)

1 493 123

(1 110 192)

7 726 376

5 581 170

2 087 428

606 946

145 248

145 248

34 452

34 452

Adjustments for:
- Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
- Depreciation of right of use assets
- Impairment of property, plant and equipment
- Amortisation and impairment of intangible assets
- Amortisation of container purchase price
difference
- Impairment of trade and other receivables
- Impairment of assets classified as held for sale
- Loss / (profit) on disposal of property, plant and
equipment
- Increase in provision for impairment losses on
trade and other receivables
- Share of profit / loss of associate
- Fair value (gain) / loss on investment properties
- Fair value loss / (gain) on financial assets
at fair value through profit or loss

2 386

1 683

376

193 395

168 037

17 815

132
1 919 432
501 225

4 557
191 611
-

47
1 861 577
355 060

177
45 449
-

232

(46)

232

(37)

569 940

127 672

526 742

19 478

(127 977)

281 618

125 094

54 276

(5 414)

118

(86 971)

(12 585)

3 637

(186)

(1 014)

(1 227)

- Net finance costs

144 730

543 088

98 243

48 757

- Increase in deferred revenue

270 424

104 868

377 391

38 715

6 908

13 757

6 479

1 354

- Net exchange losses

4 422 293

3 576 373

6 138 212

1 663 047

- (Decrease) / increase in provisions
Cash generated from operations before
working capital changes

(229 705)

(356 788)

6 469

14 986

17 617 473

6 359 660

13 192 284

1 421 787

- Impairment of inventories

31.2

6 074
827 368

Working capital changes
Increase in inventories
(Increase) / Decrease in trade and other receivables
(Decrease) / increase in trade and other payables

Cash generated from operations

(1 002 768)

(708 155)

(1 664 620)

(199 086)

(230 676)

6 262 887

(5 557 845)

(500 106)

(8 513 569)

(10 815 354)

2 009 912

100 578

(9 747 013)

(5 260 622)

(5 212 553)

(598 614)

7 870 460

1 099 038

7 979 731

823 173
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31.

CASH FLOW INFORMATION (CONTINUED)
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

31.3

9

2020

2021

2020

1 119 772
2 783 320
416 794
4 319 886

898 624
3 402 441
(1 119 772)
3 181 293

265 603
2 511 463
416 794
3 193 860

33 296
386 128
(265 603)
153 821

109 079
3 754 445
3 863 524

223 045
2 418 575
2 641 620

109 079
3 754 445
3 863 524

52 905
573 671
626 576

Cash and cash equivalents
Short term investments
Bank balances and cash

31.5

2021

Income taxes paid
Liability at beginning of year
Current tax charge for the year
Receivable / (liability) at end of year

31.4

Note

Historic

Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities
The table below details changes in the Group’s liabilities arising from financing activities, including both cash and noncash changes. Liabilities arising from financing activities are those for which cash flows were, or future cash flows will
be, classified in the Group’s consolidated statement of cash flows as cash flows from financing activities.

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
28 February 2021
Borrowings
Debentures
29 February 2020
Borrowings
Debentures

Beginning of
year

Financing
cash flows

Other
changes (i)

End of year

35 140
4 623 784
4 658 924

-

(35 140)
794 929
759 789

5 418 713
5 418 713

71 089
3 895 308
3 966 397

35 280
35 280

(71 229)
728 476
657 247

35 140
4 623 784
4 658 924

Historic
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
28 February 2021
Borrowings
Debentures

Beginning of
year

Financing
cash flows

Other
changes (i)

End of year

8 335
1 096 733
1 105 068

-

(8 335)
4 321 980
4 313 645

5 418 713
5 418 713

2 634
144 330
146 964

5 075
5 075

626
952 403
953 029

8 335
1 096 733
1 105 068

29 February 2020
Borrowings
Debentures
(i)

Other changes include interest accruals, payments and other adjustments
Included in other changes for debentures are unrealised exchange losses of ZW$ 4.1 billion (2020: ZW$ 3.9
billion) as detailed in Note 30.
Other changes for borrowings include an impact of inflation (IAS 29) adjustment of ZW$ 3.6 billion (2020: ZW$
3.5 billion).
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32.

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

32.1

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

(1 039 114)
2 162 048
2 022 057
(1 132 013)

(856 485)
2 368 042
2 128 150
(1 034 846)

(796 605)
1 622 752
1 510 153
(848 211)

(102 857)
280 797
252 849
(129 332)

(5 807 425)

(4 191 024)

(4 535 006)

(525 737)

(328 339)
(200 931)
574 593
(67 587)
3 645 852

95 142
(295 328)
102 958
(120 669)
3 858 145

(328 339)
(200 931)
574 593
(67 587)
3 645 852

22 567
(70 050)
24 421
(28 622)
915 128

143 027
3 766 615

6 353
3 646 601

143 027
3 766 615

1 507
864 951

108 047
100 111

63 918
180 060

74 553
71 770

8 863
15 351

3 655
211 813

5 009
248 987

2 863
149 186

395
24 609

Transactions
Transactions with members of
Econet Global Limited Group
Purchase of goods and services from the parent
Sale of goods and services to fellow subsidiaries
Sale of goods and services to associates
Purchase of goods and services from associates
Purchase of goods and services from fellow
subsidiaries

32.2

Balances
Amounts (payable) / receivable from the parent
Amounts owed to fellow subsidiaries
Amounts receivable from fellow subsidiaries
Amounts owed to associates
Amounts receivable from associates
Amounts receivable from Econet Wireless
Zimbabwe Group Pension Fund
Net amount receivable

32.3

Compensation of Directors and
key management
The remuneration of Directors and other members
of key management during the year was as follows:
For services as Directors
For management services – short-term benefits
For management services – post-employment
benefits

Terms and conditions of transactions with related parties
During the year, ZW$ 1.9 billion (2020: ZW$ 191.6 million) receivable from a fellow subsidiary and associates was
impaired to profit or loss as potentially irrecoverable. The amounts are included in impairment of trade and other
receivables, Note 4.
The Group retains legal claims to recover the balance due should the financial circumstances of the counter parties
improve.
The assessment of the recoverability of receivables is undertaken each financial year through examining the financial
position of the related parties and the market in which the related parties operate.
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33.

GROUP EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Econet Wireless Group Pension Fund
Contributions are made to the defined contribution scheme through monthly deductions by the Group from members’
salaries and remitted to the Fund.
National Social Security Authority Scheme
This is a defined contribution scheme promulgated under the National Social Security Act of 1989. The Group’s
obligations under the scheme are limited to specific contributions legislated from time to time.

34.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

34.1

Capital risk management
The Group’s objectives when managing capital are:
•
to safeguard the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, so that it can continue to provide returns for
shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders; and
•
to provide an adequate return to shareholders by pricing products and services commensurately with the level
of risk.
The Group sets the amount of capital in proportion to risk. The Group manages the capital structure and makes
adjustments to it in light of changes in economic conditions and the risk characteristics of the underlying assets. In
order to maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividends paid to shareholders,
return capital to shareholders, issue new shares, or sell assets to reduce debt.
Consistent with others in the industry, the Group monitors capital on the basis of the debt-to-adjusted capital ratio.
This ratio is calculated as net debt divided by adjusted capital. Net debt is calculated as total debt (as shown in the
statement of financial position) less cash and cash equivalents. Adjusted capital comprises all components of equity
other than amounts accumulated in equity relating to cash flow hedges, and includes some forms of subordinated
debt.
The debt-to-adjusted capital ratios were as follows:

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Total debt (i)
Less: cash and cash equivalents (excluding
restricted cash)
Net debt / (cash and cash equivalents)
Total equity (ii)
Adjusted debt-to-capital ratio

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

6 223 059

5 981 012

6 223 059

1 418 659

(3 863 524)
2 359 535
46 023 064
5%

(2 641 620)
3 339 392
42 143 265
8%

(3 863 524)
2 359 535
41 686 560
6%

(626 576)
792 083
9 486 835
8%

(i) Debt is defined as long-term and short-term borrowings, as detailed in Note 30 and lease liabilities, as detailed in
Note 23.
(ii) Equity includes all capital and reserves of the Group.
34.2

Financial risk management objectives
The Group’s Corporate Treasury function provides services to the business, coordinates access to domestic and
international financial markets, monitors and manages the financial risks relating to the operations of the Group
through internal risk reports which analyse exposures by degree and magnitude of risks. These risks include market
risk (including currency risk, interest rate risk and price risk), credit risk, liquidity risk and cash flow interest rate risk.
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34.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)

34.2

Financial risk management objectives (continued)
The Group’s Audit Committee, consisting of executive and non-executive Directors, meet on a regular basis to analyse,
amongst other matters, currency and interest rate exposures and re-evaluate treasury management strategies against
revised economic forecasts. Compliance with Group policies and exposure limits is reviewed at quarterly Board
meetings.
The Group has been able to meet its obligations in the current financial period and the Directors believe that appropriate
measures have been implemented to ensure that the Group has the ongoing capacity to meet its obligations arising
from these exposures.

34.3

Interest rate risk management
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market interest rates. The Group invests in money market instruments which are subject to changes in
interest rates on the local money markets. The Group’s policy is to adopt a non-speculative approach to managing
interest rate risk. Approved funding instruments include; bankers’ acceptances, call loans, overdrafts, foreign loans
and where appropriate, long-term loans.
The Group has borrowings at fixed interest rates. Details of the Group’s borrowings are described in Note 30. The
Board of Directors has a committee that is dedicated to reviewing the loan exposures and repayment plans for the
Group’s external borrowings. The committee that reviews the loan exposures meets on a regular basis and uses
various models to project the Group’s risk exposures and proposes methods to deal with the risk arising in an
appropriate manner. This committee also approves the term sheets for such borrowings, and ensures that the interest
rate exposure of the Group is appropriately managed.
The Group did not carry any borrowings at variable interest rates in both current and prior year. Consequently, no
interest rate sensitivity analysis has been presented. The Directors, at the reporting date, were not aware of any
information or events that may have a significant impact on the reported financial performance of the Group or that
would result in material changes in the structure of the Group’s statement of comprehensive income.

34.4

Other price risks
Other price risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market prices (other than those arising from interest rate risk and currency risk) whether those changes are
caused by factors specific to the individual financial instrument or to its issuer or factors affecting all similar financial
instruments traded in that market.

34.5

Credit risk management
Credit risk refers to the risk that a counterparty will default on its contractual obligations resulting in financial loss to
the Group. The Group has adopted a policy of only dealing with creditworthy counterparties and obtaining sufficient
collateral where appropriate, as a means of mitigating the risk of financial loss from defaults. The Group’s exposure and
the credit ratings of its counterparties are continuously monitored and the credit exposure is controlled by counterparty
limits that are reviewed and approved regularly.
Financial assets, which potentially subject the Group to concentrations of credit risk, consist principally of cash,
short-term deposits, trade and other receivables. The Group’s cash equivalents are placed with high quality financial
institutions. Trade receivables are presented net of the allowance for expected credit losses. Credit risk with respect to
debtors is limited due to the widespread customer base and ongoing credit evaluations to maintain credit worthiness
of the customers.
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34.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)

34.5

Credit risk management (continued)
Where appropriate, trade receivables are converted onto the prepaid service. Interconnect receivables and payables
are regulated by interconnect contracts. Interconnect receivables and payables for foreign cellular traffic are managed
through a reputable foreign finance house which ensures the net monthly outstanding amounts are collected from the
foreign interconnect partners.
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the carrying value of each class of financial assets
disclosed in the statement of financial position.

34.6

Foreign currency risk management
The schedule below shows the composition of the monetary assets, by currency at the respective year-end in ZW
dollars.
Cash and bank balances

All amounts in ’000
2021
Cash and bank balances
Cash equivalents
2020
Cash and bank balances
Cash equivalents

All amounts in ’000
2021
Cash and bank balances
Cash equivalents
2020
Cash and bank balances
Cash equivalents

Inflation adjusted
US$
ZW$

Total

509 320
509 320

3 245 125
109 079
3 354 204

3 754 445
109 079
3 863 524

53 564
53 564

2 365 011
223 045
2 588 056

2 418 575
223 045
2 641 620

US$

Historic
ZW$

Total

509 320
509 320

3 245 125
109 079
3 354 204

3 754 445
109 079
3 863 524

12 705
12 705

560 966
52 905
613 871

573 671
52 905
626 576

Foreign currency risk is the risk that the Group may be affected adversely as a result of foreign currency fluctuations
on the various currencies that the entity holds. The Group maintains cash and bank balances in various currencies so
that payments can be made in the currency of the respective invoices. This covers the entity against short-term foreign
currency fluctuations.
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34.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)

34.6

Foreign currency risk management (continued)
The Group undertakes transactions denominated in foreign currencies; consequently, exposures to exchange rate
fluctuations arise. Exchange rate exposures are managed within approved policy parameters set by the Board. The
following table details the carrying amounts of the Group’s foreign currency denominated monetary assets and
monetary liabilities at the reporting date and the sensitivity to changes in the ZW$ to US$ exchange rate and represents
management’s assessment of the reasonably possible change in foreign exchange rates based on a year-end closing
rate of US$ 1 to ZW$ 83.89 (2020: ZW$ 17.95).
The sensitivity analysis includes only outstanding foreign currency denominated monetary items and adjusts their
translation at the year-end. A positive number below indicates an increase in profit and other equity where the US$
weakens against the ZW$. For a strengthening of US$ against the ZW$, there would be a comparable impact on the
profit and other equity, and the balances below would be negative.

Inflation adjusted
Sensitivity analysis
(Impact on profit or loss)
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
28 February 2021
US dollar

29 February 2020
US dollar

Assets

3 234 521

2 810 659

Liabilities Net exposure

Rate of 100

Rate of 120

(7 399 785)

(1 421 370)

(3 185 601)

Rate of 50

Rate of 85

(14 561 598)

(30 468 164)

(10 634 306)

(10 972 727)

(8 162 068)

Historic
Sensitivity analysis
(Impact on profit or loss)
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
28 February 2021
US dollar

29 February 2020
US dollar
34.7

Assets

3 234 521

666 671

Liabilities Net exposure

Rate of 100

Rate of 120

(7 399 785)

(1 421 370)

(3 185 601)

Rate of 50

Rate of 85

(3 453 921)

(7 226 860)

(10 634 306)

(2 602 663)

(1 935 992)

Liquidity risk management
Ultimate responsibility for liquidity risk management rests with the Board of Directors, which has built an appropriate
liquidity risk management framework for the management of the Group’s short, medium and long-term funding and
liquidity management requirements. The Group manages liquidity risk by maintaining adequate reserves, banking
facilities and reserve borrowing facilities by continuously monitoring forecast and actual cash flows and matching the
maturity profiles of financial assets and liabilities.
The liquidity risk on foreign creditors and lenders has increased due to delay of foreign payments.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT (CONTINUED)

34.7

Liquidity risk management (continued)
The table below summarises the maturity profile of the Group’s financial liabilities.

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

On
demand

Less than
3 months

3 to 12
months

1 to 5
years

Later than
5 years

Total

-

40 800
9 079 642
9 120 442

109 882
109 882

5 418 713
421 001
5 839 714

232 663
232 663

5 418 713
804 346
9 079 642
15 302 701

35 140
35 140

15 392
8 355 307
8 370 699

46 182
46 182

4 623 784
286 862
4 910 646

973 652
973 652

4 658 924
1 322 088
8 355 307
14 336 319

On
demand

Less than
3 months

3 to 12
months

1 to 5
years

Later than
5 years

Total

-

40 800
9 079 642
9 120 442

109 882
109 882

5 418 713
421 001
5 839 714

232 663
232 663

5 418 713
804 346
9 079 642
15 302 701

8 335
8 335

3 651
1 981 827
1 985 478

10 954
10 954

1 096 733
68 042
1 164 775

230 944
230 944

1 105 068
313 591
1 981 827
3 400 486

28 February 2021
Interest-bearing debt
Lease liabilities
Trade and other payables
29 February 2020
Interest-bearing debt
Lease liabilities
Trade and other payables

Historic
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
28 February 2021
Interest-bearing debt
Lease liabilities
Trade and other payables
29 February 2020
Interest-bearing debt
Lease liabilities
Trade and other payables

35.

OPERATING LEASE ARRANGEMENTS

35.1

Leasing arrangements
This note pertains to disclosures for leases which do not meet the recognition criteria of IFRS 16 (right-of-use assets)
as detailed in Note 23. Various options exist for the Group to renew the leasing arrangements on expiry.

35.2

Payments recognised as expense

Inflation adjusted

35.3

2021

2020

Minimum lease payments

7 300

2021

2020

40 701

3 573

5 218

-

12 648

-

3 000

Non-cancellable lease commitments
Not later than one year
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36.

GOING CONCERN
The prevailing macro-economic conditions within the country’s economy have negatively affected the business
operating environment. The adverse conditions, which include; shortages of foreign currency; continued weakening
of the local currency and price instability will continue to have a bearing on the performance of the business.
The Group incurred exchange losses amounting to ZW$ 13.8 billion emanating from foreign currency denominated
obligations which largely accrued before promulgation of Statutory Instrument (S.I.) 33 of 2019. S.I. 33 among other
things, prescribed parity between the US dollar and local mediums of exchange as at and up to the effective date of
22 February 2019 for accounting and other purposes. The Group lodged with the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ)
foreign obligations (legacy debts / blocked funds) accrued at 22 February 2019 in line with Directives RU102/2019 and
RU28/2019. Management continue to pursue the registration and settlement of the legacy debt on a 1 to 1 basis by
the RBZ.
The Group’s exposure in foreign currency denominated obligations is mitigated by an equity instrument held by the
Company in Liquid Telecommunications Holdings amounting to US$ 145 million. Gains and related adjustments on the
foreign investment which are recognised in other comprehensive income are largely sufficient to offset the exchange
losses on the foreign obligations recognised in profit or loss.
The Directors and management are continuously monitoring and evaluating the operating environment to re-assess
and appropriately adapt its strategies to ensure the continued operation of the Group into the foreseeable future.
The Directors have reviewed the Group’s budgets and cash flow forecasts to 31 July 2022 and, in light of this review
and the current financial position, are satisfied that the Group has access to adequate resources to continue in
operational existence for the foreseeable future.

37.

BORROWING POWERS
In terms of the Company’s Articles of Association, the Directors may exercise the powers of the Company to borrow
up to 200% of the aggregate of:
•
the issued share capital and share premium or stated capital of the Company; and
•
the distributable and non-distributable reserves, including unappropriated profits of the Company reduced by any
adverse amount reflected in the statement of comprehensive income, excluding; goodwill, revaluation reserves
arising prior to 28 February of each year, and provision for taxation, deferred tax, and any balance standing to the
credit of the tax equalisation account.
The current borrowings are within the limit.

38.

CAPITAL COMMITMENTS
The capital expenditure is to be financed from internal cash generation, extended supplier credits and bank credit.

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Authorised and contracted for
Authorised and not contracted for

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

823 266
1 368 375
2 191 641

526 139
14 743
540 882

823 266
1 368 375
2 191 641

124 797
3 497
128 294
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39.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

39.1

Tax
The Group is regularly subject to an evaluation by tax authorities on its direct and indirect tax filings and has pending
matters with the tax authorities arising from the normal course of business.
The consequence of such reviews and pending matters is that disagreements can arise with tax authorities over
the interpretation or application of certain tax rules applicable to the Group’s business. Such disagreements may not
necessarily be resolved in a manner that is favourable to the Group. Additionally, the resolution of the disputes and
pending matters could result in an obligation to the Group.
The Directors have assessed the status of the contingent liabilities arising from the tax authorities and do not anticipate
any material liabilities that may have an impact on these consolidated financial statements.

40.

CHANGE IN APPLICATION DATE OF IAS 29 – FINANCIAL REPORTING IN HYPERINFLATIONARY ECONOMIES
In February 2019, the Government of Zimbabwe issued Statutory Instrument (S.I.) 33 of 2019, which among other
things, prescribed parity between the US dollar and local mediums of exchange as at and up to the effective date of
22 February 2019 for accounting and other purposes. S.I. 33 also prescribed the manner in which certain balances
were to be treated as a consequence of the recognition of the RTGS dollar / ZW dollar as currency in Zimbabwe. In
our opinion and based on the guidance issued by the Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB), the change in
functional currency translation guidelines prescribed by S.I. 33 and adopted in preparing the consolidated financial
statements for prior years to comply with statutory requirements were contrary to the provisions of IAS 21.
In prior year, the factors and characteristics to apply IAS 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies
were met in Zimbabwe. As a result, the Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB) pronounced that entities
reporting in Zimbabwe were required to apply the requirements of IAS 29 for reporting periods ended on or after 1 July
2019. Consequently, prior year consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with IAS 29 as if the
economy had been hyperinflationary from 1 March 2019. The Group adopted 1 March 2019 to apply IAS 29 as it was
the commencement date of the prior year financial year and the immediate date after the adoption of the Zimbabwe
dollar as the functional and reporting currency by the Group in accordance with S.I. 33.
However, there was a general consensus amongst market participants that the date of change in functional currency
should have been 1 October 2018. Based on the consensus, the changes in the general pricing power of the functional
currency ought to apply from 1 October 2018. The Directors however chose to strictly comply with S.I. 33.
As reported in prior year, the Directors were unable to determine an appropriate and fair exchange rate to apply as
required by IAS 21 when the Group changed its functional currency in 2019 which inherently impacted the application
of IAS 29.
The Directors have in current year assessed that the cumulative effects of non-compliance with IAS 21 and its
consequent impact on IAS 29 which all could not be accurately ascertained in prior years to enable a retrospective
restatement in accordance with IAS 8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors have now in
material respects been recycled to retained earnings. As a result of the inability to accurately determine the prior year
aforementioned specific effects, the cumulative effects arising from applying 1 March 2019 instead of 1 October 2018
as the IAS 29 application date have been adjusted against opening equity components as disclosed on the statement
of changes in equity.
The restatement will correct distortions brought about by inconsistencies between the provisions of S.I. 33, IAS 21
and the consequent impact of applying IAS 29.

41.

DIRECTORS’ EXPLANATORY NOTE ON THE QUALIFIED AUDIT OPINION
In as much as all reasonable care and attention has been taken by the Directors to present information that is
meaningful and relevant to the users of the financial statements, it is not always possible to present this information
in a way that is not contradictory to International Financial Reporting Standards when reporting the multiple factors in
the environment, including but not limited to the legislative framework and economic variables affecting companies
operating in Zimbabwe. This has resulted in certain qualifications to these financial statements. Economic variables
changed at an extremely fast pace during the period under audit. These circumstances require care and attention
by users of financial statements in their interpretation of financial information presented under such conditions. The
financial statements have been qualified in the following respects;
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41.

DIRECTORS’ EXPLANATORY NOTE ON THE QUALIFIED AUDIT OPINION (CONTINUED)
Valuation of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
The Directors engaged the services of independent professional valuers to determine the United States dollar (USD)
value of all the property, plant and equipment and intangible assets. Whilst the USD value of the properties is not in
question, the auditors have qualified these financial statements in respect of the conversion of these USD values to
Zimbabwe dollars (ZWD / ZWL). The basis is that there is multiplicity of exchange rates that one could have applied
to determine the appropriate Zimbabwe dollar values. The Directors have selected to apply the Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe Auction Rate, at the closing date, as this is the only recognised legal rate of exchange in the country. In the
disclosures to these financial statements the Directors have provided the appropriate information as well as sensitivity
analysis that allows users of these financial statements to perform adjustments they may deem relevant if they have a
different view to that taken by the Directors in the conversion of the United States dollars to Zimbabwe dollar values.
Application of International Accounting Standard 8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates
and Errors (IAS 8) on comparative information - Impact of incorrect date of application of International
Accounting Standard 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (IAS 29), classification of
deferred tax and depreciation
In prior year the Group complied with SI 33/2019, which mandated February 2019 to be the date for the change in
functional currency from USD to ZWL, resulting in discrepancies between the requirements of IFRS and the legislative
requirements in effect. The Directors decided to comply with the law of the country as adopting a different approach
would have resulted in an infringement of the legislative framework in place at the time. Our application of the
legislative provisions resulted in the principles of IAS 29 being applied from an incorrect date. In prior year deferred tax
assets and liabilities balances where disclosed separately. The Directors have taken the decision to set off deferred tax
assets and liabilities in line with International Financial Reporting Standards. This has been done prospectively. The
Directors have taken a decision to adjust for these inconsistencies in the most practical way possible for users of the
financial statements.
Accounting for the investment in associate company (Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited)
The Groups’ associate Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited is yet to release its results at the time of publication of
these financial statements. In order to avoid undue delay and in order to meet regulatory requirements the Group has
proceeded to account for the unaudited results of its associate company. The Directors have taken this decision as it
was in their opinion in the best interest of the shareholders to conclude and report on the results of the financial year
ended 28 February 2021.

42.

EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
There have been no significant events after the reporting date. The Directors continue to monitor the impact of the
changing economic conditions on the Group.
Effects of Covid-19 on the business
The Covid-19 outbreak continues to unravel and during the financial year, the economy operated at various levels of
lockdowns. The Group continues to adapt its model to best respond to business operational changes brought about by
the pandemic to minimise disruption to operations and service delivery. The telecommunications sector was declared
an essential service allowing the business to continue offering services to the general populace.
Implications of the pandemic on the broader economic scale continue to unfold and as a result, the Directors are
unable to reasonably quantify the related impact on the Group in the foreseeable future.

43.

APPROVAL OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The consolidated financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors and authorised for issue on 31 July
2021.
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Directors’ responsibility for financial reporting
The Directors of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited (the Company) are responsible for the maintenance of adequate
accounting records, the preparation, integrity and fair presentation of the financial statements and related information.
The Company’s independent external auditors, Messrs Deloitte & Touche Chartered Accountants (Zimbabwe), audited
the statement of financial position of the Company as at 28 February 2021 and the related notes (together “the Financial
Statement”) and their report appears on pages 217 to 221.
The Financial Statement for the year ended 28 February 2021 presented from pages 222 to 225 has been prepared in
compliance with the recognition and measurement requirements of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) to
give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Company as required by the Companies and Other Business Entities
Act (Chapter 24:31). The Financial Statement is based on the appropriate accounting policies which have been consistently
applied, as modified, where necessary, by the impact of new and revised standards. The application of these accounting
policies is supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates.
The Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB) issued a pronouncement in October 2019 prescribing application of
inflation accounting for reporting periods ended on or after 1 July 2019. Consequently, the Company adopted International
Accounting Standard (IAS) 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies and prepared the Financial Statement as
if the economy had been hyperinflationary from 1 October 2018.
Due to factors that result from the prevailing economic environment, the Financial Statement has been qualified by the
auditors. In their opinion, the Company has been unable to comply with the requirements of the International Financial
Reporting Standards referenced in their audit report. The Directors are responsible for the preparation of this Financial
Statement and for making reasonable and appropriate judgements to achieve fair presentation. In this process certain
significant judgements are required in order to ensure that as far as is practicable this Financial Statement presents a true
and fair view of the financial position of the Company as at the reporting date.
In as much as all reasonable care and attention has been taken by the Directors to present information that is meaningful
and relevant to the users of the Financial Statement, it is not always possible to present this information in a way that is
not contradictory to International Financial Reporting Standards when reporting the multiple factors in the environment,
including but not limited to the legislative framework and economic variables affecting companies operating in Zimbabwe.
This has resulted in certain qualifications to this Financial Statement. Economic variables changed at an extremely fast pace
during the period under audit. These circumstances require care and attention by users of the Financial Statement in their
interpretation of financial information presented under such conditions.
The Financial Statement has been qualified in the following respects; valuation of property, plant and equipment; application
of International Accounting Standard 8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors (IAS 8) on
comparative information - Impact of incorrect date of application of International Accounting Standard 29 - Financial Reporting
in Hyperinflationary Economies (IAS 29) and accounting for the investment in associate company (Cassava Smartech
Zimbabwe Limited) as explained more fully in Note 41.
The Directors are also responsible for the maintenance of adequate accounting records and are responsible for the content
and integrity of related financial information included in this report, and for such internal control as the Directors determine
is necessary to enable the preparation of the Financial Statement that is free from material misstatement, whether due to
fraud or error. The systems of internal control are designed to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the
reliability of the Financial Statement, and to safeguard, verify and maintain accountability of assets, and to prevent and
detect material misstatements and losses. The systems are implemented and monitored by suitably trained personnel with
an appropriate segregation of authority and duties. Nothing has come to the attention of the Directors to indicate that any
material breakdown in the functioning of these controls, procedures and systems has occurred during the year under review.
The Directors have reviewed the Company’s budget and cash flow forecasts for the period to 31 July 2022 and, in light of
this review and the current financial position, are satisfied that the Company has access to adequate resources to continue
in operational existence for the foreseeable future.
The Financial Statement was approved by the Board of Directors on 31 July 2021 and is signed on its behalf by:

Dr J. Myers
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

Dr D. Mboweni
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

The Company Financial Statement has been prepared under the supervision of Roy Chimanikire CA(Z).

Mr R. Chimanikire
FINANCE DIRECTOR
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Independent Auditor’s report
to the Shareholders of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited
Qualified Opinion
We have audited the inflation adjusted statement of financial position of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited (“the Company”)
and the related notes (together “the financial statement”) set out on pages 222 to 225.
In our opinion, except for the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report, the financial
statement presents fairly, the financial position of the Company as at 28 February 2021 in compliance with the recognition
and measurement requirements of International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) as required by the Companies and
Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31).
Basis for Qualified Opinion
1. Valuation of property
As set out in Note 11 to the inflation adjusted financial statements, the Company performed a revaluation of property as
at 28 February 2021, valued at ZWL 60 million (2020: ZWL 54 million). The Company engaged professional valuers to
determine fair values in United States Dollars (USD), which were subsequently translated to Zimbabwe Dollars (ZWL)
using the closing ZWL/USD auction exchange rate as at 28 February 2021. Whereas the determined USD values are
reflective of fair value in that currency, the conversion to ZWL, for purposes of reporting in the Company’s functional
currency, is not in compliance with International Financial Reporting Standard 13 - Fair Value Measurement (IFRS 13), for
the reasons stated below.
IFRS 13 defines fair value as the price that would be received to sell an asset in an orderly transaction between market
participants at a measurement date. While we found the assumptions and methods used by the professional valuers to
determine the USD valuations reasonable and appropriate in determining fair value in USD, however, we were unable
to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence to support the appropriateness of the application of the ZWL/USD auction
exchange rate in the determination of the final ZWL fair valuations presented.
IFRS 13 requires:
• a fair value to be determined using the assumptions that market participants would use when pricing the asset,
assuming market participants act in their economic best interests; and
• fair value to reflect the price that would be received to sell the asset in an orderly transaction in the principal market
at the measurement date under current market conditions, regardless of whether that price is directly observable or
estimated using another valuation technique.
We were therefore unable to obtain sufficient evidence to support the appropriateness of simply applying the closing
ZWL/USD auction exchange rate in determining the ZWL fair value of property, without any further adjustments to
reflect how the economic conditions within the country as at that measurement date would impact the assumptions that
market participants would use in pricing the property, in ZWL. Such matters include, but are not limited to:
• the correlation of the responsiveness of ZWL valuations of property to the auction exchange rate and related
underlying USD values; and
• the extent to which supply and demand for property reflects the implications on market dynamics of the auction
exchange rate.
Consequently, we were unable to obtain sufficient evidence to support the appropriateness of the valuation in ZWL of
the property balance, as well as that of the revaluation reserve and the related deferred tax impact.
2. Investment in associate - Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited
The Company has a 20% (2020: 20%) investment in Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited (“Cassava”) which is
classified as an investment in associate which is accounted for using the equity method and is disclosed in Note 17.2.
The audited financial statements for Cassava have not yet been published and consequently the financial information
related to Cassava included in the Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited financial statement is unaudited.
We were therefore unable to determine whether any additional adjustments would be required in respect of the recorded
share of profits and other comprehensive income from associate recorded in the inflation adjusted statement of profit
or loss and other comprehensive income, the carrying amount of this investment disclosed in the inflation adjusted
statement of financial position and the detailed financial information of Cassava included in Note 17.2.
A full list of partners and directors is available on request
Associate of Deloitte Africa, a Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
Basis for Qualified Opinion (continued)
2. Investment in associate - Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited (continued)
We were therefore unable to determine whether any additional adjustments would be required in respect of the recorded
share of profits and other comprehensive income from associate recorded in the inflation adjusted statement of profit
or loss and other comprehensive income, the carrying amount of this investment disclosed in the inflation adjusted
statement of financial position and the detailed financial information of Cassava included in Note 17.2.
3. Inappropriate application of International Accounting Standard 8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in
Accounting Estimates and Errors (IAS 8) on comparative information - Impact of incorrect date of application
of International Accounting Standard 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies (IAS 29) and
depreciation
As a result of the pronouncement by the Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB), entities reporting in Zimbabwe
were required to apply the requirements of IAS 29 with effect from 1 July 2019.
The Directors applied the requirements of IAS 29 from the date of change in functional currency adopted of 22 February
2019. However, in accordance with International Accounting Standard 21 - The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange
Rates (IAS 21) the date of change in functional currency was determined to be 1 October 2018. Consequently, the
changes in the general pricing power of the functional currency should have been applied from 1 October 2018.
As disclosed in Note (IX) of the Financial Statement, the Company did not comply with IAS 21, as the Directors elected
to comply with Statutory Instrument 33 of 2019 (“SI 33/19”). IAS 29 was only applied from 22 February 2019, and not
1 October 2018, as required by IAS 21.
Management resolved to correct the inconsistencies arising due to the decision to apply the requirements of IAS 29
from 22 February 2019 as opposed to 1 October 2018 as would have been required to comply with International Financial
Reporting Standards as described above. The impact of this correction was only effected as a restatement of the opening
equity in the current year statement of changes in equity, for reasons explained in Note (IX). This is not in compliance
with International Financial Reporting Standards, IAS 8 – Accounting Polices, Changes in Accounting Estimates and
Errors as the requirement would have required retrospective restatement. We have not been able to quantify the prior
year impact of this adjustment as the cumulative effects of non-compliance with IAS 21 and its consequent impact on
IAS 29 could not be ascertained for the year ended 29 February 2020.
The prior year audit report included a qualification on the depreciation of property due to the valuations of the assets
completed in the 2019 financial year. These valuation matters remained unresolved and therefore affected the
depreciation recorded in the comparatives.
Our opinion on the current year’s inflation adjusted financial statement is qualified because of the possible effects of
these matters on the comparability of the current year’s inflation adjusted financial statement with that of the prior year.
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statement section of our
report. We are independent of the Company in accordance with the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’
International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards) (IESBA Code)
together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of financial statements in Zimbabwe. We have fulfilled
our ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and the IESBA code. We believe that the audit evidence
we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our qualified opinion.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the
inflation adjusted financial statement of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of
the inflation adjusted financial statement as a whole and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate
opinion on these matters. In addition to the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report, we
have determined the matters described below to be the key audit matters.
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)
Key Audit Matters (continued)
Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Valuation of unlisted investments
As set out in Note (V) to the Financial Statement, the To assess the valuation of the unlisted investments, we performed
Company has a 7% investment in unlisted shares of Liquid procedures that included but were not limited to:
Telecommunications Holdings domiciled in Mauritius •
Assessing the competence, capabilities, objectivity, and
amounting to ZWL 12.2 billion (2020: ZWL 10.2 billion).
independence of the management’s independent valuers, and
assessed their qualifications.
The unlisted investments are carried at fair value through •
Using our internal valuation specialists as part of our audit team
other comprehensive income and classified as level 3
to perform the following:
financial instruments in the fair value hierarchy.
•
Testing, the accuracy and reasonableness of the input data
provided by management to the independent professional
These
valuation
techniques,
particularly
those
valuer with supporting evidence, in respect of:
requiring significant unobservable inputs, usually involve
forecasted future cash flows used to determine
subjective judgement and assumptions. Valuation results can
present values.
vary significantly when different valuation techniques and
•
Challenging management as regards the rationale for
assumptions are applied. The key assumptions applied in the
inputs used with reference to past performance; and
valuation included:
•
Performing sensitivity analysis in consideration of the
•
Projected free cashflows; and
potential impact of reasonably possible upside or downside
•
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and
changes in these key assumptions.
amortisation (EBITDA).
Due to the significance of financial instruments measured Based on the audit procedures performed, we found that the
at fair value, and the uncertainty in valuation involving assumptions made by management in relation to the valuation of
significant judgement for unlisted equity investments, unlisted investments were supported by available evidence.
valuation of these financial instruments is considered a key
audit matter due to the significance of the balance to the
financial statement as a whole, combined with the level
of judgement associated with determining the fair values.
Key audit matter

How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Related party transactions and balances (Company)
The Company contracts certain services from related In addressing this matter, we performed the following procedures:
We tested the design and implementation of controls over the
parties. Each related party operates under different •
recognition, recording and approval of related party transactions;
jurisdictions and applies its own pricing model to be
Compared the listing of prior year related parties with current
compliant with the respective legal framework of the •
year listing of related parties;
jurisdiction.
•
Enquired of the Directors and management of the existence of
new related parties. We reviewed declarations of interests by
Due to the significance of transactions with related parties,
those charged with governance to identify related parties to the
related party transactions were identified as a key audit matter.
Company;
•
Made enquiries of Directors and management to identify
other related party relationships, transactions and balances
not previously identified, and remained alert to audit evidence
indicative of previously undisclosed related party relationships,
transactions, and balances;
•
Confirmed that the governance process in place in approving
related party transactions was adhered to by reviewing approvals
of related party transactions by the Board of Directors;
•
Made comparisons of the transactional value of related party
transactions with prior year and challenged the economic
rationale for any significant changes in related party transactions;
•
In assessing the approvals, we considered the tax implications
of the related party transactions through consultations with our
tax specialists;
•
Confirmed balances and transactions with related parties;
•
We assessed and challenged the appropriateness and
reasonableness of the assumptions used in the estimation of
the provision for credit losses; and
•
Confirmed that the related party transactions were appropriately
disclosed in the financial statement.
Based on the audit procedures performed, we found the assumptions
made by management in relation to the valuation of related party
balances were supported by available evidence.
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Independent Auditor’s report (continued)

Other Information
Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Report of Directors as required
by the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31), Directors’ Responsibility Statement, and historical cost
information, which we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report and the Annual Report, which is expected to be
made available to us after that date. The other information does not include the inflation adjusted financial statement and
our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the inflation adjusted financial statement does not cover the other information and we do not express any
form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the inflation adjusted financial statement, our responsibility is to read the other information
and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the inflation adjusted financial
statement or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we
have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement, we are required to report that fact. Given the nature
of the matters set out in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section above, we have determined that the other information is
materially misstated for the same reasons.
Responsibility of the Directors for the Financial Statement
The Directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these inflation adjusted financial statements in
accordance with IFRSs and in the manner required by the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31) and
the Companies (Financial Statements) Regulations, 1996, the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange Listing Requirements and for such
internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of inflation adjusted financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Directors are responsible for assessing the Company’s ability to continue as a
going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless the Directors either intend to liquidate the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do
so.
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statement
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance
is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually
or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
•
Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design
and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than
for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.
•
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal
control.
•
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the Directors.
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statement (continued)
•

•

Conclude on the appropriateness of the Directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on the
audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant
doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we
are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the
date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a
going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the inflation adjusted financial statement, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the Directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide the Directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding
independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear
on our independence, and where applicable, actions taken to eliminate threats or safeguards applied.
From the matters communicated with the Directors, we determine those matters that were of most significance in the audit
of the financial statements of the current period. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation
precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should
not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to
outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
In fulfilment of the requirements of Section 193 of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31) (“the
Act”), we report to the shareholders as follows:
Section 193(1)(a)
Except for the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report, the inflation adjusted financial
statement of the Company is properly drawn up in accordance with the Act and give a true and fair view of the state of the
Company’s affairs as at 28 February 2021.
Section 193(2)
We have no further matters to report in respect of the Section 193(2) requirements of the Act, in addition to those already
covered in the Basis for Qualified Opinion section of our report.
The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is Brian Mabiza.

DELOITTE & TOUCHE
Per Brian Mabiza
PAAB Practice Certificate No 0447
Partner
Registered Auditor
Harare, Zimbabwe
6 August 2021
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Company statement of financial position
As at 28 February 2021

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000

Note

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property
Investment in subsidiaries
Investment in associates

(III)
(IV)

Investment in financial asset at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Related party receivables
Total non-current assets

(V)
(VI)

2021

2021

2020

60 058
883 348
1 985 421

54 184
883 348
1 960 258

60 058
20 966
584 330

12 852
20 966
188 531

12 163 585
2 467 400
17 559 812

10 221 890
2 319 841
15 439 521

12 163 585
2 467 400
15 296 339

2 424 569
550 252
3 197 170

7 000
2 641
9 641

29 512
137 685
167 197

7 000
2 641
9 641

7 000
32 658
39 658

17 569 453

15 606 718

15 305 980

3 236 828

4 060 232
3 351 083
3 553 371
10 964 686

4 060 232
3 213 303
2 793 076
10 066 611

96 371
(4 071 765)
12 676 607
8 701 213

96 371
(610 708)
2 437 086
1 922 749

Current assets
Receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Capital and reserves
Share capital and share premium
Retained earnings / (accumulated losses)
Other reserves
Total equity

24.2

Historic

2020
Restated
(Note (IX))

Non-current liabilities
Deferred tax liability
Interest bearing debt (Debentures)
Related party payables

30
(VI)

1 357
5 418 713
1 067 932
6 488 002

4 623 784
873 265
5 497 049

1 357
5 418 713
1 067 932
6 488 002

1 096 733
207 133
1 303 866

Current liabilities
Payables

(VII)

116 765

43 058

116 765

10 213

6 604 767

5 540 107

6 604 767

1 314 079

17 569 453

15 606 718

15 305 980

3 236 828

Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

Dr D. Mboweni
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
31 July 2021
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Notes to the Company statement of financial position
For the ended year 28 February 2021

(I)

BASIS OF PREPARATION
The Company statement of financial position has been prepared under the recognition and measurement of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
The accounting policies are similar to those applied in the Company’s consolidated financial statements. Refer to Note
B of the notes to the consolidated financial statements in this annual report. The Company statement of financial
position has been prepared for inclusion in the Company’s annual report, wherein the Company’s consolidated financial
statements have been presented, in order that it may be presented together with the consolidated financial statements
at the Company’s annual general meeting as required by Section 186 of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act
(Chapter 24:31). As a result, the Company statement of financial position may not be suitable for any other purpose if
read in isolation.

(II)

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND OTHER EXPLANATORY NOTES
Except as presented in Note C, the summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes relevant to
the Company statement of financial position are similar in all material respects to those applicable to the Company’s
consolidated financial statements.

(III)

INVESTMENT IN SUBSIDIARIES
Inflation adjusted

Historic

2020
Restated
2021 (Note (IX))

All amounts in ZW$ ’000

%age

%age

2021

2020

Econet Wireless (Private) Limited
(Cellular network operator in Zimbabwe)

100%

132 033

132 033

100%

3 134

3 134

Transaction Payment Solutions (Private) Limited
(Computer data processing service provider)

100%

1 104

1 104

100%

26

26

Econet Wireless Capital Holdings (Private) Limited
(Investment company in Zimbabwe)

100%

749 832

749 832

100%

17 797

17 797

Pentamed Investments (Private) Limited (i)
(Investment company in Zimbabwe)

100%

-

-

100%

-

-

Econet Media Zimbabwe (Private) Limited (ii)
(Television broadcasting)

45%

379

379

45%

9

9

883 348

883 348

20 966

20 966

Total investments in subsidiaries
(i)

The investment was impaired in prior years as a result of depressed financial performance.
Pentamed Investments is the holding company of Mutare Bottling Company (Private) Limited with an equity
investment of 63% of the issued capital.

(ii)

(IV)

Although the Company holds less than 50% of the equity shares of Econet Media Zimbabwe (Private) Limited
(EMZ), the Company controls and consolidates EMZ by virtue of the shareholders’ agreement.

INVESTMENT IN ASSOCIATES
The investment relates to the Company’s direct equity investments in Cassava, Distributed Power Africa and Cumii.
Note 17 discloses the Group’s consolidated investment in associates.
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Notes to the Company statement of financial position (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021

(V)

INVESTMENT IN FINANCIAL ASSET AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Investments in financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are not held for trading. Instead, they
are held for strategic purposes. Accordingly, the Directors have elected to designate the equity investments as at fair
value through other comprehensive income as they believe that recognising short-term fluctuations in the investments’
fair value in profit or loss would not be consistent with the Company’s strategy.
The investments relate to an investment in Liquid Telecommunications Holdings (LTH) domiciled in Mauritius. The
fair value of the investment amounting to US$ 145 million (equivalent to ZW$ 12.2 billion) was determined at year
end by an independent professional valuer using the earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation
(EBITDA) multiple valuation technique. In prior year, the fair value of US$ 135 million (equivalent to ZW$ 11.3 billion)
was determined by the Directors using a similar EBITDA multiple valuation technique.
The EBITDA valuation technique is a comparable valuation method that relies on a multiple of EBITDA derived from
listed peers to arrive at an entity’s enterprise value. The EBITDA multiple which is a significant input, takes into account
management’s experience and knowledge of market conditions, size of operations, debt and geographical location
amongst other comparable variables. The higher the EBITDA multiple, the higher the fair value. If the EBITDA multiple
was higher by 5% while all other variables were held constant, the carrying amount of the investment would increase
by US$ 11 million (ZW$ 922.8 million).
Inputs to the valuation of the investment in LTH are classified as Level 3 inputs i.e. inputs which are not based on
observable market data. There were no transfers between Level 2 and Level 3 fair value measurements, and no transfers
into or out of Level 1 fair value measurements in both current and prior year.

(VI)

RELATED PARTY RECEIVABLES / (PAYABLES)

Inflation adjusted
2021

2020

2021

2020

2 465 514
1 886
2 467 400

2 311 890
7 951
2 319 841

2 465 514
1 886
2 467 400

548 366
1 886
550 252

(1 060 708)

(845 140)

(1 060 708)

(200 462)

(7 224)

(28 125)

(7 224)

(6 671)

(1 067 932)

(873 265)

(1 067 932)

(207 133)

1 399 468

1 446 576

1 399 468

343 119

All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Amounts receivable from associate
Amounts receivable from subsidiary

Amounts payable to subsidiaries
Amounts payable to associate

Net receivable / (payable)
(VII)

Historic

PAYABLES

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Dividends payable
Other

Historic

2021

2020

2021

2020

10 213
106 552
116 765

43 058
43 058

10 213
106 552
116 765

10 213
10 213

Other payables pertain to a deposit on the purchase consideration received from the counterparty to the agreement to
dispose assets held by Mutare Bottling Company as detailed in Note 8.
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Notes to the Company statement of financial position (continued)
For the year ended 28 February 2021
(VIII) PARTIES RELATED TO THE COMPANY
The parent company of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited is Econet Global Limited domiciled in Mauritius.
Fellow subsidiaries
Liquid Telecommunications Operations Limited
Liquid Telecommunications Zimbabwe (Private) Limited
Worldstream (Proprietory) Limited
Batoka Hospitality Group (Private) Limited
Econet Renewable Energy Systems
Econet Services International
Econet Media Mauritius
Cumii International
Associates
Distributed Power Africa (Private) Limited
Cumii Zimbabwe (Private) Limited
Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe Limited
(IX)

CHANGE IN APPLICATION DATE OF IAS 29 – FINANCIAL REPORTING IN HYPERINFLATIONARY ECONOMIES
In February 2019, the Government of Zimbabwe issued Statutory Instrument (S.I.) 33 of 2019, which among other things,
prescribed parity between the US dollar and local mediums of exchange as at and up to the effective date of 22 February
2019 for accounting and other purposes. S.I. 33 also prescribed the manner in which certain balances were to be treated
as a consequence of the recognition of the RTGS dollar / ZW dollar as currency in Zimbabwe. In our opinion and based on
the guidance issued by the Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB), the change in functional currency translation
guidelines prescribed by S.I. 33 and adopted in preparing the consolidated financial statements for prior years to comply
with statutory requirements were contrary to the provisions of IAS 21.
In prior year, the factors and characteristics to apply IAS 29 - Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economies were
met in Zimbabwe. As a result, the Public Accountants and Auditors Board (PAAB) pronounced that entities reporting
in Zimbabwe were required to apply the requirements of IAS 29 for reporting periods ended on or after 1 July 2019.
Consequently, the prior year Financial Statement was prepared in accordance with IAS 29 as if the economy had been
hyperinflationary from 1 March 2019. The Company adopted 1 March 2019 to apply IAS 29 as it was the commencement
date of the prior year financial year and the immediate date after the adoption of the Zimbabwe dollar as the functional
and reporting currency by the Company in accordance with S.I. 33.
However, there was a general consensus amongst market participants that the date of change in functional currency
should have been 1 October 2018. Based on the consensus, the changes in the general pricing power of the functional
currency ought to apply from 1 October 2018. The Directors however chose to strictly comply with S.I. 33.
As reported in prior year, the Directors were unable to determine an appropriate and fair exchange rate to apply as
required by IAS 21 when the Company changed its functional currency in 2019 which inherently impacted the application
of IAS 29.
The Directors have in current year assessed that the cumulative effects of non-compliance with IAS 21 and its consequent
impact on IAS 29 which all could not be accurately ascertained in prior years to enable a retrospective restatement in
accordance with IAS 8 - Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors have now in material respects
been recycled to retained earnings. As a result of the inability to accurately determine the prior year aforementioned
specific effects, the cumulative effects arising from applying 1 March 2019 instead of 1 October 2018 as the IAS 29
application date have been adjusted against opening equity components as disclosed below;

Inflation adjusted
All amounts in ZW$ ’000
Share capital and share premium
Investment in subsidiaries
Retained earnings

Balance at
29 February 2020

Restatement

Balance at
29 February 2020
(Restated)

2 600 949
565 871
4 355 112

1 459 283
317 477
(1 141 809)

4 060 232
883 348
3 213 303

The restatement will correct distortions brought about by inconsistencies between the provisions of S.I. 33, IAS 21 and
the consequent impact of applying IAS 29.
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Shareholder analysis
As at 28 February 2021

CONSOLIDATED TOP 10
Rank

Account name

Shares

% of total
38,4

1

Econet Global Limited

995 384 301

2

Stanbic Nominees (Private) Limited (NNR)

366 371 322

14,1

3

Stanbic Nominees (Private) Limited

320 101 402

12,4

4

Old Mutual Life Assurance Company of Zimbabwe Limited

165 348 735

6,4

5

Econet Wireless Zimbabwe SPV Limited

129 528 841

5,0

6

New Arx Trust (NNR)

92 799 146

3,6

7

Austin Eco Holdings Limited (NNR)

53 923 476

2,1

8

Standard Chartered Nominees (Private) Limited

32 531 645

1,3

9

National Social Security Authority

28 225 586

1,1

24 475 167
2 208 689 621

0,9
85,3

381 887 211

14,7

2 590 576 832

100,0

10

Northunderland Investments (Private) Limited
Total top 10
Other
Total issued shares

Range

Holders

% of holders

Shares

% of shares

0 - 100

2 986

28,5

116 916

0,0

101 - 200

843

8,0

138 346

0,0

201 - 500

1 133

10,8

390 518

0,0

501 - 1 000

1 145

10,9

812 746

0,0

1 001 - 5 000

2 528

24,1

5 350 725

0,2

5 001 - 10 000

583

5,6

4 056 647

0,2

10 001 - 50 000

673

6,4

14 901 159

0,6

50 001 - 100 000

173

1,6

12 288 506

0,5

100 001 - 500 000

240

2,3

54 003 466

2,1

62

0,6

42 127 521

1,6

500 001 - 1 000 000
1 000 001 - 10 000 000
+ 10 000 001
Total

226

110

1,0

334 515 957

12,9

19

0,2

2 121 874 325

81,9

10 495

100,0

2 590 576 832

100,0
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Shareholders calendar 2021/2022
For the year 28 February 2021

2021
October 2021

Sustainability annual report 2021 publication

October 2021

Twenty third Annual General Meeting of Shareholders, Econet Park, Harare

November 2021

Interim unaudited abridged consolidated financial results publication

December 2021

3rd Quarter Trading update publication

2022
February 2022

Financial year end

May 2022

Audited abridged consolidated financial results publication

June 2022

First Quarter Trading update publication

July 2022

Sustainability annual report 2022 publication

August 2022

Twenty forth Annual General Meeting of Shareholders, Econet Park, Harare

Corporate and advisory information
Registered office
Incorporated in the Republic of Zimbabwe
Company registration number 7548/98
Econet Park, 2 Old Mutare Road,
Msasa, Harare, Zimbabwe
Telephone: +263 242 486124-5, +263 772 793 700,
Fax:+263 242 486183
E-mail: info@econet.co.zw,
Website: www.econet.co.zw
Group Company Secretary
Charles Alfred Banda
Econet Park, 2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa,
Harare, Zimbabwe
Independent auditors
Deloitte & Touche (Zimbabwe)
Registered Public Auditors
West Block, Borrowdale Office Park,
Borrowdale Road, Borrowdale, P.O. Box 267,
Harare, Zimbabwe
Principal bankers
African Export-Import Bank Limited
72 (B) EL Maahad EL-Eshleraky Street,
Opposite Merryland Park, Roxy, Heliopolis,
Cairo 11341, Egypt

First Capital Bank
Kurima House, Nelson Mandela Avenue,
P.O. Box CY 881 Causeway, Harare, Zimbabwe
Stanbic Bank
Stanbic Centre, 59 Samora Machel Avenue,
Harare, Zimbabwe
Steward Bank Limited
75 Livingstone Avenue, Harare, Zimbabwe
EcoBank Limited
Block A, Sam Levy’s Office Park
2 Piers Road Borrowdale,
Harare, Zimbabwe
Debenture trustees
CBZ Bank Limited

Union House, 60 Kwame Nkrumah Avenue,
Harare, Zimbabwe
Principal legal advisors
Mtetwa and Nyambirai Legal Practitioners
2 Meredith Drive, Eastlea,
Harare, Zimbabwe
Registrars and transfer secretaries
First Transfer Secretaries (Private) Limited
1 Armagh Avenue, Eastlea, Harare, Zimbabwe
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Notice to members
Notice is hereby given that the Twenty-third Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) of the members of Econet Wireless
Zimbabwe Limited will be held at the registered office of the Company at Econet Park, 2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa, Harare,
Zimbabwe on Friday 29 October at 10.00am.
Owing to COVID-19 restrictions, the Chairman has determined, in accordance with Article 55 of the Company’s Articles
of Association, that the meeting place referred to above will be inadequate to accommodate all members entitled to and
wishing to attend the meeting as the law restricts the maximum number of people allowed to meet in one place. Those
members to be accommodated at the meeting shall be expected to bring negative COVID-19 certificates that are not more
than 48 hours old and their masks and shall have their temperatures taken and hands sanitized before they are allowed into
the meeting place. For the members who cannot be accommodated at the meeting place, the Company has put in place
an audio-visual communication facility that will enable them to be heard and seen by all other persons so present whether
physically or virtually, by logging into a site, details of which will be communicated to shareholders in due course. The
Chairman is satisfied that the measures for an audio-visual virtual communication system set up by the Company meets
the requirements of Article 55 and enables all members to participate in the meeting as effectively as if they were present
physically.
The AGM shall transact the following business:
Ordinary Business
To consider and adopt, with or without amendment, the following resolutions:
1.

Financial Statements
To receive and adopt the financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2021 together with the reports of the
Directors and auditors thereon.

2.

Dividend
To approve the following dividends paid during the year:
•
40 ZWL cents per share for the interim dividend amounting to ZWL 1 billion.
•
60 ZWL cents per share for the final dividend amounting to ZWL 1.5 billion.

3.

Election of Directors
To re-elect Mr M Gasela, Ms T Moyo and Mr R Chimanikire as Directors of the Company.
In accordance with Article 81 of the Company’s Articles of Association they retire by rotation at the Company’s Annual
General Meeting and, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election. Each Director shall be re-elected through a
separate resolution.

4.

Directors’ Remuneration
To approve the remuneration of the Directors for the year ended 28 February 2021.

5.
5.1
5.2

Auditors
To approve the auditors’ fees for the previous year.
To consider the re-appointment of Deloitte & Touche as auditors of the Company for the ensuing year. Deloitte &
Touche have served as auditors of the Company for six years.

6.

Special Business
To approve the following amendments to the Company’s Articles of Association:

6.1

Substitution of reference to “the Companies Act” with “The Companies and Other Business Entities Act”
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the Company’s Articles of Association be amended as follows: All references to the Companies Act shall mean
“the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31)” (“COBE”).
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Notice to members (continued)
6.2

Amendment to Article 9 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the words “Subject to confirmation by the court” be inserted at the beginning of Article 9.

6.3

Amendment to Article 45 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That pursuant to Section 167(2) of COBE the first sentence in the article be replaced by the following “The annual
general meeting of the Company shall be held once in every period of twelve (12) months”.

6.4

Amendment to the Articles of Association to allow for the holding of virtual meetings of Members
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That as permissible under Section 170(10) of COBE, the Company’s Articles of Association be amended by the
addition at the end of Article 47.4 of the following:
“The Company may hold virtual meetings of members through the use of any electronic communication media
including video or telephone conferencing. Resolutions passed at the virtual meetings shall be binding as if they were
passed at physical meetings”.

6.5

Amendment to Article 50 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the last sentence in the Article be deleted and be substituted by the following: “A majority of the total number of
votes entitled to vote on a matter shall constitute a quorum”.

6.6

Amendment to Article 51 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed fit, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the last sentence in the Article be deleted and the following substituted therefor:
“Such meeting shall be reconvened not later than twenty-one (21) days from the date of the adjournment. At a
reconvened meeting, following an adjournment for a lack of a quorum, at least twenty-five percent (25%) of the votes
of the shares entitled to vote shall constitute a quorum”.

6.7

Amendment to Article 68.1 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That in line with Section 195 (1) of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24.31) Article 68.1 be
amended to provide as follows:
“Subject as hereinafter provided the number of Directors shall not exceed fifteen and shall not be less than seven.
Not less than three of the directors shall be independent non-executive directors”.

6.8

Amendment to Article 70 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
By the addition at the end of the Article of the following: “The fees payable to the Directors must be approved by
Shareholders at the Company’s annual general meeting”.

6.9

Amendment to Article 73 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
6.9.1 By the addition in the heading of the Article the word “Executive” so that it reads “Executive Directors’ pension and
other benefits”.
6.9.2 By the addition at the beginning of the Article of the following: “Subject to shareholder approval at the Company’s
general meeting” and the deletion in the sixth line of the Article of the words “were at any time Executive Directors”
and the substitution therefor of the words “any person who has held the position of an Executive Director”.
6.10

Amendment to Article 92 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed fit, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the first sentence of Article 92 be deleted in its entirety and the following substituted therefor: “A majority of the
total number of Directors fixed in the Company’s Articles of Association shall constitute a quorum”.
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Notice to members (continued)
6.11

Amendment to Article 96 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed fit, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
By adding at the end of the Article the following: “The Director holding the position of Executive Director of the
Company shall not be chairman or deputy chairman of the Board nor shall such person be appointed chairman or
deputy chairman of the Board within two years of leaving the position”.

6.12 Amendment to Article 136 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the Article be deleted in its entirety and the following substituted therefor:
“The decision to present a petition to the Court for the winding up of the Company shall be by Special Resolution
passed at a general meeting”.
7.

To consider, and if thought fit, to adopt with or without amendment, the following resolution:
Renewal of Share Buy-back authority
As an Ordinary Resolution: “That the Company, as duly authorised by Article 10 of its Articles of Association, may
undertake the purchase of its own ordinary shares in such manner and on such terms as the Directors may from time
to time determine, provided that the repurchases are not made at a price greater than 5% above the weighted average
of the market value for the securities for the five business days immediately preceding the date of the repurchase and
also provided that the maximum number of shares authorised to be acquired shall not exceed 10% (ten percent) of
the Company’s issued ordinary share capital.
That this authority shall expire at the next Annual General Meeting and shall not exceed beyond 15 months from the
date of the resolution.”
After considering the effect of the maximum repurchase of the shares, the Directors are confident that:
a)
The Company will be able to pay its debts for a period of 12 months after the date of the Annual General
Meeting.
b)
The assets of the Company will be in excess of liabilities.
c)
The share capital and reserves of the Company are adequate for a period of 12 months after the date of the
notice of the Annual General Meeting.
d)
The Company will have adequate working capital for a period of 12 months after the date of the notice of the
Annual General Meeting.

Note
A member of the Company entitled to attend and vote at this meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy to speak and, on poll, vote in
his/her stead.
A proxy need not be a member of the Company.
Proxy forms should be forwarded to reach the office of the Transfer Secretaries or the Group Company Secretary, at least 48 hours
before the commencement of the meeting.

By order of the Board

Mr C.A. Banda
Group Company Secretary

8 October 2021

Registered Office:
Econet Park, 2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Email: investor@econet.co.zw
Website: www.econet.co.zw

Registrars and Transfer Secretaries:
First Transfer Secretaries (Private) Limited,
1 Armagh Avenue, Eastlea, Harare, Zimbabwe
Email: info@fts-net.com
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Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) content index
This report is in accordance with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards: Core option. To locate the topics
and standards contained within the guidelines and our responses to these standards please use the index below. For
a detailed explanation and understanding of the standards please visit the GRI website.

DISCLOSURE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE

SECTION

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE
GRI 102 GENERAL DISCLOSURES
Disclosure 102-1

Name of the organisation

25

Company details

Disclosure 102-2

Activities, brands, products and services

30

Products and services

Disclosure 102-3

Location of headquarters

25

Company details

Disclosure 102-4

Location of operations

25

Company details

Disclosure 102-5

Ownership and legal form

24

Corporate structure

Disclosure 102-6

Markets served

37

Network coverage

Disclosure 102-7

Scale of the organisation

25

Company details

Disclosure 102-8

Information on employees and other workers

87

Human capital impact
Diversity and inclusion

Disclosure 102-9

Supply Chain

44

Our stakeholder engagement outcomes
and priorities - Suppliers and business
partners

97

Governance - Our supplier value chain

Disclosure 102 -11

Precautionary principle or approach

42

Precautionary approach

Disclosure 102 -12

External initiatives

112

Governance statement - Environmental,
Social and Governance committee (ESG)

58

Impact on SDGs

Membership associations

90

Corporate memberships, affiliations and
recognition

Disclosure 102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

10

Chairman’s statement

Disclosure 102-15

Key impacts, risks and opportunities

101

Managing risk in a digital world

Disclosure 102- 13
STRATEGY

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY
Disclosure 102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of
behaviour

5

Our values

Disclosure 102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about
ethics

55

Message from the GM - ESG committee

112

Governance statement - Environmental,
Social and Governance committee (ESG)

113

Governance statement Business and employee Integrity
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Shareholder and Other Information

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) content index (continued)
DISCLOSURE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE

SECTION

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE (CONTINUED)
GRI 102 GENERAL DISCLOSURES (CONTINUED)
GOVERNANCE
Disclosure 102-18

Governance structure

104

Our leadership Board of Directors

Disclosure 102-19

Delegating authority

110

Governance statement

Disclosure 102-20

Executive-level responsibility for economic,
environmental, and social impacts

16

Chief Executive Officer’s operations review

Disclosure 102-21

Consulting stakeholders on
environmental, and social topics

economic,

44

Stakeholder engagement

Disclosure 102-22

Composition of the highest governance body
and its committees

104

Our leadership - Board of Directors

Disclosure 102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

104

Our leadership - Board of Directors

Disclosure 102-24

Nominating and
governance body

110

Governance statement

Disclosure 102-25

Conflicts of interest

110

Governance statement

Disclosure 102-26

Role of highest governance body in setting
purpose, values, and strategy

110

Governance statement

Disclosure 102-27

Collective knowledge of the highest
governance body

104

Board of Directors

Disclosure 102-28

Evaluating the highest governance body’s
performance

113

Business and employee integrity

Disclosure 102-29

Identifying
and
managing
economic,
environmental and social impacts

54

Message from GM sustainability

Disclosure 102-30

Effectiveness of risk management processes

101

Managing risk in a digital world

Disclosure 102-32

Highest governance body’s role in
Sustainability Reporting

112

Environmental, Social and Governance
Committee (ESG)

Disclosure 102-33

Communicating critical concerns

110

Governance statement - Engagement with
stakeholders

Disclosure 102-34

Nature and total number of critical concerns

101

Managing risk in a digital world

Disclosure 102-35

Remuneration policies

112

Governance statement Remuneration committee

Disclosure 102-37

Stakeholders’ involvement in remuneration

46

Stakeholder engagement – Human capital

Disclosure 102-38

Annual total compensation ratio

175

Profit / (loss) before tax from continuing
operations

232
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Shareholder and Other Information

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) content index (continued)
DISCLOSURE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE

SECTION

ORGANISATIONAL PROFILE (CONTINUED)
GRI 102 GENERAL DISCLOSURES (CONTINUED)
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Disclosure 102 -40

List of stakeholder groups

44

Our stakeholders - Engagement
outcomes and priorities

Disclosure 102- 42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

44

Our stakeholders - Engagement for shared
value creation

Disclosure 102 -43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

44

Our stakeholders - Engagement for shared
value creation

Disclosure 102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

44

Our stakeholders Engagement outcomes and priorities

Disclosure 102 -45

Entities included in financial statements

24

Corporate structure

Disclosure 102 - 46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

4

Report boundaries

Disclosure 102- 47

List of material topics

56

ESG materiality matrix

Disclosure 102 -48

Restatements of information

Disclosure 102 -49

Changes in reporting

55

Our sustainability framework

Disclosure 102- 50

Reporting period

4

Report boundaries

Disclosure 102 -51

Date of most recent report

4

Report boundaries

Disclosure 102-52

Reporting Cycle

4

Report boundaries

Disclosure 102-53

Contact point for questions regarding
the report

4

Report boundaries

Disclosure 102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI
standards

4

Reporting standards and responsibilities Sustainability reporting | GRI 2018

Disclosure 102-55

GRI content index

231

Disclosure 102-56

External assurance

4

Reporting standards and responsibilities Sustainability reporting | GRI 2018

N/A

GRI Content index

GRI 103 : MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Disclosure 103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its
boundary

55
56

Our sustainability framework
ESG materiality matrix

Disclosure 103-2

The management approach and its
components

10
55
62
72
86
94
98
100

Chairman’s statement
Our sustainability framework
Environmental impact
Social capital impact
Human capital
Business model and innovation
Tax
Leadership and governance

Disclosure 103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

112

Governance statement - Environmental,
Social and Governance committee (ESG)
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Shareholder and Other Information

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) content index (continued)
DISCLOSURE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE

SECTION

ECONOMIC PERFOMANCE
GRI 201 : ECONOMIC PERFOMANCE
Disclosure 201-1

Direct economic value generated
and distributed

6

Financial performance highlights

59

SDG’s agenda 2030:
Impact on SDGs
Decent jobs and economic growth

Disclosure 201-2

Financial implications and other risks
and opportunities due to climate change

59

SDG’s agenda 2030:
Impact on SDGs
Affordable and clean energy

Disclosure 201-3

Defined benefit plan obligations and
other retirement plans

156

Employee benefits

Disclosure 201-4

Financial assistance received from
government

154

Taxation

127

Consolidated statement of profit or loss and
other comprehensive income

INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Disclosure 203-1

Infrastructure
supported

investments

and

Disclosure 203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts

services

6

Financial performance highlights

59

SDG’s agenda 2030:
Impact on SDGs Decent jobs and economic growth

52-53

Sustainability hits and misses Annual procurement spend on local
suppliers and industry

PROCUREMENT PRACTICES
Disclosure 204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

ANTI-CORRUPTION
Disclosure 205-1

Operations assessed for risks related to
corruption

113

Business and employee integrity

Disclosure 205-2

Communication and training about
anti-corruption policies and procedures

100

Risk management

66

Integrated waste management

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFOMANCE
GRI 300 ENVIRONMENTAL
MATERIALS
Disclosure 301-2

234

Recycling input materials used
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Shareholder and Other Information

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) content index (continued)
DISCLOSURE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE

SECTION

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFOMANCE (CONTINUED)
GRI 300 ENVIRONMENTAL (CONTINUED)
ENERGY
Disclosure 302-1

Energy consumption within the organisation

63

Achieving carbon neutrality
Environmental impact :
energy and carbon management

Disclosure 302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

63

Achieving carbon neutrality
Environmental impact :
energy and carbon management

Disclosure 302-5

Reduction in energy requirements of products
and services

63

Achieving carbon neutrality
Environmental impact :
energy and carbon management

Disclosure 305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

63

Achieving carbon neutrality
Environmental impact :
energy and carbon management

Disclosure 305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

63

Achieving carbon neutrality
Environmental impact :
energy and carbon management

69

Compliance with environmental laws
and regulations

44

Our stakeholders Engagement outcomes and priorities:
Suppliers and business partners

EMISSIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
Disclosure 307-1

Non- compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

SUPPLIER ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Disclosure 308-1

New suppliers that were screened using
environmental criteria

SOCIAL PERFOMANCE
GRI 400 SOCIAL
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Disclosure 403-1

Occupational health and safety management
system

88

Occupational health, safety and
environment

Disclosure 403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessments, and
incident investigation

88

Occupational health safety and environment

101

Managing risk in a digital world

88

Creating a safe and conducive working
environment

Disclosure 403-3

Occupational health services

89

Staff Wellness Initiatives

Disclosure 403-4

Worker participation, consultation, and
communication on occupational health and
safety

89

Staff wellness initiatives

Disclosure 403-5

Worker training on occupational health and
safety

89

Staff wellness initiatives

Disclosure 403-6

Promotion of worker health

89

Staff wellness initiatives

Disclosure 403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational
health and safety impacts directly linked by
business relationships

88

Occupational health, safety and
environment
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Shareholder and Other Information

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) content index (continued)
DISCLOSURE

DESCRIPTION

PAGE

SECTION

SOCIAL PERFOMANCE (CONTINUED)
GRI 400 SOCIAL (CONTINUED)
TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Disclosure 404-1

Average hours of training per year per
employee

87

Talent management and development

Disclosure 404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and
transition assistance programs

87

Talent management and development

Disclosure 404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews

87

Talent management and development

87

Human capital impact Diversity and inclusion

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Disclosure 405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and
employees

LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Disclosure 413-1

Operations with local community
engagement, impact assessments and
development programs

73

Social capital impact

Disclosure 413-2

Operations with significant actual and
potential and negative impacts on local
communities

73

Social capital impact

56

The ESG materiality matrix

34

Customer experience Digital channels and self-care

HUMAN RIGHTS ASSESSMENT
Disclosure 412-1

Operations that have been subject to human
rights reviews or impact assessments

CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY
Disclosure 416-1

Assessment of the health and safety impacts
of product and service categories

46
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Our Stakeholders Customers

ECONET WIRELESS ZIMBABWE LIMITED
(Incorporated in Zimbabwe on 4 August 1998 under Company registration number 7548/98) ZSE alpha code: ECO ISIN: ZW 000 901 212 2

P R OX Y F O R M - A N N UA L G E N E R A L M E E T I N G
PROXY FORM for the Twenty-third Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the members of Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited (the Company) which
will be held at the Registered Office of the Company at Econet Park, 2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa in Harare on Friday 29 October 2021 at 10.00 am.
However, owing to COVID-19 restrictions, the Chairman has determined in accordance with Article 55, that the shareholders connect virtually. The
Company has put in place an audio-visual communication facility that will enable members to be heard and seen by all other persons so present
whether physically or virtually, by logging onto https://econet.escrowagm.com.
I/We ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... being the
registered holders of ..................................................................................... Ordinary shares / Class A Shares in Econet Wireless Zimbabwe Limited
hereby appoint: 1. .................................................................................................................................................................................. or failing him/her,
2. ................................................................................................................................, as my proxy to act for me/us at the Annual General Meeting of
the Company to be held at 2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa, Harare at 10.00 am on Friday 29 October 2021 and at any adjournment thereof, and vote
for me/us on my/our behalf or to abstain from voting.

Do hereby record my votes for the resolutions to be submitted as follows:
ORDINARY BUSINESS
To consider and adopt, with or without amendment, the following resolutions:
1.

Adoption of Financial Statements for the year ended 28 February 2021
To receive and adopt the financial statements for the year ended 28 February 2021 together with the reports of the
Directors and auditors thereon.

2.

Dividend
To approve the following dividends paid during the year:
•
40 ZWL cents per share for the interim dividend amounting to ZWL 1 billion.
•
60 ZWL cents per share for the final dividend amounting to ZWL 1.5 billion.

3.

Election of Directors
To re-elect Mr M Gasela, Ms T Moyo and Mr R Chimanikire as Directors of the Company. In accordance with Article
81 of the Company’s Articles of Association they retire by rotation at the Company’s Annual General Meeting and,
being eligible, offer themselves for re-election. Each Director shall be re-elected through a separate resolution.
3.1.

Mr M Gasela

3.2.

Ms T Moyo

3.3.

Mr R Chimanikire

4.

Directors’ Remuneration
To approve the remuneration of the Directors for the year ended 28 February 2021.

5.

Approval of Auditors’ Fees and Appointment of Auditors
5.1

To approve the auditors’ fees for the previous year.

5.2

To consider the re-appointment of Deloitte & Touche as auditors of the Company for the ensuing year.
Deloitte & Touche have served as auditors of the Company for six years.

SPECIAL BUSINESS
6.
Amendments to the Company’s Articles of Association
To approve the following amendments to the Company’s Articles of Association:
6.1

Substitution of reference to “the Companies Act” with “The Companies and Other Business
Entities Act”
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the Company’s Articles of Association be amended as follows: All references to the Companies Act
shall mean “the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24:31)” (“COBE”).

6.2

Amendment to Article 9 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the words “Subject to confirmation by the court” be inserted at the beginning of Article 9.

6.3

Amendment to Article 45 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That pursuant to Section 167(2) of COBE the first sentence in the article be replaced by the following “The
annual general meeting of the Company shall be held once in every period of twelve (12) months”.

6.4

Amendment to the Articles of Association to allow for the holding of virtual meetings of Members
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That as permissible under Section 170(10) of COBE, the Company’s Articles of Association be amended by
the addition at the end of Article 47.4 of the following: “The Company may hold virtual meetings of members
through the use of any electronic communication media including video or telephone conferencing. Resolutions
passed at the virtual meetings shall be binding as if they were passed at physical meetings”.

6.5

Amendment to Article 50 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the last sentence in the Article be deleted and be substituted by the following: “A majority of the total
number of votes entitled to vote on a matter shall constitute a quorum”.

6.6

Amendment to Article 51 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed fit, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution: That
the last sentence in the Article be deleted and the following substituted therefor: “Such meeting shall
be reconvened not later than twenty-one (21) days from the date of the adjournment. At a reconvened
meeting, following an adjournment for a lack of a quorum, at least twenty-five percent (25%) of the votes
of the shares entitled to vote shall constitute a quorum”.

Tick “√” or place and “X” inside the
BOX. Please note that alterations
made to your initial response
should be signed for.
IN FAVOUR

AGAINST ABSTAIN

ECONET WIRELESS ZIMBABWE LIMITED

PROXY FORM - ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (CONTINUED)
Tick “√” or place and “X” inside the
BOX. Please note that alterations
made to your initial response
should be signed for.

Do hereby record my votes for the resolutions to be submitted as follows:

IN FAVOUR

AGAINST ABSTAIN

SPECIAL BUSINESS (CONTINUED)
6.
Amendments to the Company’s Articles of Association (continued)

7.

6.7

Amendment to Article 68.1 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That in line with Section 195 (1) of the Companies and Other Business Entities Act (Chapter 24.31) Article
68.1 be amended to provide as follows: “Subject as hereinafter provided the number of Directors shall not
exceed fifteen and shall not be less than seven. Not less than three of the directors shall be independent
non-executive directors”.

6.8

Amendment to Article 70 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
By the addition at the end of the Article of the following: “The fees payable to the Directors must be approved
by Shareholders at the Company’s annual general meeting”.

6.9

Amendment to Article 73 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
6.9.1

By the addition in the heading of the Article the word “Executive” so that it reads “Executive
Directors’ pension and other benefits”.

6.9.2

By the addition at the beginning of the Article of the following: “Subject to shareholder approval
at the Company’s general meeting” and the deletion in the sixth line of the Article of the words
“were at any time Executive Directors” and the substitution therefor of the words “any person
who has held the position of an Executive Director”.

6.10

Amendment to Article 92 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed fit, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution: That the
first sentence of Article 92 be deleted in its entirety and the following substituted therefor: “A majority of the
total number of Directors fixed in the Company’s Articles of Association shall constitute a quorum”.

6.11

Amendment to Article 96 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed fit, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution: By
adding at the end of the Article the following: “The Director holding the position of Executive Director of
the Company shall not be chairman or deputy chairman of the Board nor shall such person be appointed
chairman or deputy chairman of the Board within two years of leaving the position”.

6.12

Amendment to Article 136 of the Articles of Association
To consider, and if deemed appropriate, to pass with or without amendment, the following Special Resolution:
That the Article be deleted in its entirety and the following substituted therefor: “The decision to present a
petition to the Court for the winding up of the Company shall be by Special Resolution passed at a general
meeting”.

Renewal of Share Buy-back Authority
To consider, and if thought fit, to adopt with or without amendment, the following resolution:
As an Ordinary Resolution: “That the Company, as duly authorised by Article 10 of its Articles of Association, may
undertake the purchase of its own ordinary shares in such manner and on such terms as the Directors may from
time to time determine, provided that the repurchases are not made at a price greater than 5% above the weighted
average of the market value for the securities for the five business days immediately preceding the date of the
repurchase and also provided that the maximum number of shares authorised to be acquired shall not exceed 10%
(ten percent) of the Company’s issued ordinary share capital.

Signature of Shareholder ........................................................................................................................................................................................................
PLEASE NOTE
Please fill in the correct details below and return to the Company Secretary and Transfer Secretaries in copy.
Name ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Postal Address ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Email Address.................................................................................................................... Contact telephone number .......................................................
Please read the notes below:
NOTE:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Shareholders may insert the name of a proxy or the name of two alternative proxies of the shareholder’s choice in the space provided. The person
whose name appears first on the form of proxy and whose name has not been deleted shall be entitled to act as proxy to the exclusion of those
whose names follow.
The authority of the person signing a proxy or representing an institutional shareholder should be attached to the proxy form in the form of a Board
resolution confirming that the proxy has been appointed to represent the shareholder at the Company’s Extraordinary General Meeting.
The completion and lodging of this form of proxy shall not preclude the relevant shareholder from attending the Annual General Meeting and
speaking and voting in person thereat to the exclusion of any proxy appointed in terms thereof should the shareholder wish to do so.
The Chairman of the Annual General Meeting may accept a proxy form which is completed and /or received other than in accordance with these
instructions, provided that he is satisfied as to the manner in which a shareholder wishes to vote.
Any alteration or correction to this form must be initialed by the signatory/signatories.
Forms of proxy must be submitted electronically, or lodged at or posted to be received at the registered office of the Company Secretary not less
than 48 hours before the time of the meeting.

The Group Company Secretary
Registered Office:
Econet Park, 2 Old Mutare Road, Msasa, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Email: investor@econet.co.zw
Website: www.econet.co.zw

Registrars and Transfer Secretaries:
First Transfer Secretaries (Private) Limited,
1 Armagh Avenue, Eastlea, Harare, Zimbabwe.
Email: info@fts-net.com

w w w.econet.co.zw

